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Preface
Korea’s agriculture and rural villages have faced negative conditions
including a population decrease, aging, and the increasing income gap
between urban and rural areas. These changes of rural society is an obstacle
to the revitalization of agriculture and rural communities. To overcome this
situation, a new change is needed and the 6th industrialization is at the center.
The Korean government is pursuing the 6th industrialization through the
convergence of the primary, secondary, and tertiary industries to vitalize
agriculture and rural villages. The 6th industrialization policy aims to increase
farm incomes, maintain rural society, revitalize the rural economy, and create
jobs by raising agriculture’s added value through the 6th industrialization, the
convergence activity based on win-win cooperation.
Accordingly, it is very meaningful to examine the related policies of
Korea, China, and Japan. This book explains the policies of the three nations
in Northeast Asia by presenting analyses of Korea that began the 6th
industrialization policy in earnest in 2013, Japan that has pursued it before
Korea, and China that has implemented unique policies as a newcomer.
It is important that the three countries drew vitalization measures
considering each nation’s policy environment through the joint research on
the 6th industrialization. It is the trend of the times that each country is
seeking the 6th industrialization through the links and cooperation among the
industries and the use of the region’s unique resources to overcome its limit.
At the time of new changes, I hope that the three countries will invigorate
agriculture and rural communities through this activity.
I am grateful to the researchers at KREI of Korea, IAED of China, and
PRIMAFF of Japan who participated in the joint research. I hope that this
book will be helpful in understanding the three countries’ efforts for the 6

th

industrialization and the desirable direction.
June 2014

Choi Sei-Kyun
President,
Korea Rural Economic Institute
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Preface
First of all, I would like to congratulate the 10th FANEA（Forum for
Agricultural Policy Research In North East Asia）International Symposium
founded by the national policy research institutes of Korea, China and Japan,
and the publication of this document.
th
“6 Industrialization of Agriculture”, the main theme of the document, is recognized widely as a keyword for improving the farm income, amid the change
of the environment that surrounds agriculture such as sluggish price of agricultural products, aging and depopulation of rural community, draws attention of
a wide range of people, and is strongly promoted by private and public sectors.
We PRIMAFF (Policy Research Institute of the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry
and Fisheries) of Japan continue to conduct the research for “6th Industrialization
of Agriculture” under the umbrella of the research of the “Research for the Food
Supply Chain”.
Last year, at the occasion of the 9th FANEA International Symposium that
was held at Sendai, Japan, the President of KREI, Dr. CHOI Sei-Kyun made
a proposal of comparative research for “6th Industrialization of Agriculture”
among Korea, China and Japan, and the cooperative research among the three
countries has been started. It is very delightful for me to see such outstanding
research results that are cooperatively conducted by Korea and Japan, including
our joint on-site field researches that were conducted in both Korea and Japan.
The section of Japan in this research document was written by our research
team for “6th Industrialization of Agriculture”, i.e., by Mr. Shigenori KOBAYASHI,
Mr. Sotaro INOUE, Mr. Tomoo HIGUCHI, Ms. Yurie KOSHIBA, Ms. Megumi
th
OHASHI, and Ms. Akiko TABATA. They analysed the new development of “6
Industralization of Agriculture” in Japan, and in addition, they conducted the
th
research on similar movements like “6 Industrialization of Agriculture” in
European countries. I would like to congratulate them for having drafted such
cutting-edge researches.
Finally, I am firmly convinced that these outcomes of our researches would
substantially contribute to the development of the agro-food sector of the NorthEast Asian agriculture. I would be very grateful if we could continue to carry out
our cooperative and synergetic research activities among three countries.
June 2014

YOSHIMURA Kaoru
Director-General, Policy Research Institute,
Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries
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Preface
The 6th Industrialization of Agriculture is the research result of the joint
research project among the Institute of Agricultural Economics and
Development (IAED), Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences (CAAS),
PRIMAFF and the Korea Rural Economic Institute (KREI) for the 10th
FANEA Symposium, which plays an important role in exchanging academic
viewpoints and policy consultation.
th
The 6 industry is similar to the agriculture industrialization in China,

which is a significant innovation of rural operation and organizational system
after the household contract management conducted during rural reform.
Starting from the mid and late 1980s, agriculture industrialization has experienced multiple stages, including early exploration, developing and perfecting,
as well as innovation and improvement, from which the significant results
are obtained. In this study, the 6th industry’s development background, current
situation, mode, policy change, existing problems, development ideas and
others will be analyzed and discussed from the perspective of agriculture
industrialization based on the actual condition of China.
The reports or articles only represent the author’s opinion and conclusion,
and comments concerning the viewpoints, conclusion and methodology are
warmly welcome.

June 2014

QIN Fu
Director General
Institute of Agricultural Economics and Development
Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences
v
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KOREA
th

6 Industrialization and
Policies of Agriculture in Korea
Kim Yong-lyoul, Kim Tae-gon, Heo Joo-nyung

1

Chapter

1
th

Significance of 6 Industrialization in
Agriculture
1. Why Is 6th Industrialization Needed at This Time?
1.1. Rapid progress in globalization
Free trade agreements are making a rapid progress in order to pull the
growth of Korea’s economy. Free trade agreements have a significant effect
on Korea’s agriculture. Nations with a small-scale agricultural structure in
management and distributed land for cultivation face a growing volume of
imported agricultural products from other countries to drop prices of
domestic agricultural products and thus to reduce farmer’s income. This is
common in northeast Asian countries which include Korea, Japan and China
with a small-scale and distributed structure in agriculture.
First, a policy is needed to improve the small-scale and distributed
structure in agriculture for enhanced competitiveness in a long term in order
to cope with this issue. Second, a management policy is needed for
appropriately managing risks to stabilize management through commercial
agriculture in a short term. That is, multidimensional management enables
creation of added values and risk management by introducing processing
sectors or sales sectors based on agricultural production.

th
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1.2. Aging farmer population
An aging farmer population is one of important factors which slow
agricultural growth. If globalization is an external factor for agriculture, the
aging farmer population is an internal factor. The aging rate of ‘farm
population’ is 20.9% in 2010, which is faster than urban areas by 20 years.
Furthermore, the aging rate of ‘farm population’ is predicted to be 35.6%
in 2012, and 43.5% in 2022. The aging population is now common in
agriculture or rural areas.
The aging farmer population needs two aspects of action to cope with it.
One is to secure successors or farming populations. At the same time, it is
needed to create jobs for aged farmers or women who are not physically
strong. The other aspect is growing demands for social welfare services led
by the aging farmer population. It is needed to address challenges in rural
living, and to further provide caregiving or medical services. It is essential
to establish a system for rapid resolution of this issue.

1.3. Changing food consumption pattern
The aforementioned aging farmer population or changing lifestyle contributes
to fast-changing food consumption patterns. In particular, more people dine
out to consume food out of their home. Another fast-growing pattern is to
buy processed side dishes to consume them at home. There is another
growing demand for food supply delivered home or facilities by aging
populations and the growing number of single-person households.
Such a changing consumption pattern suggests creation of a new market.
In relation to this market, food serving or delivery is a new emerging
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market. A new business can be created from treating wasted agricultural
products or food waste which occur in processing or eating food to recycle
them as composts. Rural areas can internally address the demand to vitalize
themselves.

1.4. Sharp increase in returners to rural areas to become a
farmer
People who live in urban areas are very interested in agriculture. According
to the data from the Statistics Korea, the number of returners to rural areas
to become a farmer is increasing as 4,067 households in 2010, 10,503
households in 2011, 27,008 households in 2012 and 32,424 households in
2013.
The number of small vegetable gardeners in urban areas is 150 thousand
people in 2010 (104 ha) and 770 thousand people in 2012 (558 ha), and they
grow vegetables for farming experiences or producing vegetables for their
own consumption.
As urban dwellers’ interest or participation in agriculture grows, a new
opportunity is exchange between urban and rural areas, and expanded direct
transactions between them. An opportunity for promotion in agriculture and
vitalized rural areas can be created by employing returners to rural areas in
the agricultural sectors to encourage exchange between rural areas and urban
th

areas or direct transactions through the 6 Industrialization.

th
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2. New Way Out in Agriculture: 6th Industrialization
2.1. Job creation as essential role of agriculture
Being employed is self-attainment and also a starting point for participation
in the society. It is ideal to provide jobs stably throughout the year, not
seasonal jobs in agricultural production. In particular, the food processing
sector or the sales sector is ideal for old people or women while avoiding
seasonal jobs in the agricultural sector.
It is necessary to provide jobs to young or middle-aged farmers, old
people or women who are disadvantaged members of the society, newly
employed farmers, returners from urban areas to rural districts depending on
their ‘physical strength or ability’. Newly introduced food processing or
sales sectors in agricultural production contribute to creating new jobs. There
is a need of newly designed local agriculture which currently focuses on
single crops in order to use a variety of local labor force.

2.2. Producing and consuming safe agricultural product and
food
Consumers have greater interest in global warming or food safety now.
Therefore, consumers place a high value on production eco-friendly or in
consideration of bio-diversity. It is necessary to switch the method of
production into the direction of inhibiting and absorbing emitted greenhouse
gases including carbon dioxide, in relation to global warming.
The importance of ‘local food’ is as follows: it accumulates added values
in the relevant region, and builds a circular economy in the region by

6
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producing and processing various agricultural products and consuming the
resulting products in the region in the aforementioned manner.

2.3. Creating new values and recovering local economy
Agriculture should be connected with development of processed products
and the dine-out industry to address ‘the changing food consumption pattern’
and thus to cope with the demand from the society, rather than just
production. The way-out for local economy recovery can be found by
improving added values and in connection with tourism or exchange in
various relations.
The strategy for local economy recovery is to develop a variety of
businesses by producer’s using local resources but integration with processing
or sales sectors, and businesses connected with farming, processing, retail
business and dine-out business by regions.
In particular, if the agricultural issues are just thought as issues in a
specific region, disadvantaged members of the society are accumulated in a
region in poor production conditions and living conditions, and with a high
aging rate due to the reduced number of jobs, reduced income and weakened
community identities. For those regions, a strategy is needed to create jobs
ideal for old people and women, to restructure local agriculture and create
added values by using local resources. It is required to provide various
products or services in accordance with integration of production with
processing and sale, and changing food consumption patterns. This is 6th
Industrialization in agriculture, which can be a strategy to create new values
and recover local communities in the relevant region.

th
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3. Concept and Type of 6th Industrialization in Agriculture
3.1. Concept
As described above, the smaller number of jobs and reduced income due
to globalization and aging farmer population contributes to accelerating
depression in agriculture. A new strategy is thus needed to meet social needs
from the agricultural sector in order to invert the current situation.
Production in the narrow sense has just been emphasized in agriculture.
Agriculture, however, can create new values in connection with development
of various processed products to cope with changing consumer’s food
consumption patterns, or the dine-out industry, tourism and exchange, from
the perspective of business.
The 6th Industrialization in agriculture is a strategy for integrating production
with processing and sale, and forming a business eco-system which includes
tourism or exchange to create jobs and added values in the relevant region.
That is, producers including villages, crop units and agricultural production
corporations as a leader use local resources, for example, agricultural,
forestry and fishery products, byproducts, natural resources, scenery and
culture in the relevant region to implement primary (production), secondary
(processing) and tertiary (sale) industry, or to connect agriculture with
manufacturing and retail businesses in the relevant region. This process aims
to recover communities and to create values of the region.
Food production business, food distribution business, dine-out business
and tourism which are connected with agriculture or rural areas are growing
its volume. These industries have been included in the domain of
manufacturing or service businesses in urban areas to drain added values

8
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from agriculture to the domain outside of agriculture. The 6 Industrialization
in agriculture attempts to internalize jobs and added values related to the
food industry, tourism and service business which have gone out of agriculture.
It is a strategy for promoting agriculture or vitalizing rural districts through
th
the aforementioned activities. An exemplary 6 Industrialization includes ‘B

to B’ in which the other party of transactions is food manufacturing business
or retail business, and ‘B to C’ in which the other party of transactions is
consumers.
th

3.2. Direction of 6

Industrialization

Promotion of local agriculture or vitalization of rural districts depends on
designing the 6th Industrialization as a business of using rich human
resources, for example, old people or women, and various material resources
in the relevant region to implement continuity. Continuity as a circular
system is held for developing new products or new markets and promoting
consumption in the relevant region by producing various raw agricultural
products in the production sector with its center in the region, integrating
the processing sector with the sales sector which is led by the production
sector and connecting different types of industries.
The direction of the 6th Industrialization is divided into 3 steps. The first
step is horizontal diversification. Agriculture should be switched to the
horizontally diversified industry for producing various agricultural products
in terms of agriculture’s procurement of various raw materials for processing.
Current regional agriculture aims at ‘economies of scale’ to result heavily
in single cropping. Single cropping is disadvantageous in terms of high risks,
and development of diversified processed food.

th
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The second step is vertical diversification. Vertical diversification is
required on the assumption of horizontal diversification for producing
th
various items in a region. This is 6 Industrialization in a narrow meaning,

for which the producer group leads integration of the production sector for
expanding the business domain of processing and sale with the processing
and sales sector. Vertical diversification contributes to ‘economies of scope’
for enhancing the added values in agriculture and rural districts, and
avoiding risks in the production sector, for example, natural disasters or
price fluctuation.
th

Figure 1-1 Direction of 6

Industrialization in agriculture

Source: Kim Tae-Gon, et al (1) (2013).

The third step is connection between different types of industries. The
subject of agricultural management cannot fully attain development of new
products by itself, finding domestic or overseas market, and local branding.
‘Economies of linkage’ are attained in cooperation with food producers with

10
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technology of developing new products, and retailers with advantageous
sales networks. The economies of linkage are expected through cooperation
between different types of industries with useful information or resources for
raw material supply, product development, production and sale of services.

3.3. Essential type
Various types of 6th Industrialization in agriculture may be represented
depending on objectives, regional conditions, management type, leading
industries and methods of cooperation. The big frame type to encompass all
of them is divided into community type (local community type), franchise
type (agreement and transaction type), and network type (linkage between
agriculture, industry and commerce).

3.3.1. Community type (local community type)
The community type aims to create jobs for old people and women who
account for a majority in rural districts and increase income to recover local
communities. This is one of aims of the 6th Industrialization.
This is a method that agricultural production corporations or local
producer groups expand their business domain from production to processing
and sale (primary×secondary×tertiary industry＝6th Industrialization type). It
is advantageous to start 6th Industrialization with small-scale business in rural
regions, and also with production of grains, vegetables or fruits expanded to
simple processing or direct sale. This process contributes to creating jobs
ideal for women or old people. Economies of scope occur by producing and
selling various products or processed products although it is a small-scale
business.

th
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The community type in village units or Eup (town) and Myeon (township)
can provide services to support elderly people or disadvantaged members in
the society for living or caregiving in the region with minimum expenses by
mutual cooperation between elderly people.

3.3.2. Franchise type (contracted transaction type)
The franchise type is currently popular in urban cafes, confectioneries and
dine-out business, and its role is expected for disseminating new technology
or enhancing added values in agriculture.
This is a type that leading farmers (franchiser, headquarters) like agricultural
production corporations or enterprises with high level of technology or sales
network carry out contracted transactions with a plurality of small-scale
farmers (franchisees, member stores) in their region. The headquarters
instructs member stores in production technology, supplies materials for
production while ensuring the member stores sale of their products.
This type enables leading farmers in each region to rapidly disseminate
their technology to member stores and is very popular in the horticultural
industry and livestock farming.

3.3.3. Network type (alliance between agriculture,
manufacturing and commerce)
The network type aims to create new values through development and
branding of new products, and finding new markets. This type may experience
limitations in expanding agriculture to the processing or sales sector.
This is a type to get over the limitations by associating different types
of industries, for example, with enterprises out of the agricultural domain

12
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but with production or processing technology and better sales network to
share technology or information (primary＋secondary＋tertiary industry＝6th
Industrialization type).
This is ideal for large-scale production areas or business sectors, and a
basis of creative economy in agriculture by forming a value chain through
the economies of linkage to create new values.
th

Table 1-1. Types of 6
Type

Industrialization

Goal

Description

Remarks

○ Create jobs for ○ Producer group in the ○ Small-scale business, ideal
old people and
center.
for hilly and mountainous
women.
○ Integration of production, areas.
Community
○ Increase income.
with processing and sale. ○ Challenges are production
type
○ Vitalize
○ Members: people inof various raw agricultural
(local comcommunities.
volved in the primary
products, and developmunity type)
industry.
ment of processed products and sales network.
[economies of scope]
○ Spread new
technology.
○ Enhance added
Franchise type
values.
(contracted
○ Ensure market.
transaction
type)

○ Led by leading farmers ○ Active in horticultural and
(headquarters).
livestock farming sectors.
○ Contracted transaction be- ○ Effective for training protween leading farmers
ducers and promoting loand a plurality of farmers cal farming.
(member farmers).
[Economies of linkage]
○ Participants: leading
farmers, small-scale
farmers.

○ Develop new
○ Led by manufacturing
○ Ideal for large-scale proNetwork type market.
business and service
duction sites, and
(alliance ○ Create new
business.
enterprises.
among agri- values.
○ Alliance between different ○ Value chain formed.
culture, in- ○ Build locally cir- types of industries.
○ [Economies of linkage]
dustry and
cular economy. ○ Participants: primary, seccommerce)
ondary and tertiary
enterprises.
Source: Kim Tae-Gon, et al (1) (2013).
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4. Effect of 6th Industrialization
Beyond the horizon of the production sector, agriculture should cope with
rapidly changing conditions, for example, globalization, aging society, changing
food consumption patterns, the growing number of returners to become a
farmer, and people’s high interest in the environment, the bio-system and
healing. It is necessary to extend the concept of agricultural management to
the supply of various agricultural products, food and services.
Through development and direct sale of specialized agricultural products
and supplying services required by the society, agriculture can create jobs
and added values in the region, make weakened communities strong, and
create new local values.
A new strategy is needed to continue to perform the role, and to address
complex issues in rural districts, for example, currently reduced jobs,
reduced income and lack of welfare services.
th

The 6

Industrialization can be a strategy for using locally unique

resources to produce various raw agricultural products and to promote local
agriculture. This basis can be used to create jobs and added values to
provide services for happy living.

14
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Chapter

2

6th Industrialization-related Policies

1. Historical Background of 6th Industrialization-related
Policies
1.1. 1960s: policy for using unused labor force through sideline
opportunities
Promotion of Korea’s urbanization and industrialization that started in the
1960s resulted in unbalanced economy and society development mainly for
large cities. Concentration on large cities was accelerated across all fields
including the economy, society, culture, education, medical services and
administration. As a result, social problems of accumulative bad circulation
occurred including problems in urban areas and rural villages.
A representative program at that time is the sideline project for rural
villages. It was a strategy for using the unused labor force in rural areas,
the program for supporting sidelines in rural areas started in 1968 to build
a Village-based Sideline Complex to produce emerging items which were
produced at farmer’s home, for example, rice straw goods and sedge goods
(Lee Dong-Phil, et al. 2008).

th
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Other examples are the program for supporting home-based manufacturing
business promoted by Nonghyup (National Agricultural Cooperative Federation)
during the period between 1963 and 1965, and the program for supporting
independent and stabilized farmers by the Ministry of Agriculture and
Forestry from 1965 (KREI, 1999). The key programs in the 1960s are to
support sideline complexes for farmers to produce materials used in farming
or living goods by using byproducts from farming on the basis of plenty of
the unused labor force.

1.2. 1970s: Sideline complex specialized in production in quiet
seasons for farmers, and Saemaul (new village) factory as
small- and medium-scale enterprise
The sideline complexes were subdivided in the 1970s into a sideline
complex category and a Saemaul (new village) factory category. The sideline
complex category changed to the category of production in quiet seasons for
farmers between 1973 and 1977. It included and operated complexes for
producing agricultural and livestock products, for example, rabbit farming,
and growing herbs. From 1978, items of which the demand was reduced like
rice-straw products (straw bags, straw ropes) were excluded. The program
for producing agricultural and livestock products was switched to the special
program for increasing farmer’s income to switch the program for supporting
sideline complexes to farmer’s home-based production.
The program for building Saemaul factories that started in 1972 changed
some of small- and medium-scale enterprise type sideline complexes to
Saemaul factories. The Saemaul factories created economic bases for
Saemaul Movement through increased farmer’s non-farm income, distributed

16
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the industry to rural areas and addressed latent unemployment in rural areas
to become an engine for developing rural areas. The goal was to build one
factory in one Myeon (township), and labor intensive businesses which could
be supplied with raw materials in the relevant region were allowed to move
in (KREI, 1999).

1.3. 1980s: Non-farm income policy mainly for Rural Industrial
Park, Specialty Complex and Tourist Farm
Although farmer’s income increased 2.8 times between 1971 and 1977
through the Saemaul Movement in the 1970s, the gap between urban
people’s income and farmer’s income was even wider than before the policy
for increasing farmer’s income while urban areas also achieved fast
economic growth. Also, while there was an issue of too many people living
in the capital area in the 1980s, the Jeon administration enforced the ‘policy
for building rural industrial parks’ to address both issues at the same time.
Regulations should be established for building factories in rural areas. To
this end, the ‘Act on Support in Activities of Farmers for Income Resource’
was enacted in 1983.
The most important achievement in the 1980s was the Act on Support in
Activities of Farmers for Income Resource. This act aimed to designate and
support rural industrial parks, and also processing factories. The policy goal
was to assist people to move factories to rural areas to address the issue of
too many people living in the capital area and to provide the residents with
job opportunities in rural areas in order to increase farmer’s income.
In 1980, small- and medium-scale traditional craft makers among sideline
complexes were switched according to the program for supporting traditional
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craft makers by the Ministry of Commerce and Industry (Lee Dong-Phil,
2003). They were named the special complexes of rural areas. New Saemaul
factories were not designated any more from 1983, and the complexes went
under the project for supporting small- and medium-scale enterprises from
1985.
As the Act on Support in Activities of Farmers for Income Resource was
enacted in 1983, it was also attempted to develop non-farm income sources
by vitalizing rural tourism through the tourist farms in addition to rural
industrial parks and special product complexes. This was the starting point to
find income sources in rural areas through policies for rural tourism.

1.4. 1990s: Composite industrialization of agriculture
The Special Act on Rural Development was enacted in 1990. While the
entire industry achieved high growth rates in the 6th 5-year (1987∼1991)
plan for economic development, minus growth was revealed in agriculture.
In this context, the future of agriculture needed phenomenal changes due to
the pressure from free trade for agricultural products, and this act was then
enacted to break through the challenge. The goal of this act is to optimize
management scale, to designate agricultural promotion areas, and to mitigate
the regulations for exclusive use of farmland. The restrictions on using land
in rural areas controlled by different regulations were loosened to allow
people to build industrial clusters or recreational sites (An Jong-Oon, 2000).
To this end, the Ministry of Land, Transport and Maritime Affairs enacted
the ‘Industrial Sites And Development Act’ in 1990 to back the projects by
the Ministries like development of clusters for producing specialized
products in rural areas and fishing villages, and resorts. The concept that
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appears for the first time here is resorts and tourism in connection with rural
areas, and is the starting point for introducing the tertiary industry beyond
the horizon of the secondary industry through polities.
In 1993, the Kim Young-sam administration started to govern Korea. The
administration attempted to vitalize rural areas. To this end, the administration enacted the ‘Act on Support of Processing Industry and Quality of
Agricultural and Fishery Products’ to make a legal basis. The administration
concentrated its effort on the support of traditional food industry, for
example, the project for supporting the processing industry, and specifying
traditional food items to increase farmer’s income. The administration
intensively supported the processing industry including production of
traditional food until 1997. In addition, the program for certifying the quality
of local products was attempted. This program has developed to be GAP, the
program for certifying eco-friendly agricultural products, the program for
tracking agricultural product history, and the program for marking origins
over time.
In 1995, the Rearrangement of Agricultural and Fishing Villages Act was
enacted. The act aimed to introduce the scheme for integrating rural areas
with fishing villages in connection between special plans and the project
plan for the purpose of deliberating development of rural districts and
avoiding wrong development. The Rearrangement of Agricultural and Fishing
Villages Act promoted the project for increasing farmer’s income by
enacting a regulation for extending the project of maintaining agricultural
production bases, maintaining the living environment of rural areas, and
developing unused resources in rural areas. The project for developing
tourism and recreational resources in rural areas was carried out on the basis
of the act (Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry, Korea Agricultural and
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Rural Infrastructure Corporation, 2000). In 2009, supporting the rural
industry was included. However, people complain that regulations in the
Rearrangement of Agricultural and Fishing Villages Act are loose: for
example, insertion of regulations is allowed if required any time. Critics also
point redundant regulations and procedures to request improvement of the
related legal systems (Lee Sang-Yoon, 2012).
In 1999, the Framework Act on Agriculture and Fisheries, Rural Community
and Food Industry was enacted. This act was a basis for planning femalefarmer support, establishing agricultural associations and agricultural companies,
and developing agricultural technology. Article 38 includes promotion and
th
development of the rural industry closely related to the 6 industry. This

article became a ground for supporting the rural industry in connection of
agriculture with the food industry.
The period in the 1990s is a time for combining agriculture with other
industries. Restructuring agriculture was an urgent issue to be addressed to
result in less interest in non-farm income. However, the legal grounds were
established to provide a framework for facilitating agriculture to be an
integrated industry.

1.5. 2000s: Balanced local development and rural industry
The period of the 2000s is a switching time for supporting the rural
industry. One of the slogans by the Roh Moo-hyun administration (2003 to
2008) is ‘balanced national development’. In this period, the ‘Special Act on
Farmer’s and Fisherman’s Quality of Life and Rural Development’ and the
‘Special Act on Balanced National Development’ were enacted in 2004. On
the basis of these acts, the Revitalization Project and the Regional strategic
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food industry development project were carried out in 2005, and the Local
Asset Based Industry Development Project in 2007. The project for
supporting the rural industry was renamed the Revitalization Project, and
then the local agricultural cluster project (later, the Cluster project and
currently the Regional strategic food industry development project) followed
by the Local Asset Based Industry Development Project to give stronger
voice to supporting the rural industry through inherent capability of each
region. In 2007, the Revitalization Project was integrated with the Local
Asset Based Industry Development Project and the project for supporting
local products to temporarily enforce the rural revitalization project as a
project of Block grant. The agenda ‘Establish regional innovation system’
was suggested to establish acts and enforce projects by the Ministry of
Security and Public Administration, followed by research results by
institutions. This effort contributed to fulfilling administration’s efforts to
raise the inherent capability of rural areas.
The ‘Promotion of Mutual Exchange between Cities and Agricultural or
Fishing Villages Act’ was enacted in 2007, to be a ground for vitalizing
activities in rural areas, and to enable the special cases regarding the Food
Sanitation Act to be applied to specifying recreational villages. This
contributed to villages being a subject of processing agri-food. This also
enabled resource discovery connected with rural tourism, and cooperation
between rural and urban areas.
In 2008, the ‘Food industry promotion act’ was enacted to be a ground
for food masters, supporting local processing industries, globalizing traditional
cuisine, and quality certification. This also affected the support of rural
industry, the project for certifying and finding food masters, and standardizing
the quality of traditional cuisine. This made official certification implemented
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for the policy of supporting the rural industry. At that time, this was a
ground for further enhancing the connection between agriculture, traditional
food and the local processing industry.
In 2009, the ‘Act on Support in Activities of Farmers for Non-farm Income’
and the ‘Act on Fostering and Supporting Agricultural and Fisheries Enterprises’
were enacted to register the agricultural product processing technology
centers and agricultural management bodies. The act enabled a legal ground
to be prepared for supporting non-farm activities, and business initiation.
Accordingly, in the 2000s, the rural industry was emphasized for balanced
local development, and a legal ground was provided for enhancing
development of non-farm income sources, facilitating rural-urban exchanges
and fostering the agricultural management bodies. This period was a time for
th
the foundation of the legal system for cooperative 6 Industrialization.

th

1.6. 2010s: 6 Industrialization in rural industry and agriculture
based on convergence
th

1.6.1. Political start of 6 Industrialization
In the 2010s, the Park administration (2013~2018) following the Lee
administration (2008~2013) took office. This is a time of enforcing policies
for fostering the rural industry and starting 6th Industrialization through
convergence.
The Lee administration pursued wide-zoned development policies and
regional policies. Accordingly, the basic settlement zones were established to
get rid of disadvantages of rural areas in relatively inferior positions to
support Si (city)- and Gun (county)-based rural areas. From 2010, the National
Balanced Growth Special Account was restructured to be the Wide zone
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Growth Special Account to introduce the block grant program. This is a
program for enhancing municipality’s self-regulation and responsibility, and
a signal for changing the subject of fostering the rural industry from the
central government to local governments.
In addition, the Lee administration promoted the Composite industrialization
project of rural areas as one of key projects so that 20% of people can live
in rural areas, and continued to enforce policies for vitalized rural-urban
exchange, for example, placing unique local resources in rural industrial
complexes, and vitalizing activity tourism.
After the ‘Food industry promotion act’ was enacted in 2008, fostering
the food industry has been a main trend of fostering the rural industry so
far. In 2010, the ‘Act on Promotion of Korean Traditional Liquor Industries’
was enacted. In 2011, the Food Service Industry Promotion Act and the
Kimchi Industry Promotion Act were enacted to foster a variety of food
industries. Connection with rural areas was facilitated by enforcing the
project for specifying superior dine-out zones, the project for fostering the
dine-out industry, the project for specifying superior dine-out service
providers and the project for fostering traditional fermented foods, which can
th
be linked to the 6 industry.

Industry changes through integration and convergence. One important
element for fostering the rural industry in addition to the food industry is
inter-industry convergence. With the start of the Park administration, the 6th
Industrialization in agriculture, mentioned as a method of vitalizing rural
areas, was promoted in a full scale. The Ministry of Agriculture, Food and
Rural Affairs announced a scheme for vitalizing the 6th industry in July,
2013, to assist it.
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Table 2-1. Acts and systems related to 6
Act

Year

industry over time

Supported project

Features

Rural convergence inCertification of rural convergence industry fostering and supdustry business operators, designation
port act (passed the
of specialized institutions, designation
National Assembly’s
2014
of intermediate support organizations,
Legislative and Judiciary
designation of rural convergence inCommittee in May, will
Continued rural industry zones.
be announced in 2015)
dustry policy based
on convergence, and
Designation of superior dine-out busiDine-out industry promocommencement of
ness zones, Dine-out industry fostering th
tion act, Kimchi industry 2011
6 Industrialization.
project, traditional fermented food fospromotion act
tering project.
Act on Promotion of
Improved management, training speciKorean Traditional Liquor 2010 alized human resources, quality
Industries
certification.
Act on Support in
Activities of Farmers for
Agricultural product processing techNon-farm Income, Act on
2009 nology center, registration of agriculFostering and Supporting
tural management body.
Agricultural and Fisheries
Enterprises
Food master, local processing industry, Topic emerged
Food industry promotion
2008 globalization of traditional cuisine, about balanced naact
tional development
quality certification.
and rural industry,
Promotion of Mutual
Activities in rural districts, designation Initial stage of agriExchange between Cities
of recreational villages, special cases
cultural
2007
and Agricultural or
regarding food sanitation act (Article
convergence.
Fishing Villages Act
10).
Article 31: Fostering rural industry
Special act regarding im(since 2010).
proved farmer’s living
2004 At the time of enactment, it was origiand promotion of rural
nally Fostering local industry (project
development.
for supporting composite industrializa-
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Act

Year

Supported project

Features

tion of rural resources 2010, project for
fostering local strategic industry 2005,
Revitalization Project 2006, Local
Asset Based Industry Development
Project 2008)
Plan for fostering female farmers, establishment of agricultural associations,
Basic act for agriculture,
establishment of agricultural comparural districts and food in- 1999
nies, project for developing agricultural
dustry
technology, Article 38: promote and
develop rural industry (from 1999)
Develop recreational resources for rural
Rearrangement Of
tourism (recreational complex for rural
Agricultural and Fishing 1995
tourism, tourist farms, farm-stay busiVillages Act
ness), fostering rural industry (2009) Converged industry
Support local processing industry, des- of agriculture,
ignate traditional cuisines, designate Extension of the baAct on Support of
traditional food masters, support tradi- sis for rural tourism.
Processing Industry and
1993 tional dine-out industry, quality certifiQuality Of Agricultural
cation of specialized products, quality
and Fishery Products
certification of traditional food, marking origin of products.
Clusters for producing products locally
Act on special measures
specialized in rural districts, project for
for development of rural 1990 developing recreational rural complex,
districts
project for developing zones for settled
living.
Attempt to develop
non-farm income
Rural and industrial zone, sideline clussources.
Act on promotion of agriters, designation of factories for procNon-farm income
cultural and fishery in- 1983
essing agricultural and fishery products,
policy in full stage.
come development
tourist farms.
Rural tourism
started.
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1.6.2. Act on Fostering and Supporting Rural Convergence
Industry: May 2, 2014
A. Overview
The National Assembly passed the ‘Act on fostering and supporting rural
convergence industry1)’ which is a legal ground for supporting the 6th
Industrialization on May 2, 2014. The engine was based on the act for
driving the 6th Industrialization in a full scale. This act specifies certification
of rural convergence industry business operators, designation of intermediate
support organizations, designation of rural convergence industry zones, and
planning how to foster the rural convergence industry by Si (city), Do
(province) and Gun (county) in order to vitalize the 6th industry.

B. System and contents of the Act
This act is composed of 6 chapters (general rules, establishing and
enforcing the plan for fostering rural convergence industry, creating a basis
for supporting the rural convergence industry, designating and fostering rural
convergence industry zones, supplementary rules, penal regulations), and 43
articles.
Chapter 1 is composed of general rules, basic principle, definitions,
responsibilities of the nation and municipalities, and relation with other acts.
Chapter 2 refers to establishing and enforcing the plan for fostering the rural
convergence industry, and is composed of: Article 6-Establishing a master
plan; Article 7-Establishing and enforcing the plan for enforcement; Article

1) This act is scheduled to be enforced in 2015, one year after its enactment.
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8-Certifying rural convergence industry business operators; Article 9-Details
of authorization and permission in accordance with other acts; Article 10Marking certification; Article 11- Effective period and renewal of
certification; Article 12-Disqualification; Article 13-Succeeding certification;
and Article 14- Cancellation of certification.
Chapter 3 refers to details of creating and supporting a basis for fostering
the rural convergence industry, and is composed of: Article 15- Investigation
and statistics management; Article 16- Building and operating comprehensive
information management system for the rural convergence industry; Article
17-Institutions for supporting the rural convergence industry; Article 18Studying and developing the rural convergence industry; Article 19- Training
specialized human resources; Article 20- Supporting business initiation;
Article 21- Cooperation with related industries; Article 22- Applying for
business structure reform; Article 23- Project for supporting how to find
market; Article 24- Establishing association; Article 25- Financial support;
Article 26- Public relations and training; Article 27- Operating shops in
processing facilities; Article 28-Developing standard for business facilities;
and Article 29- Renting unused processing facilities.
Chapter 4 refers to details of designating and fostering rural convergence
industry zones, and is composed of: Article 30- Applying for designation of
rural convergence industry zones; Article 31- Designating zones; Article 32Effect of designated zones; Article 33- Being released from designation of
zones; Article 34- Supporting zones; Article 35- Designating and operating
zone fostering center; and Article 36- Taxes and exemption from liabilities.
Chapter 5 refers to supplementary rules, and is composed of: Article 37Supporting rural convergence industry for women in rural districts; Article
38- Report and inspection; Article 39- Hearing; and Article 40- Commission
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and delegation of power. Chapter 6 refers to penal regulations, and is
composed of penal regulations, joint penal provisions, and penalties for
negligence.

2. Current Policies for 6th Industrialization
th

2.1. Comprehensive scheme for 6 Industrialization by Ministry
of Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs (July, 2013)
2.1.1. Basic direction
The basic direction of the scheme for 6th Industrialization is to be
connected with the campaign for rural areas and to spread the 6th
Industrialization model with its center in local communities; invite external
experts, for example, returners to become a farmer, and use talent donation,
to solve the problem of scarce human resources; build a step-by-step support
system for each step of village development.

2.1.2. Description of strategy
The strategy is divided into the step of initial business and the step of
growth in detail, and has an independent section about improving local
networks.
First, the step of initial business is for building a system for initiation of
business and sales support. To this end, the strategy is composed of
establishing a village business plan through field forums led by residents,
supporting initiation of business and producing a pilot product through the
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processing center for agricultural products. It is also suggested to introduce
an advisory system with retired experts and to support initiation of business
th
funds for 6 Industrialization.

Second, the step of growth focuses on certification of 6th Industrialization
business operators, R&D support, financial support, sales and export support,
the fund of funds, market development and integrated marketing support.
The certification of emerging 6th Industrialization business operators is to
certify enterprises as a 6th Industrialization business operator to reach 1,000
operators by 2017. R&D support focuses on further supporting business
planning (R&BD) with studied technology and building a technology bank
to facilitate new product development and technology transactions and transfer.
Financial support is carried out by using the fund of funds (special purpose)
to procure and expand funds. 6th Industrialization fairs and investment
presentations are concurrently organized for more investment by venture
capitalists. The government will help to open special shops and overseas
antenna shops in Nonghyup for sale and export support. It suggests the fund
of funds for 6th Industrialization to organize and use the fund invested by
the private and public sectors especially in enterprises that contribute to the
6th Industrialization. Market development and integrated marketing support
focuses on exhibition and public relations of products by the 6th Industrialization
enterprises and finding markets for the products. This is attained by holding
distribution fairs in markets, 6th Industry fairs, and 6th Industry competitions.
The third part is to enhance local networking. For facilitated local
networking, it is suggested to promote alliance between 6th Industrialization
subjects, to support organization of local consortium project operators, to
create 6th Industrialization zones, to diversify used resources, to designate
and operate intermediate support organizations based on wide zones. For
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encouraging alliance among 6 Industrialization subjects, it is suggested to
organize a 6th Industrialization association of which the members are local
farmers, producer groups, manufacturers and processors, and villages for
activities and tourism to build cooperative governance. Another suggestion
th
is made of supporting joint 6 Industrialization business for facilitating joint

PR, marketing, sales and quality management by 6th Industrialization business
operators in order to enhance alliance among the subjects. For organizing a
local consortium, the focus is laid on the 6th Industry association of which
the members are farmers, manufacturers, processors and villages for
activities to include the items of primary agricultural products for 6th
Industrialization. This aims to facilitate development of joint trademarks and
design, joint marketing, sales, export and quality management.
Creation of 6th Industrialization zones is to specify areas with lots of local
th
resources as a 6 Industrialization zone to build a hub. The specified zones

are given support for installing and operating facilities for joint use, for
example, joint manufacturing, sale and activities, support for joint R&D and
quality management, and training participants. It is planned to specify 3
areas through public advertisement in 2014.
For diversifying resources, it is promoted to build multi-activity attractions
to include horse riding facilities, farm stays, event farms and breweries.
Local resources can be fully used by promoting tourism products with local
food and traditional crafts in connection with local agricultural products and
culture. It is suggested to designate and operate intermediate support
organizations based on wide zones. This aims to provide a variety of support
services to business operators who want to facilitate local networks in their
th
region and to promote 6 Industrialization by specifying wide-zone based

head organizations to build an organization network for related support.
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2.2. Projects related to secondary industry (producing and
processing agri-food)
2.2.1. MAFRA (Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs)
A. Project of Block grant
This project started in 2010. In 2014, 345 sub-projects are in operation
(131 for building a basis for agricultural production and distribution, 102 for
producing and processing agricultural products, 13 for activities and
exhibition of agricultural products, 38 for theme parks and rural activity
tourism, 58 for rural and industrial clusters).
This aims to promote primary, secondary and tertiary composite
industrialization based on various rural resources, and to vitalize initiation of
business and invitation of enterprises in order to diversify local economic
activities and to increase income and employment opportunities. Support
takers can be farmers, producer groups, agricultural product processors,
activity and recreational village business operators, and research institutes.
The specified authority of enforcement is governors of cities or Do
(province), or mayors, Gun chiefs or district chiefs.
Details of support are software-wise support including system setup for
enhancing and innovating the capability of rural industry subjects, and R&D
and consulting, and hardware-wise support including bases for production,
distribution, manufacturing, processing, activities and exhibition for composite
industrialization of rural resources. The support condition is 50% from the
national treasury and 50% from the fund of local government. The rural and
industrial clusters are supported with fixed amounts. The self-payment rate
is determined in consideration of public interest, equity, business operator’s
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responsibility, and exclusion from preferential treatment for each business in
detail. For the project self-regulated and organized by cities and provinces,
the block grant budget project is used to select a business in the range
allowed for expenditures. Engineering works and construction projects of
which the total project cost is 3 billion won should be examined by the
MAFRA in advance with respect to feasibility.
th

They are closely related to the 6

industry in terms of promotion of

primary, secondary and tertiary composite industrialization. Essentials include
training, enhancing capability, construction and operation of networks,
benchmarking, training local leaders, R&D and consulting, product development and marketing support for promoting the 6th Industrialization.

B. Small- and medium-scale enterprises converged with
agriculture, manufacturing and commerce
This project started in 2012. The MAFRA is in cooperation with the
Small & Medium Business Administration for enforcing this project.
Applicants should be one of the enterprises among small- and medium-scale
convergence business operators who establish and submit “a business plan
converged with agriculture, manufacturing and commerce” in cooperation
with farmers (group). Applicants should be small- and medium-scale business
operators who use rural resources including agricultural products in cooperation
with farmers (agricultural associations, agricultural corporations).
The business should be any one of development of new products or new
materials through technology convergence, for example, BT and NT by using
agricultural products of Korea in connection with R&D, improvement of
added values by converging primary industry with secondary industry, or
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primary industry, secondary industry and tertiary industry, or maximization
of the convergence effect like efficient management.
The selected small- and medium-scale convergence enterprises are
preferentially supported, first, through R&D and the program for supporting
food manufacturing companies, and agri-food export enterprises. Second,
merit points are given in various policy support projects to have preferential
funds for: buying raw materials for food processing, operating dine-out and
pre-processing enterprises, modernizing facilities of food manufacturers,
modernizing facilities for easy and fresh agricultural products, fostering
convergence food manufacturers, modernizing facilities of traditional
fermented food manufacturers, building a basis for organic processed food
masters, supporting initiation of business for manufacturing and processing
small-volume food, and supporting factories for thermal treatment and
processing of livestock products. Third, technology development and
knowledge service support is implemented through food consulting support,
development of high-value added food technology, and projects for
practically using R&D result.

C. Construction of specialized rural industrial parks
(project of Block grant)
In the rural resource integration project, the rural industrial parks are
related to creation of specialized rural industrial parks, and supporting
maintenance of old facilities. For the cost of securing sites, construction of
specialized rural industrial parks is just supported from 2013 (other than
general and specialized rural and industrial cluster national treasury support).
Details of support are as follows: first, the cost of buying land, the cost
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of constructing the relevant park, and the cost for driveways, power,
communication, and water are supported. Second, the cost of repairing old
facilities including public facilities in the park and attached facilities is
supported for facilities that are old and thus need repair among those
facilities specified in Appendix 2 of Article 2: ‘Guide for developing and
operating rural industrial parks’. Third, the cost is also supported for
technology employed by enterprises that move in the rural industrial parks,
and for training related to marketing and consulting.
The specialized rural industrial parks are closely related to the rural
th
convergence industry zone (6 Industrialization zone). In particular, specialized

rural industrial parks focusing on food and beverage produced with local
agricultural products are closely related to local agricultural products and
local farmers to have a significant effect on cooperation between the primary
industry and the secondary industry.

2.2.2. RDA (Rural Development Administration)
A. Model project for farmer’s initiation of small-scale business
This project started in 2006. By 2013, 178 business operators have been
supported. This project aims to enhance added values of local agricultural
products, to improve farmer’s capability of economic activities, and to
support settlement of initiation of small-scale business and development of
competitive products by supporting initiation of business based on raw
materials produced in Korea.
Candidates of the support are joint farmer participants who want to start
new business. They should be able to use their own skills with a small
amount of capital, and aim income activities by using rural resources. The
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amount of support is 100 million won per business, which is composed of
national fund (50%) and local government fund (50%).
Details of support are as follows: first, create a basis, for example, work
site and facilities required for producing, processing and trading products.
Second, improve packaging and distribution required for higher competitiveness,
trademark registration and application, design websites for e-transactions,
and facilitate PR. Third, design and build sanitary processing facilities, and
provide consulting for product development. Fourth, support training for
acquiring skills, and benchmark model areas.
th
6 Industrialization is also closely related to software-wise projects, for

example, PR and training required for distribution, and training staff about
intellectual property rights in addition to facility support for enhancing added
values of local agricultural products and improving farmer’s capability of
economic activities.

B. Model project for supporting technology employed
for processing agricultural product
This project started in 2010. By 2013, 16 centers have been installed.
This project aims to foster the agricultural technology center as a frontline
for local agricultural product processing technology, and to support farmer’s
non-farm income activities by efficient transfer, dissemination and spreading
of agricultural product processing technology and providing equipment for
joint use. The amount of support is one billion won per center (national fund
50% and local government fund 50%). The period of project is two years.
The fund should be used, first, comprehensively for developing non-farm
income through farmer’s processing agricultural products; second, for ensuring
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common space for vitalizing farmer’s processing agricultural products
(extension, repair, new construction), and designing construction, facilities
and equipment layout, and installing instruments and devices; third, for
securing human resources for operation, for example, facility operation and
management, and business initiation consulting; fourth, joint study for
developing products with farmers and agricultural corporations that want to
start business and to process agricultural products; fifth, developing and
operating programs for processing technology transfer, initiation of business
th
incubation, and coaching; 6 , developing processing technology, standardization,

commercialization and consulting; and, seventh, organizing an association
with local expert members and supporting consulting.
It is linked with convergence pursued in 6th Industrialization in that
farmer’s non-farm income is increased through software-wise project support
in addition to facility support for processing agricultural products. Softwarewise support is implemented by comprehensive assistance, consulting, training
and R&D for non-farm income activities.

2.2.3. Korea Forest Service: project for supporting forest
products
This is a project for specifying and supporting items to create profits in
a short time for long-term profit from producing timber. This project aims
to enhance competitiveness and increase farmer’s income by supporting
production, processing and distribution of forest products for short-term
income, for example, shiitake mushrooms, chestnuts and dates.
Candidates for support are forest owners, producer groups (agricultural
associations, agricultural companies, forestry cooperatives), and the subjects
of social economy (social enterprises, social cooperatives). The persimmon
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and chestnut peeling machines and the material for removing astringency can
be supported for commercialization in order to enhance productivity through
machine processing. Conditions of support are national treasury 20%, local
government funding 20%, loan 20% and self-payment 40%. The condition
is 3% interest rate and repayment in 7 years with a 3-year grace period. The
maximum amount for supporting one business is 60 million won.

2.3. Project for tertiary industry (distribution and tourism)
2.3.1. MAFRA
A. Rural theme park (block grant project)
This project is one of block grant projects, and started in 2007. By 2013,
65 parks have been supported. Details of support are: first, support for base
facilities of theme parks, activity and recreational facilities; second, support
for infrastructure including scenic facilities, entrance roads, water supply
system and toilet; third, support for activity and recreational facilities
including exhibition halls, walkways, and weekend farms.
The cost for facilities is mainly supported, and 5 billion won is supported
for one zone for 3 to 5 years. The share of national treasury and local
government funding is 50%, respectively, and one park is just supported in
one Si (city) and Gun (county).

B. Rural home stay (project for developing recreational
resources for rural tourism)
This project is promoted as a part of the project for developing rural
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tourism and recreational resources. This project started in 1991, and 24,122
homes have been supported by 2013. This project aims to use single houses
(including multi-household accommodations) where their owners live in rural
and semi-rural areas to increase rural resident’s income. The candidate home
should not be bigger than 230 ㎥. This is also supported to allow farmer’s
accommodations and cooking facilities and to sell agricultural products
(selling food is not allowed).
The fund for this project has the condition of 3% interest rate, and
repayment within 10 years with 5-year’s grace period. The condition of fund
for repair is 3% interest rate and repayment within 3 years with 2-year’s
grace period. If it is a fixed interest rate for the operation fund, the interest
rate of 3% is applied by the date of the maturity. If it is a floating interest
rate, it varies over a given cycle. Candidates send their business plan
approval letter issued by their mayor, Gun chief or district chief to the
institution for borrowing comprehensive agricultural funds.

C. Rural activity village (common rural development
program)
This project started in 2002 as Green rural activity village, but changed
to the common rural development program which is the block grant project
in 2010. This project is supported through the income base and activity
tourism program which is a subcategory of the regional income increase
project which belongs to common rural development programs. The rural
activity village program started in 2002. This project was for specifying and
operating green rural activity villages, which switched to the block grant
project in 2010 and is currently in operation.
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This project aims to support creation of facilities for common use needed
in rural activities, paying personal cost of administrators in the specified
activity villages, insurance fees and training. By 2013, 803 villages
(including rural districts, but 776 if just rural activity villages are counted)
were designated. For creating income for the entire relevant village, the
amount of support is not more than 500 million won for 2 years. After
creation, mayors or Gun chiefs can specify the villages as rural recreational
villages.

D. Project for fostering horse industry
This project aims to foster the horse industry as a representative 6th
industry under the pressure of FTAs and then to build infrastructure to
contribute to creating jobs, and vitalizing rural economy. In 2013, 20 horse
business operators were provided with rural horse riding facilities. Details of
this project are to support public horse riding facilities, private horse riding
facilities, buying horses for horse riding activities, base horse training
facilities for horse riding, pedigree conservation of Jeju horses, specialized
human resource training institutions, designation and support of horse
industry zones.
For the scale of support, maximum 2 billion won (government funding
40%, local government funding 40%, loan 20%) is provided to a public
horse riding facility, and maximum 700 million won to a private horse riding
facility (government funding 20%, local government funding 20%, loan 30%,
self-payment 30%). In particular, one horse industry zone specified after
2014 can be provided with 11.3 billion won (national treasury 50%, local
government funding 50%) for horse riding facilities, trekking courses, horse
riding tourism goods, and artificial fertilization centers.
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E. Project of brewery visit
This project started in 2013. This project aims to make the traditional
th

liquor industry as a part of 6 Industrialization to create more demands for
agricultural products in Korea and to vitalize local economy in rural areas.
This also aims to widen the market for traditional liquor. This project has
been enforced to create a regional tourist project of brewery visit attractions
for activities by comprehensively supporting environmental improvement,
wine quality control and PR for small-scale breweries in rural areas, and to
implement the project of brewery visit tourism.
The breweries selected for this project are supported in many ways to
enable activities and tourism. First, the environment of breweries is arranged
and improved by cleaning the surroundings, painting buildings, and tidying
up the inside. Second, experts regularly visit them to provide comprehensive
advice about quality, for example, liquor quality. Third, the breweries are
supported about development and operation of different activity programs for
each project of brewery visit. Fourth, they are supported to develop their
own storytelling, and about systematic PR in media.
Two breweries were specified in 2013, and 8 breweries will be specified
in 2014. The amount of support is approximately 80 million won, and
self-payment is 20%.

F. Local food sales shop project
The local food sales shop project is to support producers to start and
operate business in their shop for directly selling agricultural products to
consumers who live in neighboring areas. Local food shops are supported
with the cost for refurbishment, equipment and facilities (150 million won
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per shop, 30% subsidy), the cost for farmer organization (20 million won per
shop, 100% subsidy), and PR (5 million won per shop, 100% subsidy). This
project started in 2013, and 21 shops have been specified and are in
operation.

G. Dine-out business zone project
This project started in 2012. In 2013, 9 zones are in operation. This is
a project for selecting areas with good restaurants for which it is deemed
necessary to create a nice restaurant zone to vitalize the dine-out industry.
This project aims to guide great improvement of dine-out services by
designing nice dine-out business zones; foster areas for joint purchase of
food materials to enhance connection with agriculture; improve food and
service quality, and develop food tourism, to continue to attract Korean
tourists and overseas visitors.
The condition of support is maximum 200 million won annually for 2
years with government funding 50% and local government funding 50%.
The subsidy for this project is used for training employees to improve
service and food quality, management improvement for competitive zones,
marketing and PR.

2.3.2. RDA
A. Farm restaurant
This project started in 2007, and 88 farm restaurants are in operation as
of 2013. This project aims to use local food materials and culture to
commercialize local food with stories and create space for activities. This
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finally aims to inherit and spread Korea’s food culture. Another aim is to
foster human resources specialized in the small-scale rural dine-out industry
and local food to succeed the tradition of local food and to increase
non-farm income.
The subsidy is used for required facilities, menu ideas, shop setup when
agricultural corporations use local agricultural products to open restaurants.
The amount of support is 100 million won with government funding 50%
and local government funding 50% with no self-payment.

B. Educational Farm
This project started in 2006. As of 2013, 477 farms are in operation. This
project aims to develop educational activities in connection with curriculums
and to select and foster farmers for operation thereof in order to use
agricultural resources in agriculture and rural areas for education.
The subsidy for the project can be used for education, training and
creation of an educational environment to enable farmers or farms to provide
rural activities in farms in connection with curriculums. The fund can be
used for developing educational activity programs ideal for school
curriculums and features of children’s development, training for improving
operation capability, creating a basis for rural activities in connection with
curriculums,

and

software

related

programs

(specialized consulting,

insurance, PR).
The scale of project funds is 25 million won per farm, with government
funding 50% and local government funding 50%% and no self-payment.
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2.3.3. Korea Forest Service
A. Natural recreation forest
This project started in 1988. In 2013, 171 recreation forests are currently
in operation. This project aims to meet people’s demand for recreation in
forest, to contribute to healthy living and relaxation, and also to increasing
forest owner’s income by creating and providing various spaces for
recreation in forest.
The subsidy can be used for facilities for convenience, sanitary facilities,
educational facilities, physical exercise facilities, telecommunication facilities,
and forest activity facilities. If the subsidy is used for providing various
forest recreation and cultural facilities, for example, creating training spaces
and walkways, installing physical exercise facilities, and building forest
museums, the fund of 200 to 500 million won from national treasury can
be provided to each recreation forest for 3 years.

B. Healing forest
This project started in 2009. Four forests were arranged for the project
by 2013. The healing forest is arranged for people’s healing there (through
facilities and land). This project aims to use forests as an effective means
of healing for environmental diseases like atopic dermatitis, and diseases
resulting from living habits, for example, high blood pressure, in order to
improve people’s physical and mental health.
The subsidy can be used for installing required facilities, for example,
healing forest centers, healing forest, and meditation shelters. The amount of
funds is 5 billion won per forest for 3 years from national treasury, with
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government funding 50% and local government funding 50%.

2.4. Project for primary, secondary and tertiary industry
convergence
2.4.1. MAFRA
A. Local Asset Based Industry Development Project
This project started in 2007. By 2013, 202 businesses were selected for
this project. This project aims to enhance business operation capability in
rural areas to build a sustainable business system by finding local tangible
and intangible resources in rural areas to foster them as a composite industry
in which the primary industry is integrated with the secondary and tertiary
industry, vitalizing local economy, expanding the ground for income, and
vitalizing the organic network among the industry, universities, research
institutes and public institutions.
The condition of support is national treasury 50%, local government
funding and self-payment 50%, and total project expenses are 3 billion won
for 3 years. Candidates for support are farmer organizations, local enterprises,
producer groups, and research institutions. Specified project enforcement
subjects are mayors, Do governors, and Gun chiefs.
Details of support are divided into software-wise and hardware-wise
projects. Hardware-wise projects are designed to develop products, build a
basis for producing and distributing agricultural products, support manufacturing
and processing agricultural products, support activities and exhibitions,
support activities and tourism in rural areas, create and maintain facilities for
rural industrial parks. Software-wise projects are designed to support PR,
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marketing, development of design and brands, development of products and
technology, registration of intellectual property rights, operation costs
including personnel cost in charge of the project workforce, training for
enhancing capability, and network setup.
th
This is closely related to the 6 industry in the aspect of fostering it as

a composite industry by connecting the primary industry with the secondary
and tertiary industry. However, because a project team is composed of a
plurality of management bodies, and this team functions as a single
management body, it is greater than individual management bodies in scale.

B. Regional strategic food industry development project
This project started in 2005. By 2014, 77 agricultural products will be
designated. This is a strategy for concentrating the capability of local
agri-food agents (industry, university, research institute, public institution) on
producing, distributing, processing and selling specialized agricultural
products. This aims to build a system converged with key technology and
management for vitalizing local agriculture to increase farmer’s income. The
industry, university, research institute and public institution focus their
capability on integrating local available resources (locally specialized items)
and using them organically to vitalize rural districts and increase farmer’s
income.
Details of support are divided into networking for building an innovative
system and the field of industrialization and marketing. Networking for
building an innovative system supports farmer training, benchmarking, team
operation costs, personnel costs, and team consulting costs. Industrialization
and marketing supports brand development and management, R&D, PR,
marketing and processing facilities.
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This is compatible with convergence emphasized in the 6 Industrialization,
in that the capability of local agri-food subjects (industry, university, research
institute, public institution) focuses on producing, distributing, processing
and selling specialized agricultural products to vitalize local agriculture. Like
the Local Asset Based Industry Development Project, a plurality of subjects
are members of one team which is operated as one corporation. This is a
management body of a consortium of which the scale is greater than
individual management body.
However, it is not one management body like the Small and Medium
Enterprises converged with agriculture, manufacturing and commerce.
Because a plurality of management bodies cooperate through agreement, it
is an integrated type of agriculture, industry and commerce.

C. Rural community enterprise
This project selects and supports emerging community enterprises to
vitalize rural communities led by residents from 2011. As of May 2013, 725
enterprises are in operation. The rural community enterprises are based on
the idea that a community, organized voluntarily by residents, uses tangible
and intangible resource in their region to create jobs and income in rural
areas to develop their local society. The idea widely embraces community
organizations of enterprise management type, for example village-based
corporations.
It is based legally on Article 19-3 of Special act on improving farmer’s
quality of living. Selected enterprises are provided with financial support for
the cost of product development, PR and marketing, and aided for enhancing
their capability through training and management consulting related to their
community as well. With this support, the enterprises have the support fund
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for new product and joint brand development, operation program improvement,
PR and resident training to enhance community capability and improve
management conditions.
Each selected enterprise is provided with minimum 50 million won. The
sources of the fund are based on national treasury 50%, local government
funding 25%, and self-payment 25%. Where a village-based corporation
attempts convergence of processing, activities and sale of agricultural and
th
livestock products, it is directly related to the 6 Industrialization. That is,

its capability is enhanced through financial support for the cost of product
development, PR and marketing, training and management consulting for its
community. The 6th Industrialization is vitalized by the support for new
product and joint brand development, operation program improvement, PR
and resident training.

D. Connected Cooperation Project of happy life zone
This project started in March 2013, and is promoted by the MAFRA and
the Presidential Committee on Regional Development. This is a project in
which at least two municipalities participate to set the goal of joint projects
(industry, culture, tourism, welfare, etc.) for resident’s happy living, bear the
fund and share the outcome.
This project aims to eliminate barriers between municipalities, to
implement the 6th Industrialization by using local resources and to converge
culture with welfare. This project contributes to, first, fostering specialized
local industries, second, creating jobs, third, creating local brands through
culture tourism development, fourth, improving the condition of living in the
region, and enhancing regional capability.
As of March 2013, 33 projects are selected. The project period is 3 years,
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and the amount of fund is 1.04 billion won per project with government
funding 80~90%, and local government funding 10~20%. Municipalities of
low financial autonomy rate are provided with high preferential support rate
of 90% in comparison with development support projects for other regions.

E. Common rural development program (income source)
This project aims to hold population and develop the relevant region
through amenity improvement and deliberate development in rural areas, to
increase residents’ income and to raise the level of basic living through
featured resource development in each region. It thus aims to ensure
resident’s quality of living, to vitalize village-based communities, and to
keep the communities healthy.
This project is divided into maintenance of Eup or Dong (towns) and
village zones, creation of new villages, and construction of infrastructure for
basic living. Maintenance of Eup or Dong (towns) contributes to fostering
the base of rural areas. Maintenance of village zones is to bind and maintain
at least two villages with the same features to make one zone. Creation of
new villages aims to build new villages in rural areas. Construction of
infrastructure for basic living is to maintain the livable rural environment,
to support creation of agricultural production bases, regional creative ideas,
and to enhance the capability of city and Gun areas.
The project support scale is 7 to 10 billion used for the maintenance of
Eup and Myeon areas, around 5 billion for the maintenance of village zones,
0.3 to 3.6 billion won for the creation of new villages, and at most 2 billion
(regional creative idea and enhancement of capability of city and Gun areas)
for the construction of infrastructure for basic living.
th

In each project, close relation is made between 6 Industrialization and
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increasing regional income, enhancement of regional capability, and regional
creative idea projects. The aforementioned project related to income started
in 2013. By 2013, 15 areas were provided with the support fund. In
particular, the fund is provided for facilities to produce and process
agricultural products. The limit of support for the aforementioned fields is
not more than 500 million won, and 80% of total project expenses are
funded.

2.4.2. RDA
th

A. Profitable model project in 6

industry

This project started in 2014. Twelve areas are currently selected and
supported. This project aims to aid convergence technology and creation of
bases when people want to use local resources to promote production,
processing, distribution, dine-out and activity businesses. Candidates of this
project can be the communities involved in agriculture and rural areas, for
example, rural villages, crop teams and farmer groups. The candidates
should have at least 15 members who have strong capability for business
and are willing to create profits and recover their communities through
business.
The amount of support is one billion won per candidate for 2 years, with
government funding and local government funding 50%, respectively. The
amount of 500 million won is provided in the first and second year,
respectively. The fund can be used for, first, organizations and construction
of an inter-management connection and operation system, second, creation of
a basis for diversifying business for each type (connection between
development technology and local resources), and, third, development of
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project participant’s capability.
This aims to support profitable models for the 6th industry, and is directly
related to the 6th industry. This software-wise project, for example, building
an inter-management operation system and development of participant’s
capability is closely related to promoting 6th Industrialization.

B. Specialized project of regional agriculture
This project started in 2009. By 2013, 371 candidates were aided through
this project. This project aims to support technology development, production
bases and brand development in order to specialize leading items in each
region (city, Gun) for high brand values and to enable the specialized items
to lead regional development.
The amount of support is 500 million won for 2 years with government
funding 50%, local government funding 50% and no self-payment. This fund
is used to create a basis for fostering specialized items in each city and Gun
and for commercialization, to organize and operate teams and regional
associations for enhancing the project promotion capability, and carrying out
training of participating farmers, field technology support and consulting.
th

This contribution results in increasing farmer’s income, and promoting 6
Industrialization in agriculture.
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Table 2-2. Features of 6
Leader

Industrialization-related policies

Management Supervisory
subject
ministry

MAFRA

Secondary
industry
(manufacturing and
processing)

Management
body
RDA

Unit

Goal

Composite rural
resource

City, Gun

Convergence for using local resources

Small and Medium
Growth through coEnterprises converged
operation and conwith agriculture,
Nationwide nection among agrimanufacturing and
culture, industry and
commerce
commerce.
Small-scale business
initiation by farmers

Product
developNationwide ment in small-scale
business initiation

Korea
Forest
Service

Support forest product
City, Gun Facility support
processing.

MAFRA

Specialized rural and
industrial cluster

City, Gun Create complex.

RDA

Agricultural product
processing center

City, Gun

Community

Tertiary
industry Management
MAFRA
(distribution
body
and tourism)

RDA

Community

Related policy

MAFRA

Processing
support

facility

Customer-friendly
City, Gun Tourism resource
project of brewery visit
Home stay in rural
districts

Village

Local food shops

City, Gun

Training at farms

City, Gun Training support

Farm restaurant
Rural activity village

Accommodation
support
Distribution facility
support

City, Gun Food tour support
Village

Rural activity support

Dine-out business zone City, Gun Food tour support
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Management Supervisory
subject
ministry

Leader

Related policy

Unit

Horse industry project City, Gun

Korea
Forest
Service
Management
MAFRA
body

Goal

Horse industry and
rural tourism

Rural theme park

City, Gun Rural tourism

Healing forest

City, Gun Forest tourism

Recreational reserve

City, Gun Forest tourism

Rural community
business company

Village

Use local resources
from residents.

th
6 Industrialization zone City, Gun Convergence zones

MAFRA
Secondary,
tertiary
convergence Community

Project for happy life City, Gun

Convergence by using local resources

Local Asset Based
Industry Development
Project

Convergence by using local resources

City, Gun

Convergence by usRegional strategic food
ing local agriculindustry development City, Gun
tural, forestry and
project
fishery products
Development of rural
districts
(income source)

Convergence
for
City, Gun specialized agricultural products

Basis for specialized
Support specialized local
City, Gun
agriculture
agriculture.
RDA
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3. Features and Issues of Policies for 6th Industrialization2)
th

3.1. Features of policies for 6 Industrialization
Features of policies for 6th Industrialization are described below. First, the
policies aim to attain regional self-regulation. The method of enforcing all
policies switched from top-down to the current bottom-up advertisement
scheme. In addition, as the block grant project is employed, city and Gun
councils can enforce the project with more self-regulation. However, the
system that municipalities can effectively and objectively enforce, manage
and assess projects still needs more improvement.
Second, regional innovation is attempted by enhancing regional capability.
It is guided to make a given amount of investment in software-wise projects
including training, visiting model places, and learning for enhanced regional
capability. Efforts are made to have opportunities for discussion and
exchange by organizing participant teams or regional associations.
Third, it is encouraged to vitalize front and rear industries in the relevant
region. It is also encouraged to make a better connection between front and
rear industries in the region while emphasizing the aspect of vitalized rural
economy. In particular, convergence is recommended between the primary
industry, the second industry and the tertiary industry for commercialization
by using specialized local agricultural products, local resources and regional
resources.
Fourth, policies are enforced for a certain level of balanced development.
Although the bottom-up advertisement is employed for the project of Block

2) This content modified and supplemented that of the research performed by Kim
Yong-lyoul et al (2014) and Park Jun-gi et al (2014).
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grant, the project for fostering regional strategic industry, and the Local
Asset Based Industry Development Project, regionally uniform distribution is
revealed as selected projects can be connected with other regions and in
cluster connection with the specialized agricultural production areas.
Fifth, the projects are not separated into a project by a basic municipality
and one by a metropolitan council. It is thus inefficient because the spacial
units of project enforcement overlap. Because most projects are carried out
by respective city and Gun councils, each project does not secure its own
space. Although many projects are developed in related policies in
th
accordance with the 6 Industrialization scheme, their grade of ranks is not

clearly defined. That is, the projects based on villages, cities, Gun and Do
are not systematically classified. While some projects are different in terms
of their special range between basic municipalities and metropolitan councils
to create synergy effects, the result tends to be simple connection. Villagebased projects also do not have their own character.
One vital thing is cooperation between the central ministries and
municipalities, and cooperation among related ministries. The synergy effect
can be made through close cooperation among the MAFRA that is a main
th
driver of 6 Industrialization, the Ministry of Food and Drug Safety, the

Ministry of Trade, Industry and Energy, the Small & Medium Business
Administration and the Ministry of Security and Public Administration.
Close cooperation between municipalities and the MAFRA is also needed.
It is because projects for 6th Industrialization cannot be effectively enforced
if local people are not cooperative. For the synergy effect through
connection between related projects and their uniqueness, it is needed to
further understand policies by the central government, and implement
smooth communication among teams in the municipalities.
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3.2. Issues of policies for 6 Industrialization
Issues of policies for 6th Industrialization are described below. First,
projects are enforced without establishing specific plans prepared by wideth
zoned cities or Gun for implementing 6 Industrialization. There is no definite

plan to use the support programs by the central government. Accordingly,
the 6th industry is not systematically fostered. If the municipalities
appropriately use the projects by the central government, and promote them
to be compatible with the road map, the relevant projects get roots in the
region, to be a basis for vitalizing rural industry through 6th Industrialization.
Second, the capability of subjects for enforcing the projects is not in the
ideal level. They depend too much on administration due to low level of
private participants’ interest and capability. Operation efficiency is sometimes
not high due to difficulty in employing competent human resources, and
poor management technology. Kim Yong-lyoul, et al. (2012) carried out a
questionnaire survey for people involved in the Local Asset Based Industry
Development Project. In the survey, 45% of the population had the opinion
that the greatest issue is ‘small-scale enterprises and their low level of
capability in the Local Asset Based Industry Development Project’.
Third, special boundaries are needed for policy enforcement. The center
is the basic municipality cities and Gun. For example, for the Local Asset
Based Industry Development Project, each city and Gun (basic municipalities)
uses and commercializes its own local resources, and the Regional strategic
food industry development project spans the wide range of cities and Do.
However, the projects are actually enforced by at least two regions (city, Do)
to result in no spatial boundary. For the Connected Cooperation Project of
happy life zone, at least two regions (city, Gun) are combined to enforce it
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to result in no spatial boundary.
th

Table 2-3. Spatial unit of policies for 6
Spatial unit

Industrialization

Central government
th

Certification of 6 Industrialization business operator
th

MAFRA

Fund for business initiation for 6 Industrialization
Small and medium enterprises converged with agriculture,
manufacturing and commerce

Nationwide
RDA

Model project for small scale business initiation technology
by farmers
th

City, Do

MAFRA

6 Industrialization support association
(intermediate support organization)

6th Industrialization zone
Regional consortium team

6th Industrialization management consulting
Regional strategic food industry development project
Local Asset Based Industry Development Project
Project for commercializing composite rural resources
MAFRA

Specialized rural and industrial cluster
Project of brewery visit
Local food shop
Dine-out business zone

City, Gun

Project for fostering horse industry
Project for happy life zone connection
General rural development (income source)
th

Project for 6 industry profit model
Agricultural product processing center
RDA

Educational farm
Farm restaurant
Project for supporting specialized regional agriculture

Korea Forest Forest (forest product) processing support
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Spatial unit

Central government
Service

Healing forest
Forest for recreation
Farm stay in rural districts

Village

MAFRA

Rural community business company
Rural activity village

Fourth, there is a similarity in the contents of policy projects. Most
polices encourage participants to use specialized agricultural products in
their region to create added values. Another similarity is to encourage
related subjects in their region to be combined for cooperation and to
organize operators. Details of support have similar characters in many
respects, for example, technology development, enhancement of capability,
brand development, PR and marketing support.
Fifth, contents of projects are not packaged, but distributed. Most contents
aim to foster industries. Although some projects have contents about R&D,
training, or enhancement of capability, they are not the type of intensive
investment in preparing a base to result in low effects.
There is little connection among projects. In particular, the issue of
uniqueness and connection among city- and Gun-based projects should be
addressed to make better synergy effect. That means project disconnection
and no integration. Connection and cooperation among ministries is needed
to avoid overlapping and to make better synergy effect, while sticking to the
goal of each project. It is needed to implement evolution for development
by implementing connection among projects.
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Chapter

3
th

Korea’s Current 6 Industry and Case
Thereof
1. Statistics for 6th Industry3)
th

1.1. Current farmers involved in 6

Industrialization4)

1.1.1. Overview
There is no official data available for identifying farmer’s 6th Industrialization
activities. However, the Census of agriculture, forestry and fishery5) has data
available for identifying activities about the primary industry, the secondary
industry and the tertiary industry and was used for analysis. In the analysis
of farmers involved in 6th Industrialization activities about the data in the
Census of agriculture, forestry and fishery, farmers involved in the primary

3) This is a corrected and supplemented version of Kim Yong-lyoul, et al. (2014)’s study.
th
th
4) The 6 industry is disclosed through 6 Industrialization activities, that is convergence
activities (primary industry × secondary industry × tertiary industry, primary industry ×
secondary industry, primary industry × tertiary industry). This data does not provide
details of convergence activities. Therefore, it was assumed for analysis that farmers,
involved in the secondary industry and the tertiary industry, are involved in
convergence activities through the primary industry, agriculture.
5) The census of agriculture, forestry and fishery is conducted every 5 years. All farmers,
fishermen, forest farmers and Haengjeongri (village) compatible with the definition
of households for the census across the country are surveyed.
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industry were not included6). That is, it just includes the change in the
number of farmers involved in the secondary industry (processing), and the
tertiary industry (selling agricultural product, services, for example, rural
tourism).
th

For the latest 5 years, the number of farmers deemed involved in the 6

Industrialization activities (secondary industry and tertiary industry) increased
from 103,981 farmers (8.2%) in 2005 to 162,640 farmers (13.8%) in 2010,
implying an increase by more than 58,000 farmers. The number of farmers
involved in the secondary industry increased from 6,503 to 8,564 in the
same period of time, implying an increase by 32%. The number of farmers
involved in the tertiary industry increased from 97,478 in 2005 to 154,076
in 2010, implying an increase by 58%. In the tertiary industry, direct
transactions accounted for the greatest part.
th
Meanwhile, among the farmers deemed involved in the 6 Industrialization

activities, the portion of farmers involved in the secondary industry accounts
for 6.3% in 2005, but 5.3% in 2010 (decreased), and the proportion of
farmers involved in the tertiary industry accounts for 93.7% in 2005, but
94.7% in 2010 (increased by 1%) in the statistics about farmers involved in
the secondary industry and the tertiary industry.

6) In the Census of agriculture, forestry and fishery, farmers are classified into business
management related to agriculture for the primary industry, agricultural and livestock
product processing for the secondary industry, and shop operation for direct sale and
direct transactions of agricultural and livestock products, restaurant operation, farm
machine contractor, and rural tourism for the tertiary industry.
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Table 3-1.

th

Number of farmers involved in 6 industry
2005

Secondary
industry

Agricultural (livestock) processing

Tertiary
industry

th

6

industry (secondary + tertiary industry) total
Total farmers

2010

Increase
(%)

6,503

8,564

32

88,290
5,174

23,331
117,234
9,043

33
75

4,014

4,468

11

97,478
103,981
(8.2%)
1,272,908

154,076
162,640
(13.8%)
1,177,318

58

Farm machine contractor
Direct transactions
Farm restaurants
Rural tourism(farm stay+weekend
farm/tourist farms)
Subtotal

unit: households

56
-8

Note 1: Farm machine contractors not included in the items for agriculture in 2005 are included
in the tertiary industry in 2010.
Note 2: The same total for the secondary industry and the tertiary industry each year is because
the item for business related to agriculture overlaps.
Source: Corrected and supplemented by Kim Yong-lyoul, et al (2014)

th

1.1.2. Current 6 industry in each city and Do (province)
A. Number of farmers involved in secondary industry in
each Si (city) and Do
The survey about the number of farmers involved in the secondary
industry for the 6th industry in each Si (city) and Do reveals a lot of activities
in Choongbuk, Jeonnam, Gyeongbuk and Gyeongnam provinces. In 2005,
the number of farmers involved in the secondary industry is 1,075 in
Gyeongnam, 923 in Gyeongbuk, and 914 in Jeonnam. In 2010, it is 1,686
farmers in Gyeongbuk, 1,514 in Gyeongnam, 1,338 in Choongbuk, and 1,044
in Jeonnam. This indicates it is more than 1,000 farmers in each region. It
is regarded that secondary industry activities were very active in relation to
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the 6 Industrialization activities in these regions.
Table 3-2. Number of farmers involved in secondary industry activities

in each city and Do (province)

unit: farmers
2005

23

-47.7

Busan

44

42

-4.5

Daegu

31

104

235.5

Incheon

35

79

125.7

32

26

-18.8

31

25

-19.4

361

28

-92.2

Subtotal

578 (0.8%)

327 (0.4)

Gyeonggi

546 (0.4%)

614 (0.5%)

12.5

Gangwon

346

503

45.4

Choongbuk

736

1,338

81.8

Choongnam

595

776

30.4

Jeonbuk

758

690

-9.0

Jeonnam

914

1,044

14.2

Gyeongbuk

923

1,686

82.7

Gyeongnam

1,075

1,514

40.8

32

72

125.0

5.379 (0.5%)

7623 (0.8%)

Daejeon
Ulsan

Other regions
(Do)

Increase (%)

44

Special city &
metropolitan city Gwangju

Capital region

2010

Seoul

Jeju
Subtotal
Source: Kim Yong-lyoul, et al (2014)

B. Number of farmers involved in tertiary industry in
each city and Do (province)
The number of farmers involved in the tertiary industry for 6th Industrialization
in each city and Do (province) implies a lot of activities in Gyeonggi,
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Jeonnam, and Gyeongbuk provinces. In 2005, Gyeongbuk accounts for the
greatest proportion with 15,131 farmers, and Jeonnam with 14,650 farmers
followed by Gyeonggi with 14,502 farmers. These 3 regions have more than
10,000 farmers, respectively.
In 2010, 8 regions had more than 10,000 farmers, respectively. Gyeonggi
had the most 22,901 farmers, Gyeongbuk 20,874 farmers, Jeonnam 19,219
Table 3-3. Number of farmers involved in tertiary industry in each city and Do
unit: farmers
2005

2010

Increase (%)

Seoul

271

652

140.6

Busan

2,592

1,564

-39.7

Daegu

2,229

3,166

42.0

Incheon

1,839

3,185

73.2

Gwangju

222

1,387

524.8

Daejeon

952

1,285

35.0

1,605

2,476

54.3

9,710(13.8%)

47,483(61.3%)

Capital region Gyeonggi

14,502(10.6%)

22,901(9.8%)

57.9

Gangwon

7,780

13,083

68.2

Choongbuk

7,780

13,311

71.1

Choongnam

9,427

16,130

71.1

Jeonbuk
Other regions
Jeonnam
(Do)
Gyeongbuk

9,326

16,383

75.7

14,650

19,219

31.2

15,131

20,874

38.0

Gyeongnam

8,150

16,330

100.4

Jeju

1,022

2,130

108.4

73,266(6.2%)

91,066(9.4%)

Special city,
metropolitan
city

Ulsan
Subtotal

Subtotal
Source: Kim Yong-lyoul, et al (2014)
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farmers, Jeonbuk 16,383 farmers, Gyeongnam 16,330 farmers, and Choongbuk
13,311 farmers followed by Gangwon 13,083 farmers. However, high growth
rate was shown in different regions, that is, in Gwangju, Gyeongnam, and
Jeju showed phenomenal growth in 2010, in comparison with the figures in
2005. Their growth rate was greater than 100%.
th

1.2. Current agricultural corporations involved in 6
Industrialization7)

th

1.2.1. Number of agricultural corporations involved in 6
Industrialization

The number of agricultural corporations involved in non-farm production
closely related to the 6th industry is 8,493 in 2012, but 1,941 in 2000, which
indicates almost 4-times growth. The proportion of agricultural corporations
involved in the 6th industry in the total number of agricultural corporations
have gradually increased to be 37.3% in 2000, 42.6% in 2005, and 57.7%
in 2010 followed by 65.4% in 2012.
The corporations involved in non-farm production were most likely to be
involved in distribution. Meanwhile, corporations involved in agricultural
services showed the greatest annual growth rate of 27.1%, followed by
processing with an annual average growth rate of 24.1%.

7) The data about agricultural corporations are based on the agricultural corporation
survey, which is conducted every year. The population of the survey is agricultural
associations, agricultural-fishery corporations, and fishery-enterprise corporations. The
census was performed for all of the aforementioned corporations.
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Table 3-4. Number of agricultural corporations involved in 6

Industrialization

activities8)

unit: corporations

2000

Number of agricultural corporation

2010

2012

Annual
average
growth
rate (%)

5,208

5,260

9,740

12,981

Processing

336

498

1,568

2,181

24.1

Distribution

538

540

1,730

3,014

27.1

Agricultural
service

795

326

613

846

8.3

0

238

369

549

17.7

272

640

1,338

1,903

23.3

Subtotal

1,941

2,242

5,618

8,493

Proportion(%)

37.3

42.6

57.7

65.4

Secondary

Non-farm
production

2005

Tertiary

Commissioned
farming
Others9)

Source: corrected and supplemented by Kim Yong-lyoul, et al (2014)

About the portions of agricultural corporations involved in 6th industry
activities, the distribution business sector is shown significantly growing.
The proportion of processing which belongs to the secondary industry has
grown 17.3% in 2000, but 22.2% in 2005 and 27.9% in 2010. However, it
is 25.7% in 2012, slightly smaller.
In the tertiary industry, the distribution business sector accounts for 27.7%
in 2000, 24.1% in 2005, 30.8% in 2010 and 35.5% in 2012 which shows

th

8) Like farmers involved in 6 Industrialization activities, the agricultural corporations
th
involved in 6 Industrialization are those that converge primary × secondary × tertiary
industry, primary × secondary industry, and primary × tertiary industry. However,
definite connection and convergence is not shown. The corporation individually
operated by investors are not included in the number of agricultural corporations for
each type from 2001. This is why Total is not equal to Total for each type.
9) Others include farmland sale, commissioned sale, tourism and restaurant business after
2006.
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a slight decrease in 2005, but a significant increase again. The agricultural
service shows 41.0% in 2000 (the highest), but 14.5% in 2005, 10.9% in
2010, and 10.0% in 2012, which implies a continued decrease.
th

Table 3-5. Portions of agricultural corporation for each 6

industry

activity

unit: %
2000

Secondary Processing

Tertiary

2005

2010

2012

17.3

22.2

27.9

25.7

Distribution

27.7

24.1

30.8

35.5

Agricultural service

41.0

14.5

10.9

10.0

0.0

10.6

6.6

6.6

14.0

28.5

23.8

22.4

Commissioned farming
Others

1.2.2. Sales amount of agricultural corporation involved in 6th
industry
The sales amount from non-farm production closely related to the 6th
industry is about 13 trillion won in 2012 which is almost 3 times 4 trillion
and 60 billion won which is the sales amount from agricultural production
in 2012. This implies a significant volume of non-farm production. This is
distinctive in the difference of growth rate. The sales amount growth from
non-farm production by the agricultural corporations is more than roughly
965 billion won in 2000, but roughly 13 trillion won in 2012, which shows
a high annual average growth rate of 104.2%. Although the annual average
growth rate of the amount from agricultural production by the agricultural
corporations is 37.7%, quite high, the growth rate of sales amount from
non-farm production is even greater than agricultural production.
The regions Gyeonggi and Jeonnam are emerging. Gyeonggi recorded the
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sales amount of approximately 115.7 billion won in 2000, but 2 trillion and
196 billion won in 2012, which is the greatest proportion in the national
volume and accounts for 12.8% in total national amount. Jeonnam following
Gyeonggi records the second greatest sales amount. The sales amount of
Jeonnam in 2000 is approximately 212 billion won more than the figure of
th

Table 3-6. Sales amount from 6

industry by agricultural corporations

(non-farm production)

unit: million won

2000

2005

2010

2012

965,010

2,728,023

9,577,238

13,036,063

Seoul

2,432

11,463

149,617

185,621

Busan

428

2,807

68,358

146,318

Daegu

8,169

33,818

125,025

183,810

Incheon

4,914

3,414

21,030

54,460

Gwangju

5,429

19,520

127,493

173,616

Daejeon

3,472

15,075

84,631

138,088

11,524

9,502

11,940

33,535

National volume (total)

Ulsan

-

-

-

45,081

Gyeonggi

115,782

531,239

1,587,452

2,196,633

Gangwon

34,566

81,749

306,970

426,034

Choongbuk

44,430

123,423

578,610

910,118

Choongnam

78,476

391,469

1,069,352

1,407,578

Jeonbuk

212,045

440,977

1,057,666

1,596,597

Jeonnam

182,130

409,090

1,965,029

2,167,017

Gyeongbuk

70,923

233,025

1,175,940

1,638,856

Gyeongnam

153,392

285,114

806,348

1,030,771

36,898

136,338

441,777

701,930

Sejong

Jeju
Source: Kim Yong-lyoul, et al (2014).
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Gyeonggi. It records 2 trillion and 157 billion won similar to the figure of
Gyeonggi in 2012. In 2010s, the main axis is composed of Gyeonggi,
Jeonnam, Gyeongbuk, Jeonbuk, Choongnam and Gyeongnam that have a
sales amount more than 1 trillion won.
In terms of an average sales amount per agricultural corporation,
non-farm production corporations had smaller average sales amount (roughly
497 million won) than agricultural production corporations (516 million
won) in 2000, but the non-farm production corporations have had more
average sales amount since 2005.
The average sales amount of agricultural production corporations has
significantly grown. It was roughly 516 million won in 2000, but 1 billion
and 68 million won in 2012, which has grown twice bigger than the figure
in 2000.
The average sales amount of non-farm production corporations has also
significantly grown. It was roughly 497 million won in 2000, but 1.5 billion
and 35 million won in 2012 which has grown approximately 3 times bigger
than the figure in 2000. However, the average sales amount of non-farm
production corporations slightly decreased in 2012 in comparison with 2010.
Table 3-7. Average sales amount of agricultural corporations

unit: million won

2000

2005

2010

2012

Average sales amount of agricultural production
corporations

516

805

1,059

1,068

Average sales amount of non-farm production
corporations

497

1,217

1,705

1,535

Source: Kim Yong-lyoul, et al (2014).
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1.3. Farmers active for 6

Industrialization and scale of

agricultural corporation
th

1.3.1. Number of farmers active for 6 Industrialization
The number of farmers involved in the secondary industry and the tertiary
industry closely related to 6th Industrialization is 162,640 in 2010. This
th

Figure 3-1. Scale of farmers active for 6

Industrialization (2010)

th

Figure 3-2. Agricultural corporations active for 6 Industrialization (2012)
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accounts for 13.8% among the entire 1,177,318 farmers. This implies a
growth of approximately 56% in comparison with the figure in 2005.
Although the number of entire farmers continues to decrease, the number of
th
farmers active for 6 Industrialization continues to grow.

th

1.3.2. Number of agricultural corporations active for 6
Industrialization

As of 2012, 8,493 agricultural corporations were active for 6th
Industrialization. The figure accounts for 65.4% among 12,981 agricultural
corporations in total. The proportion of agricultural corporations active for
th
6 Industrialization continued to grow as shown by 37.3% in 2000, 42.6%

in 2005, 57.7% in 2010 and 65.4% in 2012.

th

2. Analysis of Current Status of 6 Industry10)
2.1. Overview
Total 95 business sites were analyzed, which the MAFRA and the RDA
announced as a model case in 2013. They are 35 sites described in
‘Creativity in agriculture and rural districts: models of 6th Industrialization
(2013)’ by the MAFRA, and 60 sites described in ‘6th industry story for
creative economy in agriculture and rural districts (2013)’ published by the
RDA.

10) This content modified and supplemented that of the research performed by Kim
Yong-lyoul et al (2014).
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The models are described in the following in terms of the scale of sales
amount, types, major raw material, management type, and major regions, and
cooperative systems. First, business sites with an annual sales amount of 100
million won to 300 million won accounted for the greatest proportion.
th
Second, the greatest proportion of the convergence type for the 6 industry

was formed by the combination of the primary industry and the tertiary
industry. Third, major agricultural products were grains, followed by
vegetables and fruits. Fourth, the dominant management type was
agricultural associations followed by village enterprises and personal
business sites. Fifth, Gangwon and Gyeonggi had models the most. For the
cooperation system, the most common type was to internalize the 6th
Industrialization through collaboration among farmers.
th

2.2. Current Status of 6 industry
th

2.2.1. 6 industry by convergence types
Types of convergence for the 6th industry are described below. The most
common type was 54 cases of primary × tertiary convergence for which
producers produce (primary industry) and sell (tertiary industry) their
products. The next type was 49 cases of combined production and activities,
followed by 48 cases of combined production and processing (secondary
industry) and 11 cases in which recreation is included.
About the average sales amount, the type of the primary industry
combined with the second industry revealed the highest amount of
approximately 1.2 billion won. The most common type of the primary
industry (production) combined with the tertiary industry (sale or service)
revealed the average sales amount of 630 million won.
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Table 3-8. Current 6

industry by types

Business

unit: 1,000 won

Case

Average sales amount

Production + processing

48

1,190,872

Production + sale or restaurant

54

633,858

Production + activity

49

465,531

Recreation included

11

191,050

Note: Each type of businesses has one site of which the sale amount is unknown, respectively.
Source: Kim Yong-lyoul, et al (2014).

2.2.2. Scale of sales amount
Table 3-9. Business by current sales amount
Annual sales amount

Cases

Proportion (%)

Less than 50 m won

3

3.2

50 m won ∼ less than 100 m won

7

7.4

100 m won ∼ less than 300 m won

22

23.2

300 m won ∼ less than 500 m won

14

14.7

500 m won ∼ less than 1 b won

11

11.6

1 b won ∼ less than 2 b won

12

12.6

2 b won ∼ less than 5 b won

9

9.5

5 b won ∼ less than 10 b won

4

4.2

10 b won ∼ less than 20 b won

5

5.3

20 b won ∼ less than 50 b won

1

1.1

50 b won ∼ less than 100 b won

2

2.1

More than 100 b won∼

1

1.1

Unknown

4

4.2

95

100.0

Total
Source: Kim Yong-lyoul, et al (2014)
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An analysis of sales amount for 95 6 industry models revealed the major
sales amount is between an annual sales amount of 100 million won and 1
billion won. Twenty-two business sites (23.2%) had an annual sales amount
between 100 million won and 1 billion won to account for the greatest
proportion. On the contrary, the sales amount of 9 management bodies was
more than 10 billion won.

2.2.3. Raw materials
Major agricultural products used for the 6th industry exhibit general
uniform distribution, and are mostly grains, vegetables and fruits. Grains
Table 3-10. Cases of using raw materials
Raw material

unit: 1,000 won
Average sales
amount

Cases

Proportion (%)

Grain

18

18.9

617,223

Vegetable

15

15.8

684,285

Fruit

14

14.7

231,000

Special crop

11

11.6

360,500

Drought-tolerant crop

9

9.4

316,222

Ornamental flower

7

7.4

1,144,866

Livestock product

6

6.3

2,782,500

Medicinal crop

6

6.3

2,767,500

Processed goods

5

5.3

1,070,000

Forest product

3

3.2

1,876,666

Fishery product

1

1.1

284,000

Total

95

100

892,208

Note: Each of cases for using grains, vegetables, special crops, and ornamental flowers has
one site of which the sales amount is unknown, respectively.
Source: Kim Yong-lyoul, et al (2014)
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used as raw material were 18 cases which account for 18.9%, followed by
15 cases of vegetables, 14 cases of fruits, and 11 cases of special crops.
The analysis revealed that the cases of using livestock products have the
most average sales amount of 2.78 billion won, followed by medicinal crops
of 2.76 billion won and then forest products of 1.8 billion won.

2.2.4. Management type
The analysis of management types revealed 31 agricultural associations
which account for 32.6%, the greatest proportion, followed by village
enterprises and personal business operators. The average sales amount was
analyzed to reveal the most sales amount by the cluster business team which
is in cooperation with private sectors, public institutions and universities,
Table 3-11. Models of each management type
Management type

Cases

unit: 1,000 won

Proportion (%) Average sales amount

Agricultural associations

31

32.6

478,990

Village enterprise

15

15.8

170,307

Single management body

13

13.7

154,250

Agricultural company

7

7.4

873,333

Research society

6

6.3

1,446,000

Cluster business team

4

4.2

5,637,500

Joint-stock company

4

4.2

1,631,250

Incorporated foundation

1

1.1

284,000

14

14.7

1,448,428

95

100.0

854,642

Unknown
Total

Note: One business site of which the sales amount is unknown was found among model
management types of village enterprises, single management bodies, agricultural
companies and research societies, respectively.
Source: Kim Yong-lyoul, et al (2014)
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followed by research societies and joint-stock companies. Because a plurality
of management bodies, not a single management body, organize and operate
one cluster business team, it is thought their average sales amount is more
than other single management bodies.

2.2.5. Regions
Gangwon (16.8%) and Gyeonggi (15.8%) account for at least 30% in
terms of model cases. The regions Gyeongbuk, Gyeongnam and Choongbuk
have a fewer number of model cases. The average sales amount was the
highest in Seoul, which has just two cases. Gyeongbuk following Seoul had
the second most average sales amount of roughly 1.6 billion won, and is
followed by Choongnam which shows roughly 1.2 billion won.
Table 3-12. Cases by regions
Region

unit: 1,000 won

Cases

Proportion (%)

Average sales amount

Gangwon

16

16.8

668,656

Gyeonggi

15

15.8

669,266

Jeonnam

13

13.7

1,001,176

Choongnam

13

13.7

1,216,384

Jeonbuk

11

11.6

455,000

Gyeongbuk

7

7.4

1,667,571

Gyeongnam

6

6.3

950,783

Choongbuk

6

6.3

1,026,833

Jeju

5

5.3

128,300

Seoul

2

2.1

2,000,000

1

1.1

440,000

95

100.0

854,642

Daegu
Total

Note: Unknown sales amount was found in 3 businesses in Gyeonggi and one business in
Jeonbuk among model cases.
Source: Kim Yong-lyoul, et al (2014)
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2.2.6. Cooperation
Inspection of the cooperation system for 6th Industrialization revealed
th

internalized 6

Industrialization through combination among farmers

accounted for 47.4% (45 sites), almost a half. Cooperation between private
and public sectors, that is, farmers and municipalities, accounted for 28.4%,
followed by cooperation between agriculture, industry and commerce, that is,
processors and distributors, which accounted for 11.6%.
The cooperation system among industry, universities and public
institutions attained the most average sales amount, approximately 2.9 billion
won. The reason is thought to be the same as the aforementioned analysis
result of management types.
th

Table 3-13. Model cases by 6

industry cooperation systems

unit: 1,000 won

Cooperation system

Internalized
(farmer)

6th

Cases

Industrialization

Proportion
Average
(%)
sales amount

45

47.4

401,588

11

11.6

1,891,181

Cooperation between private and
27 (3 unknown
public sectors (agriculture + municisales amount cases)
pality)

28.4

573,375

Cooperation between industry, uni10 (one unknown
versity and public institution (agriculture
sales amount case)
+ cluster)

10.5

2,974,611

2

2.1

892,000

95 (4 unknown sales
amount)

100

892,208

Cooperation among agriculture, industry and commerce (agriculture +
processing+enterprise and distribution)

Others
Total

Note: Unknown sales amount was found in 3 business sites about cooperation between private
and public sectors, and one about cooperation among industries, universities and public
institutions.
Source: Kim Yong-lyoul, et al (2014)
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2.2.7. Year of initiation
The year of business initiation selected as a model case is between 2005
and 2009, and 34 operators, which account for the most proportion, started
their business in this period. The average sales amount depending on the
year of initiation was the most in operators who said 1.9 billion won and
started their business before 1990.
Longer management body career resulted in more sales amount. This
implies stable management and settlement in the market contributes to more
sales amount.
th

Table 3-14. Model cases by years of initiation in 6
Year of initiation

Cases

∼1990

7

Proportion (%)

industry

unit: 1,000 won

Average sales
amount

7.4

1,905,000

1990∼1994

4

4.2

1,875,000

1995∼1999

16

16.8

1,025,500

2000∼2004

20

21.1

268,965

35.8

904,054

10.5

776,111

2005∼2009
2009∼2012

34 (3 unknown sales
amount cases)
10 (one unknown
sales amount case)

Unknown sales amount

4

4.2

889,500

Total

51

100.0

854,642

Note: Unknown sales amount was found in 3 business sites that initiated their business
between 2005 and 2009, and one that initiated its business between 2009 and 2012.
Source: Kim Yong-lyoul, et al (2014).
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3. 6th Industrialization Known from Case Studies
3.1. Selecting and analyzing cases
For case studies, businesses were selected with their focus on convergence
among the primary industry, the secondary industry and the tertiary industry.
Selected cases include Yongjin Nonghyup which runs a shop for direct sale
of local food, Euna Farm that produces processed livestock products and
operates activity courses, Eunsung Farm that grows fruit trees, sells wine
and operates activity courses with its focus on agricultural associations, and
Pig Culture Center that operates pig-related facilities.
The subjects in Korea’s cases are Nonghyup + residents, agricultural
associations, and individual producers who promote convergence by producing
primary agricultural products, processed agricultural products, livestock
products (pig, milk), processed livestock products, fruits (apples) and wine.
th
The following description includes overview of the 6 Industrialization, an

analysis of value chains in each business step, and prospects.
th

3.2. Analysis of 6 Industrialization cases
3.2.1. Yongjin Nonghyup local food shop11)
A. Overview
Yongjin Nonghyup in Wanjoo-gun, Jeonbuk, operates a shop for directly
selling agricultural products to increase local cooperative member’s income.

11) The data of Yongjin Nonghyup about local food is based on the summary and the
extract of the commissioned project study by Kim Tae-Gon, et al. (2012).
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Yongjin Nonghyup concluded an agreement with the Wanjoo-gun council, to
connect the Wanjoo-gun CB center with village projects in order to sell
agricultural products. Yongjin Nonghyup opened the shop for direct sale in
2011, which is currently in operation.
Table 3-15. Description of Yongjin Nonghyup’s local food shop
Description

Vision

○ Operate a local food shop for direct sale to increase
farmer’s income.

Local resources

○ Human resources: resident, shop staff, staff of
Wanjoo-gun council.
○ Material resources: agricultural products, Nonghyup
facilities, local food shop.

Customer

○ Visitors from other areas, local consumers.

Business description
(goods, service)

○ Sell safe agricultural products from the region through
the shop for direct sale.

Outcome from vitalized
local society

○ Increased local farmer’s income.
○ Contributed to enhancing the recognition of agricultural products sold in the local Nonghyup.
○ Returned economic outcomes of the local cooperative,
and enhanced reliability.

Implications

○ Cooperation between local community business projects and local cooperatives to vitalize business.

At present, 320 farmers supply their products to the local food shop or
participate in the CB organization. Role sharing is implemented between
farmers and Nonghyup to fully vitalize the shop. The shop is operated by
farmers who produce 5 items at most, Nonghyup that is in charge of shop
operation and settlement, and the municipality that supports local food
policies.
Farmers determine the sales price in consideration of wholesale market
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quotations. Nonghyup is a selling agent, and charges some fees to pay the
cost for shop operation. Direct transactions between producers and the retail
shop contribute to reducing the total amount of distribution margin, for
example, logistics costs and distribution profits in each step as well as
packaging cost. Therefore, the sales price is 20~30% lower than market
quotations.
As of 2012, the sales amount of the local food shop is predicted
approximately 5.9 billion won, and approximately 3.8 billion won if it is a
joint sales shop (5.9－6 billion won, 1.7 billion won for fees, and the part
of dropped receiving price). About 10% deducted for credit card fees (2.5%)
and joint shop fees (6%) and the amount of 30% received by the direct sale
shop for the receiving price are not included.
However, because the direct sale shop is operated as a part of Nonghyup
Hanaro Mart, a precise analysis for the calculated cost by the direct sale
shop is not presented. An overall operation system and a guidebook are also
not suggested. If the relevant agricultural product is sold out on the day by
farmer’s self-pricing, the farmer raises price in the afternoon to maximize
farmer’s short-term profits. This results in lowering consumer’s trust.

1) Yongjin Nonghyup
The Yongjin Nonghyup covers Yongjin-myeon, Wanjoo-gun, Jeollabuk-do.
Yongjin-myeon has a population of 8,000 or so, neighbors Jeonju and has
a relatively large population as a Myeon area. The rice cultivation area in
water-supplied paddy field is 652 ha, the most proportion, and other major
crops cultivated in dry field are cabbages, lettuce, and chilies. The peach
cultivation area is 24 ha which is the largest in comparison with fruit tree
cultivation. Yongjin-myeon has thus an agricultural production structure of
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exposed land cultivation.
Yongjin Nonghyup has 1,313 cooperative members as of late 2010, 34
farm associations, and just 6 crop teams because major crops are not highly
developed. The sales amount of goods, mainly rice, is 10.6 billion won, and
the amount of purchase is 3 billion won. The sales amount of entire
economic activities is 14.4 billion won. The mutual credit deposit is around
50 billion won, and the gross profit is 2.1 billion won. Net profits are 400
million won, and have steadily grown for the last 10 years, which implies
stable management. As of 2013, it has 1,325 cooperative members, and its
economic business scale is around 10.5 billion won.
Table 3-16. Management of Yongjin Nonghyup (2013)
unit: members, billion won
Business performance
Member

1,325

Deposit

Loan

Total asset

Business for
economy

Equity
capital

621

448

802

105

60

2) Motivation of initiating local food business
It is necessary to understand the relation with the community business
projects promoted by Wanjoo-gun council to identify the 6th Industrialization
through the local food shop by Yongjin Nonghyup. The community business
center is an intermediate support organization to support the entire CB in
Wanjoo-gun, and systematically supports the CB in cooperation with the
Wanjoo-gun council. The CB support policy of Wanjoo-gun that started in
2009 and residents’ activities aimed to foster 40 businesses, to operate 100
village projects and to initiate 40 community businesses. Various agricultural
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product CB’s, village projects, and agri-food processing projects fostered by
the CB center are highly valued in that they provide various products to the
local food shop for direct sale by Yongjin Nonghyup.
Fast progress and early settlement of the project for the Yongjin Nonghyup
local food shop results from CB subjects and Wanjoo-gun council’s urgent
needs. The motivation of initiating the local food shop is described below.
Although Doore Farm (a participant group) produced chammnamool, a
popular edible green, with the support of Wanjoo regional economy
circulation center, too much supply caused sharply dropping prices when it
was marketed in the Jeonju joint sales shop for agricultural products which
is an ordinary distribution market. Due to the price issue, Seoul Garakdong
market was selected to sell it, but the burden of transportation cost and
unstable prices depending on the auction system contributed to farmer’s
unstable income. Accordingly, it was needed to find a new market for
distribution, and direct sale of local food was then examined.

B. History and business structure
As Wanjoo-gun council’s proposal to establish a shop for direct
transactions was accepted by Yongjin Nonghyup in November, 2010, in
order to vitalize local food sale, the shop was down for discussion. A
temporary direct sale shop was open in front of the Yongjin Nonghyup office
on August 3, 2011 through prior preparation, including training and visiting
model shops to initiate the business. Through trials and errors, the Yongjin
Nonghyup Hanaro Mart was refurbished to open the shop on April 27, 2012,
which is currently in operation.
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1) Business structure
(1) Decision-making and executive team
Yongjin Nonghyup’s local food shop for direct sale uses the Nonghyup
Hanaro Mart, does not operate independent organizations and thus does not
have any decision-making or executive teams. The Nonghyup meeting is the
subject of decision-making for the shop, and the staff in charge of Hanaro
Mart is an executive team. The structure that farmers do packaging,
labelling,

and

pricing

for

themselves

minimizes

the

matters

for

decision-making.

(2) Capital
The local food shop for direct sale was established in connection with the
existing Yongjin Nonghyup Hanaro Mart. The area of the local food shop
2
is 280 m and 578 million won was invested as a total project cost, for

which Wanjoo-gun council paid 50% and self-payment was thus 289 million
won.

(3) Nonghyup’s support
Nonghyup’s initial investment and support covers Yongjin Nonghyup
employee’s personnel expenses, and their initial PR. Nonghyup staff distributed
leaflets to major apartments for PR before opening the local food shop for
direct sale.
As the sales amount in the local food shop for direct sale grows and it
gives direct benefits to local farmers, executives also support the shop. The
executives do voluntary sale when more hands are needed to meet customers
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at rush hours to contribute to reducing personnel expenses and enhancing
customers and residents’ trust. Staff who are not involved in the shop
business also support sale in the shop.

2) Business operation
(1) Qualification of participating farmers
At present, 320 farmers supply their goods to the local food shop for
direct sale, or participate in the community business organization. It is
specified that farmers who want to supply their products to the shop should
complete the training course for a given period of time. Most participating
farmers are small-scale farmers, who are not young in many cases. The
farmers are most likely to have relatively lower prices in an ordinary
distribution market, if they are not involved in direct sale of their products.
Priority is given to the agricultural products produced in Yongjin-myeon and
Wanjoo-gun. Raw materials for food sold in the shop are agricultural
products from Wanjoo-gun, if not inevitable.

(2) Supply and display
The principle is that farmers should supply agricultural products harvested
on the day or processed food produced on the day. Farmers bring their
harvested agricultural products to the Nonghyup packaging center near the
shop for direct sale to select and package them as goods for themselves.
Yongjin Nonghyup regularly examines all agricultural products supplied
by farmers about residual agricultural chemicals, and provides the
information to consumers to enhance their trust. The farmers type product
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name, farmer’s name and prices in the barcode computer after finishing
division and packaging of the products, to output barcodes as many as the
number of packages, and then attach them on the packaged goods. The
goods attached with their barcode are displayed in a position determined in
advance, to be sold, and farmers check the sale to supplement goods for
themselves if they are sold out.

(3) Sale
Farmers determine the sale price for themselves in consideration of the
wholesale market quotations. Nonghyup calculates the sales price for
farmers, and adds a reasonable amount of fees to pay for shop operation
costs. Each item of goods placed on the display stands has a different sales
period, and vegetables are based on the sale of the day. Farmers collect the
vegetables not sold by 9 p.m. to sell them to other shops at cheaper prices.
New goods are displayed next day. Because farmers are responsible for the
goods not sold, the Nonghyup shop for direct sale does not have a burden
of goods in stock. This enables Nonghyup’s management expenses to be
reduced. The money from the sale is settled on a weekly basis and paid to
each farmer every Monday.

C. Outcome of project
1) Outcome
In June after opening the main shop in April, 800 customers on average
visited the shop to buy something everyday to contribute to daily average
sales amount of 15 million won. The sales amount continued to be increased
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after such an initial growth. The weekly sales amount in July was 150
million won to result in the monthly sales amount of 600 million won. This
figure is greater than 4 billion won which is an average annual sales amount
of a large discount store in small and medium-scale cities, and implies a
great outcome in terms of the sales amount per unit area.
The monthly sales amounts in 2013 range from minimum 680 million
won to maximum 1.15 billion won. The monthly average sales amount per
participating farmer is roughly 3 million won and the shop significantly
contributes to increasing farmer’s income. Because the price farmers receive
is 20% higher than the figure obtained through selling their products in a
wholesale market, farmer’s additional profit is 1 million won in a month.

2) Improvement
Because the shop for direct sale is operated as a part of Hanaro Mart,
a specific analysis result is not provided for calculating the cost of the shop
itself. Therefore, a systematic management analysis is needed. In particular,
an overall operation system and a guide are not presented.
A noticeable thing is farmer’s self-pricing, and farmers raise prices in the
afternoon to maximize their short-term profits if agricultural products of the
day are sold out because there is no guideline. Therefore, farmers should
think again about this point to ensure consumer’s long-term trust.

Opinion of Japanese researchers
□ Local food shop project which sells local agricultural products by united
local agricultural producers.
○ Use the geographical advantages around large cities. Farmers standardize
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packaging for local agricultural products they produce to sell them to
consumers.
○ Contribute to increasing local small-scale farmer’s income, hold and vitalize local communities.
○ The shop should be diversified as a local agricultural product distribution
base and catering food supplier, rather than a simple seller.
* Shigenori KOBAYASHI, Sotaro INOUE, Tomoo HIGUCHI

3.2.2. Euna Farm
A. Overview
Euna Farm is located at Geumdang 2-ri, Ganam-myeon, Yeojoo-si (city),
Gyeonggi-do, and operated by the farm owner couple and their two
daughters for activities and tourism. They moved in the current site in 1983
to raise Hanwoo (Korean native cattle). They bought milk cows in 1990 to
establish Euna farm.
They supply milk to Yeonse Milk and obtained a permit for milk
processing. The farm was selected as a farm for activities by the Dairy
Farming Promotion Society to operate the dairy farm for activities. The
couple and two daughters sell milk, cheese, yogurt and confectionery on line
and in the farm, and operate the farm for visitor’s activities.
Table 3-17. Euna Farm Overview
Description

Vision

○ Farm for activities and tourism managed by the family.

Local resources

○ Human: family, local farmers, staff of Yeojoo-gun
council.
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Description

○ Material: milk cows, activity farm, livestock products
(raw milk), local agricultural products (pizza, agricultural products for ice cream toppings).
○ Visitors from other areas, local consumers, students,
overseas visitors.

Customer

Business (goods, service) ○ Process livestock products in the farm. Tourism, sale.
Outcome of vitalized
community

○ Family-oriented management, increased income by
tourism farm.
○ Sell local agricultural products and create jobs.
○ Enhance reputation of the region.

Implications

○ The family-oriented livestock farm changed to a farm
for activities and tourism to increase farm’s income
and enhance reputation of the region. Employ more
people and facilitate more consumption of agricultural
products.

The major management outcome in 2012 was the gross income of
approximately 600 million won, that is, 380 million from produced milk,
210 million won from activities in the dairy farm, 10 million won from
dairy product sale, one million won from confectionery sale, and 7 million
won from accommodation rent. The website ‘Green Euna Farm’ is in
operation since 2006, and was selected as Milk School by Gyeonggi-do
council. Four people including the owner couple and their two daughters,
who employ temporary female and male workers in busy seasons with many
visitors, manage the farm.
Table 3-18. Key management of Euna Farm (2012)
unit: people, 10,000 won
Key business outcome

Gross
income

Management

Raw milk

Farm
activities

Dairy
products

Confectionery

Accommodation rent

60,000

4

38,000

21,000

1,000

100

700
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B. History and business structure
Euna Farm was established by a returner couple who wanted to become
a farmer in 1983 by growing Hanwoo cows. They then bought milk cows
and also currently supply raw milk. They started dairy farming with 3 fresh
cows in 1984 and named the farm Euna in 1990. They started supplying raw
milk to Pasteur Milk in 1995. Their farm was certified as a farm for dairy
farm activities by the Dairy Farm Society in 2006, was appointed as a milk
school by Gyeonggi-do council, obtained a permit for processing dairy
product for Euna Farm, and was certified as a HACCP farm in 2012.
Euna Farm focused on producing raw milk by livestock business, but
excessive raw milk weakened profitability. They visited farms in advanced
countries, like Japan while competitiveness was not great to introduce a
process of producing ideal processed products on the basis of produced raw
milk. They also incorporated the farm with tourism to enhance added values
of the farm.
2
The scale of Euna Farm is 52.230 m composed of one cowshed (2,640

m2), cow feed and grass land (40.568 m2), 90 calves, and other animals for
activity tourists (milk cows, horses, fowls, geese, ducks, dogs, rabbits,
sheep).
The facilities for activities and producing processed dairy products
include cheese making and aging room (150 m2), buildings for making dairy
products (380 m2, 3 buildings), other livestock activity sites (298 m2), a shop
2

2

for selling dairy products (32 m ), facilities for convenience (25 m ), an
accommodation for visitors (180 m2), and a plurality of facilities for
processing dairy products.
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1) Business structure
The owner couple of Euna Farm changed their business from Hanwoo
cow farming that started in 1983 as a returner to become a farmer to
dairying. The owner couple is devoted to milk cow farming; the first
daughter to confectionery and baking; and the second daughter to cheese
making. They divide the activity farm work as a family farm among
themselves for operation. At the time when more people visit the farm, they
employ 5 to 6 female workers, and male workers for weeding.

(1) Decision-making
The structure of decision-making in the farm is centered at the couple,
and their children also participate in decision-making. Two daughters play
the central role now to lead business diversification. Their father is devoted
to raising milk cows, managing the farm and the accommodation. Two
daughters and their mother are in charge of managing activity visitors,
manufacturing and selling livestock products.

(2) Securing capital
They invest a given amount of capital for themselves in family-farm
management, and use government subsidy projects and municipality subsidy
projects. Euna Farm’s use of government subsidy projects includes 300
million won (self-payment inclusive) including 100 million won in 2008,
100 million won in 2009.
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2) Business operation
(1) Participating farmers
At present, no neighboring farms and residents participate in Euna Farm
business. Euna Farm is operated as a private family farm. However, the
owner wants to organize a cooperative for operating facilities for activity
visitors and selling livestock products to initiate a business for local
agricultural and livestock products. In particular, she has a plan to make a
joint brand of the regions involved in processed dairy products (yogurt,
cheese, etc.) to enhance recognition and also to further grow the business.
However, cooperation with producers related to agricultural and livestock
products in the region faces a lot of difficulty due to geographical limitations
and practices.

(2) Sale
Euna Farm supplies a part of market milk to related enterprises, and
processes its raw milk as dairy products, for example, cheese and yogurt to
sell them to activity visitors and consumers. The dairy products produced in
the farm are sold through direct sale (60%) and online, for example, through
the Internet (40%).
For continual growth of the farm, the owner has a plan to build a
cooperative relation with local agricultural and livestock farmers, and to
open a farm restaurant for more profits from processed dairy products. He
also makes an effort to supply processed dairy products to neighboring
schools for students.
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C. Outcome of business
1) Outcome
As of 2012, the gross income of Euna Farm is approximately 600 million
won. Details of income are as follows: 380 million won by selling raw milk;
210 million won from farm activity tourism; 10 million won by selling dairy
products; 1 million won from confectionery; and 7 million won from
accommodation rent. In particular, the income from dairy farm activity was
115 million won in 2009 when the activity farm operation was in full
operation, and continues to increase every year.
Euna Farm business is to process a given amount of produced raw milk
rather than supplying the whole volume of raw milk from milk cows, and
run the activity program in parallel to increase farm income. For example,
the processed cheese has an added value 5 times the price of raw milk, and
the owner has a plan to initiate business for using various byproducts (whey)
that remain after making cheese as pig feeds.
Dairy products have high added values, but face the burden of high
personnel costs in the process of producing them. Euna Farm, which is a
family farm, solves the issue of high personnel costs in the process of
management and the issue of post management system through complete
division of labor.

2) Improvement
Euna Farm attempts 6th Industrialization to improve the management
structure in a dairy farm and to address the issue of extra raw milk. The
management principle of the farm is to register and examine all cows for
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scientific specification control and pedigree conservation, to produce quality
raw milk, keep the farm environment beautiful and clean, and maximize
returns through family labor.
The current issue of Euna Farm is to widen the entry road because the
farm entry road is designed as a narrow and inconvenient farm road which
does not allow large buses for a large scale of visitors to enter there. For
activity visitor’s comfortable stay, toilets are being built, and the activity
space environment is being improved. They design the activity program to
reflect activity visitor’s various needs, not just for entertaining activities but
for education. Permit, approval, trademark design and product development
are in progress.
The greatest difficulty in managing an activity farm is great initial
investments, and training specialized human resources. A lot of time is taken
to create farm scenery. Preparation and capital is required for permit and
approval to produce processed dairy products. Selling processed dairy
products involves issues related to facilities, permit and approval for
processing them, strict procedures and expenses for inspecting dairy
products.
The greatest current management challenge of Euna Farm in relation to
th

6

Industrialization is permit and approval, cooperation with specialized

human resources, and the burden of inspection costs. It is necessary that the
municipality and the central government take procedure guide and cost
sharing schemes into consideration in relation to the permit and approval. It
is also necessary to set up support organizations required to be connected
with experts for product development, permit, approval and consulting. It is
necessary to rationalize permit for small-scale production facilities and
sanitary regulations in the current food production and permit and approval
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system, and to provide easy access to administration.

Opinion of Japanese researchers
th
□ Switching from a dairy farm to a 6 Industrialization enterprise as a fam-

ily farm for dairy product processing and activity tourism.
○ Enhanced added values of a management body by integrating manufacturing and activities with dairy farming.
○ An important key is an extension to farm restaurants and continued invitation of external customers in the future process of business
diversification.
○ An urgent challenge is to meet the condition of sanitary facilities for
food involved in manufacturing dairy products, and to supplement
institutions. If the current small-scale enterprise pays the cost, it will encounter a difficulty in management.
* Shigenori KOBAYASHI, Sotaro INOUE, Tomoo HIGUCHI

3.2.3. Eunsung Farm (Yesan Apple Wine)
A. Overview
Eunsung Farm is operated by Seo Jeong-Hak who has grown apples for
30 years, and deputy president Jeong Je-Min who learned the method of
brewing wine in France and Canada. Seo is Jeong’s father-in-law. They
integrate apples with apple wine, processed food, and activities and
accommodation to combine production with activity-tourism-processing.
The winery (project of apple wine brewery visit) is close to the huge
apple orchard of 3ha. The winery of roughly 1,600 m2 has spaces for a project
of wine brewery visit, a seminar room, a training room, an accommodation,
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and a restaurant. Farmers visit the farm to learn how to brew apple wine,
and people from other areas visit the farm for enjoying apple picking or
making apple jam, participate in seminars or enjoy overnight stay. The apple
orchard beside the winery becomes a snow slide in winter to attract families
with small children (Korea Farmer & Fisher Newspaper).
They are attempting to diversify management by activity tourism and
wine brewing in order to enhance added values in addition to just growing
apple trees in connection with famous tourist attractions in the region. They
organized an agriculture association whose members are commercial apple
growers in the region to ensure a given volume of apples, sell and do PR
in the festival in October every year.
They meet people’s intellectual curiosity by providing activity visitors
with information about production, processing and history of apples through
training and seminars, not just apple harvesting and apple product tasting.
Eunsung Farm attained a gross income of approximately 500 million won
in 2013, 200 million won from apple sale, around 100 million won from
activity visitors, and around 200 million won from selling apple wine.
Annual average 30 thousand people visit the farm for activities. Farm’s
th

income through 6

Industrialization increased 3.5 times. The winery and

activity visitor project in addition to apple production contributes to
significantly increasing added values.
Table 3-19. Eunsung Farm Overview
Description

Vision

○ Improve recognition of local apples and wine brand, develop and extend the local apple industry.

Local resources

○ Human: residents, farm staff, Yesan-gun council staff, local tourism industry.
Material: apples, wine, local tourist attractions.
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Description

Customer

○ Visitors from other areas, consumers.

Contents of business
(goods, service)

○ Agricultural product sale and enhanced reputation
through activities and shops for direct sale.

○ Increased local farmer’s income.
○ Enhanced reputation of agricultural products locally
Outcome from vitalized
produced.
community
○ More visitors to the region and enhanced reputation of
the region.
○ Produced more apples through the agricultural association, enhanced reputation of its products, and high added
values through wine brewing.

Implications

Table 3-20. Key management of Eunsung Farm (2013)
unit: people, 10,000 won
Major business outcome

Gross income

Participant in
management

Apple

Activity

Wine sale

50,000

7

20,000

10,000

20,000

B. History and business structure
Eunsung Farm has been devoted in producing apples for roughly 30
years, and has operated a winery for enhancing added values of the apples
and reputation of local agricultural products since 2010. They use the apples
produced in the farm to brew wine, produce and sell apple pies to activity
visitors.
The main cultivated apple variety is Kiku Fuki cultivated in Tyrol, Italy,
and they employ the method of cultivating the variety in their farm.
Although they do not cultivate any special variety for brewing apple wine,
they had a plan to cultivate a variety just for brewing apple wine. The farm
area is 3 ha, and they produce around 30 tons of apples.
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1) Business structure
(1) Decision-making and enforcement
Eunsung Farm is a family-oriented farm. The representative and staff are
the center of decision-making. Jeong is responsible for most of
decision-making.

(2) Ensuring capital
The government subsidy program was used for the apple brewing
facilities. The business cost of 900 million won was paid with government
subsidy 50%, and self-payment 50%. The buildings are owned by the
agricultural company, and the farm has 60 shareholders.
There were a lot of difficulties because of local farmers’ opposition and
low participation at the early stage of the agricultural company. However,
persuasion and cooperation contributed to satisfying its shareholders, who
are inspired by the enhanced reputation of the region and growing sale of
products.

2) Business operation
Eunsung Farm is the center of inviting activity visitors, festivals and wine
brewing. Apples from local farmers are sold through Eunsung Farm and the
amount is approximately 100 million won every year. Eunsung Farm’s
business includes raw apple production, processing (wine), activity visitors,
apple tree sale, festival operation, and wine brewing seminars.
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B. Outcome from business
1) Outcome
Eunsung Farm is the center of inviting activity visitors, festivals and wine
brewing. Apples from local farmers are sold through Eunsung Farm and the
amount is approximately 100 million won every year. Produced apples are
processed to brew apple wine. Activity visitors and processing enhance
added values 3.5 times the income by selling fresh apples.

2) Improvement
At present, Korean consumers do not enjoy apple wine yet, and the key
is thus how to enhance the recognition of apple wine. Another issue to be
solved is how to secure local human resources. Producers and experts should
be ensured.
The government subsidy programs focus on teams or organizations too
much. It might be effective in a short term, but continual growth and
operation is not implemented without member’s cooperation and recovery
from conflicts. Therefore, the investment scheme of the government subsidy
projects should consider the method of selecting and supporting growth
stages, not unconditionally supporting teams or organizations.

Opinion of Japanese researchers
□ Company involved in using apples for wine brewing, and activity
tourism.
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○ They are trying to enhance added values and reputation of the region
by using apples of high quality produced in the region.
○ They contribute to enhancing added values and competitiveness of local farmers through processing and activity tourism, not just production of apples.
○ It is needed to secure facilities, permit and approval for enhancing recognition of apple wine and marketing various products. A key is how
to build a close link with local farmers.
* Shigenori KOBAYASHI, Sotaro INOUE, Tomoo HIGUCHI

3.2.4. Pig Culture Center
A. Overview
The Pig Culture Center related to the first, second and tertiary industries
operates pig breeding business, pork processing and a pig theme park. This
is a general theme park related to pigs for business. Total heads of pigs are
20,000 (target: 30,000 heads). The Pig Culture Center’s parent company is
‘Geumbo’ which is a specialized pig breeding company that has a goal of
improving breeding pigs specific to Korea. Its business includes pig
breeding, pork branding business and the pig theme park (sale, activities) in
parallel. The pig theme park initiated its business in 2010, and has attained
business outcome since 2013, and aims to reach the profit and loss point in
the second half of 2014.
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Table 3-21. Pig Culture Center Overview
Description

Vision

○ General theme park business with pigs.

Local resources

○ Human: residents, farmers, staff, staff of Wonju city
council.
○ Material: pigs, agricultural products, tourist attractions.

Customer

○ Visitors from other areas, local consumer.

Contents of business
(goods and service)

○ Sell safe livestock products (pork) through the shop for
direct sale.

○ Increased local farmer’s income.
Outcome from vitalized ○ Job creation for residents in the region.
community
○ Economic outcome returned to the region, and enhanced
reliability.
○ Contribution to job creation, vitalized local economy,
and enhanced reputation of the region by comprehensively raising, processing and selling pigs.

Implications

The Pig Culture Center has a site area of 1,515 m2, and a gross building
area of 363 m2 (60.6 m2 for the temporary factory, 106 m2 for the main
building, 75.8 m2 for an annex to the main building, 121 m2 for attached
facilities). The Center initiated its business to cope with free trade
agreements with other countries, increased direct transactions between
producers and consumers, people’s interest in safe and fresh healthy food,
and the demand for recreational activities and participation.
Table 3-22. Management of Pig Culture Center (December, 2013)
unit: people, 10,000 won
Participant in
management Subtotal

50

25,200

Business outcome
Restaurant

Cafe

6,000

300

100 The 6th Industrialization of Agriculture

Accomm
Activity
odation

1,200

1,200

Shop

Other
sale

1,500

15,000

The Pig Culture Center’s vision is a pig theme park with stories,
realization of coexistence to live with the community, a leader of safe food
in Korea, and presentation of model livestock farming for tourism.
The Center is a general theme park and at the early stage of business.
However, as of December, 2013, the monthly sales amount in the outcome
of management is 253 million won, including 60 million won from the
restaurant, 12 million won from the accommodation, 12 million won from
activity visitors, 15 million won from the theme park, and 150 million won
from catering business and products supplied to large-scale stores.

B. History and business structure
The Pig Culture Center initiated its business in 2010 and is currently in
operation. 6th Industrialization is in progress, for example, pig breeding
business, pork supply, and the Pig Culture Center operation.
Figure 3-3. Pig Culture Center business structure
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1) Business structure
(1) Decision-making and enforcement
The representative of the Pig Culture Center is responsible for decisionmaking. Although current management result reveals deficits, management
outcome is being improved every month, and the profit and loss point is
expected to be reached in the second half of this year.

(2) Ensuring capital
2
The Pig Culture Center is on the gross building area of 363 m , has an

equity capital investment of roughly 8 billion won. The government subsidy
project invested 400 million won in the center (for special economic zones).
It is a private business and high in terms of business owner’s own capital.

2) Business operation
(1) Participating farmers
The pig breeding stud operated by the Pig Culture Center concluded an
agreement with neighboring pig farmers for breeding pigs to raise them in
a specified breeding method and with a specified feed. The Center then
butchers them for products to be sold.

(2) Sale
The Pig Culture Center sells pork for catering and in the shop, processes
and sells pork as pork cutlets, ham and processed livestock products. This
is a method that the Center concludes an agreement with local pig farmers
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to pay a given amount of profits. The pig farmers have a stable buyer and
are guaranteed about a given amount of profits. The Pig Culture Center can
secure a stable amount of supply and sticks to its own specific raising
method. Therefore, they make a lot of efforts to improve taste and quality
of livestock products.

B. Outcome from business
1) Outcome
The Pig Culture Center is at an early stage of business, and is currently
closer to the state of extension. The Center gains approximately 250 million
won from its business every month, and aims at 480 million won on a
monthly basis. If the annual gross income is 5.7 billion won or so, it is
thought the profit and loss point is reached to guarantee a reasonable profit.

2) Improvement
The Pig Culture Center tries every effort to obtain all sorts of permit and
approval in relation to producing processed products in its business plan.
However, the current regulation is very strict, and expert’s help is needed.
It is not easy to secure human resources required for business operation.

Opinion of Japanese researchers
□ Switch from pig farming to a general theme park-type 6th Industrialization
company.
○ Integrated facility operation from pig farming to exchange including activities and accommodation.

th
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○ A key in the process of business diversification is to develop traditional
livestock products of Korea and to secure stable human resource supply
for theme park operation.
○ An urgent challenge is to comply with regulations for sanitary food facilities, to supplement systems and to ensure stable management by recovering the cost of private investment.
* Shigenori KOBAYASHI, Sotaro INOUE, Tomoo HIGUCHI

3.3. Prospect and implications
th

3.3.1. Value chain with major 6 Industrialization cases
It is seen that added values are enhanced in connection with the secondary
and tertiary industries rather than just by primary production from the
management outcome of each business about the major 6th Industrialization
th
cases of Korea. Therefore, a strategy customized to 6 Industrialization is

needed to enhance added values depending on features and capability of
management bodies. Efforts should be followed for continual business and
improved outcome.
th

Table 3-23. Business outcome of companies of 6

Industrialization cases

(value chain)
Outcome

Remarks

Yongjin
Sales amount: 5.9 b won
Sale in joint shop: 3.8 b won
Nonghyup local Farmer’s monthly increased in- Deduction, e.g., fees, Drop in refood shop
come: 1 m won.
ceiving price from sale (20-30%)

Euna Farm

Increased income more than raw
Gross income: 600 m won
milk sale
5 times increase in added values 5 times increase in added values
of dairy products
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Outcome

Remarks

Gross income: 500 m won
Increased farmer’s income
Eunsung Farm 3.5 times increase in added val- Enhanced recognition for local
ues
apples
Monthly gross income: 250 m Surplus expected in the 2nd half
of 2014
won

Pig Culture
Center

3.3.2. Implications
Yongjin Nonghyup’s local food shop does not present a precise analysis
for the cost of shop operation because it is operated as a part of Nonghyup’s
internal organization (Hanaro Mart). There is no guideline for farmer’s
self-pricing, and it is thus needed to improve farmer’s unskillful pricing to
ensure consumer’s long-term trust.
Euna Farm’s greatest challenge in management is permits in relation to
th

6 Industrialization, cooperation with experts, and the cost of inspections.
The municipality and the central government should give advice for
procedures about permits, and cost sharing. It is necessary to make a support
organization required for connection with experts for product development,
permit and consulting. It is needed to rationalize permit and sanitary
regulations for small-scale production facilities in the current permit and
regulations for manufacturing food, and to allow easy access to public
administration.
For Eunsung Farm, a key is to enhance recognition of apple wine because
it is not well recognized in Korea yet. Another issue is demand and supply
of local human resources. Although the Pig Culture Center tries every effort
for obtaining permits in relation to producing processed food in its business
plan, the current regulation is strict, and expert’s help is thus needed.
Another challenge is to secure human resources for business operation.
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th

Most 6 Industrialization business operators experience a lot of difficulty
in human resource supply, sanitation and permit in the process of manufacturing
products. Therefore, it is necessary that the government and municipalities
support issues related to permits and sanitation in the process of manufacturing
products, training and connecting specialized human resources.

Opinion of Japanese researchers
□ FANEA Joint study (Korean, Chinese and Japanese researchers) for Korea’s
th
case in relation to 6 Industrialization

○ A significant effect is observed in a short term by government’s positive
enforcement and introduction of business models for 6th Industrialization
in Korea.
○ Impressive operation of projects customized to Korea’s situation for 6th
Industrialization in Korea with reference to models of advanced countries, for example, Japan.
○ A current issue is food hygiene control for food processing in a
small-scale company of Korea as shown in Japan’s 6th Industrialization.
□ Define business strategies about “who use regional resources and how and
where” as a precondition of 6th Industrialization by management subjects.
○ Define specific business contents, and target customers by using key local resources (agriculture, forestry and fishery products, processed products, nature, scenery, history, culture, etc.).
* Shigenori KOBAYASHI, Sotaro INOUE, Tomoo HIGUCHI
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Chapter

4
th

Analysis of 6 Industrialization Policy
Demand12)
1. Overview
1.1. Survey to collect farmers’ opinion
This survey13) collected 554 people’s opinions. People involved in
agriculture, forestry and fishery are 459 participants, 82.9%. KREI undertook
the questionnaire survey to include its own local reporters and correspondents
(1,604), and 71 people involved in the 6th industry discovered as a model
case by the MAFRA and the RDA.
This questionnaire survey was undertaken through e-mail, and for 8 days
between December 3 and 10, 2013. The survey aimed to identify how much
farmers know the 6th Industrialization, and to investigate the 6th industry’s
state in the field to develop political implications. The survey questions were
composed of recognition of 6th Industrialization, management body’s current
th

operation of 6 Industrialization, difficulty in the operation, and assessment

12) In Chapter 4, farmers’ opinions are based on the abstract of, and the corrected and
supplemented version of study by Kim Yong-lyoul, et al. (2014). Experts’ opinions
are newly surveyed for this study.
13) Note that the correspondents of KREI and people involved in the model cases are
familiar with information about the MAFRA policies and studies.
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th

of 6 industry policies to be enforced by the central government.
Survey participants were classified into males (74.0%) and females
(22.0%). With respect to the age groups, people in 50s were the highest
proportion (37.9%), followed by 60s or over (28.5%) and 40s (21.8%).
Income levels showed uniform distributions without deviation. High annual
income earners (more than 50 million won) were the most (35.7%), followed
by annual income between 30 million won and 50 million won (32.5%) and
annual income less than 30 million won (29.8%).
With respect to academic achievement, participants with a bachelor’s
degree and higher were 51.9% (bachelor’s degree 44.3%, at least master’s
degree 8.8%) which accounts for the proportion more than a half that
indicates very high academic achievements. Among the survey participants,
high school graduates accounted for 35.7%. Participants involved in agriculture,
forestry and fishery accounted for 82.9%.

1.2. Survey to collect experts’ opinion
Total 18 experts participated in the survey. They are 3 university professors,
11 doctoral researchers, one representative of a private research institute, and
3 staff of a regional council. The aforementioned experts have been involved
directly or indirectly in the 6th Industrialization policies.
This questionnaire survey was undertaken through e-mail, and for 6 days
between May 7 and 12, 2014. The survey aimed to collect their opinion
about the 6th Industrialization strategy announced by the central government.
Their advice in this survey was collected about what 6th Industrialization
strategy should be supplemented and to which attention should be paid for
practical effects in the future.
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2. Opinion about Government’s 6th Industrialization
Policy14)
Experts’ opinions were collected about government’s 6th Industrialization
th

policies with the focus on the strategy for vitalizing 6

Industrialization

announced by the MAFRA in July, 2013. Opinions were also collected about
the 6th Industrialization initiation fund support program, the 6th Industrialization
business operator certification program, the intermediate support organization
project, the rural convergence industry zone (6th Industrialization zone), the
fund of funds, the scheme for sale and export support, and the regional
consortium business team. Farmers were asked about practical effectiveness
of the aforementioned policies. Experts’ opinions were collected about what
should be supplemented for more effective enforcement of the policies.
th

2.1. 6 Industrialization initiation fund support program
Government strategy: 6th Industrialization initiation fund support program
○ Support a loan for facility and equipment modernization in order to foster model management bodies for the 6th Industrialization.
* 200 million won-limit, at an annual interest rate of 3%, repayment
within 7 years with equal installment and 3-year grace period.
Applicants go through examination after submitting their business plan
to be selected.

th

14) The questions were about the contents of the 6 Industrialization strategy announced
by the MAFRA on July 26, 2013.
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2.1.1. Farmers’ opinions
About the effectiveness of the ‘6th industrialization initiation fund support
program’, 82.7% of the respondents have respondents answers. Participants
th
who have experienced or are currently experiencing 6 Industrialization are

positive about the practical effect of the 6th Industrialization initiation fund
support program. The answer that this program is completely effective
accounts for 15.0%. This implies that their intensity of positive opinions is
greater than other participants.
With regard to annual income levels, the group with more annual income
is more positive. The group with an annual income smaller than 30 million
won accounts for 78.3% about positive answer. The group with an annual
income between 30 million won and 50 million won accounts for 83.9%
about positive answer. The group with an annual income more than 50
million won accounts for 85.7% about positive answer.
A small number of participants say no practical effect. First, there is a
possibility that it may be a program just for subsidies. Second, various
factors, for example, unstable prices of agricultural products can contribute
to no repayment of loans that results in debts. Third, another opinion is the
small amount of subsidy can hardly contribute to a practical effect in
enhancing competitiveness.
th

Table 4-1. Effectiveness of ‘6

Industrialization initiation fund support

program’?

unit: %
No
Very
Very
Completely
Effective
effect ineffective
effective effective

Total

Entire respondents

1.7

15.7

43.7

29.5

9.4

100.0

Group that experienced
6th industry

1.5

17.3

36.1

30.1

15.0

100.0
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No
Very
Very
Completely
Effective
effect ineffective
effective effective

Total

Group with annual income smaller than 30 m
won

2.5

19.3

41.0

31.7

5.6

100.0

Group with annual income between 30 m and
50 m won

2.2

13.9

46.1

26.7

11.1

100.0

Group with annual income more than 50 m
won

0.5

13.8

43.9

30.6

11.2

100.0

Source: corrected and supplemented from Kim Yong-lyoul, et al (2014)

2.1.2. Experts’ opinions
Experts generally have positive opinions about the ‘6th Industrialization
initiation fund support program’, but suggest to supplement the following
matters for effectiveness.
First, management bodies compatible with the program goals should be
supported through strict screening. Farmers say that it is hard to filter off
people who just want to get the subsidy if screening is not strict. They say
the subsidy should be supplied to enterprises that really want the fund
through the screening process. They suggest organizing a right expert team
for examiners (field expert or specialized consultants with plenty of business
experience, not scholars or staff in city councils) to present precise
assessment and advice about feasibility and profitability of the submitted
business plan. They also point out that it is necessary to define the
assessment standard to enhance business effectiveness so that management
bodies that have experienced at least the primary and secondary industry
convergence or the primary and tertiary industry convergence should be
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selected. That is, it is necessary to use the funds for selecting enterprises that
are highly likely to be successful to foster them as a leading company
through strict screening for subsidies.
Second, it is necessary to focus on incubation through small-scale
initiation, training and consulting while avoiding excessive support. The
method of verifying practical effectiveness of a business plan of a new
business is important. Specify management consulting to guide smooth
business progress from the initial stage. If required, the scheme is
recommended that the central government pays the half of consulting costs
to reduce applicants’ burden. It is necessary to support management bodies
th
that were certified as a 6 Industrialization business operator or took the

incubating course in the Small & Medium Business Administration or
agricultural promotion institutions (City, Gun agricultural product processing
center) to be first screened about entering the market.
A step-by-step support scheme is effective, rather than support of a
great amount of subsidies from the beginning. For example, it is essential
to provide a small amount of subsidies (smaller than 50 million won
followed by more support) to go ahead of the next step of more amount of
subsidy after assessing the outcome from their business (monitoring and
consulting needed in the process of business), so that farmers can develop
th
business items through training courses for the 6 industry, and initiate a

small-scale business. It is recommended to prepare a mentoring device to
receive know-how from people who have experienced business initiation and
know-how and can give advice to farmers in the process of preparing the
business plan or screening.
Third, financial experts should participate in the examiner team. The
experts in the examiner team from Nonghyup or experts from private
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financial companies should be responsible for closely examining applicant’s
management capability, business model, the potential of business success
through primary document screening. It is desirable to verify and finally
select the applicants through interviews and after visiting the business sites.
Fourth, strict post-management is essential through interim assessment.
Conduct the interim assessment 3 years after initiation, to take measures of
subsidy recovery from insolvent enterprises in terms of organization
operation or business progress.
Fifth, the interest rate should be lower than the market interest rate, and
the guarantee system should be mitigated for practical effects. The interest
rate should be lower (around 1.5%) to find people who need initiation funds.
While many agricultural management bodies experience economic difficulty
because of debts, loans through provided guarantees are not enough for
management bodies with creative ideas that want business initiation.
Therefore, mitigate the guarantee system to implement loans just through the
screening process, ideas and the business plan. No effect is gained if the
condition of agricultural body support funds in some cities and Do is not
th

more than 500 million won, and the interest rate is around 1%, but the 6

Industrialization initiation fund is a small amount of 200 million won and
its interest rate is around 3%.
6th, the administration process should be simple. Farmers have negative
opinions about business because of strict administration procedures, and
continued control and supervision to get the loans. They thus do not want
loans by the Agricultural and Fishery Product Distribution Corporation.
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th

2.2. Certification of 6 Industrialization business operator
Government strategy: System for certifying 6th Industrialization business
operators
th
○ Certify emerging management bodies as a 6 Industrialization business

operator (1,000 by 2017).
* Organize a commission with experts for 6th Industrialization plans and
then examine profitability in advance for effective support.

2.2.1. Farmers’ opinions
For the ‘6th Industrialization business operator certification system’, positive
answers account for 87.9%. The group who experienced the 6th industry is in
the level similar to the entire respondents. The answer of “no practical effect”
accounts for 0.8% which is lower than other answers. The answer of “completely
effective” accounts for 15.8% which is higher than other answers.
With respect to annual income, higher-income groups have more positive
opinions. Positive answers of the group with annual income smaller than 30
million won account for 84.0%, but those with more than 50 million won
account for 90.2%. There are some answers of “no practical effect” as
follows. First, it can be a certification system for easy management or
certifying management bodies that already have a certain level of scale,
rather than certifying emerging management bodies. Second, it can result in
too many similar businesses by unwise support or fostering, causing negative
th
effects on all business operators. Third, no outstanding 6 industry model (or

no correct concept) may result in too many subjective certifications. Fourth,
just certification and no post-management can make it a useless thing.
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th

Table 4-2. Effectiveness of ‘6

Industrialization business operator

certification system’?
No
effect

unit: %

Very
Very
Completely
Effective
ineffective
effective Effective

Total

Entire respondents

1.5

10.6

51.0

28.6

8.4

100.0

Group who experienced
th
6 industry

0.8

11.3

44.4

27.8

15.8

100.0

Annual income smaller
than 30 m won

2.5

13.5

51.5

29.4

3.1

100.0

Annual income between
30 m won and 50 m
won

2.2

8.4

55.1

23.0

11.2

100.0

Annual income more
than 50 m won

0.0

9.8

46.9

33.0

10.3

100.0

Source: corrected and supplemented from Kim Yong-lyoul, et al (2014)

2.2.2. Experts’ opinions
The experts agree with the necessity of the ‘6th Industrialization business
operator certification system’, but worry about lost values due to confusion
and too many issues. Their opinions for amendment are described below.
First, certify just qualified business operators through strict screening to
enhance quality level and the value of certification. Too many issues of
certification may result in losing regional character. Don’t stick to the
quantitative target like fostering 1,000 certifications. The value of
certification may be lost. Therefore, the target should be qualitative level
improvement.
Second, include how much 6th Industrialization-related training the
applicants or members of participating enterprises took, the contents of
organization for building a cooperation system, use of local resources,
creative business models, leader’s career in the relevant field in the contents
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of screening. This enables the most ideal applicants with the most success
potential to be certified.
Third, because the term certification causes confusion, using another term
should be considered. Because the act on fostering and supporting the rural
convergence industry also certifies the business plan, it is different from
other certification. Therefore, it is recommended to use a “business plan
approval scheme” rather than “certification”.
Fourth, provide a guide for preparing the business plan and consulting.
Fifth, it is necessary to employ a preliminary certification system.
Disclose the certified business list for transparent management of the
business certification system, and establish an incubation period for one year
for preparation of the business plan. It is necessary to examine certification
from the second year.
th
6 , focus on growth potential rather than the current situation. If

management bodies with a certain level of scale are heavily certified, the
policy may be biased. It is reasonable to consider growth potential although
the applicants are a small-scale business operator.
Seventh, strict post management should be done. Develop an assessment
index for certified business operators to enhance outcome management, and
to guide smooth growth through comprehensive support policies. A strategy
is also needed to remove business operators who do not comply with the
condition of certification through an analysis after certification thereof.
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th

2.3. Intermediate support organization (6

Industrialization

support center)

Government strategy: Intermediate support organization project
(6th Industrialization support center)
○ Investigate and analyze rural resources and industries, support initiation,
incubation, research and development, and provide information.
The center is specialized in overall support for fostering the rural industry,
for example, training human resources.

2.3.1. Farmers’ opinions
More positive answers are given to the ‘intermediate support organization
project’. Positive answers account for 88.0% in the respondents. Among
them, 44.1% expect a great effect. The group who has experienced 6th
industry accounts for 86.8% about the positive answers, which is a similar
figure to other groups. However, 16.0% of the group said “completely
effective,” even higher than other groups.
On the level of annual income, the group with annual income between
30 million won and 50 million won accounts for 92.6%, the highest, about
the positive answers. The group with annual income more than 50 million
won accounts for 88.6%, and the group with annual income smaller than 30
million won for 82.6% about the positive answers.
A small number of respondents with the opinion of no practical effect
suggest the following opinions. First, a great effect is not achieved if the
existing human resources handle all the work without specialized teams or
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institutions responsible for the intermediate support organization. Second, if
the project is enforced through commission/trust/service for the support,
organizations or individuals who are associated with intermediate managers
can get the subsidies rather than policy benefiters selected by the central
government. Therefore, the project can be just a formal process. Third,
existing teams should be well used rather than making a new team. The
intermediate support organization should be a competent team. Fourth, it
should be an organization for farmers, and a management system is needed
to apply penalty if there is no outcome.
Table 4-3. Effectiveness of ‘intermediate support organization project’?
unit: %
No
Very
Effective
effect ineffective

Very
effective

Completely
effective

Total

Entire respondents

1.5

10.6

43.9

33.9

10.2

100.0

Group who experienced
th
6 industry

2.3

9.9

37.4

34.4

16.0

100.0

Group with annual income smaller than 30
m won

1.9

15.6

39.4

36.9

6.3

100.0

Group with annual income between 30 m
won and 50 m won

1.7

5.6

48.0

33.9

10.7

100.0

Group with annual income more than 50 m
won

1.0

10.4

43.8

31.8

13.0

100.0

Source: Corrected and supplemented from Kim Yong-lyoul, et al (2014)

2.3.2. Experts’ opinions
Experts’ dominant opinion is that the ‘intermediate support organization
project’ is needed. They suggest enforcement of the project in consideration
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of the following matters.
First, the organization should be based on the current situations.
Institutions that can practically participate in initiation, incubation, research
and development should be selected, and actively participate in the project
to provide support. Staff of the organization should be competent to carry
out management or consulting in general industry and commerce. A system
th
is needed to support 6 Industrialization in the field.

Second, a well-established cooperation system should be provided with
th

local institutions involved. The intermediate support organization for 6

Industrialization should achieve the synergy effect through networking for
cooperation between human resources and institutions in the region (using
existing teams and human resources) to conduct support.
Third, a 3-stage organization with a central unit, a city- and Do-unit and
a Gun-unit is ideal.
Fourth, provide farmers with administrative services and information for
establishing the business plan. Because the agricultural sector/rural districts are
not fully prepared for establishing and enforcing plans for 6th Industrialization,
it should be supported.
Fifth, enhance training and consulting. It is important to support training
and consulting programs for new promotion of the 6th industry through
cooperation in the regions (villages, production organizations) for farmers for
the 6th Industrialization.
th
6 , a system is needed to avoid bureaucratism. Fostering an intermediate

support organization inevitably results in bureaucratism in the region. Prevent
retired municipality public officers from being employed, and organize a
cooperation system for consulting and with involved institutions to prevent
their employment. Therefore, it should not be a public administrative
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organization, and should be a private institution.
Seventh, strict post-management is needed for the intermediate support
organization. A systematic device is needed so that the intermediate support
organization can substantially support business, continue to support or stop
supported business through post-analysis and management.
Eighth, the scale of the organization should be initially small but efficient.
Ninth, an expert pool support at the central government level and expert
training is needed. It might be difficult to build and use a human resource
th
pool because there are not enough experts specialized in the 6 industry in

the region. In the central government level, build and support the expert pool
and train 6th industry experts.
th

2.4. Rural convergence industry zone (6 Industrialization zone)

Government strategy: Supporting rural convergence industry zone
th
(6 Industrialization zone).
th
○ Enhance the effect of promoted 6 Industrialization through specific re-

sources and specialized industries. Operate a support center, provide facilities for joint use, and support joint study and development.

2.4.1. Farmers’ opinions
Positive answers are also dominant about the ‘rural convergence industry
th
zone (6 Industrialization zone)’. The answer “effective” accounts for 90.5%

in the entire respondents, of which 43.4% expects a great effect. The group
who has experienced the 6th industry generally has positive opinions that
account for 93.6%. “Completely effective” accounts for 15.1%, relatively
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high and different from other groups.
In relation to income, like the case of the intermediate support organization,
93.7% of the group with annual income between 30 million won and 50
million won has positive opinions, the highest rate. 91.0% of the group with
annual income more than 50 million won and 87.5% of the group with
annual income smaller than 30 million won show positive opinions.
Table 4-4. Effectiveness of ‘rural convergence industry zone’?
No
Very
Very
Completely
Effective
effect ineffective
effective effective

unit: %
Total

Entire respondents

0.8

8.8

47.1

34.5

9.0

100.0

Group who experienced
th
6 industry

0.8

5.6

41.3

37.3

15.1

100.0

Group with annual income smaller than 30
m won

1.3

11.3

48.1

35.6

3.8

100.0

Group with annual income between 300 m
won and 50 m won

1.1

5.2

50.6

33.3

9.8

100.0

Group with annual income more than 50 m
won

0.0

9.0

43.4

34.9

12.7

100.0

Source: Corrected and supplemented from Kim Yong-lyoul, et al (2014)

Some opinions are worries about the rural convergence industry zone as
described below. First, small-scale distributed arrangement is ideal for 6th
Industrialization rather than integration. Second, what is a difference from
the existing specialized agricultural product zone? There is nothing different
after specifying the specialized zones. Third, joint operation is less efficient
in reality. Fourth, specific people can benefit in specific areas.

th
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2.4.2. Experts’ opinions
Although experts opinions about the ‘rural convergence industry zone (6th
Industrialization zone)’ are mostly about things that should be supplemented,
some experts have a negative opinion that it is ineffective.
First, cooperation with institutions in the field of food safety is very
important. It is important to establish an incentive scheme, for example,
discussion with the Ministry of Food and Drug Safety about food processing
facilities in the zone to mitigate standards for food safety.
Second, the support should focus on initiation and incubation. It is
necessary to first select zones in which public facilities can be built, and for
th
joint study to specify zone for the 6 Industrialization. It is necessary to

support and vitalize initiation and incubation on the basis of this result.
Third, the support for the management body in the zone should be real
and substantial. It is necessary to practically support business operator’s tax,
initiation management consulting, and R&D. Take systematic measures to
return the outcome to the inside of the zone.
Fourth, support software-wise projects rather than hardware-wise projects.
Fifth, zone specification is not ideal. It is hard to tell the rural convergence
industry zone from the existing specialized agricultural product zones or the
rural and industrial clusters. The alternative for 6th Industrialization that
farmers really want is a cooperative project model in which medium-scale
farmers and family-centered farmers are in the center, not an enterprise
farming or large-scale capital investment-type model. The zone is an
approach opposite to the spirit, and is an approach that can be an intensive
support just for a small number of large-scale farmers or enterprise-type
farmers in individual producer’s perspective. It is hard to tell difference from
existing similar programs, and this causes confusion and overlapping. A
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cooperative project model focusing on small-scale farmers and familycentered farmers is more ideal than a 6th Industrialization zone in consideration
of Korea’s situation of small-scale farming.

2.5. Fund of funds

Government strategy: Fund of funds
th

○ This is to invest capital in management bodies that contribute to 6

Industrialization to establish a fund by joint venture of the private sector
and the public sector, to select an operator. An agri-food investment cooperative is then established for investment in substantially related management bodies.
* 2014: 10 billion is predicted

2.5.1. Farmers’ opinions
The dominant opinion about the ‘fund of funds’ is positive effects on 6th
Industrialization. 84.4% of the entire respondents gave positive opinions. In
the group who has experienced 6th industry, 83.9% had positive opinions,
similar to other groups’ opinions, but 16.1% had negative opinions, a bit
high. 13.1% of this group answered “completely effective,” higher than other
groups.
With respect to annual income levels, the group with annual income
between 30 million won and 50 million won has positive opinions to account
for 88.4%, the highest. It is followed by the group with annual income more
than 50 million won to account for 86.4%, and then the group with annual
income smaller than 30 million won to account for 78.4% with respect to

th
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positive opinions.
However, positive answers are relatively small for the fund of funds. In
particular, many people with annual income smaller than 30 million won
have negative opinions. Therefore, it seems that a scheme for lowering the
barrier against introduction of the fund of funds is needed.
A few opinions about ineffectiveness of the fund of funds are described
below. First, there are a small number of management bodies competent of
participating in the project. Second, while financial funds are not guaranteed
about profitability, the fund operated centered at agriculture by the
private/public sector is similar to some funds of Nonghyup. That is, it is
because the focus is highly likely to be laid on the method of fund operation
to create profits, rather than on farmers’ income. Third, they say it can just
support a smaller number of farmers.
Table 4-5. Effectiveness of ‘fund of funds’?

unit: %

No
Very
Very
Completely
Effective
effect ineffective
effective effective

Total

Entire respondents

2.5

13.1

53.0

24.8

6.7

100.0

Group who has experienced 6th industry

2.3

13.8

45.4

25.4

13.1

100.0

Group with annual income smaller than 30
m won

5.1

16.5

44.9

29.7

3.8

100.0

Group with annual income between 30 m
won and 50 m won

1.7

9.8

60.3

22.4

5.7

100.0

Group with annual income more than 50 m
won

1.1

12.6

53.2

23.2

10.0

100.0

Source: Corrected and supplemented from Kim Yong-lyoul, et al (2014).
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2.5.2. Experts’ opinions
Many of experts have negative opinions about the fund of funds. They
say farmer’s accessibility is very low, and there may be cases of no benefits
in terms of regulations and institutions. They say it is hard to give benefits
to small-scale farmers, individuals or small-scale management bodies.
However, some experts say it is not a bad attempt if an institutional
device is provided to redeem farmers from failure like angel investment.
That is, they say a scheme is needed for investing in potential, but
exempting the relevant enterprise from liability in the case of failure, and
conserving profits with stocks in the case of success. They also say largescale investment should be avoided although the fund of funds is used for
investment.

2.6 Encouraging sale and export support

Government strategy: ‘Encourage sale and export support’.
th
○ Support exhibition and PR of products of 6 Industrialization management

bodies and discovery of new markets for the products. Hold distribution
fairs for consumers. Hold 6th industry exhibitions. Hold 6th industry competitions (July-August, 2014).

2.6.1. Farmers’ opinions
Positive opinions for ‘encouraging sale and export support’ account for
at least 90%. At least 92.1% of the entire respondents expected positive
result. The group who experienced the 6th industry with positive opinions
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accounts for 93.8%, the highest. The answer “completely effective” accounts
for 20.0%, very high.
The group with more annual income has more positive opinions. 91.0%
of the group with annual income smaller than 30 million won has positive
opinions. 92.1% of the group with annual income between 30 million won
and 50 million won and 93.3% of the group with annual income more than
50 million won have positive opinions. However, expectation higher than
90% is seen regardless of their income levels.
Some opinions are about ineffectiveness of encouraging sale and export
support. First, it is hard to survive the competition with large-scale enterprises.
Second, PR and exhibitions in accordance with policies have been too
sporadic or conducted in a short term. Third, they say that the products by
th
6 Industrialization can be limited if they are not produced through steady

study and development despite PR and support.
Table 4-6. Effectiveness of ‘Encouraging sale and export support’?
unit: %
No
Very
Very
Completely
Effective
effect ineffective
effective effective

Total

Entire respondents

0.8

7.2

46.5

34.6

11.0

100.0

Group who experienced
th
6 industry

0.8

5.4

39.2

34.6

20.0

100.0

Group with annual income smaller than 30
m won

1.3

7.6

48.4

35.0

7.6

100.0

Group with annual income between 30 m
won and 50 m won

1.1

6.9

50.3

30.9

10.9

100.0

Group with income
more than 50 m won

0.0

6.7

41.8

37.6

13.9

100.0

Source: Corrected and supplemented from Kim Yong-lyoul, et al (2014)
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2.6.2. Experts’ opinions
Experts agree with the necessity of ‘Encouraging sale and export
support’. However, they say the following points should be considered for
establishing a program.
th

First, a team in charge of selling products is needed, like the 6

Industrialization distribution marketing team. The team should cover the
entire country or wide zones. It is ideal to increase shops operated by
Nonghyup or farmer’s organizations on the basis of organizations, like the
Wanjoo Yongjin Nonghyup local food shop or agricultural product shops for
direct sale in Japan. The shops for direct sale should be strictly operated and
start business in carefully selected locations not to lose consumer’s trust.
Second, for the sale or export sectors, it is recommended Nonghyup
teams are positively involved in operation to play a great role in terms of
team operation, experts, information and funds, for attaining practical
outcome. Sale support should focus on how to build a given sale base in
connection with individual business teams in the relevant region along with
sales support for the individual business teams (the case of Wanjoo-gun local
food station). The 6th Industrialization management bodies should be
managed so that their sales range can be based on their regions. It is then
necessary to identify consumers’ needs and to understand the demand of
market by differentiating sale strategies through convergence of individual
goods and local culture, and installing local base food shops for direct sale
in each region. This aims to provide a permanent space for production and
processed goods. Export support should be given just to small- and
medium-scale enterprises through association among agriculture, industry and
commerce.
Third, it is vital to foster specialized human resources like coordinators
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th

to continue sale and export support for the products by the 6

industry

management bodies. Fourth, it is highly needed to create opportunities for
friendship and exchange so that consumers, involved enterprises and
overseas buyers can continue to be connected. A method for PR and sale
directly for consumers should be suggested. It is necessary to promote a
program for 1:1 consulting by distribution experts from time to time with
the goal of ‘Find a market customized to 100 food enterprises across the
country’ through selection and concentration rather than as one-off events.
Fifth, employ a sale and export incentive program for agri-food which
obtained quality certification. Conduct quality control by supporting packaging
th
materials and logistics costs. 6 , monitor the process of self-regulating and

proactive promotion and then go ahead with the sale process.

2.7. Local consortium business team

Government strategy: ‘Local consortium business team’
th
○ This is a project for supporting 6 industry associations in which farmers,

manufacturers, processors and activity villages participate by using primary agricultural products.
* Support development of joint trademarks and design, joint marketing,
sale and export, and promotion of quality control.
2014: 5 associations will be supported through a public contest.

2.7.1. Farmers’ opinions
For the ‘local consortium business team’, positive opinions account for at
least 90%. For the local consortium business team, 93.3% of the entire
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respondents had positive opinions. 96.1% of the group who experienced the
6th industry had positive answers, the highest level. The answer “completely
effective” accounts for 19.2%, the highest.
Regardless of annual income levels, at least 90% of all groups have
positive opinions. 94.9% of the group with annual income between 30
million won and 50 million won and 93.7% of the group with income more
than 50 million won have positive opinions.
Some opinions are described below, related to ineffectiveness for the local
consortium business team. First, the joint team cannot continue to be
operated. Second, it can be just for experts. Third, it may have difficulty in
supported project enforcement, for example, support/management/PR in
terms of supervisory institutions’ non-professional administration and
settlement of consumer’s demand.
Table 4-7. Effectiveness of ‘local consortium business team’?
No
Very
Very
Completely
Effective
effect ineffective
effective effective

unit: %
Total

Entire respondents

0.8

6.1

45.5

35.8

11.9

100.0

Group who experienced
6th industry

0.8

3.1

44.6

32.3

19.2

100.0

Group with annual income smaller than 30
m won

1.3

7.5

43.4

41.5

6.3

100.0

Group with annual income between 30 m
won and 50 m won

1.1

4.0

46.9

34.9

13.1

100.0

Group with annual income more than 50 m
won

0.0

6.3

46.1

31.9

15.7

100.0

Source: Corrected and supplemented from Kim Yong-lyoul, et al (2014).
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2.7.2. Experts’ opinions
Experts agree with the necessity of the ‘local consortium business team’.
However, they suggest a lot of things to be supplemented.
First, employ experts from various fields to thoroughly screen and select
ideal teams. Second, lower the proportion of self-payment and guide the
consortium business team to be an independent corporation. Third, define the
th

range of local consortium’s participating 6

Industrialization management

bodies as an administrative zone (Myeon or Eup) to enable participants to
be easily connected, and a half of the involved expert group to settle in the
region.
Fourth, the administration should conduct performance assessment for
which national budgets are used, but the intermediate support organization
with a lot of specialized human resources should play the role of adjustment
and support. Fifth, the project team should continue to make an effort to find
new demands of participating associations, diagnose support request of
participating associations to be applied to the field.
th
6 , employ a minimum number of permanent human resources because

too many members in the local consortium business team contribute to
difficulty in operation. Adopt the specialized human force system to use the
human resource pool program if required. Seventh, a precondition is training
and consulting for enhancing participating subjects’ capability for forwarding
the project.
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3. Comparison of Promotion and Current Status of the
th

6

Industrialization between Korea and Japan

3.1. Overview
Data about Korea’s promotion and current status of the 6th industrialization
was based on the results of a survey for farmers. On the other hand, data
about Japan’s recognition and current status of the 6th Industrialization was
based on the results of a survey conducted by Japan Finance Corporation.
Subjects of Japan’s survey were 2,078 farmers (borrowers from Japan Finance
Corporation) who were promoting the 6th Industrialization and large-scale
management. Among them, 1,003 farmers responded to the survey (return rate
of 48.3%). The survey was conducted from September to November 2012.
th

3.2. Comparison of Promotion and Current Status of the 6
Industrialization between Korea and Japan

3.2.1. Current Status and Objectives of the 6th Industrialization
th

A. Current Status of the 6

Industrialization

For Japan, 45.3% of the respondents to the survey answered that the 6th
industrialization was being promoted. On the other hand, only 24.0% of
Korean respondents answered that way.
But, for the survey conducted in Japan, only the farmers who had already
been promoting the 6th industrialization or carrying out a large-scale farming
were included, so the result would have been different if small or
medium-scale farmers were also included.
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th

Table 4-8. Comparison of Promotion Status of the 6

Industrialization
Unit: %

Korea (n=459)
th

Japan (n=1,003)

th

th

th

6 Industrialization 6 Industrialization 6 Industrialization 6 Industrialization
Promoted
Not Promoted
Promoted
Not Promoted
Total

24.0

76.0

45.3

54.7

Source: Kim Yong-lyoul, et al (2014)

B. Objectives of the 6th Industrialization
To a question asking for the objective of the 6th industrialization, most
answered that they were promoting the 6th industrialization in order “to
secure the pricing power through unification of production, processing and
th

Table 4-9. Comparison of the Reasons for Promoting the 6 Industrialization
Unit: %
Reasons for Promotion

Percentage
Korea (n=113)

Japan (n=549)

To secure the pricing power through unification of
production, processing and sales

76.7

68.9

To dispose of non-standard products and inventory

12.0

39.5

To contribute to activation of the local economy
by increasing employment

30.1

25.7

To reduce the distribution cost

22.6

24.2

To utilize human resources during off-season

20.3

13.3

To obtain financing and subsidies with favorable
terms

3.0

7.7

Free labor force due to the successor’s participation in management

2.3

6.6

Others

12.0

12.9

Note: Multiple responses
Source: Kim Yong-lyoul, et al (2014)
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sale,” both in Korea and Japan. With regard to the opinion that they were
promoting it in order to contribute to activation of the local economy, Korea
showed slightly more responses than Japan.
While 39.5% of the Japanese respondents answered that their objective
was “to dispose of non-standard products and inventory,” only 12.0% of the
Korean respondents answered like that. Responses that their objectives were
“to utilize human resources during off-season” accounted for 20.3% of the
farmers in Korea, which was relatively higher than in Japan.
th

3.2.2. Types of the 6
Strategies

Industrialization and Differentiation

A. Types of the 6th Industrialization
With regard to the types of the 6th Industrialization, ‘agricultural product
processing (78.2%)’ recorded an overwhelmingly high response in Korea and
‘rural tourism (44.4%)’ was higher in Korea than in Japan, but direct sales
was a little lower in Korea than in Japan.
th

Table 4-10. Types of the 6

Industrialization between Korea and Japan
Unit: %

Type

Percentage
Korea (n=133) Japan (n=549)

Direct sale

47.4

68.7

Processing of agricultural products

78.2

67.6

2.3

16.6

44.4

12.2

9.8

2.6

0.8

4.6

Farm restaurants
Rural tourism
Rural stay
Others
Note: Multiple responses
Source: Kim Yong-lyoul, et al (2014)
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In Japan, processing and direct sale of agricultural products were the
highest ranking answers with only a slight difference in percentage. The
percentage of rural tourism in Japan was smaller than Korea but that of farm
restaurants was higher than Korea.

B. Differentiation and Branding
The percentage of differentiation and branding of products for promoting
the 6th industrialization was 85.7% in Korea, similar to but slightly lower
than 89.8% of Japan.
Table 4-11. Differentiation and Branding of Products
Korea (n=133)
th

Unit: ea, %

Japan (n=549)

th

th

th

6 Industrialization 6 Industrialization 6 Industrialization 6 Industrialization
Promoted
Not Promoted
Promoted
Not Promoted
Total

85.7

14.3

89.8

10.2

Source: Kim Yong-lyoul, et al (2014)

The most important focus in product differentiation and branding was
“the product that makes producing areas and producers appealing,” accounting
for 55.6% in Korea and 85.8% in Japan. This shows that both countries are
very willing to take advantage of local products. In particular, Japan was
shown to be more conscious about this, compared to Korea.
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Table 4-12. Main Focuses of Product Differentiation and Branding
Unit: %
Focuses

Percentage
Korea (n=133) Japan (n=549)

Products that make producing areas and/or producers
appealing

55.6

85.8

Approach to safety and security in terms of organic
cultivation and traceability

41.4

51.7

Creating an image with focus on product name and
design

31.6

37.5

Enhancing the freshness through early morning harvesting and direct delivery from producers

33.8

24.3

Delivering the product value through advertisements

14.3

20.7

Producing cheaper products than competitors
Stable sales through demand and supply control
Others

5.3

12.4

12.8

4.1

6

8.9

Note: Multiple responses
Source: Kim Yong-lyoul, et al (2014)

th

3.2.3. Efforts for Improving the Profit from Promoting the 6
Industrialization
A. Main Focuses for Improving the Profit

With regard to main focuses for improving the profit, there were only
slight differences between Korea and Japan. Both countries focused on sales
expansion, differentiation, and branding. The difference was that in Korea
64.7% of the respondents answered “increasing the sales volume through
market development” to be the main focus while in Japan 77.6% answered
“increasing the sales price through differentiation and branding.”

th
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Table 4-13. Main Focuses for Improving the Profit
Main Focuses

Unit: %
Percentage

Korea (n=133) Japan (n=549)

Increasing the sales price through differentiation and
branding

60.2

77.6

Increasing the sales volume through market development

64.7

71.4

Reducing the manufacturing cost by improving the
utilization of facilities

16.5

22.4

Saving the labor cost by utilizing part-time employees

11.3

17.5

Saving the cost of material delivery from the outside

13.5

10.9

Others

8.3

2.4

Note: Multiple responses
Source: Kim Yong-lyoul, et al (2014)

B. Efforts to Increase the Sales Volume
In order to increase the sales volume, both Korea and Japan focused on
“developing new markets.” In addition, “Internet sales” and “enhancing the
sales for existing customers” were given relatively more focus in Korea. In
both countries, “developing new markets” was considered as the most
important focus for increasing the sales volume, supported by 60.9% in
Korea and 66.6% in Japan.
Korea emphasized on concentrating more efforts on selling the existing
products. As the need for new products and new crops was given a relatively
low importance, it is deemed that it necessary to give more consideration
to mid/long-term measures.
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Table 4-14. Comparison of Focuses for Increasing the Sales Volume
Unit: %
Main Focuses

Percentage
Korea (n=133) Japan (n=402)

Developing new markets

60.9

66.6

Strengthening the preparedness for new products
and crops

28.6

36.5

Participating in expositions

21.8

31.4

Promoting the sales through events like tasting
events

21.8

28.6

Internet sales

48.9

24.5

Enhancing the sales for the existing customers

39.8

13.3

Non-standard product sales

8.3

13.0

Reducing the sale prices through discounted sale

3.0

4.6

Developing large-volume package products

4.5

2.8

3

3.1

Others
Note: Multiple responses
Source: Kim Yong-lyoul, et al (2014)

C. Things to Be Improved for Improving the Profit
through the 6th Industrialization
With respect to things to be improved for promoting the 6th Industrialization,
both countries considered that they were in urgent need for ‘developing sales
and markets.’ In particular, Korea felt that it needed to improve “finance,
accounting and taxation” for improving the profit.
In respect of the sales and market development, 66.9% in Korea found
it difficult while 59.9% in Japan answered the same. For finance, accounting
and taxation, 33.8% in Korea answered they lacked them while 13.3% in
Japan did, implying that Korea had more difficulties in those areas.
Both Korea and Japan selected processing as difficult. In Korea, 33.8%

th
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answered that processing needed to be improved, which accounted for the
same percentage as the answer that selected finance, accounting and taxation
to be improved. In Japan, processing accounted for 35.0% of the answers,
nd

ranking the 2

place. This signifies that both countries have difficulties in

the processing field in terms of technology and safety.
th

Table 4-15. Things to Be Improved in Promoting the 6

Industrialization
Unit: %

Fields

Percentage
Korea (n=133) Japan (n=549)

Sales and market development

66.9

59.9

Processing

33.8

35.0

Management and operation of the organization

19.5

27.7

Agricultural production

16.5

19.7

Store-front greeting and sales

20.3

18.8

Finance, accounting and taxation

33.8

13.3

None

0.8

9.3

Others

3.8

4.6

Note: Multiple responses
Source: Kim Yong-lyoul, et al (2014)

3.2.4. Efforts for Advancing into the Overseas Market
A. Advance to the Overseas Market
With regard to advance into the overseas market, more farmers in Japan
had already advanced into it but more farmers in Korea had the willingness
and plan to advance. In Japan, 60.9% answered that they were not involved
in the overseas market and did not have intention to do it even in the future.
This is much higher than Korea’s 36.4%, implying that Japan has a strong
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tendency to focus on the domestic market.
Table 4-16. Advance into the Overseas Market
Current Status

Unit: %
Percentage

Korea (n=132) Japan (n=944)

Currently not in the overseas market and no intention to do so in the future

36.4

60.9

Currently not in the overseas market but willing to
do so in the future

28.8

22.0

Currently not in the overseas market but plan to do
so in the future

25.0

3.2

Was in the overseas market in the past but not now

2.3

3.6

Currently in the overseas market

7.6

10.3

Source: Kim Yong-lyoul, et al (2014)

B. Reasons for Not Advancing into the Overseas Market
As for the reasons for not advancing into the overseas market, the most
answered that they preferred “domestic production and sales” both in Korea
and Japan. For Korea, there were such other reasons as “lack of talents,”
“impossibility to receive enough order to ensure profitability” and “shortage
of funds.”
Table 4-17. Reasons for Not Advancing into the Overseas Market Unit: %
Reasons

Percentage
Korea (n=133) Japan (n=847)

Preference to domestic production and sales

45.1

76.7

No contact with trading companies or foreign buyers

26.3

17.4

th
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Reasons

Percentage
Korea (n=133) Japan (n=847)

Not feeling secure about the credibility of overseas
market

4.5

12.9

Lack of talents for taking care of overseas marketing (export, etc.)

40.6

10.5

Impossible to receive enough orders to ensure profitability

24.8

10.4

Impossible to use foreign languages

11.3

10.2

Not comfortable with the procedure for overseas
marketing (export, etc.)

15.0

7.6

Shortage of funds for overseas marketing (export,
etc.)

21.8

5.1

Influenced by foreign exchange rate and the overseas economic trend

5.3

4.4

Strengthened regulations and lowered evaluation,
following nuclear accidents, etc.

0

3.0

Others

3.8

8.5

Note: Multiple responses
Source: Kim Yong-lyoul, et al (2014)

C. Tasks for Advancing into the Overseas Market
With regard to tasks for advancing into the overseas market, farmers of
the two countries showed difference in perception. The Korean farmers chose
“international marketing” and “overseas food safety and sales regulations” as
major tasks. On the other hand, the Japanese farmers gave the highest
priority to “export regulations and quarantine system.”
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Table 4-18. Future Tasks for Advancing into the Overseas
Tasks

Unit: %

Percentage
Korea (n=133) Japan (n=335)

Export Regulations and Quarantine System

18.8

40.7

Trade practices issues
(Export, quarantine, clearance procedures, etc.)

39.8

40.7

Logistical issues (Lot, display, shipments, quality,
freshness, etc).

32.3

25.9

Local (foreign) food safety and sales regulations
(Labels, signs, packaging, etc.)

31.6

23.8

Local (international) marketing (food preference differences, differentiation from the competing products, sales promotion activities)

44.4

22.4

Local (foreign) commercial practices (Store rent expense, debt recovery, intellectual property protection, etc.)

16.5

20.1

Foreign languages

17.3

17.2

Exchange rate risk and local (foreign) economic
trends

10.5

11.6

Strengthened regulations after nuclear accident and
evaluation drop

0

7.6

6.0

4.7

Others
Note: Multiple responses
Source: Kim Yong-lyoul, et al (2014)
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4. Implications
th

4.1. Considerations in Implementing the 6

Industrialization

Policy
th

4.1.1. Considerations in Implementing the 6 Industrialization
Policy
Farmers’ perception of the 6th Industrialization and the opinions about
effectiveness of the 6th industrialization activation announced in 2013 imply
several issues: First of all, the farmers believe that the 6th industrialization
has the effect of increase in income and wish to have the pricing power
through it. They are making best efforts for market expansion but
experiencing great difficulties due to the lack of sales and marketing
expertise. Therefore, policy considerations to increase the farmers’ pricing
power and expand their sales are needed. In addition, though having focused
on market expansion for increased income, the farmers lack the expertise
and therefore need to be supported about it. It is also necessary to help solve
the marketing problems through expansion of market with the focus on
localization and marketing support.
Second, the farmers consider the government’s measures for the 6th
industrialization positively in general. Among the measures, they expect a lot
from “local consortium group,” “sales and export support measures,” “rural
industry integration district” and “intermediate support organization designation
project.” However, the fund of funds appears to have relatively less positive
feedback. So, it is necessary for the fund operators to reduce limitations so
that the farmers can take advantage of the fund of funds, and to attract more
active investors.
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Third, it is important to foster authentic intermediate support organizations.
The government measures also include the fostering of intermediate support
organizations. However, there is also a concern about it in the field. Thus,
it is necessary to have a field-oriented intermediate support organization with
authenticity, which can solve farmers’ difficulties and lead a public-private
partnership. In order for the intermediate support organization to properly
operate, it should not be acting like a fifth wheel on a coach to the existing
organizations. When making a lot of achievements through a thorough
follow-up, the organization should be given incentives and in opposite cases,
it should be given a drastic penalty, so that it can grow into an effective
organization.
Fourth, the policy should be free of concerns that only some groups are
supported, so as to increase the reliability of the government policies about
th
the 6 industrialization. Some farmers who give negative feedback expect

that only some groups are likely to be supported and are concerned that
farmers who intend to promote the 6th industrialization with authenticity may
not be able to participate. Also, many are worried that the 6th industrialization may be focused only on the competent enterprises, enterprises of scale,
people who know government business information well, consulting firms,
and professional groups.
Fifth, many farmers doubt whether the 6th industrialization policy will be
pursued constantly. Therefore, the policy should be implemented beyond the
publicity, not as a sporadic project but as one that can increase the farmers’
income in the long term and promote rural development. It can be trusted
only when it is implemented consistently and sustainably.

th
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4.1.2. Considerations for Promoting the Projects with regard
th
to the 6 Industrialization Measures
First, for promoting “the project for supporting new business establishment
for the 6th industrialization,” only the enterprises that meet the objectives of
the 6th industrialization should be supported with priority through a thorough
examination in which experts from the fields like financial advisers
participate. While excessive support should be avoided, incubation is needed
through founding of small-scale businesses and training. The interest rate
should be lower than the market rate and mitigation of guarantee system and
simplification of administrative procedures should also be taken into
consideration.
Second, in implementing “certification of the 6th industrialization operators,”
only the qualified operators should be certified through a strict evaluation.
The evaluation should cover how much the applicant or the members of the
th
participating company are trained for the 6 industrialization, how well a

cooperation system has been built, utilization of local resources, creative
business models and the leader’s experience in the relevant fields. Instead
of the term “certification of operator,” it may be considered to change it to
“certification of plan.” So, a preliminary certification should be introduced
so that business plans can be consulted about from the preparation stage,
selected based on their growth potential, and thoroughly followed up to
increase their fidelity.
Third, “the project for designating intermediate support organization” should
be backed up by reality of the field. In order to be efficient, the organization
should be well equipped with a cooperation system with local authorities,
and organized with three levels of central unit, provincial unit, and municipal/
county unit. It is recommended for the organization to provide farmers with
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administrative services, planning service, training & consulting service. In
particular, much attention should be paid to prevent bureaucratization in its
operation. It should be a small but efficient organization through a thorough
follow-up. In terms of human resources, it should secure an expert pool
supported by the central unit and professional training.
th

Fourth, implementation of “the rural convergence industry cluster (6

industrialization cluster)” should not be subject to excessive safety regulations
through cooperation with relevant organizations in the food safety field.
Programs should focus on business incubation and realistic, substantial and
software-oriented projects.
Fifth, for the fund of funds, it should be taken into consideration that it
is not easily approachable by farmers and thus they may not get legal and
institutional benefits. Therefore, an institutional device is required for relief
in case of failure, as in angel investment.
Sixth, for “support for sales and export,” it is necessary to support securing
stable marketing channels by creating an organization dedicated to the support
like the distribution and marketing business group for the 6th industrialization.
As the National Agricultural Cooperative Federation is excellent in terms of
organization, expertise, information and funds for sales and export, it is
much needed to induce its positive involvement. To meet human resources
demand, it is necessary to recruit professionals who can help international
buyers to establish and maintain ongoing relationships with agricultural
villages through friendly exchanges and others.
Seventh, in implementing “regional consortium project group,” rigorous
screening followed by a thorough follow-up is very important. The project
group should be made self-sustaining through incorporation. More than 50%
of the relevant professional group should be professionals from the region,
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to develop the local human resources. Also, training & consulting to build
up the participants’ capacity should also be taken into consideration.
th

4.2. The 6

Industrialization of Korea and Japan

Japan was ahead of Korea in terms of establishing the 6th industrialization
policy. It was shown that they had more experiences than Korea in
promoting the 6th industrialization in the field. It was possible to find
significant implications through comparison between Korea and Japan.
First, the biggest reason the farmers of the two countries promoted the
th

6 industrialization was to secure the pricing power. To the question asking
for the reason for the 6th industrialization, both countries answered “to secure
pricing power through unification of production, processing and sales.” It
seems that the farmers are concerned about the instability of prices of
agricultural products. Thus, it is understood that the farmers promoted the
6th industrialization to solve this problem. Therefore, the focus should be on
creating a system to eliminate the price instability and maintain stable prices.
Second, processing and rural tourism are strongly related. For both
countries, the 6th industrialization has been promoted centering on the
processing sector. For Korea, it is strongly related to rural tourism while for
Japan, it has a strong association with farm restaurants. Thus, efforts to
enhance the food safety and the quality of processed food should be
followed. In addition, the association with rural tourism requires a more
detailed approach. As it is related to various fields such as restaurants, rural
experience, sightseeing, and experiencing traditional culture, policy approaches
focusing on diversity should be made.
Third, strategies for product sales are considered important. To increase
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the sales volume, Korea focuses on sales promotion strategy for the market.
On the other hand, Japan is considering developing new products and new
crops. Japan is shown to be establishing more mid- and long-term strategies.
Plans that can help strategic approaches to expand product sales should be
made.
Fourth, due to emphasis on the domestic market, there is a tendency of
being less positive for export to overseas markets. In terms of advancing into
the overseas market, responses of the two countries were much different.
More farmers in Korea than in Japan were willing to advance into the
overseas market in the future. It implies that Japan was more domestic
market-oriented.
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Chapter

5
th

Analysis of Priorities of the 6 Industrialization
Policies for Agriculture through AHP
1. Purpose of Analysis
It has emerged as an important task to determine priorities of various
policies and support projects related to the 6th industrialization of agriculture,
which has been highlighted as an important agricultural policy, and execute
highly effective projects. In rural areas, instability of the agricultural management
following depopulation, aging of the population and liberalization of the
agricultural market has become serious.
Increased instability of the agricultural management and aging of the
population resulted in reduced vitality of the region and a radical decease
in the population. Therefore, it is necessary for the government to establish
policy supports and measures to promote the local economy and to maintain
and develop the community.
The purpose of this analysis is to decide priorities of policy-objectives
th
and support measures related to the 6 industrialization of agriculture, and

prepare policy-objectives and alternatives to contribute to maintaining and
promoting the community through creation of more jobs and added value.
Specifically, this study will focus on determining objectives of the 6th
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industrialization of agriculture and determining priorities of the means of
support required to achieve the objectives.

2. Analysis Data and Results
2.1. Survey Design
Experts and representatives of local governments, who were related to the
th

6 industrialization of agriculture, were surveyed. In particular, as the 6th
industrialization policy had been promoted independently by the local
government, ahead of the central government policy, the experts included in
the survey were selected from representatives of the local development
research institutions. The survey was conducted through e-mails.

2.2. Composition of the Questionnaire
This survey was designed using Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) in
order to comprehensively reflect the experts’ opinions about objectives,
means and priorities of the 6th industrialization of agriculture. It had a 3-step
structure to evaluate the objectives, means and relative importance of related
th

projects of the 6 industrialization. Eighteen collected questionnaires were
used in the analysis. Priority weights for the objectives were derived using
pair comparison matrix and standard matrix. Priorities of means of each
objective were determined through generalization and the priority of each
means was determined ultimately. In this study, due to the diversity of
projects related to each policy measures, the generalization index between
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objective and project lacked the consistency among the respondents and
therefore only the priority weight for simple project means was used.
In order to put together values given by the evaluators, the numerical
integration method was used. Specifically, the standard matrix was obtained
for each element of the pair comparison matrix prepared by the evaluator,
and the evaluation values of all evaluators were integrated and generated
using geometric mean value method.
th

Figure 5-1. AHP of the 6 Industrialization of Agriculture

th

The most important objectives of the 6 industrialization were to create
jobs, to increase added values, and to maintain and activate the community.
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As for the policy measures to achieve these objectives, there were financial
support, training & consulting, research and development, and marketing.
The decision-maker was to determine the priorities of policy measures to
th
achieve the important objectives of the 6 industrialization.

2.3. Analysis Results
2.3.1. Determination of Standard for Objectives
The important objectives of the 6th industrialization of agriculture were to
create jobs, to increase added values, and to maintain and activate the
community.
Table 5-1. Overview of the Evaluation Standard for Objectives
Objective

To create jobs

Description

To create jobs for the participants, including local resith
dents, through the 6 industrialization of agriculture

To increase added values To create income by increasing added values of agriculture
To maintain the
community

To maintain the community that has been depopulated and
aged, through returning to farming

Priority weights were obtained through the pair comparison matrix and
the standard matrix for the objectives of the 6th industrialization. Experts in
the related fields determined maintaining and activating the community as
the most important objective of the 6th industrialization of agriculture,
followed by expanding added values and creating jobs. In other words, the
th

highest priority in achieving the objectives of the 6 industrialization was to
maintain the communities.
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Table 5-2. Priority Weight for Each Objective
Standard Matrix

Weight

Jobs

Added Values

Community

Jobs

0.0833

0.0588

0.0968

0.0796

Added Values

0.3333

0.2353

0.2258

0.2648

Community

0.5833

0.7059

0.6774

0.6555

2.3.2. Determination of Standard for Means
The 2nd stage analysis process was to determine priorities of the policy
means related to the important objectives of the 6th industrialization, which
were creation of jobs, increase of added values and maintenance of
community. Major policy measures were financial support, training &
consulting support, research & development support, and marketing support.
Table 5-3. Overview of the Means
Means

Financial Support

Description

Supporting funds and taxes for operating, maintaining and
repairing the facilities

Training the residents, leaders and professionals, supporting
Training & Consulting
the founding of new business and management improvement
Support
consulting
Supporting product development, sanitation and safety faciliResearch &
Development Support ties, and local resource development
Marketing Support

Supporting brand development, store opening, PR, export
and product markets

It was shown that, among the policy means related to job creation,
marketing had the highest priority weight, followed by training & consulting
support and financial support in order. The reason why the marketing means
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was determined as the most important decision-making standard for the
objective of creating jobs in the community was because it was directly
th
related to securing the sustainability of the 6 industrialization operators.

Sustainable management of the related companies would eventually create
new jobs.
Table 5-4. Priority Weight of Policy Measures (based on New Jobs)
Standard Matrix
Policy Means

Financial Training & Research &
Marketing
Support Consulting Development

0.0996

Weight

Financial Support

0.0704

0.0225

0.2778

0.1176

Training & Consulting

0.4225

0.1348

0.2222

0.1162

0.2239

Research & Development

0.0141

0.0337

0.0556

0.0871

0.0476

Marketing

0.4930

0.8090

0.4444

0.6971

0.6109

The highest priority of the policy means required for increasing added
values was given to marketing support, followed by research & development
and financial support in order. Important policy measures to ensure that the
6th industrialization operators achieve the objective of increasing added
values include brand development, store opening support, and other
marketing support including PR and market development.
Table 5-5. Priority Weight of Policy Measures (based on Added Values)
Standard Matrix
Financial Training & Research &
Marketing
Support Consulting Development

Weight

Financial Support

0.1379

0.2222

0.0458

0.4038

0.2025

Training & Consulting

0.0345

0.0556

0.0382

0.0577

0.0465

Research & Development

0.6897

0.3333

0.2290

0.1346

0.3467

Marketing

0.1379

0.3889

0.6870

0.4038

0.4044
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Among the policy means related to maintain the community, training &
consulting support had the highest weight, which included training of the
residents and leaders, followed by financial support and marketing. In order
to maintain and activate the community, consulting support for growth of the
related companies was also considered as an important task in addition to
training of the leaders.
Table 5-6. Priority Weight of Policy Measures (based on Community)
Standard Matrix
Financial Training & Research &
Marketing
Support Consulting Development

Weight

Financial Support

0.1154

0.0941

0.2000

0.3600

0.2500

Training & Consulting

0.8077

0.6588

0.5333

0.4800

0.2692

Research & Development

0.0385

0.0824

0.0667

0.0400

0.0938

Marketing

0.0385

0.1647

0.2000

0.1200

0.1308

2.3.3. Summing up the Priorities of Policy Objectives and
Means
In determining priorities of the objectives to be achieved through the 6th
industrialization and those of the policy means to achieve the objectives, the
Table 5-7. Priorities of Objectives and Means (Sum-up)
Employment

Added Values

Community

Total Score
(Priority)

Financial Support

0.1176

0.2025

0.2500

0.2269

Training & Consulting

0.2239

0.0465

0.2692

0.2066

Research &
Development

0.0476

0.3467

0.0938

0.1571

Marketing

0.6109

0.4044

0.1308

0.2415
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experts judged marketing to be the most important policy means, followed
by financial support, training & consulting, and research & development in order.
th

The most important policy means to achieve various objectives of the 6

industrialization is support for marketing. The 6th industrialization of
agriculture is in the process of maintaining and activating the community
through expansion of added values and employment by reorganizing various
projects, which have been carried out through the existing policies and
measures, centering on the community and the primary industry.
Therefore, support of the central and local governments is required, which
takes into consideration each community’s different 6th industrialization level,
rather than applying the existing uniform and inflexible support means and
process. It is necessary to set the scope of policy objectives and means
within a big frame and prepare a support system to implement actual support
process more flexibly.
Table 5-8. Priority Weights of Policy Means

Financial Support

Operation
Funds

Facility
Funds

Taxation

Business
Founding
Fund

Technology
Guarantee

0.2393

0.5761

0.0735

0.0530

0.0582

Business
Resident
Participant
Professional
Founding
Training
s
Support

Training & Consulting

0.5359

0.1091

0.2559

0.0479

Management
Improvement

0.0511

AcademicNew
New
Sanitation
Resource
Industrial
Product Technology and Safety
Development
Cooperation

Research and
Development Support
Marketing Support

0.0385

0.1039

0.5754

0.1828

0.0994

Brand

Stores

PR

Market

Export

0.0561

0.5207

0.1039

0.2508

0.0685
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Among the policy means, the financial support covers various projects
such as operation funds, facility funds, taxation, business founding funds and
technology guarantee, and the operation funds and the facility funds are the
most important ones. With regard to the training & consulting support,
training for strengthening the residents’ capacity and training of the
th

employees of the 6

industrialization operators are the most important

standards. For the research & development support, it is most important to
support the sanitation and safety facilities and the academic-industrial
cooperation development program and for the marketing support, supporting
opening of new stores and markets is most important.

3. Summary and Implications
It was shown that the most important objectives for the 6th industrialization
of agriculture were maintaining and activating the community, expanding
added values and creating employment in order. Policy means to achieve
these objectives were financial support, human resource training &
consulting, research & development, and marketing. The decision-makers
determined marketing as the most important among the policy means to
th

achieve the objectives of the 6 industrialization.
In order to maintain the community, expand added values, and create new
employment, the policy support for marketing of the companies related to
the 6th industrialization should be given the priority. The most important key
th

to the 6

industrialization of agriculture is to secure the management

stability of relatively small-scale community-based companies.
Therefore, the policy support that takes into consideration the level of
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th

each region and the capacity of each 6 industrialization operator is needed.
The central government and local governments should establish a support
system that sets the scope of policy objectives and means within a big frame
and applies the actual support process more flexibly. This should be
accompanied by projects that can build up the capacity of residents and
experts.
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Chapter

6
th

Policy Tasks for the Activation of 6
Industrialization of Agriculture
1. Direction and Objectives of Policy

Policy to activate 6th Industrialization of agriculture should be directed
toward (1) increase in farmers’ income through 6th Industrialization based on
th
agriculture, (2) activation of 6 Industrialization through efficient cooperation

and convergence of production (agriculture), processing (industry), distribution
and sales (commerce) utilizing native regional products together with the
activation of connected front and back industry, (3) establishment of cooperation
among ministries of central government as well as firm cooperation system
between central government and local government, (4) establishment of a
mutual cooperation system through the cooperation system within the region
focusing on site characteristics, and (5) reinforcement of connection among
diversified policies of central government as well as step by step development
of projects through accurate hierarchy among projects.
Policy objectives to attain through 6th Industrialization activation policy
are (1) maintenance of the rural regional community and the activation of
rural economy, (2) increase in high added value through 6th Industrialization
of agriculture and increase in rural income through it, and (3) job creation
th

and expansion in rural areas through 6 Industrialization policy.
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2. Strategy for 6th Industrialization
2.1. General Tasks from Business point of view15)
6th Industrialization can be successful basically when goods are developed
based on plan and sales of the goods are smoothly realized through
marketing. This sounds like common sense but is very important for
th
business. The success or failure of 6 Industrialization will depend on how

well farmers and government utilize these elements.
From regional point of view, resources should be obtained or produced
and provided with lower cost, and the processed goods should be able to be
sold in and out of the region at proper prices. Accordingly, we can say that
product development, product production, marketing and securing of
management resources are very important for 6th Industrialization.

2.1.1. Development of Goods that consumers need
The first important item is “Product development”. The proportion of the
processing of agricultural products for 6th Industrialization was 65.3% out of
95 excellent cases identified by the Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Rural
Affairs and Rural Development Administration. From the survey conducted
th

by Japan Finance Corporation, approximately 80% of 6

Industrialization

projects are doing the processing of agricultural products.
As such, in the case of the development of processed food, it is not easy
to develop “Good selling products”. It is not at all easy to introduce

15) This content modified and supplemented that of the research performed by Kim
Yong-lyoul et al (2014).
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attractive goods differentiated from existing goods to consumers under the
situation where many specialized food manufacturing companies release new
products every day and so many items of foods are displayed at the shops
of supermarkets, large-scale distributors and convenience stores.
Moreover, it will be far more difficult from the position of farmers.
Accordingly, we need to support farmers in terms of R&D necessary for
product development, consumer analysis and strategic selection of products.
th
Also we need to support R&D projects required for 6 Industrialization by

entering into agreements with public institutions, universities, civil
organizations and corporations to implement research and development
policies for the pertinent technology for 6th Industrialization.
The development of processed goods should be attempted after fully
considering the raw material supply situation, securing of sustainable safety
and market reaction. To accomplish this, we need to support farmers so that
they are encouraged to easily attempt 6th Industrialization with the help of
government’s policy.

2.1.2. Production of safe and attractive Goods
The next task is to establish the stable production and supply system while
maintaining stable quality of the products developed. It is especially necessary
to cooperate and support from the food safety aspect such as food sanitation
risk management as the goods to be developed from 6th Industrialization will
be mostly foods. In the case of goods related to tourism, the goods with
sustained and consistent quality which can harmonize with regional environments
should be provided while maintaining the quality of service.
th
For the development of 6 industry, it is essential to have research and

development advanced. Research on food safety for the processing of
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agricultural products as well as research on the development of special breed
which has special functional substances while being suitable for processing
and the securing of source technology are very important ones. Accordingly,
it is necessary to implement strategic support policy for R&D related to the
production of goods and to provide support for the implementation of joint
research to promote the performance of researches. And as the use and
distribution of the performance of researches is very important, it is
necessary to promote linkage with pertinent industres.
And also modernization of production facilities to secure the production
of high quality goods as well as safety of goods should be promoted and
measures to support for this should follow. At the same time, it is necessary
to dispatch production related experts to sites on an ongoing basis to solve
difficulties at site and to maintain a manpower pool to help enhance the
quality of goods.

2.1.3. Marketing for Market expansion
The most important thing is “Sales”. That is to say, it is necessary to
(1) target consumers who recognize the value of goods and purchase them,
(2) set the prices that fit to the values of goods, (3) develop market for the
target goods, and (4) carry out advertisement and PR to inform the values
of the goods.
Here, the marketing issue comes to the fore. As was evidenced by the
th

survey on farmers of Korea and Japan who have implemented 6 Industrialization,
they experienced the most difficulty in securing a market. In the case of 6th
Industrialization which takes farmers as the subject of business, marketing
and the market are the biggest obstacles. Except for some farmers, selling
is very difficult to farmers. To farmers, identification of consumer for products
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and market development are the most unfamiliar and inexperienced field.
Accordingly, for farmers, marketing required entirely different knowhow and
management ability from producing agricultural products.
th
In this regard, it is necessary to support 6 Industrialization operators on

the development of domestic and overseas markets as follows. First, support
should be given to the establishment of domestic distribution network for
products, PR, sales and post management. Second, support should be given
to farmers or 6th Industrialization operators for their holding or participation
in domestic and overseas exhibitions and fairs for the exchange of
information as well as PR for their products. Third, support should be given
to the establishment and operation of information network for domestic and
overseas business transactions and PR for products. In this regard, tailored
PR should be used and scientific PR strategies need to be established.
Fourth, support for education and learning programs for the enhancement of
domestic and overseas marketing capability for 6th Industrialization operators
is necessary. Fifth, the on-going consulting system composed of external
experts with marketing experiences should be established to teach knowhow
for marketing while solving problems from sites.

2.1.4. Securing of Management Resources for smooth
Convergence
In order to perform business activities such as product development,
production and marketing mentioned above, it is necessary to secure
management resources (people, product, fund and information). It is very
important for new 6th Industrialization operators to secure management
resources such as manpower. It is also very important to secure fund or
manpower as well as information necessary for launching new business
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(knowhow and management ability). Accordingly, cultivation of professional
manpower is very important for the activation of 6th Industrialization.
6th Industrialization needs to be developed through convergence or
cooperation among primary, secondary and tertiary industries. The purpose
of 6th Industrialization is the activation of rural areas through it. Accordingly,
it is critically necessary to cultivate professional manpower of convergence
type in order for regional unit to be able to smoothly carry out cooperation
and convergence among industries. For this, it will be necessary to cultivate
manpower by designating manpower cultivation institutions specialized for
6th industry from high schools to universities.
th

2.2. Strategy for successful 6 Industrialization
2.2.1. Establishing ideal business plan
For successful business, a precondition is to be prepared well for opening
business. It is essential to establish missions and vision for the relevant
region, and link local seeds (resources) with social needs to make products,
services and stories in order to enhance local values.
Use technology or materials owned by the region or enterprises to meet
consumers’ or society’s needs, but be equipped with the mission to solve social
issues, for example, profitability, environmental issues, poverty, or welfare issues.
The primary mission of the business is to address the issues in the
relevant region in initiation of business. The ideal vision of the future in the
region should be suggested to get residents’ understanding. Establish the role
of members who will realize the vision.
The next thing is to analyze local resources. The local resources include
agricultural, forestry and fishery products specific to the region, special
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products of the region or facilities not used.
The exemplary local human resources include residents, universities,
administrative authorities, NGO, or people who own special skills. It is
important to identify social trends to develop goods or services provided
after identifying local resources. It is essential to identify whether there is
any competing enterprise, competing goods or services in neighboring
regions. It is advantageous to know social trends to develop goods from a
mid- and long-term perspective.

2.2.2. Discovering and using local resources
For successful and sustainable 6th Industrialization in agriculture, local
resources should be identified to use them as business materials. Profitability
is ensured by using unique local resources to make and supply goods or
services required by the society. A business should be profitable and
sustainable, and local unique resources are advantageous in terms of
distinctiveness while avoiding competition with other regions.
Exemplary local resources include agricultural, forestry and fishery
products, natural resources (sunlight, water, wind, etc.) and scenery. From
the perspective of ‘Globally Important Agricultural Heritage System’,
traditional farming or eco-friendly and bio-diversity farming are also
included in the category of precious local resources. Other business materials
that can be used are common assets or traditional culture, technology,
capital, and trust (social economy) that have been secured through policies
and programs.
It is important that experts, consumers as well as residents participate in
discovering local resources together. Rural areas have plenty of natural
resources or traditional resources which are scarce in urban areas. The key
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is how to use the resources to secure profitability.
One important thing is ‘how to design local farming’, including selection
of farming methods in each region in consideration of jobs ideal for old
people or creation of non-seasonal jobs. Solutions are appropriate combination
of farming protected and not protected by facilities, and ‘main crop + a
plurality of assisting crops’ or ‘complex farming with various items’ rather
than ‘single crops’, with a focus on major production regions.

2.2.3. Organizing business subject
For 6th Industrialization, it is better to adopt management by an organization in which a plural number of farmers or non-farmers participate,
rather than individual management because there are different business fields
including production, processing, direct sale and the like. The subject can be
an organization which includes farmers, non-farmers, old people and women,
farmer associations, agricultural corporations, cooperatives, and village-based
farmer associations as region-based organizational management. For the type
of alliance between agriculture, manufacturing and commerce, subjects can
be small- and medium-scale food producers, retailers and dine-out business
operators in the relevant region.
An important leader role of the business subject is to identify issues in
the region and to establish visions therein to encourage members including
residents to participate in the organization. Exemplary role takers include
leaders in the region, local Nonghyup (Agricultural Cooperative Federation),
and returners to become a farmer from urban areas. Although more people
return to rural areas to become a farmer, most rural areas have few or no
ideal organizations for them. Returners can use their ability to address issues
in the region.
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Local Nonghyup can provide direct agricultural management and welfare
services to residents, invest capital in existing enterprises, provide facilities
and human resources. While some Nonghyup is involved in providing
welfare services, active participation is needed from the perspective of
Nonghyup’s contribution to the local society. An ideal role of Nonghyup is
th

to be an intermediate organization for supporting 6

Industrialization

business startup or management of local farmers.

2.2.4. Step-by-step promotion
Successful and sustainable business requires step-by-step promotion.
Step 1 is to establish an ideal business plan through residents’ opinion
survey and investigation of local resources for business preparation, and to
set up a corporate to be a basis for promoting the business. In this step, it
is vital to use the intermediate support organizations, and to encourage
women to participate in the step to have their role.
Step 2 is a period of enhancing added values through created jobs and
income. The means of enhancing added values is diversified management
and localized product branding, by which local values are enhanced. With
the business settled, wealth is gathered through association between different
types of industries in the region, exchange with urban areas and direct
transactions to vitalize the region.
Step 3 is a period of ensuring all residents’ convenient living, and
additionally providing welfare services to disadvantaged members of the
society. This results in contribution to improved living quality of residents
th

in the rural areas. In particular, the community-type 6

Industrialization

contributes to recovering the local community through Step 3.
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2.2.5. Establishment of Cooperation System through Mutual
Cooperation within the Region
It is very important to have the cooperation system established for mutual
cooperation within a region. We need to pursue the development of
th
companies through cooperation for 6 Industrialization, and we can aim for

the activation of rural areas as well as the development of the 6th industry
through the cooperation system. In order to create the atmosphere where all
people concerned from primary, secondary and tertiary industries cooperate
together in the region, the space where the people concerned can
communicate with residents in the region is needed.
To accomplish this, a cooperative organization for 6th Industrialization
needs to be established within the region. Through the organization, the
following should be considered together: information exchange among
industries, learning, identification of policy demand, coordination between
policies and market expansion for 6th industry related operators. The
cooperation system should be strengthened for the expansion of market for
6th industry related products. And also we need to ensure that agriculture,
manufacture and commerce can be converged through the introduction of
such organization.
The organization can be operated in the form of consortium composed of
farmers, enterprises, university, non-profit foundation and civil organization
located in the region. Industry provides needs for product development,
production and sales while the organization shares them both internally and
externally to find the way out through discussions.
For participating subjects, a win-win attitude is necessary to give thoughts
together not only on the solution of problems (especially support on
operation fund) but also on the issues of the region concerned (job creation),
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farmers and cooperating companies.

3. Policy Tasks for the Activation of 6th Industrialization:
Policy Point of View
3.1. Establishment of organic cooperation system between
central government and local governments and establishment
of mutual cooperation system within the region16)
th

3.1.1. Establishment of 6 Industry Fostering (Fostering of rural
convergence industry) Plan in Metropolitan cities and
provincial local governments (Do) and city and county
(Gun) local governments
A. Basic Direction
In order to ensure proper cooperation between central government and
local governments, local government itself has to establish its fostering plan
for 6th industry (fostering of rural convergence industry) in city/province unit
as well as city/county unit in the first place, which will enable them to
utilize the policies of central government efficiently. Secondly, the plan
should set hierarchy in space unit among projects so that synergy can be
th

generated. Thirdly, respective regions have to implement 6 Industrialization
policy in regional unit assuming full responsibility.

16) This content modified and supplemented that of the research performed by Kim
Yong-lyoul et al (2014).
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B. Implementation Plan
Currently, as projects to foster 6th industry (rural convergence industry)
are being implemented at local government level even without establishing
plans, the effect of the policy is being reduced. Accordingly, mayors of
metropolitan cities, governors of provinces, mayors of cities or county heads
th
have to establish and implement 6 industry (rural convergence industry)

fostering plans in line with regional conditions.
At the time of establishing the plan, they have to ensure that the projects
in town unit, city/county unit and province unit implemented pursuant to
different laws and regulations are reviewed so that respective projects are
different in terms of space, which will prevent confusion caused by lack of
spatial differentiation in implementing policy.
It is necessary to incorporate hierarchy among projects such as the local
government’s projects, block grant projects, local asset based industry
development projects, regional strategic food industry development projects
and connected cooperation projects as well in the plan. Covering from lower
level projects in town unit to the projects to be implemented in county, city
and province unit, the contents of all projects need to be categorized. It will
be ideal for plans to be based on step by step growth theory. That is to say,
it is necessary to expand the implementation of projects as city/province
projects only after the project in town unit is successful and is developed
as the city/county level project, hardware and competency are reinforced
through it, and then the project is deemed to be expanded at city/province
level in connection with relevant industry.
When establishing the plan, the items necessary for fostering of 6th
th
industry in the region including regional resource status, 6 industry in the

region and rural industry status and prospects, items related to objectives for
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th

fostering 6 industry in the region and its implementation, items related to
the establishment of an intermediate support organization in the region and
th

other items necessary for fostering 6

industry in the region should be

incorporated.

3.1.2. Establishment of Governance through Intermediate
th
Support Organization (6 Industrialization Center)
A. Basic Direction
The Intermediate Support Organization should be thoroughly field-based
and aim for cooperation. To accomplish this, the Intermediate Support
Organization should (1) look for an issue at the site, (2) solve the issue at
site, (3) visit the field by establishing network for inside and outside of the
organization, and (4) secure its own autonomy by the local government’s
selection.

B. Implementation Plan
(1) Necessity
The Intermediate Support Organization with credibility is important for 6th
Industrialization and the development of rural industry. Establishment of the
Intermediate Support Organization and cultivation of activists in the region
th

and providing support for them are very important for implementing 6

Industrialization and fostering rural industry. Despite a great deal of fund
invested to rural areas up to now, a base for rural industry could not be built
up as there was no media to regionalize industry and to make regional
th

capital accumulated. Accordingly, in order for 6 Industrialization to be truly
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implemented in the region to help the activation of the region and to
accomplish regional circular economy in a true sense, the Intermediate
Support Organization in the region is essential.
The Intermediate Support Organization should be able to play a role as
a communicating bridge in terms of mutual cooperation for the activation of
th
rural industry through 6 Industrialization and cooperation of agriculture,

manufacture and commerce. In this regard, it is necessary to foster
organizations which already established credibility or can be helpful for the
establishment of credibility taking Agricultural Technology Center, NGOs,
universities, research institutes and corporations as centers. To accomplish
this, the Intermediate Support Organization that supports resources surveys,
exchange meetings, coordination and convergence enterprise research and
that plays a role as a medium for the activation of convergence among
industries needs to be fostered.

(2) Form
The Intermediate Support Organization should be an organization in the
form of integrated, composite and private/public cooperative organization. In
the future, the organization should be directed to be an organization that can
integrate with agriculture related intermediate support organizations in the
region (e.g. Rural Activation Support Center) as well.

(3) Role
The roles of the Intermediate Support Organization are diversified. First,
the organization has to perform the role as an arbitrator and at the same time
a promoter. The organization has to faithfully play its role as a bridge
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between private and public sector and an arbitrator between private sectors
in the region while assuming the role of bridge with other regions and with
central government. The organization has to assume the role of promoter that
assembles capabilities necessary for the implementation of projects. Second,
the organization has to assume the role of coordinator that provides various
services necessary for the implementation of projects. The organization has
to be equipped with the capability for consulting and support on manpower,
funding, information, education and resources surveys. Third, the organization has to be able to provide site-centered supports necessary for the
th
implementation process of 6 Industrialization.

Functions of the Intermediate Support Organization are as follows: the
first function is supervision as an institution that plays a leading role. The
organization has to be in charge of overall management and planning including
the establishment of the cooperation system between the organizations
performing pertinent support functions and administration and dispatch of
experts. The second function is research and planning. The organization has
to conduct surveys for regional resources, to develop and apply an appropriate
6th Industrialization model through the surveys and to perform research and
development of pertinent technology required. The third function is technical
guidance. The organization has to provide guidance on pertinent technology
required for the implementation process of 6th Industrialization such as
production-manufacture-processing-sales, distribution and experience and to
provide support for the education of farmers at the site. The fourth function
is market and distribution. The organization has to secure a market for the
products and services produced as a result of 6th Industrialization, to expand
distribution network and to support PR. The fifth function is support for
commercialization. The organization has to support realistic commercialization
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th

for the entity which wants to be a 6 Industrialization operator or for the
certified enterprise through business start-up consulting and management of
project implementation status and business management state. Lastly, the
organization has to carry out other roles that are acknowledged to be
necessary and entrusted by metropolitan local governments.

(4) Major Factors to retain
The core items which the Intermediate Support Organization has to retain
in the organization are (1) regional identity based on the region, (2) guarantee
on sustainability, (3) sincerity and the nature of community with desire to solve
regional problems, (4) depoliticization and rejection of bureaucratization, and
(5) independence and professionalism.

C. Things to note at the time of designating Intermediate
Support Organization
For the designation of the Intermediate Support Organization, the entity,
which is the most active in the region and is faithful, should be selected
through discussion between central government and local government. In
case a particular organization, central government or local government
becomes the Intermediate Support Organization without reaching a consensus,
the organization may become like a private organization and also be
bureaucratized. Accordingly, influence from the heads of central government,
local government or local council should be eliminated. And the organization
has to try to solve regional difficulties with true approach even though it
will take more time rather than taking quick approach in PR or campaign
nature.
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th

D. The Institutions to be designated as 6

Industry

Support Center (As of May 2014)
In order to establish field-based support system for farmers, the Ministry
of Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs designated or plans to designate 6th
Industry Support Center in each province in discussion with respective
provincial government. The designation of the support centers is being
discussed with Gyeongbuk Farmers Academy in the case of Gyeongbuk
Province, Gyeonggi Agriculture Promotion Foundation in Gyeonggi Province,
Gangwon Development Institute in Gangwon Province, Chungbuk Development
Institute in Chungbuk Province, Jeonbuk Development Institute in Jeonbuk
Province, Jeonnam Development Institute in Jeonnam Province, Gyeongnam
Development Institute in Gyeongnam Province and Jeju Development
Institute in Jeju Province.

E. Bench-marking for Site Characteristics and Qualitative
Enhancement of Service (Corporate Attending Surgeon
Center Program)
6th Industry Support Center needs to promptly respond to requests from
site and to promptly and accurately deliver policy service of central
government. In this regard, it is necessary to actively consider a project such
as the Corporate Attending Surgeon Center project.
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Overview of Corporate Attending Surgeon Center Project
<Background of Introduction>
○ Even though diversified supporting institutions exist for small and medium enterprises such as universities, research institution and centers, the
level of its utilization of the system and its effectiveness have not been
sufficient so far due to supplier-oriented complicated support system;
○ Central government established global specialized independent medium
size enterprise fostering strategy (March 18, 2010 National Economic
Measure Meeting of Ministry of Knowledge Economy) and decided to
introduce Corporate Attending Surgeon Center as a detailed implementation task.
* 4 complexes were selected as model areas: Banwol-sihwa, Gumi,
Changwon and Gwangju (December 2010, Ministry of Knowledge
Economy)
<Purpose of Project>
○ To promote the growth of small and medium enterprises in industrial
complex to global independent medium size enterprises by providing
field-based coaching and professional consulting for growth on overall
business environment.
<Direction for Operation>
○ To provide One-stop service to respond to diversified demands of enterprises by performing platform function through which technology resources of industry-academy-research institute-government in the region
can be gathered and connected.
○ To assume the responsibility of Growth-coaching for small and medium
enterprises through the establishment of management innovation related
strategy and suggestion of visions in addition to traditional productivity
enhancement.
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○ To provide in-depth service for solving overall difficulties of enterprises
and for providing support for growth through manpower operation of
specialized attending surgeons (advisors) in technology, management and
financing field on full time basis.
○ To designate and operate Corporate Attending Surgeon Center by a private consulting institution which has capability to provide specialized
services in small and medium enterprise technology and management
fields.
○ The Center will be exclusively responsible for administration and support
for certain number of specialized industry companies (100~200 companies) in the vicinity of a particular region (Accessible within 30 minutes).
<Scope of Task>
○ (Corporate diagnosis service) To analyze the competitiveness of small
and medium enterprises and to provide diagnosis service that draws urgent core tasks.
○ (Task solution service) To provide Growth-coaching service that presents
concrete solutions for the problems of small and medium enterprises.
○ (Policy connection service) To provide diversified information on small
and medium enterprise policies of central government and local governments and to suggest the policy suitable for enterprises.
○ (Corporate competency reinforcement support service) To provide professional education, specialized seminars, workshops and organized
learning programs considering the competency of target enterprises.
○ (Independent medium size enterprise fostering and support service) To
provide systematic professional consulting and diversified growth support
programs after selecting prime small and medium enterprises with high
growth potential.
Source: Quoted from Kim Yong-lyoul et al (2012). pp. 150~151
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3.2. Hierarchy among Projects for reinforcement of connection
among Government Policies17)
We attempted to set hierarchy among policies for the target projects
related to 6th Industrialization of the Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Rural
Affairs and Rural Development Administration. Through the hierarchy of
projects, we can accomplish spatial differentiation, differentiation of the
contents of supports and phased development.

3.2.1. Premise
Various 6th Industrialization projects, which are currently being implemented
and are scheduled to be implemented in the future, are implemented all at
once, but system for differentiation and phasing of projects according to
hierarchy is not yet sufficiently established. Accordingly, projects should be
phased based on hierarchy among projects, and tailored support should be
given to projects through clearly identified differentiation of supports based
on phasing, differentiation by level, difference in timing and target for
support.

3.2.2. Principles of Hierarchy
The following principles were set for hierarchy among policies. First,
projects shall be implemented with evolutionary phasing. Second, differentiation in spatial unit for project activity shall be attempted. Third,
differentiation of the contents of supports and their connection shall be

17) This content modified and supplemented that of the research performed by Kim
Yong-lyoul et al (2014).
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reinforced. Fourth, differentiation of timing for targets for support and
differentiation by development phase shall be attempted. Fifth, utilization of
existing facilities of hardware nature shall be maximized while pursuing
phased differentiation of project of software. Sixth, implementation of the
projects in the same hierarchy all at once is possible. However, in case there
is difference in hierarchy, the project shall be implemented after considering
the differences in terms of timing, function and capability.

3.2.3. Systemization among Projects
A. Lower level Hierarchic Projects
Lower level hierarchic projects are in town unit in terms of spatial unit.
Core subjects of the projects are small scale producer organizations and
corporation in town unit such as small scale farmers and commodity unit.
Major activities of the projects are the convergence of primary industry and
secondary industry, convergence of primary industry and tertiary industry
and convergence of primary, secondary and tertiary industries, which are
focused on the reinforcement of competence and the acquisition of
technology.
Hardware related supports are limited to basic ones concentrating on the
identification of business items, cooperation with members, learning
activities and acquiring technology. It is desirable to provide supports for
small scale projects in the amount of less than 50 million won.
The Intermediate Support Organization is providing lower level consulting
together with side support focusing on exploration of resources, commercialization method, planning, knowhow for discussion, advanced site visit and
importance of cooperation. After lower level projects are completed, only the
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entities that showed superior performance are induced to participate in
middle level projects. However, the entities that showed poor performance
are required to go through preparatory phase again through education.
The projects in this category can be small and medium enterprises
converged with agriculture, manufacture and commerce, rural community
th
companies, 6 industry revenue models and technology for small start-up

farmers.

B. Middle level Hierarchic Projects
Spatial units of middle level hierarchic projects are Eup/Myeon and
city/county units. Core subjects of the projects in this category are the
consultative groups which are equipped as management entity such as
agricultural corporations, social enterprises and town community and which
are capable of implementing projects through solidarity among management
entities.
Major activities are to develop products for sales in full scale utilizing
convergence activities implemented at lower level hierarchy and to perform
technology development, marketing and acquisition of advanced technology
by entering into initial phase of commercialization after completing the
phase of preparation for commercialization. Supports will be provided to
facilities of hardware nature such as small scale facilities or common use
facilities focusing on product development, PR marketing, production
technology, cooperation, learning activities and reinforcement of competency.
It is desirable to set the maximum of support to be below one billion won
per project.
The Intermediate Support Organization has to support the projects in this
category so that the projects are organized more systematically with concrete
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plans compared to lower level hierarchic projects. Through middle level
consulting, supports should be provided to help the projects enter into the
initial phase of commercialization. And also side supports focusing on
business item development, implementation of business plan, appropriate use
of facilities and reinforcement of networks should be provided.
In order to develop into an upper level hierarchic project, the project
should have definite business value, and also comprehensive judgment
should be made in terms of management stability, market stability,
smoothness of raw material supply and market trends. Through project
evaluation after completing the middle level hierarchic project, the project
can be induced to participate in the upper level hierarchic project. However,
if the project showed poor performance, the competency of the project
should be enhanced through continuous education and learning of lower
level hierarchy. Applicable projects for this category are rural resource
composite industrialization projects and agricultural product processing
technology support projects.

C. Upper level Hierarchic Projects
Spatial units of upper level hierarchic projects are city/county, city/county
connected and city/province units. Core subjects for the projects in this
category are consultative groups which are equipped with business capability
such as company limited, agricultural company, corporation in the form of
project group composed of participating corporations and which are capable
of implementing the project through solidarity among management entities.
Major activities of projects in this category include business activities for
smooth management pursuant to change in market mechanism such as
convergence activities, commercialization activities, technology development
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activities and solidarity activities mainly including marketing activities in
full scale such as marketable product development and sales promotion.
Projects in this category provide support for facilities of hardware nature
such as medium and large scale equipments and facilities focusing on the
advanced product development, PR marketing, production technology,
cooperation, learning activities and reinforcement of competency. The size of
support for the projects in this category is maximum one billion won per
project.
For the projects in this category, the Intermediate Support Organization
should be more specialized providing supports to properly cope with commercialization through advanced level consulting. Projects also provide side
supports focusing on technology level of business item, technology development, planning, know-how for discussion, advanced site visit and importance
of cooperation.
It is also necessary to build up a base for self-support even without
government support. Through the evaluation of the upper level hierarchic
project after its completion, it will be necessary to induce it to grow as an
independent middle size enterprise in cooperation with Small and Medium
Business Administration and the Ministry of Trade, Industry and Energy if
its foundation as a superior management entity was established and the
project was prepared for self-support. However, in the case of poor
performance, competency should be enhanced through continuous education
and learning for middle and lower level phases. Applicable projects for this
th

category are 6

Industrialization districts, regional strategic food industry

development projects and local asset based industry development projects.
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D. Connection between Hierarchy and Supplementary
Projects
As the hierarchy becomes higher, the unit of project cost gets bigger and
the number of participants also increases, differentiation by project will have
to be done but in order to ensure development by phase there must be
projects that can play a role as media. In this regard, it is necessary to
ensure smooth connection by fully utilizing regional consortium, consulting
and the Intermediate Support Organization.
th

Figure 6-1. Hierarchy Diagram for 6

Industrialization related Projects

Source: Quoted from Kim Yong-lyoul et al (2014)
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Table 6-1. Contents and hierarchy of 6

Industrialization related projects
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3.3. 6 Industrialization District for the expansion of base for
th

6 Industrialization18)
3.3.1. Basic Direction
For the development of a 6th Industrialization district, (1) network type
clusters need to be formed, (2) the district should concentrate on software
business, and (3) the existing investment on resources of hardware nature
should be fully utilized.

3.3.2. Necessity
In order to foster 6th industry, cooperation system between rural industries
should be built up, and government has to provide support on business
establishment of 6th industry operators located in rural areas and also
simultaneously on 6th industry which small and medium enterprises are
implementing. Continuous enhancement of competency is necessary through
clustering of 6th industry. The 6th industry district will assume the role of
regional base for 6th industry.
Objects for 6th Industrialization will be the regions on which particular
field out of rural industry was naturally concentrated due to regional
characteristics, historic background and economic efficiency, the artificially
specialized region through the creation of rural industrial complex, or the
area which plans to intensively accumulate a particular 6th industry field in
the future and to establish a network for the particular industry.
th

By fostering the base for 6

Industrialization within rural areas, rural

18) This content modified and supplemented that of the research performed by Kim
Yong-lyoul et al (2014).
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industrial capital and social capital can be accumulated, and through the
enhancement of external competitiveness, the base can be a core agent of
th
the protection and development of rural industry and 6 industry.

And depending on the characteristics of a specialized item, only one local
government can be an object for 6th Industrialization. However, as it will be
more efficient to connect with other local governments, pertinent regulations
are needed so that application should be made in discussion with another
local government concerned in case the item was connected with another
region.

3.3.3. Implementation Plan
A. Characteristics
When we compare the 6th Industrialization District with the district in the
form of planned location such as an existing industrial complex, the 6th
Industrialization District can be an integrated complex with low cost and
high efficiency. As this 6th Industrialization District is a district in the form
of the district which can generate synergy in connection with a naturally
integrated area and existing agricultural/industrial complex or special zone,
the project has strong nature of budget for the investment to maximize effects
of existing investment rather than new investment.

B. Role
It is necessary to designate a region in which 6th industry related companies
th

are integrated centering around particular items as the 6 Industrialization
District, to integrate production-manufacture-processing-tourism services together
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th

in the region and eventually to enhance rural industry and 6 Industrialization.
In order to reinforce the efficiency of investment and to enhance
competency, it will be necessary to review existing investment of hardware
nature closely to avoid duplicated investment. As to hardware area, the
effect of investment should be maximized by dividing the area into where
new investment is required and the area where remodeling is necessary.
th
6 Industrialization has close relationship with food processing and rural

tourism. As recently the Food Sanitation Act was reinforced, enormous
facility investment is required even for small scale processing of agricultural
product. In case we do not modernize the facilities, there is strong possibility
that illegal production will be expanded and therefore we need to cope with
the situation. Accordingly, for all the districts which are designated as 6th
Industrialization District, it will be necessary to reinforce competency by
providing support for the modernization of the facilities of hardware nature
as well as support for the investment for the items of software nature such
as management consulting and the establishment of cooperation system.
Only after regional cooperation system and competency are reinforced,
sustainable growth of the district with existing investment as well as many
newly designated districts will be guaranteed.

C. Scope of the designation of District
The scope of designation of 6th Industrialization District can be Eup/
Myeon unit, city/county unit or city/county connected unit.

D. Objects for Support
Project cost can be used for the following items: (1) Maintenance of the
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production base, and support for the installation and operation of common
facilities (manufacture and processing factory, shop), (2) Development of a
common brand, joint marketing and PR, and support for market expansion,
(3) Support for joint research and development and quality control, and (4)
Enhancement of competency of participating subjects, education of
participants, cultivation of coordinators and establishment of a consultative
group.

E. Type
First, 6th Industrialization District in the form of connection with an
industrial complex. A specialized rural industrial complex in which particular
items are intensively industrialized can be designated as an expanded
integrated district in connection with vicinity areas in which the applicable
items are intensively produced (e.g., Gochang Rasberry Complex).
Second, 6th Industrialization District for traditional specialized items. The
district in which a pertinent industry was autogenically integrated centering
around specialized local products within the scope of a certain traditional
region (e.g., Nonsan Ganggyeong Salted Seafood Complex/Mungyeong
Omija Complex).
Third, 6th Industrialization District in the form of cultivation complex.
The district in which mountain, field and fruit ranches are integrated in
large, surrounding landscape is excellent and rural tourism can be connected,
th

and thus 6 Industrialization is feasible (e.g., main production area for apple,
pear and high land cabbage).
Fourth, 6th Industrialization District in the form of connection with a
regional specialized development district. The regional specialized development
district is a special district where regulatory control is mitigated. However,
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in reality mitigation of regulatory control is not sufficient yet. Accordingly,
in case activation of the regional specialized development district is judged
to be possible through other means than regulatory control as the district was
already integrated among the designated districts, we need to consider
providing such means. And also we need to consider the activation of the
district through the supports such as check-up of existing facilities for
hardware nature items, modernization of worn-out facilities and reinforcement
of management competency.
th
Fifth, 6 Industrialization District in the form of connection between local

governments. In case a particular item is integrated in wider vicinity region,
a district in which the item can be specialized and concentrated in larger
scale can be designated as an integrated district for development through
cooperation among local governments. However, coordination among local
governments for sharing respective roles or for cooperation will be necessary
so that synergy can be generated. And cooperation system among local
governments has to be established to be able to link with production base,
processing, distribution and sales, and rural tourism. For this, each local
government will have to check the items of hardware nature such as existing
facilities for supplementary investment as necessary, and local governments
have to establish governance for cooperation by organizing a consultative
group as cooperation is very important. And also support from the Intermediate
Support Organization will be necessary for arbitration and promotion.
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th

3.4. Support Measures for the development of 6 Industrialization
Management Entity
th

3.4.1. 6 Industrialization Venture Capital Support Project
A. Objects for Support
Objects for support are funds for facilities and modernization of
equipments required for the implementation of 6th Industrialization, and the
support will be made in the form of granting loan.

B. Size of Support and Repayment Terms
The scope of support will range from 50 million won in the case of small
scale project to 500 million won. As the interest rate of 3% is not so
attractive, we have to consider lowering the rate down to 1.5%~2% level.
Repayment term shall be installment repayment for 7 years with the grace
period of 3 years.

C. Selection Method
Objects for support will be selected after strict screening based on the
th

submitted 6 Industrialization Project Plans. The members of the screening
committee should be financing experts with sufficient site experience who
are qualified to select highly feasible projects.

D. Other Details
It is necessary to enhance the efficiency of fund based on post manage-
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ment through interim evaluation. The interim evaluation should be carried
out in approximately 3 years after the commencement of project, and for the
companies which show poor performance in terms of the operation of
organization or project implementation, we have to consider withdrawal of
the support fund. And administrative procedures should be simplified so that
project operators can have easy access to the supports.
th

3.4.2. 6 Industrialization Operator Plan Acknowledgment
System
A. Objects for Support and Contents
In order to select a company with growth potential as a 6th Industrialization
operator, a project plan should be submitted to get acknowledgment. The
selected company will have to be supported in the areas of consulting,
funding support, investment to fund of funds, export consulting, market
expansion and reinforcement of competency.

B. Operation Method
For the enhancement of efficiency of supports, selection should be done
going through strict screening by the 6th Industrialization Implementation
Plan Screening Committee which is to be composed of experts from relevant
fields. For the operator who was selected at the 1st screening, preliminary
period of one year should be given to secure comprehensive project
feasibility, competency reinforcement and concreteness of project.
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C. Other Details
The number of acknowledgment is not important but qualitative enhancement is critically important. In case the number of acknowledgment is too
many, there may be cases where both diversity as well as scarcity may be
lost. Therefore the system should be credible based on strict selection,
selection of companies with success potential and systematic post management.

3.4.3. Support Measures for Market Expansion
A. Objects for Support and Contents
In order to help the sales of the products produced by 6th Industrialization
operators, supports will be given for the exhibition and PR for the products
as well as the securing of a market. Supports will be given for the exchange
meetings with distributors, exhibitions and cooperation with large scale
distribution companies.

B. Operation Method
Coordinators who can support in terms of market development will be
cultivated and the cultivated coordinators will establish governance in linkage
with the Intermediate Support Organization. Through the established governance,
first of all, local food market system will be established in cooperation with
the National Agricultural Cooperative Federation (NACF) in the region,
public institutions and large scale distributors. And a separate distribution
business group will be organized to attempt sales promotion and publicity
for 6th Industrialization products utilizing NACF, large scale distributors,
on-line sales, home shopping and permanent exhibition halls.
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th

3.5. Exploration of Resources for the implementation of 6

Industrialization and the establishment of basic Statistics
th

3.5.1. Exploration of Resources for 6 Industrialization and
the establishment of Database
A. Overview
Commercialization through the exploration of retained resources, which
have regional characteristics and economic feasibility, and a scientific
approach are necessary. If only regional characteristics are emphasized
without considering economic feasibility, there may be difficulty in terms of
marketability. Accordingly, it is necessary to explore resources scientifically
through the survey for the region and to approach scientifically to be able
to find out inherent competitiveness.

B. Operation Method
First, development trends should be thoroughly identified through surveys
on preceding researches on particular resources. Through the survey on
preceding researches, the degree of research and development and the level
of product development should be identified, and thus efficient allocation of
investment amount will be possible avoiding duplicated investment. And this
will give positive influence on the development of new technology. If the
technology was already developed by another region, we can get synergy
through cooperation with the region concerned to share the technology.
Second, a database for the discovered resources (resources, degree of
product development, participating region and companies) should be created.
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The database for the resources explored through scientific surveys should be
created to build up a system for continuous utilization in the future as well.
The database should incorporate the items such as surveyed resources,
region, historicity, local characteristics, the degree of development of relevant
products, pertinent regions, companies, and experts.
th

3.5.2. Establishment of Statistics on 6 Industry
A. Overview
For efficient implementation of policy, pertinent statistics are essential.
However, statistics on 6th industry are not available at the moment, and
therefore it is urgently needed to establish a system for the pertinent statistics
to accurately identify the status of 6th industry. Depending on the concept
of 6th industry, the establishment of statistics system for the implementation
of policy in terms of the subject of project, contents of project, number of
business firms and sales amount is necessary.

B. Operation Method
It is necessary to identify whether farmers or agriculture related corporations are carrying out 6th Industrialization in the form of convergence
nature or cooperation among agriculture, manufacture and commerce. The
best way to accomplish this is to conduct complete enumeration every year.
However, due to practical constraints in terms of cost, a sample survey will
have to be conducted for a certain period of time. It is judged to be
practically the best way to conduct complete enumeration after a certain
level of data was accumulated through the sample survey.
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❚ Summary

〈Part 1〉
Agriculture, forestry and fisheries and rural areas in Japan have generally
faced with the difficult situation, because of the decreasing of the income
caused by the decline of agricultural products prices, aging and the
depopulation, and increase of the abandoned fields. The recovery and
revitalization from above situation have been the urgent issues. Under such
circumstances, we push forward various measures for “Proactive Agriculture,
Forestry and Fisheries” in the Japanese agriculture and forestry fisheries
policies. These are the measures to make the agricultural industry into the
“growth industry”, thereby develop rural economy (increase of the income
and the employment in the rural areas).
“The 6th Industrialization” is placed in one of the core measures called
“formulation of value chains that link demand and supply”, positioned as a
measure for improving the added-value of agriculture, forestry and fisheries
products along with foodstuffs. The specific important measures are
enforcement of “6th Industrialization Act”, authorization of business plans
approved under the said Act, promotion of the industry cooperation
networks, and establishment of the Agriculture, Forestry, Fishery Growth
Industry Fund (A-FIVE fund). The industrial cooperation networks can play
the role as a platform, and the Agriculture, Forestry, Fishery Growth
Industry Fund promotes the efforts of 6th industrialization by farmers from
the both sides of capital and management.
th

In this report, we basically define the meaning of 6 industrialization as
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follows. “Those measures that aim to formulate vibrant local communities,
in which rural producers individually or in cooperation with secondary and
tertiary industry businesses seek to add value to local resources such as
agricultural produce, scenery and culture, etc., while creating linkages to
consumers. The increased profitability of such actions shall secure income
and employment opportunities within rural areas.”
th
On such basic recognition, as theoretical study of the 6 industrialization,

we

discuss

about

the

following

three

viewpoints,

“the

linkage

th

methodologies” of operation (stage), the 6 industrialization which facilitates
to promote innovation, and the distribution system based on the
characteristic of the 6th industrialization. We should pay attention to
significance of the 6th industrialization, which facilitates to promote
innovation by “exchanging, sharing and accumulation of information and
knowledge”. In addition, it is important that an agricultural side becomes
dominant in the value chain construction and added value distribution by
raising the superiority of local resources, so that the 6th industrialization
increase income levels for agriculture and rural areas. In order for this to
happen, the direction that we aim at is basically, “Farmer-led value chain”
in which the farmers will hold leading position or enhance their degree of
involvement, with added-value being created along with consumer linkages.
Furthermore, with respect to the distribution logistics of Japanese processed
foods, the 6th industrialization of the “intermediate distribution function
utilization type” can also be positioned as an important measure.
In addition, we classify the 6th industrialization, and examine the
characteristics and the implications of the advanced cases. In this report, we
classify them from two viewpoints, “contact point with customers” (utilizing
distribution channels type and the attracting consumers type), and the
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“framework to provide products and services to the contact point with
customer” (diversification type and the cooperation type). And furthermore,
we examine existing statistics to outline the characteristics of “the
diversification type” in nationwide scale.
th

Based on these analyses, regarding the further promotion of the 6

industrialization from individual business to area-wide activity, it is also
important to expand measures throughout regions. To achieve this, the large
variety of networks and platforms, and human resource development will be
indispensable. It is important to construct the various coordination and joint
ownership of the management resources based on ‘the economies of network’
for promotion of the innovation and the formulation of the value chain.

〈Part 2〉
In the fiscal year of 2012 to 2013 we collected and analyzed the
information on rural and agriculture innovation policies in foreign countries
with the expectation that they would provide us with the useful implication
for the future development of the Japanese 6th industrialization policy. Part
II introduces the lessons learned from the studies on the LEADER program
of the European Union (EU), mostly based on the case of the German
Federal State of Bayern, and the industrial cluster policies of France.
At present the majority of the cases of 6th industrialization in Japan is
“the diversification type”. However, the fostering of “the cooperation type”
of 6th industrialization is expected to promote the rural and agricultural
innovation effectively, particularly the larger-scale cooperation with
enterprises of the different industry or the cooperation covering the whole
region. The LEADER program of EU as the regional-economy promotion
policy can be regarded as a similar policy to support the development of
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“the cooperation type”. The LEADER program is a bottom-up fashion policy
and the case of the Bayern Free State of Germany shows the importance of
the role of persons leading each program unit, the Local Action Group
(LAG), in the development process. EU has been formulating the concept
of “rural animator” as the persons who lead the rural business group like
LAG. There is a plan to establish an international master course to foster
the rural animators. On the other hand, the Competitiveness Cluster policy
of France created cluster secretariat offices to conduct each competitiveness
cluster. The cluster secretariat offices, as an institutional platform, are
expected to manage and operate collaborative research projects of cluster
participating institutions including research projects from the budgets of
various related policies other than the competitiveness cluster policy.
Establishing such platform organization is considered to be an effective way
th

for the purpose of development of “the cooperation type” of 6
industrialization and the industrial clusters.

Other policy issues for the promotion of agricultural and rural innovation
can be pointed. First, in order to increase the competitiveness to a certain
high-level, the cooperation with the institutions that have the R&D function
is indispensable. In that sense the development of an R&D network
specialized in the food sector like Food Valley in the Netherlands is an
important improvement of social infrastructure. Fostering a farmer to be “the
large scale farm company type” is also significant. A-FIVE fund is expected
to effectively support these trends. Furthermore, the degree of freedom for
the activities of “the large scale farmer company type” and the number of
new entry of firms in the agriculture sector will increase through the
deregulation and other policy instruments.
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❚ Introduction

This report is comprised of two sections.
Under the title, “Features of 6th Industrialization and an Outline of
Related Policies in Japan,” Part Ⅰ of this report describes the following
content of research. As critical factors within the context of 6th
Industrialization promotion, this section positions both “farmer-led value
chain” formulation and innovation promotion. Concerning matters pertaining
to the 6th Industrialization, this section also offers basic perceptual
perspectives, policy outlines, structuring of theories and type delineations; it
also reports on the status of measures, etc.
Under the title, “Foreign Policy Study for the Next Step of 6th
Industrialization,” Part Ⅱ of this report describes the following content of
research. In that it is understood that 6th Industrialization policies constitute
innovation-promotion policies for rural areas, in addition to conducting
surveillance for the purpose of collecting and collating information
pertaining to similar overseas policies, this part shall offer what has been
th

derived therein, and its implications for the promotion of Japan’s 6
Industrialization.

Through the above-mentioned sections, what shall be described is an
overall outline of the content of research concerning the 6th Industrialization,
conducted by the Policy Research Institute, Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry
and Fisheries.
In recent years in Japan, when denoting the conceptualization of “the 6th
Industrialization” in English, the term “AFFrinnovation” has also been used
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(such usage includes English versions of the “Annual Report on Food,
Agriculture and Rural Areas in Japan”). Concerning the meaning of such
terminology, the conceptualization underpinning it is the same as that
th

underpinning the 6

Industrialization: (“AFFrinnovation”: “Agrinnovation,

Forestrinnovation and Fisherinnovation. Adding value to agricultural, forestry
and fishery products in innovative ways, by making new combinations, and
creating a value chain.”).
Within this report, in adopting the same terminology as that of the
symposium, “6th industrialization” shall be used to describe the “6th
Industrialization.”
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Part Ⅰ
Features of 6th Industrialization and an
Outline of Related Policies in Japan

Chapter

1

Basic Perceptions of 6th Industrialization

1. Basic Perspectives When Grasping the 6th
Industrialization
In commencing, as to the basic meaning that underpins the 6th
industrialization, such shall be confirmed via various Ministry of Agriculture,
Forestry and Fisheries (MAFF) materials.
In the “Basic Plan for Food, Agriculture and Rural Areas” (March, 2010),
the 6th industrialization is described as follows: “As a result of integration
by farmers of production, processing and sales functions, or via mergers,
etc., occurring between agriculture and secondary and tertiary industries,
concerning a wide range of “resources” in the form of agricultural, forestry
and fisheries products produced in rural areas, as well as the biomass, the
scenery of rural areas, and the experience and knowledge of the persons
living therein; through linkages with “industries” such as foodstuffs, tourism
th

and information technology, etc., it shall be possible to promote the 6

industrialization of agriculture and rural areas by developing and creating
local and new business formats. Through such measures, new added-value
shall be created within local areas, and while securing employment and
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income, it shall be possible to create communities within rural areas where
young people and children can also settle.”
Furthermore, in the “Annual Report on Food, Agriculture and Rural Areas
th
in Japan” (FY2012 Edition), the 6 industrialization is defined thus: “By

promoting activities that are both comprehensive and integrated in that
agriculture, forestries and fisheries are positioned as primary industry,
manufacturers as secondary industry, and retailers etc., as tertiary industry,
measures can bring about new added-value by utilizing local resources.”
In addition to such definitions, the 6th industrialization has also been
expressed thus: “as a result of value chains formulated through cooperation
between primary, secondary and tertiary industry, the added-value of
agricultural, forestry and marine products, and also foodstuffs is increased,”1)
and “Value chains are formulated through production, processing and
logistics (sales) integration, with rural producers seeking to cooperate, etc.,
with secondary and tertiary industry businesses possessing processing and
sales know-how.”2)
In this report as well, while holding an awareness of the basic
significance and features etc., of the 6th industrialization such as is outlined
th
above, the 6 industrialization of primary sector production and rural areas

shall be perceived to constitute the following: “Those measures that aim to
formulate vibrant local communities, in which rural producers individually
or in cooperation with secondary and tertiary industry businesses seek to add
value to local resources such as agricultural produce, scenery and culture,

th

1) MAFF: “Promoting the 6 Industrialization, Etc., Expanding Domestic and Overseas
Demand, Etc., Commencing with Export Promotion” (October, 2013)
2) MAFF: “Outline of New Policy Measures for the Purpose of Realizing ‘Proactive
Agriculture, Forestries and Fisheries’”(Version 1), April, 2014.
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etc., while creating linkages to consumers. The increased profitability of
such actions shall secure income and employment within rural areas.”
th
A description of type-delineated 6 industrialization is offered later in this

report, however, what is important at this point is considering a wide-ranging
interpretation of the 6th industrialization that includes both “Diversification
type” whereby farmers themselves engage in the integration of production,
processing, and sales functions; and “Cooperation type” whereby cooperative
measures are undertaken between farmers, commerce and industry as a result
of farmers cooperating with businesses, etc.
Additionally, there is importance placed upon measures that seek to add
value to local resources while developing linkages with consumers. Such
takes the form of the 6th industrialization being a type of “high value-added
agriculture” that utilizes local resources. “High value-added agriculture” can
be understood basically by using Toshihiro Takayama’s premise. “Added to
the normal value of produce, there is new added-value expressed via the
utilities of land, labor and capital, such creating produce possessing a higher
value that is then delivered to consumers.”3) Within this construct, there is
the distinction made of “high value-added agriculture” focusing upon valueapplication mechanisms, etc. Put differently, after broadly dividing such
mechanisms into “production type” and “distribution type,” the former will
be defined as either ① “specially-cultivated type” or ② “processing type”
while the latter will be defined as either ③ “tourism” or ④ “direct sales”
Furthermore, in that within each of the classifications ① through ④ there
are two types; via such detailed classification eight types are revealed.4)

3) Toshihiro Takayama(1988): Considering High Value-Added Agriculture in “Kobe
University Agricultural Economics” No., 23. Kobe University, pp66-84
4) Ibid. p70
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Concerning Takayama’s classifications, from a multi-faceted perspective it is
possible to offer evaluations based on a consideration of “high value-added
agriculture,” however, in this report intensification is conducted from the
stage of adding value, and for the time being basic consideration is given
to the following three types (with respect to the features of “added-value
creation.”). Firstly, there is “value-added creation occurring at the farm field
stage.” Value is added through the produce-production mechanism. For
example, organic growing techniques etc., differing from accustomed
practices are used. Secondly, there is “value-added creation occurring at the
processing stage.” Value is added post-harvest by produce-processing and for
reasons of menu, etc. Thirdly, there is “value-added creation occurring for
reasons of interaction, experiences.” Value is added in the form of
experiences, etc., via the provision of menus and services, etc., at touristwelcoming theme parks and orchards, etc. Through such classifications, the
th

6

industrialization may be viewed from the perspective of “high value-

added agriculture.” It can be seen as measures that form linkages with
consumers, this taking place while engaging in both “value-added creation
occurring at the processing stage” and “value-added creation occurring for
reasons of interaction, experiences.”

2. Essential Elements of 6th Industrialization:
Diagram Analysis
Keeping in mind the basic consciousness expressed above, Figure 1-1 offers
th

a diagram representation of the features, etc., of the 6
expressed from a different perspective.
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industrialization

th

Figure 1-1. Conceptual Diagram of 6

Industrialization Measures

If essential elements of the 6th industrialization’s measures are expressed
in accordance with the above diagram, then circumstances are offered
whereby “rural producers either by themselves, or through cooperation with
secondary or tertiary industry businesses; ① Gather and analyze both
information and knowledge pertaining to customer needs, ② Create linkages
between such needs and local resources (seeds) such as agricultural, forestry
and marine products, as well as the nature, scenery and culture of rural
areas, etc.，③ Identify and design goods and services utilizing local
resources that shall become ‘customer value’ (in terms of functions, benefits
and added-value considered necessary by customers). Furthermore, ④ While
conducting the ‘exchanging, sharing and accumulation of information and
knowledge’ among the different parties involved in such production,
processing, and distribution functions, and coordinating each stage therein,
⑤ Through the provision of local resources (goods and services) that have

th
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added customer value, linkages with customers are created, ⑥ Such
measures shall consequently bring about the formulation of value chain
concurrent to both profitability and the maximization of customer value.”
th
Concerning this perception of the 6 industrialization, on issues such as

customer value, value chain and the “exchanging, sharing and accumulation
of information and knowledge,” the following occurs if some simple
supplementary explanations are added:
For customer value, to the “functionality, benefits and added-value” that
customers consider necessary, a basic premise is that to the “functional
value” attributed to product functionality and performance, etc., there is
added “emotive value” derived from “functional value” narratives and
experience.5)
Concerning the significance of value chain features and the “exchanging,
th

sharing and accumulation of information and knowledge” within the 6

industrialization context, such shall be addressed in detail later. At this point,
however, a brief examination of basic perspectives considered within the
context of the 6th industrialization is warranted.
As is widely known about the conceptualization of value chain, it appears
in Porter’s “Competitive Advantage: Creating and Sustaining Superior
Performance.”6) Within such a construct, the business activities of companies
are divided into individual activities (value activities); and while focus is
placed upon the relationships inherent therein, an analysis framework is used
to discover sources competitive advantage. (This conceptualization is not

5) Concerning “emotive value,” among academics terminology such as “meaningful
value” and “experience value” is also used. For details, please refer to Aoki (2011)
and Nobeoka (2011).
6) (Porter, 1985)
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limited in scope to what happens within companies; rather it is a value
system that can be extended to the extent of exploring chain-reaction like
linkages present in relationships between different companies). In this report,
rather than perceiving value chain through this “analysis framework used to
discover sources of competitive advantage,” “added-value (customer value)
shall be structured through the linked business activities (phases) of product
production, processing and distribution, etc., and while this is proposed as
value, a framework shall be used to form linkages with final consumers.”
th

This shall be done within the context of 6

industrialization so as to

emphasize the process of linking the agriculture and rural community sides
of the equation with consumers via the creation of customer value with
respect to local resources, as well as the provision of such value.
If the logic of such value chain is considered from the perspective of the
distribution systems that shall be discussed later, concerning the semantic
content of this value chain that the 6th industrialization aims to realize, it is
important that matters be perceived as follows: Although this topic will be
discussed in detail later, it is pertinent to state that with respect to the
formulation of value chain within the 6th industrialization, so as to increase
income levels for agriculture and rural areas, by increasing local resource
competitiveness, it is necessary that the agriculture and rural-area sides of
the equation be competitively positioned within the allocation of addedvalue. In order for this to happen, concerning the manner in which the
formulation of value chain is aimed to be realized within 6th industrialization,
as a basic premise, it is possible to perceive “farmer-led value chain“ in
which, the farmers will hold leading position or enhance their degree of
involvement, with added-value being created along with consumer linkages.
Furthermore, within this report value chain is defined broadly in being

th
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positioned as the formulation of supply chains.7)
Finally, a brief examination of the “exchanging, sharing and accumulation
of information and knowledge” is offered. Concerning matters of importance,
th

within the context of 6

industrialization measures, via advances in

consolidations and cooperation, it becomes easier for the “exchanging,
sharing and accumulation of information and knowledge” to occur among
parties. Such a development is valuable with respect to playing a role, etc.,
in establishing foundations on which innovations become easier. As shall be
discussed later, with respect to the linkage of business activities (phases)
related to product production, processing and distribution, and also “linkage
methodologies” between companies, as a basic premise, such can be divided
into the three types occurring through markets, consolidations and cooperation
lying between the former two. In this report, with respect to consolidated
single entities, such are understood to represent “vertical diversifications”
(“diversification type” within the context of 6th industrialization), while with
respect to cooperation, concerning the linked division of tasks by multiple
entities, such being distinctive relationships “dependent on mutually complimentary management resources” (“cooperation type” within the context of 6th
industrialization), such are understood to represent intermediate organizations.

7) Concerning broadly-defined supply chain and narrowly-defined supply chain and value
chain, they are thought to represent two types formulated from differing attributes.
Broadly-defined supply chain features “flow and structure that seek to combine
business activities (phases) across ingredient-acquisition, production, processing and
distribution for the purpose of providing customers with goods and services.” For
narrowly-defined supply chain, emphasis is placed on the improvement of the overall
structure (efficiencies), as can be understood in the example of “combined logistics
systems created for the purpose of integration from top to bottom to ensure the smooth
flow of products from production through to sales” (Yahagi 1994).
For the purpose of strengthening competitiveness, Osamu Saito stipulates that it is
necessary that there be integrations between supply chain, such placing an emphasis
on “efficiencies” and value chain that focuses on “value provision” and “profit
distribution” (Saito 2011) (Ibid. 2012).
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In instances of business dealings through markets, generally speaking, with
respect to customer needs, seeds (local resources), etc., there is a tendency
for “information and knowledge” to be separated at each stage (each phase).
However, in instances of consolidation and cooperation, within organizations
and between related parties it becomes easier to engage in the “exchanging,
sharing and accumulation of information and knowledge.”

th
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Chapter

2

Outline of the 6th Industrialization Policies

1. Positioning of the 6th Industrialization Policies within
Japanese Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries Policies
Agriculture, forestry and fisheries and rural areas in Japan have generally
faced with the difficult situation, because of the decreasing of the income
caused by the decline of agricultural products prices, aging and the
depopulation, and increase of the abandoned fields. The recovery and
revitalization from above situation have been the urgent issues.
Under such circumstances, we push forward various measures for
‘Proactive Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries’ in the Japanese agriculture
and forestry fisheries policies. These are the measures to make the
agricultural industry into the “growth industry”, thereby develop rural
economy (increase of the income and the employment in the rural areas).
Deliberations concerning the details of these measures have been conducted
via the establishment of bodies such as the “Headquarters on Creation of
Regional Vitality in Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries.” This is a cabinet
level headquarters with the Prime Minister appointed as its chairman

th
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(established May 21st, 2013). There is also the “Headquarters for Promoting
Proactive Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries” which was established within
the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries (MAFF). The Minister of
Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries has been appointed as the chairman of
this body (established January 29th, 2013). Concerning such developments,
with respect to the “Plan on Creation of Regional Vitality in Agriculture,
Forestry and Fisheries” decided upon by the “Headquarters for Creation of
Regional Vitality in Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries” in December of
2013, so as to realize “Strong agriculture, forestry and fisheries” and
“Beautiful and invigorated rural areas,” it was decided to proceed with the
following policy measures (Figure 2-1):
1. “Strengthen producers side”
2. “Establish value chain from producers to consumers”
3. “Expand demand frontier”
4. “Maintain and realize multi-functionality”
Through these four policy pillars, as wheels of a vehicle that will push
forward with the development of “Proactive Agriculture, Forestry and
Fisheries,” there have been put in place measures for the agriculture, forestry
and fisheries as an industry (industry policies), and measures to leverage
multi-functionality (rural policies).
Of the four policy pillars, “Expand demand frontier” will attempt to
newly-expand demand via export promotion, etc. that aims to expand
overseas demand (“FBI Strategy”):
1. Export Japanese food and culture and food industry (Made BY Japan)
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2. Export Japanese food (Made IN Japan)
3. Export Japanese ingredients (Made FROM Japan)
Other aspects of this policy pillar include promoting the use of domestic
agriculture, forestry and fisheries products in school lunch programs and
leveraging food functionality, etc. Concerning “Strengthen producers side”,
the core of this policy pillar includes promoting farmland concentration for
business farmers (integration and consolidation of agricultural land use by
Farmland Intermediary Management Organization), measures that are
designed to farming income stabilization measures and the reform of rice
production adjustment policy. Concerning “Maintain and realize multifunctionality,” it shall include supporting joint activities and agricultural
business activities, etc., within local areas. This shall be done via the
creation of a “Japanese version of the direct payment,” etc.
th

Additionally, with respect to 6

industrialization as it pertains to

“Establish value chain from producers to consumers”, it shall be positioned
as an important measure vis-à-vis increasing the added-value of agriculture,
forestry and fisheries products, along with foodstuffs.

Moreover, one

th

established aim is increasing the size of 6 industrialization from its current
value of approximately \1 trillion to approximately \10 trillion by 2020. As
shall be discussed, this will be achieved through the full-scale operation of
Agriculture, forestry and fisheries Fund corporation for Innovation, Valuechain and Expansion Japan （A-FIVE） and by cooperation that occurs
between parties engaged in agriculture, forestry and fisheries and various
other businesses, etc.
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Figure 2-1. Outline of the Plan on Creation of Regional Vitality in

Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries

2. Outline of Major Implementations in Recent Years
th
Pertaining to 6 Industrialization

th

With respect to proceeding with 6 industrialization, a number of implementations are being conducted commencing with a range of tangible and
intangible organizational projects. At this point, an outline shall be given
focusing on implementations conducted in recent years.
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th

2.1. Enacting of the “6 Industrialization Act” and the Business
plans approved under the same Act
th

2.1.1. The “6 Industrialization Act”
As a statute to promote 6th industrialization, in March of 2011 the “Act
on the Creation of New Projects by Parties Engaged in Agriculture, Forestry
and Fisheries, etc., that Leverage Local Resources, and the Promotion of Use
of Local Area Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries Products” was enacted
(commonly known as the “6th Industrialization Act” - this terminology will
be used hereinafter)8).
Through the leveraging of local resources, the “6th Industrialization Act”
aims to achieve the following:
“By business diversification and sophistication conducted by parties engaged
in agriculture, forestry and fisheries, etc., and through implementations
pertaining to the creation, etc., of new projects, and the comprehensive
promotion of the usage of local agriculture, forestry and fisheries products;
while promoting agriculture, forestry and fisheries, and enhancing both local
revitalization and benefits for consumers, this Act shall contribute to
improvements in food self-sufficiency rates and the creation of societies of
limited environmental impact” (Excerpt from Chapter 1 of the Act).
th

Through measures undertaken for 6

industrialization, while utilizing

local resources, via new projects self-created by parties engaged in
agriculture, forestry and fisheries, etc., there are expectations held regarding

th

8) Discussion in this report is offered with regard to the 6 industrialization within the
th
context of the 6 Industrialization Act. Concerning the MAFF materials used, they have
been published and viewed on the MAFF website. http://www.maff.go.jp/j/shokusan/
sanki/6jika.html (accessed April, 2014).
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contributions being made to the primary industry sector9).
Concerning promotion of 6th industrialization by the Act, steps shall
center on Business plans approved under the 6th Industrialization Act
certifications specified by Chapter 2 of the Act.
th

2.1.2. Business plans approved under the “6 Industrialization
Act”
The Business plans approved under the 6th Industrialization Act, officially
known as “the plan pertaining to integrated business activities involving
production, processing and sale of agricultural, forestry and fisheries
products and byproducts (including biomass, etc.), conducted by parties
engaged in agriculture, forestry and fisheries,”10) has been certified by the
Minister of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries.
The plan contains three prerequisites for certification11). Firstly, with
respect to project entities, such may be parties engaged in agriculture, forestry
and fisheries, etc., including individual parties engaged in agriculture,
forestry and fisheries, incorporated entities, and the agricultural organizations
of communities. It is also possible for agricultural cooperative associations
to be certified as project entities. However, certification is not just applied
to “diversification type” projects with respect to the 6th industrialization.
Rather, concerning secondary and tertiary industry businesses that support

th

9) MAFF: Excerpt from the “6 Industrialization Act (Summary)”
10) Ibid 2
11) MAFF: “Diversification of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries and Related Businesses
by Parties Engaged in Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries, etc., and Basic Policies
Pertaining to Promoting Usage of Local Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries Produce”
th
& “Concerning Progress of the 6 Industrialization”
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project entity measures; they can also be positioned within the Business
plans approved under the 6th Industrialization Act as “promoting businesses”
involved in “cooperation type” projects with respect to the 6th industrialization.
Concerning the second certification prerequisite, certified projects shall be
engaged in any one of the following activities:
1. They may be engaged in raw materials whose use is invaluable for the
production, etc., of agricultural, forestry and fisheries products, etc.,
that the entity produces itself (“new product development, manufacture
or demand creation”).
2. They may be engaged in the “introduction of new sales methods or
the improvement of sales methods” with respect to the production, etc.,
of agricultural, forestry and fisheries products, etc., that the entity
produces itself.
3. They may be engaged in the improvement of “manufacturing methods,
etc.” that are necessary to 1 or 2 above.
Thirdly, it is necessary that entities engage in management improvement
practices with respect to the following matters:
1. Whereby the period of the project is for five years, entities must
achieve a 5% or more increase in sales turnover with respect to
agricultural, forestry and fisheries products, etc., and/or new products
(the targeted products being used as indices).
2. The income derived from agriculture, forestry and fisheries and/or that
of related businesses must exceed at the time of project conclusion
what it was at the time of project commencement, with profitability
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achieved in the final financial year of the project (the project entity
being used as indices). Both of these goals must be met. Note that the
project period must be five years or less (the desirable timeframe
being three to five years).

2.1.3. Significance of Undergoing Business plans approved
th

under the “6 Industrialization Act” Certification
For businesses that have undergone Business plans approved under the
th

“6 Industrialization Act” certification, commencing with tangible projects
such as facilities, etc., and intangible projects such as the development of
new products, etc., there is a wide range of support available in accordance
with business phases.
Speaking generally, it is possible for certified entities to receive the
following types of support12) (in accordance with a separate screening
process):
- Firstly, there are special provisions pertaining to various legal statutes.
For example, there are extensions to dates of maturity and periods
during which measures apply in accordance with the special provisions
of the Act on Financing for Improvement of Agriculture, etc. Another
example is the special measures related to the Act on Stabilization of
Production and Shipment of Vegetables. In accordance with relays
undertaken among growing areas, these measures aim to expand the
growing areas that are subject to grants with respect to vegetable
contract transactions.

th

12) MAFF: Excerpt from “Concerning Progress of the 6
measures being implemented as of April of 2014)
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Industrialization” (support

- Secondly, with respect to financing, there are non-interest financing
loans targeted at farmers (agricultural improvement funding), and
short-term operational funding (Super S Funds) available.
- Thirdly, on the topic of subsidies, including for those businesses that
th
have undergone Business plans approved under the “6 Industrialization

Act” certification, whereas the normal rate of subsidy offered for the
development of new products and new sales channels, etc., is one-half
of the funds invested, this has been raised to two-thirds. Furthermore,
where steps are taken to incorporate new processing and sales etc.,
subsidies can be received for one-half of the cost of necessary facilities.
- Fourthly, with respect to capital injections, the Agriculture, Forestry,
Fisheries Growth Fund has been established and this will be discussed
later. Additionally, it shall also be possible to receive support from
th
private sector specialists such as 6 Industrialization Planners, etc. (also

to be discussed later).

2.1.4. Situation Surrounding Business plans approved under
the “6th Industrialization Act” Certifications
According to MAFF, as of March 31st, 2014, there have been 1,811
Business plans approved under the “6th Industrialization Act” certifications
nationwide13). In terms of by prefecture, those recording the most
certifications are as follows: Hokkaido 101 cases，Hyogo 79 cases, Nagano
78 cases, Kumamoto 70 cases and Miyazaki 70 cases. With respect to the
agriculture, forestry and fisheries products to which the Business plans

th

13) MAFF: “Outline of Certification Process in Accordance with the 6 Industrialization
Act” (figures as of March 31, 2014)
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th

approved under the “6 Industrialization Act” applies, the categories recording
the highest ratios are as follows: “Vegetables” 32.0%, “Fruits” 18.8%, “Rice”
11.7%, “Livestock” 11.4% and “Fisheries” 5.3%. Combined, “Vegetables” and
“Fruits” account for around half of all certifications (Table 2-2). Furthermore,
on the topic of project content, combined “Processing, Direct Sales” was
overwhelmingly high at 68.1% overall (Table 2-1). This was followed by
“Processing” only at 21.1% and “Processing, Direct Sales and Restaurants”
at 6.0%. This meant that over 90% of the certified project plans involved
a processing dimension to them. It might be inferred that there are many
th

entities engaging in 6

industrialization measures who are carrying out

processing because it is easy to conduct, and that there are many projects
involving “Vegetables” and “Fruits” because the differentiation of such
products is easily achieved through processing techniques.
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2.2. Support by Planners
Figure 2-2. Revision of Support System in FY2013

Source: MAFF

2.2.1. 6th Industrialization Planners
6th Industrialization Planners are specialists from the private sector such
as small and medium enterprise (SME) management consultants, etc., who
are registered with support centers, etc., and may be dispatched. In
responding to needs, across a wide range of topics such as processing and
sales channel development, hygiene management, management improvement,
exports and cooperation with different industries, these specialists can offer
th

advice and prepare Business plans approved under the “6 Industrialization
th

Act”, etc., with respect to 6

industrialization measures. As a project

commissioned by the national government until the period of FY2011-
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FY2012, steps were taken to establish at the prefectural level 6
Industrialization Support Centers. However;

1. From the perspective of engaging in support activities from a national
level that could be linked to industry growth,
2. In order to improve selection and support levels through the use of
gifted human resources centrally and,
3. In order that a system would be formulated whereby regional public
bodies could be proactively involved in promotion activities,
the support system was revised so that it occurs on two levels, both
national and prefectural in 2013.
At the Central Support Center established at the national level, support
is offered both with respect to highly-specialized issues for which response
at a prefectural level is difficult, and for wide-ranging measures, etc., whose
scope exceeds prefectural boundaries. As a business partner in FY2013, the
Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries Fund Corporation for Innovation, ValueChain and Expansion Japan (A-FIVE) was selected, and this organization
carries out the business of selecting, registering and dispatching highlyth
specialized human resources, having registered as 118 6 Industrialization

Planners who specialize in different topics.
At the prefectural level, systems have been organized using originality
and ingenuity, and depending on the prefecture, support institutions have
varied widely including prefectural agriculture public corporations, chambers
of commerce and industry and private sector companies, etc. The naming of
such prefectural systems has also been free. However, there are prefectures
th
that have continued to use the 6 Industrialization Support Center name. In
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FY2013, as the result of the establishment of the new system of grants made
from the national government to prefectures (“6th Industrialization Network
Activity Grants”), a system of support has been developed that involves
cooperation among national government regional agricultural administration
offices, local centers, established sub-funds and support institutions, etc.
Concerning the planners assigned to individual prefectures, they offer
comprehensive support commencing with activities such as discovering
opportunities that can be linked to 6th industrialization measures, advice
concerning new product development and sales channel expansion, and
applications for certification under the “6th Industrialization Act”. Their
activities also go so far as to offer follow-up support after applications for
certification have been made.
Inquiry counters have been established within the different institutions for
the purpose of responding to inquiries from parties engaged in agriculture,
forestry and fisheries, etc. Each of the institutions engages in cooperation
and the sharing of information. Concerning the measures undertaken within
prefectures, 6th Industrialization Planners are dispatched from prefectural
support centers. With regard to measures that involve wide areas of
application or those can be linked to the leveraging of funds, 6th
Industrialization Planners are dispatched from the Central Support Center.

2.2.2. Voluntary Planners
Voluntary Planners are early practitioners of the 6th industrialization
located nationwide. Their purpose is that they are located in close proximity
to parties engaged in agriculture, forestry and fisheries, etc., and they are
able to respond to requests for consultations using their professional
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knowledge. They can also offer advice and transmit information to the
media. Concerning the criteria upon which Voluntary Planners are selected,
th
they require a track record of measures related to the 6 industrialization,

a networking ability that can tie related parties together, informationtransmission ability, and the overall ability to use such assets effectively.
Such people are selected and they receive an appointment from the Minister
of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries. Currently, there are some 574
Voluntary Planners nationwide (the number of appointments as of October
31st, 2012), with these persons acting on a voluntary basis in response to
requests from MAFF. As to the content of their activities:
1. They offer advice to businesses who attend study seminars, etc. held
by MAFF, etc.
2. They transmit information regarding the content of their own activities
to various media outlets.

2.3. Industry Cooperation Network
In December of 2011, as a “platform to promote innovation through the
sharing and creation of a wide range of knowledge and views held by parties
engaged in agriculture, forestry and fisheries, etc., other industries and
consumers, etc.,” the Industry Cooperation Network (hereinafter the “Network”)
was established. The positioning of the Network is as follows: “Increase the
speed of flow of the 6th industrialization through the cooperation of a wide
variety of industries, etc. For the purpose of realizing agriculture, forestry,
and fisheries as a “growth industry”, combine together the knowledge of a
great variety and broad range of related parties in addition to the primary
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industry sector, such including industry, finance, consumers, think tanks and
researchers, etc., and create a cooperative platform for all.”
The Network Secretariat was established within the Food Industrial
Innovation Division, Food Industrial Affairs Bureau, with some 1178 groups,
individuals and businesses participating as members (as of March 31st,
2014). In addition to the membership of agriculture, forestry and fisheries
industry groups such as the National Federation of Agricultural Cooperative
Associations and the National Federation of Japan Fisheries Cooperatives, a
wide range of industry groups and research institutions, etc., are involved in
the operations of the Network as leaders. These groups include the Japan
Business Federation, the Japan Chamber of Commerce and Industry, the
National Federation of Small Business Associations, the Japan Chain Stores
Association, the Japan Foodservice Association, the Japanese Consumer
Co-operative and the All Japan Consumer Groups’ Liaison Association.
Furthermore, rather than just at the national level, the Network has also been
established as a number of regional blocs, with the Secretariat for each block
located within the national government regional agricultural administration
offices. As such, the Network works in close cooperation with local areas.
With regard to the Network, as a result of the various activities that
initiate exchanges among a wide range of related parties, in addition to
engaging in the provision and penetration of policy measures information
and the dissemination of information forthcoming from Network members,
it also conducts a great many networking events that have established themes.
Examples of such themes are “Utilizing Local Products through Cooperation
between Local Areas and Industry,” “Sharing ICT Sector Needs and Seeds,”
“Entering Agriculture via Special Subsidiary Companies (Agriculture-Welfare
th
Cooperation),” “6 Industrialization Risk and Response,” etc.
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As touched on previously, “Exchanging, sharing and accumulation of
information and knowledge” both makes it easier to induce innovation as
well as fulfilling the role of acting as a base for innovation. In order to
achieve such “Exchanging, sharing and accumulation of information and
knowledge,” it is important to promote cooperation and exchanges among a
wide range of entities, etc., and in this respect there is great meaning in
creating platforms as “frameworks and situations that promote both mutual
exchanges of people, information, knowledge and technologies, etc., and
cooperation among a wide variety of entities”14)
This Network shall promote a wide range of innovation, and it will play
an important role as a “platform” for both the further promotion of the 6th
industrialization, and the further promotion of agriculture, forestry and
fisheries as a “growth industry”.

2.4. Agriculture, Forestry, Fisheries Growth Industry Fund
2.4.1. Establishment of the Fund Act
The Act on the Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries Fund Corporation for
Innovation, Value-Chain and Expansion Japan was enacted in December of
2012. Its purposes are to support 6th industrialization measures whose focus
is parties engaged in agriculture, forestry and fisheries, etc.; to accelerate
measures for the agriculture, forestry and fisheries industry to become a
“growth industry”; to secure income for parties engaged in agriculture,

14) “Platforms” are defined as “tools and frameworks representing the basis of
communication when promoting cooperation within activities conducted by numerous
entities.” (Kokuryo 2011). In this instance, a broad conceptualization of “Platforms”
is used to encompass both the “locations” of mutual exchange and cooperation
between parties, and the “frameworks” by which such “locations” are created.
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forestry and fisheries; and to create, etc., employment opportunities for rural
areas. In accordance with the provisions of the same Act, through
joint-funding by government and the private sector, the Agriculture, Forestry
and Fisheries Fund Corporation for Innovation, Value-Chain and Expansion
Japan (A-FIVE) was established in January of 2013, it commencing
operations in February. Through these operations, the activities of the
Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries Growth Industry Fund (hereinafter the
“Growth Industry Fund”) were commenced.
Concerning the major target of the Growth Industry Fund, it aims to
th
achieve the following: “With respect to 6 industrialization project entities

established through funding by partner companies consisting of secondary
and tertiary industries in conjunction with parties engaged in agriculture,
forestry and fisheries, by offering integrated management support and the
investment funds that are necessary for such growth, etc., frameworks that
promote the formulation of value chains through linking together production
areas and consumption areas will be built.”15) What is important among
these aims is that, to 6th industrialization measures that are conducted with
a focus on parties engaged in agriculture, forestry and fisheries, the support
framework offers support from both the funding and management perspectives.
Focusing on this point, a simple outline of the Growth Industry Fund will
be given below.

15) Iwao Ota (2013) The Agriculture, Forestry, Fisheries Growth Industry Fund that
th
th
Promotes the 6 Industrialization in Nobumasa Takahashi (ed.) “Practice of the 6
Industrialization that will Maximize Added-Value in Agriculture” Tsukuba-shobo
Publishing P41. Please note that this work was used as a reference throughout this
passage.
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2.4.2. Function of A-FIVE
Concerning the fund provisioning outline, etc., that utilizes the Growth
Industry Fund; it is usually as follows (Figure 2-3). When a party engaged
in agriculture, forestry and fisheries, etc., receives fund provisioning, it is
th
basically the case that a joint venture company (hereinafter “6 Industrialization

Project Entities”) is established through funding by the party engaged in
agriculture, forestry and fisheries, and the secondary and tertiary industry
businesses (hereinafter the “Partner Companies”). Funding and support of the
6th Industrialization Project Entities16) in question is undertaken either
directly from the A-FIVE or via a sub-fund. Thus, with respect to the
Growth Industry Fund, its framework is such that it basically supports
“cooperation type” of 6th industrialization17). Sub-funds have been established
through funding from both the A-FIVE and local financial institutions, etc.
As of April 25th, 2014, there are some 42 sub-funds nationwide (with total
capital injections of approximately \67.6 billion). In addition to sub-funds
established with capital injections from local financial institutions, there are
some that have been established through capital injections received from
Japan Agriculture (JA) and local municipalities, etc. Funding (capital
th

injections) and support of 6 Industrialization Project Entities mainly occurs
via sub-funds. If matters are handled in this way, then it is possible to utilize

th

16) Concerning 6 Industrialization Project Entities, another condition is certification
th
under the Business plans approved under the 6 Industrialization Act in accordance
th
with the provisions of the 6 Industrialization Act.
17) However, whereby it is “decided by the Corporation, sub-funds that a value chain
has already been formulated within a company,” etc., it shall be possible for the
entities to which the parties engaged in agriculture, forestry and fisheries
independently conduct capital injections to, to become the subjects of capital
injections and support.
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private sector funding and know-how, and conduct support that is rooted in
local areas. Furthermore, if such support is combined with the types of
capital injection described above, then it becomes possible for the A-FIVE
and sub-funds to engage in matching among businesses and to conduct
management support.
Figure 2-3. Funding Flow of the Agriculture, Forestry, Fisheries Growth

Industry Fund

Source: A-FIVE: “Agriculture, Forestry, Fisheries Growth Industry Fund Outline” p.16
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2.4.3. Features and Significance of Capital Injections
Figure 2-4. Capital Injection Features

Source: A-FIVE: “Agriculture, Forestry, Fisheries Growth Industry Fund Outline” p. 21

Capital injections made in accordance with the Growth Industry Fund
(Figure 2-4);
1. Represent a system that responds to financial vulnerability in
agriculture, forestry and fisheries.
2. Compared to subsidies and financing, capital injections represent a
provision of funds that possesses a high degree of freedom.
By using the structuring of 6th Industrialization Project Entities, in
addition to capital injections from parties engaged in agriculture, forestry and
fisheries, etc., that in many cases exhibit financial vulnerability, it becomes
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possible to receive capital injections from Partner Companies and sub-funds.
Furthermore, in considering the fact that with regard to the nature of
projects, a long period of time can pass before results are achieved; the
Growth Industry Fund offers capital injections for a maximum period of 15
years. Moreover, so as to secure the initiative for the parties engaged in
agriculture, forestry and fisheries, etc., there are upper capital injection ratios
th
for each entity within 6 Industrialization Project Entities. That is to say,

with regard to the capital injection ratio from parties involved in agriculture,
th

forestry and fisheries towards 6

Industrialization Project Entities, it is

requested that this ratio be higher than the capital injection ratios
forthcoming from Partner Companies (Figure 2-5). Furthermore, in that
capital injections forthcoming from sub-funds are less than 50% of total
funding, the parties engaged in agriculture, forestry and fisheries retain
voting rights. As a result of such capital injection ratios, etc., with regard
to measures there is a tendency for “parties engaged in agriculture, forestry
and fisheries to cooperate with secondary and tertiary industry businesses,
linkup value chains that stretch from production to consumption, and become
actively involved in the creation of added-value and pricing decisions that
stretch to the point of consumption.”18)
Whereby there is the necessity to further procure funding, in
accompaniment with capital injections, it is possible to obtain from A-FIVE
capital subordinated loans that do not require collateral or guarantors19).
Furthermore, whereby it proves difficult for parties engaged in agriculture,
forestry and fisheries to obtain significant funding:

18) Ibid 1，p47
19) As a result of financial institutions passing judgment on financial conditions, it shall
be possible for funding based on capital and not liabilities.
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1. In addition to capital injections, by;
2. Contributions in kind, and;
th

3. The spinning off of existing business units to establish 6

Industrialization Project Entities, it is also possible to receive capital
injections from Partner Companies and funds.
As has been stated, through utilizing the Growth Industry Fund, it
becomes possible for parties engaged in agriculture, forestry and fisheries to
conduct large-scale investment with only a small amount of self-funding.
In that compared to subsidies, etc., there is a high degree of freedom in
the manner in which capital injections can be used, it is also possible to
combine the use of capital injections with subsidies etc., and it is hoped that
the use of capital injections will expand to encompass a large variety of
businesses.
Figure 2-5. Capital Injection Ratio Features

Source: A-FIVE: “Agriculture, Forestry, Fisheries Growth Industry Fund Outline” p. 17
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Chapter

3

The Theoretical Framework Supporting the
6th Industrialization
1. “Linkage Methodologies” of Business Activities (Stages)
th
and the 6 Industrialization

Fundamentally speaking, the series of business activities (or stages)
related to the production, processing, distribution, sale etc. of products, as
well as the “linkage methodologies” by which business enterprises are linked
together, can be divided into three elements: markets, integration, and
cooperation (in the form of intermediary organizations and networks), which
constitutes an intermediate configuration between markets and integration.
The respective characteristics, strengths and weaknesses etc. of the linkage
methods used to link individual stages and to link firms, etc. can be thought
of as equating roughly to an attempt at clarification from the perspective of
“transaction relationships or transaction types,” “relationships between
economic actors,” “inter-firm systems,” and the question of “make or buy”
(i.e. which steps in a vertically-integrated business should be carried out in
house, and which should be outsourced to another firm), etc. In this chapter,
we attempt a broad-brush examination of the special features and other key
aspects of vertically-integrated business activities (stages) and the “linkage
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th

methodologies” between firms as considered in relation to 6 Industrialization
(with its emphasis on integration and cooperation), while seeking to create
linkage with value chain formulation, etc. With regard to the value chain,
as noted above, we position the value chain in broad terms as being “the
framework through which added value (customer value) is created in the
chain of business activities (stages) relating to the production, processing,
distribution and sale etc. of products, and through which this value-added is
presented to the end user in the form of a value proposition.” Figure 3-1
shows special characteristics etc. of the linkage methods in a conventional
industrial division of labor, while Figure 3-2 does the same for the linkage
th
methods in the 6 Industrialization (emphasizing integration and cooperation).

Figure 3-3 summarizes the key points relating to the main special features,
issues etc. of the three “linkage methodologies”: markets, integration and
cooperation (intermediary organizations and networks). These summaries are
presented below.
Figure 3-1. The linkage methods in a conventional industrial division of

labor system
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th

Figure 3-2. The linkage methods in the 6

Industrialization
(emphasizing integration and coordination)

Figure 3-3. Special characteristics, etc. of the market, integration and

cooperation “linkage methodologies”
○ Conventional production and distribution - the industrial division of labor
system
Form taken by the
Basic economic principles,
relationship between the
etc.
economic actors etc.

Special characteristics

Issues

Single-actor industrial ○ Using economies of ○ Using the large-vol- ○ With the tendency for
information
and
division of labor
scale to achieve cost
ume production of
know-how to be
reduction (dispersal of
heterogeneous prodfixed costs, etc.)
ucts to reduce costs “segmented” between
○ Market transactions
responding effectively
different firms, there
○ Transaction costs
to heterogeneous decan be difficulty in
mand
meeting customers’
○ Fundamentally speakdiverse needs
ing, there is “partial ○ Uneven distribution of
optimization” at every
value-added
stage
○ Difficulty in achieving
○ Making effective use
“across-the-board opof internal resources
timization”
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○ 6 Industrialization production and distribution - the integration and
cooperation system
Form taken by the
relationship
between the Basic economic principles, etc.
economic actors
etc.

○ Possession of customer contact-points facilitates prompt
response to customer needs as
identified by oneself
○Ability to put in place a framework for “comprehensive optimization” through the cooperation of different stages
based on the sharing and exchange of information and
knowledge etc. within the organization
○ Securing of the value-added
portion
○ Internal accumulation of
know-how, techniques etc.
○ Ability to handle small-volume production of a large
number of different product
items based on technology
linkage (mutual dependency)
○ Making effective use of internal resources

○ Increased risk accompanying
increased investment cost
(including risk relating to increased sunk costs)
○ Increased fixed costs
○ Effective acquisition of information, knowledge, technology, know-how, etc.
○ Possibility that information,
knowledge etc. may become
ossified
○Possibility that it may not be
possible to enjoy economies
of scale because of differences in optimal scale between stages, etc.

Multiple-actor ○ Using “economies of netcooperation
works” to bring about the
generation, usage and sharing
of diverse forms of information, knowledge, etc. Mutually complementary
management resources
○ Using economies of scope to
achieve cost reduction
(dispersal of fixed costs, etc.)
and resource matching, etc.
○Ongoing contract transactions
○ Adjustment costs

○ Ability to meet varied customer needs through the sharing of diverse types of information, knowledge etc. between coordinated actors
○Ability to put in place a framework for “comprehensive optimization” through the cooperation of different stages
based on the sharing and exchange of information and
knowledge etc. between coordinated actors
○ Ability to flexibly handle
small-volume production of a
large number of different
product items based on the
matching of management resources in different ways

○In principle, actors are free to
withdraw from collaboration,
etc., creating the risk of organizational and integration-related instability as
well as the risk of information
leaks, etc.
○Possibility of cooperation and
adjustment mismatch
○Lack of consistency in the creation and allocation of value-added between coordinated actors
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Coordination

○ Using economies of scope to
achieve cost reduction
(dispersal of fixed costs, etc.)
and resource matching, etc.
○ Internal transactions
○ Management costs

Single-actor
integration

Joint Venture Company

Issues

(Vertically integrated) Diversification

Special characteristics

1.1. Market-single-actor division of labor type
(market transactions)
The transactional relationships formed between business activities (stages)
and enterprises, etc. through the medium of the market constitute the most
ordinary form of “linkage methodology.” In the fundamental division that
takes place at each stage in the shape of the inter-industry division of labor
or specialization (i.e. a disconnected division of labor20) system), the
fundamental economic principle in operation is that of cost reduction
through economies of scale (dispersal of fixed costs through the production
of large quantities of heterogeneous goods); this approach can be considered
to be ideal for the supply of low-cost, heterogeneous products (i.e.
large-volume production and supply of a limited number of product items).
In the case of this fundamental division mediated by the market, in
principle, there is freedom of market entry and market exit; of the three basic
linkage methods, this system can be said to the most flexible. However,
“when transactions take place between human beings, with their limited
rationality and opportunistic nature, transaction costs are generated.”21)
Transaction costs will increase or decrease depending on the characteristics
of the transaction, in terms of the level of uncertainty, the transaction

20) Kenichi Miyazawa draws a distinction between the “disconnected division of labor,”
which is the most common form of division of labor, and the “chain-type division
of labor,” where different activities are linked together in a coordinated manner
(Kenichi Miyazawa, 1988, p. 52).
21) Kenshu Kikuzawa, 2006, p. 20. Kikuzawa defines “opportunism” as the possibility
that any given individual may engage in corrupt behavior in pursuit of their own
interests. He explains the use of the term “limited rationality” by pointing out that
everyone is constrained in terms of the extent to which they can acquire and transmit
information, so that, while people may think that they are acting rationally, the degree
to which this is actually true is inevitably limited.
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frequency (i.e. whether the transaction is ongoing), asset specificity, etc.; of
these, asset specificity and the related “hold-up problem”22) are particularly
significant. Basically, when transaction costs are high, there is an incentive
for integration.
The main problem affecting the conventional division of labor (disconnected
division of labor) is the uneven distribution of information and knowledge
relating to customer needs; the information, knowledge, technologies etc.
required to build the value chain tend to be segmented between each stage,
making it difficult to implement the sharing and exchange of information
and knowledge between related parties. For this reason, not only is it
difficult to implement finely-tuned diversification in response to customer
needs, fundamentally speaking, even if “partial optimization” can be
achieved in each stage, it can be hard to bring about “comprehensive
optimization” that covers the whole supply chain (in the broad sense of the
term).

1.2. Integration-single-actor integration type (internal transactions):
th

the “Diversification type” of 6

Industrialization

This involves a single actor implementing diversification through
expansion of the scope of its business activities in a vertically-integrated
direction (either downstream or upstream). The linkage method takes the
form of internal transactions (i.e. transactions taking place within the same

22) As with “transaction-specific assets,” “asset specificity” refers to assets (i.e. facilities
etc.) that are used only in transactions with certain specific customers. Since it is
difficult to repurpose these assets, their profitability etc. can be influenced by the
behavior of the transaction partner, and there is a risk of being subjected to excessive
requests (the “hold-up problem”) (Kikazawa, 2006, pp. 20-21).
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th

organization); viewed in terms of the 6 Industrialization framework, this
implies the “diversification type” in which an agricultural producer
undertakes production, processing and sale itself. The fundamental economic
principle here is cost reduction via economies of scope (where fixed costs
are dispersed through the sharing of resources by multiple enterprises
engaged in production of different types of products, permitting a reduction
in the cost of the linked portions of technologically similar processes, etc.);
basically, business expansion is achieved through effective utilization of
internal resources.
Where transaction costs in the market are high, there may be cases where
an attempt can be made to reduce costs through internalization (producing
goods in house rather than purchasing them in the market). However, given
that internal transactions within the organization are accompanied by
management costs, transaction costs and management costs must be
compared to determine whether the integration approach is really more
advantageous than relying on market transactions (it should be noted that
there may also be cases where, even if integration will lead to an increase
in costs, because it can be expected to lead to an even greater increase in
profits, it may still be advisable to opt for integration).
One of the characteristics of integration is that it facilitates the putting
in place of a framework for responding promptly (in terms of production and
supply) to customers’ needs as identified by the firm itself, for example
through the possession of customer contact points created via downstream
diversification. In addition, since business expansion involves only a single
actor, fundamentally speaking, it is relatively easy for most of the valueadded created from the value chain to be captured by the firm itself, for
information, knowledge and technology to be accumulated within the firm,
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for the firm to handle small-volume production of a wide range of different
product items through technology linkages (mutual dependency), and for the
firm to put in place barriers to entry by securing control over scarce
resources, etc. Another important point is that, because the arrangements
involve only a single actor, it is easier for the firm to implement the
exchange, sharing and accumulation of information and knowledge, as well
as the cooperation and matching of each stage from a bird’s-eye-view
perspective based on this process of exchange, sharing and accumulation; by
comparison with arrangements that depend on the market, it is more
practicable to create a framework for the realization of comprehensive
optimization of the supply chain (in the broad sense).
On the other hand, with integration, there is an increased risk of higher
investment costs, a transformation of variable costs into fixed costs, and a
danger that information, knowledge, organizational structure etc. may
become ossified, with the possibility that it may not be possible to enjoy
economies of scale because of disparities in the optimal scale between
stages, etc.

1.3. Cooperation (intermediary organizations and networks)multiple-actor cooperation type (ongoing contractual
th

agreements): the “Cooperation type” of 6 Industrialization
This involves multiple actors engaging in chain-type division of labor
based on specialization, achieving linkage through ongoing contractual
agreements, etc. As the relationship between actors has the characteristic of
lying between that seen with the market and with integration, the linkage is
effected through cooperation types that can be referred to as intermediary
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organization or networks, etc. (viewed in terms of the 6 Industrialization
schema, this implies the “cooperation type” whereby agricultural producers,
commercial firms and industrial manufacturers coordinate their operations in
an agricultural-commercial-industrial cooperation framework; this kind of
cooperation also covers firms formed through mergers, such as those
th

corresponding to the “6

Industrialization Project Entities” established

through joint investment by agricultural producers and commercial and
industrial firms, as examined in the section on the “A-FIVE” fund presented
above). One of the key features of cooperation is the relationship of
complementary mutual dependence on operating resources between actors.
Whereas with integration the fundamental emphasis is on the multi-faceted
utilization of internal resources within the organization (effective utilization
of common resources), a key aspect of cooperation (intermediary organizations
and networks) is the combined used of both internal and external resources
(the use of shared resources).
Reflecting this characteristic, the most fundamental economic principle
behind cooperation is that of “economies of network,” with the aim of
achieving a multiplier effect through the combination and linking of a
variety of different operational resources, including information, knowledge
etc. possessed by the individual actors. In addition, economies of scope
constitute an important economic principle not only in integration, but also
in cooperation. Economies of scope are sometimes referred to as “economies
of combination.” The aim is not merely cost reduction (dispersal of fixed
costs through the effective utilization of shared resources), but also the
enhancement of the value provided to customers through the combining of
resources etc. in new ways; cooperation includes not only the use of diverse
combinations based on effective use of internal resources, but also a variety of
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combinations that bring together internal resources and external resources.23)
Regarding the cost aspect, the generation of “adjustment costs” in relation
to cooperation between actors means that careful comparison of transaction
costs with management costs may be required.
In the case of cooperation, since, by comparison with the single-actor
arrangements that characterize integration, a wide range of different forms
of sharing of information and knowledge between coordinated actors are
possible, it is relatively easy to identify and meet different customer needs.
In this regard, the more flexible organization permitted by cooperation offers
a number of advantages as compared with integration: it facilitates the
ability to respond rapidly to new developments; the joint utilization of
operational resources makes it easier to achieve growth within a short space
of time, and reduces the time and cost needed for the cultivation of human
talent and for technology development; being able to implement flexible,
small-volume production of a large number of different product items thanks
to the ability to combine operational resources in multiple different ways;
the fact that conversion of variable costs to fixed costs is less pronounced
than in the case of integration, etc. In addition, if the exchange, sharing and
accumulation of information and knowledge within a cooperation-type
organization can be implemented to the level of adjustment and matching in
a chain-type relationship between actors, then the organization can
approximate to that needed to realize comprehensive optimization of the
supply chain (in the broad sense).
While it could be argued that, because of the relative freedom of exit,
there is a risk that cooperation may be accompanied by organizational

23) Tadao Kagono & Tatsuhiko Inoue (2004, pp. 88-91, p. 108).
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instability, leaking of information, etc., there is an even more important issue
in that the distribution of the value-added generated between the coordinated
actors may not be uniform. In this regard, it is important that attention be
paid to the possibility that, because of the “hold-up problem” referred to
above in relation to asset specificity, “coordinated action taken to increase
the size of the pie may create problems in dividing up the pie.”24)

2. The Special Characteristics of the 6th Industrialization
and the Need for Measures Aimed at Boosting Income
for Agricultural Producers
The 6th Industrialization involves business development that makes
effective use of local resources (“seeds”) that are determined by the climatic
and other natural conditions of the region in question, with historic, cultural
and other factors as their background. In this respect, the 6th Industrialization
is significantly different from the types of frameworks that might be used
in other industries.
For this reason, taking into account the special characteristics of local
resources - that resources cannot easily be substituted, that there are
constraints on resource volumes, etc. - it is important that, rather than seeking
to build economies of scale simply through the expansion of scale of
th

operations, the emphasis should instead be placed on the 6 Industrialization
framework of formulating the value chain through integration and cooperation.

24) Yoritoshi Hara (2011, p. 225).
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However, what needs to be borne in mind here is that, as noted above,
there will not necessarily be any consistency in the way that valued-added
is created in the value chain and the way that value is distributed among
related parties. For this reason, particularly with respect to the cooperation
type, in order to raise income levels for agricultural producers and rural
communities, rather than merely positioning agricultural producers as
suppliers of raw materials, it is important that when considering the
distribution of value-added arising from the heightened competitive advantage
of local resources, efforts should be made to ensure that agricultural
producers and rural communities are in an advantageous position, thereby
helping to boost the incomes of agricultural producers and rural
communities. One effective means to bring about the strengthening of
competitive advantage is the creation of local brands. Yukihiro Aoki has
developed a classification scheme for local brands based on the type of local
resources used; he divides local brands into the following two broad
categories: outward-oriented brands (agricultural and fisheries product
brands,

and

processed

goods

brands)

and

inward-oriented

brands

(commercial district brands, tourist destination brands, and production center
brands). Aoki warns of the need to take differences in the content of the
value being created, and in the method of value provision, into account
when building local brands25).

25) Yukihiro Aoki (2004). For further discussion of the fundamental approaches to, and
issues relating to, the concept of “local brands,” see Osamu Saito (2011), and Kijyuro
Kishimoto and Yukihiro Aoki (2011).
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3. The 6th Industrialization as a Framework Conducive to
Innovation: the Foundation is the Exchange, Sharing
and Accumulation of Information and Knowledge
It must be kept in mind that a significant aspect of the 6th Industrialization
is its potential to serve as a framework that facilitates innovation through the
exchange, sharing and accumulation of information and knowledge (Figure
3-4).
For these purposes, the term “innovation” is basically used to refer to the
five types of innovation that contribute to novel combinations, as outlined
by Schumpeter: new products, new methods of production, new markets,
new sources of raw materials, and new organizational structures.26)
An important point that needs to be kept in mind when thinking about
innovation is the fact that: “inter-firm systems can themselves constitute a
form of innovation.”27) The shift from transactional relationships undertaken
through the medium of the market and based on a conventional division of
labor towards the building of new forms of organization based on integration
and cooperation can itself be thought of as representing a type of innovation.
A further important point is that the exchange, sharing and accumulation of
information and knowledge that constitutes a major feature of this
integration and cooperation can serve as the foundation for promoting
diversified innovation. For example, Kenichi Imai has pointed out the
importance of the cumulative accumulation of information and knowledge
and the venue for the interplay of information and knowledge (i.e. the

26) Schumpeter (1977) and Hiroshi Yoshikawa (2009).
27) Institute of Innovation Research, Hitotsubashi University (2001, p. 214).
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“learning organization,” where information can be linked together both
horizontally and vertically) for stimulating innovation28).
The formulating of the value chain can also be thought of as a “value
creation cycle.”29) The various “novel combinations” resulting from
innovation can be seen as vital elements in the expansion of this cycle and
in the process of “growing the value chain pie,” on in other words, as vital
elements in bringing about new growth.
The 6th Industrialization framework should be thought of as a process of
dynamic interconnection for bringing about: (1) the adjustment and matching
of relations between stages and between firms aimed at the maximization of
customer value and simultaneous benefit through the formulating of the

28) See Kenichi Imai (1992), etc. Regarding the role played by the exchange, sharing
and accumulation of information and knowledge in relation to cooperation, it is
important to consider the potential for the establishment of the infrastructure needed
to support “comprehensive cooperation aimed at achieving innovation through the
sharing of mutually complementary operational resources” (Cui and Ishii, 2009).
29) Mitsuaki Shimaguchi, 1994, p. 151. When the building of the value chain is viewed
from a marketing perspective, it is apparent that there are many aspects that overlap
with Shimaguchi’s concept of “value-creation marketing” (“the series of processes
making up the value chain”). What is implied here is a “chain-type value framework”
made up from a series of value chain activities that includes “value formation,” “value
presentation” (through pricing), “value dissemination” (through advertising and
promotion, etc.), and “value realization” (through distribution channels), thereby
bringing about the actualization of the provision of value to the customer in the form
of products and services. It should be noted that “value formation” includes both
product development and brand-building (instilling products with meaning).
With regard to the putting in place of an efficient, effective framework for the chain
of activities - including customer value design, as well as production, distribution,
sales, etc., that constitutes an indispensible prerequisite to value chain creation,
besides Shimaguchi’s marketing-focused “value creation cycle,” there is also much
that can be learned from the concept of “Monozukuri in the broad sense,” of which
the best-known advocate is Takahiro Fujimoto. Many useful ideas for value chain
formulating can also be found in the thinking regarding “good design, good flow”
whereby design information (value-added from the customer’s point of view) is
incorporated into a delivery medium and then delivered to the customers via “good
flow,” and regarding the “design cycle that begins with the customer and ends with
the customer” (Takahiro Fujimoto, 2012, pp. 60-61 and p. 212). See also Takahiro
Fujimoto (2004, 2007).
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value chain; (2) various forms of innovation stimulated as part of this
process based on the foundation of the exchange, sharing and accumulation
of information and knowledge; (3) the possibility of new growth through the
process of “growing the value chain pie” by means of the promotion of
innovation.
th

Figure 3-4. The Effects that the 6

Industrialization can be Expected to

Provide
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4. Reviewing the Distribution System etc. in Light of the
th
Special Characteristics of the 6 Industrialization:

Towards Formulating “Farmer-led Value Chain”
Finally, we examine the configuration of the distribution system in light
th
of the special characteristics of the 6 Industrialization.

As we have seen above, the fundamental significance of the 6th
Industrialization lies in the attempt to create a framework whereby
agricultural, forestry and fisheries producers can (either on their own, or in
cooperation with secondary or tertiary industry firms) build links with
consumers and end-users through the utilizing of local resources (including
agricultural, forestry and fisheries products, local scenery, local culture, etc.)
to create value-added, while ensuring that a substantial share of the resulting
profits goes towards boosting employment and incomes in rural areas,
thereby helping to build vigorous local communities. Two important points
in this regard are that: (1) In order to ensure that the formulating of the
th
value chain within the 6 Industrialization framework helps to boost income

for agricultural producers and rural communities, it is important to enhance
the competitiveness of local resources so that agricultural producers and
rural communities are placed in an advantageous position in terms of the
allocation of value-added; (2) For this reason, fundamentally speaking the
strategy for formulating the value chain within the 6th Industrialization
framework involves “Farmer-led value chain” in which links are forged with
consumers through the enhancement of value-added while giving the
agricultural producers a leading role or enhancing their degree of
involvement.
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The following sections examine, from the perspective of distribution
theory, marketing theory etc., the special characteristics of a “Farmer-led
value chain” as well as those of the “Retailer-led value chain” that
constitutes its polar opposite, and the key features of Japan’s food processing
and distribution sector, etc.

4.1. The changes in Japan’s distribution system and the
th

necessity for the 6 Industrialization’s “Farmer-led value
chain”
In the post-war period, the rapid economic growth that Japan achieved
encouraged the development of a “manufacturer-led distribution system” that
favored large-volume production and large-volume distribution. More
recently, with the introduction of new business models such as chain-store
operation and the resulting move away from small-scale retailing towards
large-scale retailing, as well as the development of advanced customer
information systems based on point-of-sale (POS) data etc., there has been
a pronounced shift towards a “retailer-led distribution system.”
These changes have led to the emergence of a “retailer-led value chain”
in which retailers operating on a large scale function as channel leaders,
coordinating product planning, price setting and the division of labor within
the sector as a whole (Figures 3-5 and 3-6). One of the key characteristics
of this “retailer-led value chain” is that products can be modified or
terminated as needed with greater frequency through effective identification
of “hit products” based on the management of consumers’ purchasing
information through effective use of POS data.
th

However, given that the 6 Industrialization framework is characterized
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by business activities that make effective use of local resources (as
determined by natural conditions, historical and cultural factors, etc.) and
that these resources are not easily substituted, placing restrictions on the
th
amount of resources available, etc., the 6 Industrialization Framework is not

really suited to the frequent replacement of existing products by new
products. Furthermore, if product planning and price setting are undertaken
in a retailer-led manner, then it may be difficult to bring about an increase
of income in agricultural producers and rural areas through the allocation of
the value-added created through the formulating of value chain.
Figure 3-5. Conceptual diagram of the retailer-directed distribution system
th

that takes into account the key characteristics of the 6
industrialization
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th

When realizing the 6

Industrialization framework, it is important to

avoid the two extremes of “ultra-needs-oriented” product development in
which products are modified and replaced very frequently on the basis of
POS data, and “oversimplified ‘seeds’-oriented” product development that
merely makes use of local resources without considering whether the
products will sell; instead, what is needed is a framework that facilitates
product development (value creation) based on getting the right balance
between being “needs-oriented” and “seeds-oriented,” along with a system
for ensuring smooth supply of the products that are developed.
Figure 3-6. Conceptual diagram of “Retailer-led value chain”

Taking the above points into account, it is important that the 6th
Industrialization framework involves the formulating of “Farmer-led value
chain” in which, the farmers will hold leading position or enhance their
degree of involvement, with product development and price setting
demonstrating a balance between “needs-oriented” and “seeds-oriented”
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approaches.
A problem here is that, while the “diversification type” in which farmers
handle production, processing and sales themselves provides the highest level
of involvement for the agricultural side30), it also tends to be relatively weak
in terms of the ability to gather information about consumer needs, product
planning and development capability, product sales capability, etc.
With regard to the agricultural-commercial-industrial “cooperation type”,
where products are developed jointly making use of local resources, up until
now most instances of this approach have involved only the development of
single products through collaboration with small or medium-sized food
processing firms; such ventures are not necessarily characterized by an
adequate ability to gather information about consumer needs, or by adequate
product sales capability.
th

It should be noted that, with the “cooperation type”, in the case of “6

Industrialization Project Entities” that makes effective use of the “A-FIVE”
fund referred to above, an attempt is made to ensure that an “Farmer-led
value chain” is built by ensuring that, when joint ventures are formed, the
agricultural producer participant holds a higher shareholding than the
commercial or industrial firms involved in the venture, thereby giving the
agricultural producers the leading role.

th

30) According to a survey of agricultural producers involved with the 6 Industrialization
and with large-scale operation that was conducted by the Japan Finance Corporation
th
(JFC), the most commonly given reason for participation in the 6 Industrialization
was to gain more control over pricing through the unification of production,
th
processing and sales (Japan Finance Corporation, FY2012 Survey Regarding the 6
Industrialization etc. in the Agricultural Sector, March 2013).
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th

4.2. “Intermediate distribution function utilization type” in 6
Industrialization
th

In 6 Industrialization framework, strategies for developing and expanding
sales channel are very important in terms of helping to expand overall
market scale.
One strategy for developing sales channels is to adopt the “diversification
type” approach, establishing direct contact with the end-user (consumer) and
implementing direct sales by means of the opening of direct-sales outlets or
undertaking sales over the Internet or by mail order; distribution channels
are created through the internalization of the retail function.
However, since the 6th Industrialization strategy aims to move beyond
measures taken at the level of the individual enterprise to achieve growth
on an industry-wide scale, it is important that effective use is made of
commercial sector functions through the “cooperation type” approach31). In
this case, while attention must still be paid to the development of 6th
Industrialization framework for cooperation with retail businesses, if the
formation of “retailer-led value chain” is spreading, then it will not be easy
to ensure the development of a cooperation relationship in which agricultural
producers and large retailers interact on a basis of equality.
In this regard, it should be borne in mind that one of the chief
characteristics of the Japanese food processing and distribution sector is that,

31) On
this
point,
Arihiro
Muroya
notes
that,
up
until
now,
“agricultural-commercial-industrial cooperation” has actually tended to take the form
of “agricultural-industrial cooperation,” raising the serious question of how the
th
“commercial” element can be incorporated into the 6 Industrialization (Arihiro
th
Muroya, “Theory and Fundamental Issues Relating to the 6 Industrialization,”
Norinchukin Research Institute Co., Ltd., Norin Kinkyu Monthly Review of
Agriculture, Forestry and Fishery Finance, April 2011 issue).
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unlike its counterparts in Europe or North America, it is a “multi-stage”
sector, in which wholesalers play an important role. Wholesalers function as
nodes for the exchange and accumulation of both “needs information”
coming from the downstream segment and “seeds information” from
upstream, occupying a “midstream” position that facilitates activities which
strive to maintain a balance between the “needs-oriented” and “seedsoriented” approaches. By comparison with retailers, wholesalers are also in
a position to supply a more various range of products that can stimulate
increased demand.
A further important point is that some wholesalers can be seen to be
moving beyond the basic functions of conventional wholesalers (supply and
demand matching, transmission of information, logistics functions, etc.) by
expanding into new functions characterized by vertical integration (such
functions are referred to here as “intermediate distribution functions”32) in
order to distinguish them from conventional wholesaling functions); these
new functions include, for example: (1) Maintaining in-house processing
facilities and technical staff, undertaking development and production of
processed products, and selling these products through the wholesaler’s own
distribution and sales network; (2) Providing production support and retail
support (retail display proposals, category management, etc.) functions.
Instances of 6th Industrialization projects undertaken jointly between

32) Masahiko Uehara defines “intermediate distribution” as the behavior and phenomena
associated with a form of coordination organization that takes the wholesaling process
as its starting point and then extends outwards in both the upstream direction (towards
the manufacturer) and the downstream direction (towards the retailer); it refers to joint
product development involving both the wholesaler and the manufacturer, as well as
the provision of support to retailers in terms of product stocking and display, etc.
(Masahiko Uehara, “Defining Intermediary Distribution, and its Historical
Development,” in Fumio Imaizumi, Masahiko Uehara & Hiroyuki Kikuchi, The
Dynamics of Intermediary Distribution, Soufusha, 2010).
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processed food wholesalers that provide these kinds of functions and
agricultural producers include, for example, the signing of an agreement
between agricultural producers in Kochi and a processed food wholesaler
whereby the wholesaler’s subsidiary provided support (in terms of both
funding support and arranging laborers to assist with the harvest) for yuzu
(Citrus junos) cultivation, while also purchasing the fruit classed as nonstandard, non-marketable product (because it is insufficiently size, etc.) for
use in manufacturing the ponzu vinegar for which the area is famous, etc.;
these products can then be distributed through the wholesaler’s distribution
and sales network. In April 2014, the processed food wholesaler in question
th

went a step further by establishing a dedicated 6

Industrialization

department to identify production sites for products other than yuzu (such as
ginger, etc.), develop related products, and strengthen branding; besides
carrying out human talent cultivation, the company is also working to
strengthen the framework for the processing and sale of products developed
in close collaboration with the local community.
The potential partners for agricultural producers in the implementation of
th
the 6 Industrialization need not be limited to processed food manufacturers;

there is also the possibility of effective cooperation with processed food
wholesalers, which possess product development capabilities, as well as the
ability to gather data on consumer needs and strong product sales
capabilities. In other words, when striving to achieve growth through the 6th
Industrialization, it is important to make effective use of the “intermediate
distribution function utilization type” approach, which brings together the
local resources, production technology and other operational resources of
agricultural producers and rural communities and the “intermediate
distribution functions” of processed food wholesalers, including product
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development function (new product development capability), sales channel
development and expansion function (sales capability), retail support
function (retail display proposals, category management, etc.), and the ability
to serve as a node (between the upstream and downstream segments) for the
exchange and accumulation of various types of information (Figure 3-7).
In this era in which the general trend is towards the development of the
“Retailer-led value chain,”in order to develop the “Farmer-led value chain”in
which agricultural producers are able to smoothly deliver value to the
consumer, and then move on from this to expand market scale, it is
important to not merely rely on the internalization of the retail function by
agricultural producers (enabling them to implement direct sales to the
consumer), but also to promote cooperation between agricultural producers
and a wide range of consumer-oriented companies, so that agricultural
producers can secure access to (and expand) sales channels. One approach
th
for furthering “Japanese-style 6 Industrialization” that makes effective use

of the special characteristics of the Japanese processed food distribution
sector (in which wholesalers, and particularly specialist processed food
wholesalers, play a particularly important role) is for agricultural producers
to coordinate their activities with those processed food wholesalers which,
besides possessing intermediate distribution functions, are also interested in
developing new products in close collaboration with local communities,
thereby forging a new kind of “farmer-wholesaler alliance” (which could
include the establishment of joint ventures) in which the degree of
involvement of the agricultural producers could be gradually heightened
while striving to create value-added and value propositions.
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Figure 3-7. Conceptual diagram of the ‘intermediate distribution function
th

utilization type’ approach to 6 Industrialization
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Chapter

4
th

Current Status of the 6 Industrialization and
Key Perspectives on Classification
1. Characteristics of the 6th Industrialization Identified
from Nationwide Statistics
This chapter outlines the characteristics of the 6th industrialization
identified from existing nationwide statistics. In our discussion, we used the
following four statistics. Firstly, the Census of Agriculture and Forestry
(2005 and 2010) surveyed the number of management entities engaged in the
agricultural production related business such as food processing, farmer’s
market, tourist farming, farm B&B, and farmer’s restaurant. We can reveal
the outline of the diversification of management entities from it. Secondly,
th

the General Survey on the 6

Industrialization (2010, 2011 and 2012),

conducted by the Statistics Department of Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry
and Fisheries (MAFF), identified the number of employees and ratio of local
product used, etc.33) Thirdly, the Survey on Local Agricultural Production

th

33) Of the General Survey on the 6 Industrialization, the survey by business type was
conducted as a sampling survey, targeting the following entities to calculate an
estimated value by prefecture, management, and sales volume hierarchy:
the agricultural management entities engaged in processing, tourist farming, farm
B&B, farmer’s restaurant, and overseas export identified by the 2010 World Census
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for Local Consumption was conducted by the Statistics Department of MAFF
in 2004, 2007 and 2009. The 2009 survey investigated the current situation
of local products handled at farmers’ market or processing factories and the
business’ future direction34). And finally, the Survey on Business Activities
by Female Farmers, conducted by the Young Farmers and Women Division
of Management Improvement Bureau of MAFF annually since 1997 in
cooperation with prefectural governments, investigated entrepreneurial
activities by female farmers35).
In addition, from the limit of these statistics survey, we will only outline
the characteristic of the “diversification type” by the farming establishments
here. As to the “cooperation type”, we cannot outline from these statistics
surveys; therefore we will reveal their characteristic and significance from
the case studies later.

of Agriculture and Forestry (agriculture and forestry management body survey),
produce stand identified by the 2010 World Census of Agriculture and Forestry (rural
area survey), and processing factories operated by cooperatives identified by
questionnaire to cooperatives.
34) The survey was conducted as a sampling survey, targeting the following entities to
calculate an estimated value by region and operating body, based on annual sales
amount and selected regions:
the produce stand operated by local government, third sector, agricultural cooperative
and others, for which number was identified by the 2010 World Census of Agriculture
and Forestry (rural area survey), sales farmers (incorporated and individual) and
agricultural management entities other than family-owned that answered in the 2010
World Census of Agriculture and Forestry (rural area survey) that they were engaged
in processing, and agricultural cooperatives operating food processing factory,
identified by questionnaire to cooperatives.
35) The female start-up business in the Survey on Business Activities by Female Farmers
refers to those satisfying all three following elements: (1) the economic activity that
leads to female revenue, (2) the economic activities of agriculture, forestry and
fisheries using regional products and mainly operated by female living in rural area,
and (3) the management form (individual or group) in which women are mainly
responsible for the management.
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1.1. Census of Agriculture and Forestry (2005 and 2010)
We will outline the management entities engaged in agricultural production
related business based on the Census of Agriculture and Forestry (2005 and
2010). As shown in Table 4-1, the number of entities engaged in the
business is 350,000, representing 20% of total agricultural management
entities.
Although the number of management entities engaged in agricultural
production related business decreased in comparison with 2005, the ratio of
it increases to 20.9% in 2010 from 17.6% in 2005. Direct marketing for
stores and consumers’ ratio is 19.6%, accounting for the highest ratio in the
agricultural production related business. Then, the processing agricultural
products (2.0%), a tourist farm (0.5%) occupy relatively high ratio. Despite
their small proportion in the overall entities, the numbers of rented fields,
processing, tourist farming, farm B&B, and farmer’s restaurant, increased
Table 4-1. Number of management entities engaged in agricultural

production related business
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much in 2010 from 2005: The number of processing agricultural products
is 34,172 (up to 42.9% from previous survey, rented fields and farming
experience 5,840 (up 45.2%), tourist farming 8,768 (up 15.7%), farm B&B
2,006 (up 34.5%), farmer’s restaurant 1,248 (up 351.1%). In the agricultural
production related business by the agricultural management entities, direct
marketing to consumers accounts for a large ratio. However, the efforts to
add value, such as processing or the tourist farm are spreading, too.
Table 4-2. Purchasers of agricultural products for agricultural management

entities (nationwide, multiple answers)

The statistics on purchasers shows the number of entities that have direct
sales channels, other than conventional market and cooperatives (Table 4-2).
Amid decreasing number of farmers throughout Japan, total number of
entities with recorded sales in 2010 decreased to 1.5 million, down 14.4%
from 2005. In the above circumstance, the number of entities with sales to
retailer decreased to 106,737, down 5.5%, but those to food manufacturers
and restaurant industry increased to 24,095, up 4.9%, and those directly
selling to consumers increased to 329,122, up 0.7%. Although the number
of the farming bodies largely decreases, the direct marketing to consumers
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and the shipment to food manufacturing industry, food service industry tend
to increase steadily.
th

1.2. General Survey on the 6

Industrialization (2010, 2011

and 2012)
Table 4-3. Annual sales of agricultural production related business

Next we will discuss more details on agricultural production related
business based on the General Survey on the 6th Industrialization (2010,
2011 and 2011), which is operated by both the private entities (farmerindividual, farmer-incorporated, and company) and associations (local
government, third sector, cooperative, producer group, and others). Table 4-3,
4-4 shows annual sales and total number of people engaged in agricultural
production related business. Annual sales are 1,745.1 billion yen, up 6.6%
from previous year. The number of workers is 451,200, up 5.5% from
previous year.
Analyzing the data by sales amount by type of business shows that 33.0%
of business sells less than 1 million yen and 33.8% sells between 1-5 million
yen, implying they are operated in small-scale or as a side business (Table
4-5). Meanwhile, in farmers’ market 21.5% sells 10-50 million yen, 6.7%
sells 50-100 million yen, and 8.2% sells more than 100 million yen, showing
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growing number of relatively large-scale entities. In farmer’s restaurant,
22.4% sells 5-10 million yen and 22.9% sells 10-50 million yen, also
showing relatively large-scale business.
Subdividing the data by type of organization shows increasing sales by
associations in farmers’ market and processing. In the number of workers,
however, private entities employ 130,000 in processing and 74,000 in
farmers’ market, evidencing its important role in job security.
Table 4-4. Number of workers engaged in agricultural production related

business

Table 4-5. Sales amount by business

Next, we will outline the use of local agricultural products and
employment. In view of number of workers, about 50% are directors and
their family members. The other 50% are employees, of which full-time
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employees constitute 60%. More than 60% of employees are female. In
farmers’ market and farmer’s restaurant, 70-80% of employees are female,
implying its significance as an employment opportunity in rural areas (Table
4-6).
Table 4-6. Number of workers and employees

In every business, proportion of local products exceeds 50%36) (Table
4-7). The proportion is high at farmers’ market, 83.7%, and exceeds 60%
at farmer’s restaurant and processing agricultural products. The proportion of
local

products

is

particularly

high

at

private

entities:

92.2% at

farmers’market and 78.3% at processing agricultural products.
By region, many entities engaged in processing are found in Nagano,
Shizuoka, and Wakayama, where fruits production is popular, and also in
Hokkaido and Tohoku region, where pickles production is popular.
Relatively many entities engaged in farmers’ market, tourist farming, and

36) The definition of local products in the same survey refers to those produced in-house,
within same or adjacent municipalities in which the entity is located (boarder by sea
is excluded). In the case of Tokyo 23-ward, a ward is regarded as an extended
municipality. So, the product from an adjacent municipality is not regarded as “local,”
in this case.
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farmer’s restaurant in the Tokyo metropolitan and nearby areas. The number
of farm B&B is increasing in Hokkaido, Aomori, Nagano, and Oita, where
green tourism is actively promoted to utilize its existing tourism resources.
Table 4-7. Purchasing amount by origin and proportion of local products

Figure 4-1. Purchasing amount by origin and proportion of local products
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Processing Farmer's market Farmer's market
(Private entities) (Associations) (Private entities) (Associations)

Import
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Farmer's
restaurant

Within Japan
Local products (Other than in-house production)

Source: General Survey on the 6th Industrialization in Farm and Rural Area (FY2012)
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1.3. Survey on Local Agricultural Production for Local
Consumption (2009)
Figure 4-2. Activities to enhance products and add extra value in sales (%)
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Source: Survey on Local Agricultural Production for Local Consumption (2009)

Based on the Survey on Local Agricultural Production for Local
Consumption (2009), we will outline sales activities deployed by local
farmers’ market to increase sales of local agricultural product. The Figure
4-2 shows the type of activities taken by farmers’markets to add extra value
to local products. Sales of morning harvested products are adopted by 70.8%
of all and more than 60% regardless of its sales volume. Limiting the
handling item to local products only is adopted by 65.8%. Farmers’ markets
with smaller sales volume tend to increase this activity. Farmers’ markets
with larger sales volume are actively exhibiting producer name and
cultivation method (56.8% of total), proposing local specialty (49.2%) and
selling high-value-added products (25.8%).
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Figure 4-3. Activities to attract customers and promote sales (%)
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Source: Survey on Local Agricultural Production for Local Consumption (2009)

In activities to attract customers and promote sales, holding bargain days
and events is popular, 40.7% of farmers’ markets are engaged (Figure 4-3).
Especially in the farmers’ markets with sales of more than 300 million yen,
more than 60% are engaged in this activity. The activities such as
conducting producer-consumer exchange and experience events (21.6%),
cooperation among farmers’ markets in the same region (16.8%), coFigure 4-4. Proportion of regional cooperation (%)
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Source: Survey on Local Agricultural Production for Local Consumption (2009)
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establishment of food processing factory and restaurant using local products
(15.5%) are not so popular, but are increasing in proportion to the sales
volume of farmers’ markets.
In view of regional cooperation, the provision of food materials to
schools, kindergarten, nursery, and educational organizations is relatively
high, 19.7%, in which better selling farmers’ market tends to provide more
(Figure 4-4). Opening a branch shop in discount store represents 7.0%,
provision of food materials to inns and restaurants is 7.2%, provision of food
materials to hospitals and welfare centers is 5.5%, and provision of food
materials to company cafeteria is 1.4%.
As the scale of the business becomes bigger, it tends to deploy the sales
activities such as attracting customers or the market reclamation more
positively.

1.4. Survey on Business Activities by Female Farmers
(1997~2012)
Finally, we will outline start-up business by female farmers and its
change in timeline according to the Survey on Business Activities by Female
Farmers. As shown in Figure 4-5, the number of businesses operated by
female owner has steadily grown since 1997. However, in 2012, it slightly
decreased for the first time. It is supposed to be caused mainly by aging of
the group management, in which 73.7% exceeds average age 60. In the
meantime, the number of business with female owner in the private
management is increasing.
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Figure 4-5. Female entrepreneur
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Table 4-8. Annual sales

In view of activities, processing food is 74.7%, processing other than
food is 3.3%, distribution and sales including those at farmers’ markets and
through Internet is 65.5%, and exchange with city residents through farm
products processing workshop and farmer’s restaurant is 23.6% in FY2012.
As a recent characteristic, private management is increasing, which works on
the processing cakes or side dishes more than the traditional foods such as
pickles. In annual sales in FY2012, about a half of entities sell less than 3
million yen, implying they are operated as side business (Table 4-8). On the
other hand, entities with sales of 100 million yen or over represent 13.8%.
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In conclusion, these statistical analysis revealed that an efforts for the
diversification from the agriculture sides are increasing. Although most of them
are the direct marketing to the consumers or the processing of farm products,
the new kind of business is also developing rapidly. About the business by
female farmers, business by the private management tends to increase than
group management. Therefore, supports such as the opportunity for the skill
up, the reduction of the burden on capital spending, and holding a joint sale
by the network become essential. In other words, it may be said that the role
of ‘the platform’ that we refer to later becomes more and more important.

2. Three Perspectives on Classification
Business activities for the 6th industrialization can be classified by many
criteria according to characteristics of each business. As shown in Figure
4-6, we will use three criteria, or perspectives: Business direction, contact
th

Fig 4-6. Three perspectives on classification of the 6

industrialization
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point with customer, and framework to provide products and services to the
above contact point. We will briefly discuss each feature.

2.1. Business direction
The first perspective on classification of the 6th industrialization is
business direction. It concerns with objectives of business and relations with
community, and is subdivided into two types: “industry and business oriented
direction” and “region and community oriented direction” types. However, in
actual business, both elements are often mixed and inseparable precisely; it
may be regarded as either one of two types, depending on the purpose and
situation of business.
Table 4-9 shows main features. The “industry and business oriented” type
focuses on the development and provision of competitive products in the 6th
industrialization including export. One of its basic directions is to build the
food industry cluster with the synergy of regional industrial accumulation.
On the other hand, the “region and community oriented” type focuses on
the provision of daily products and services satisfying the requirements of
local community. Main direction is to support activities of female farmers
and various community businesses. The community business referred here is
a broad range of activities tying to address regional life and environmental
issues by using business method. It includes a broad range of activities such
as meal delivery to aged people and rice terrace owner system, etc. Related
to the above, new activities such as regional management organization are
emerging, in which profits from business are used to compensate
community’s unprofitable sectors such as livelihood support, to sustain and
revitalize regional community in cooperation with residents.
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Table 4-9. Main elements in business direction

2.2. Contact point with customer
The second perspective on classification of the 6th industrialization types
is a contact point with customer. Businesses are classified by the method of
provision (or realization of value) of products and services to consumers, the
“utilizing distribution channels type” and “attracting consumers type”. If both
are mixed, it is called the “compound type”.
The contact point with customer above refers to “what (value) is provided
to who (customer) and how (place and device).” In the above, “what” refers
to the value provided to customer through products and services, such as
heath, functionality, comfort, convenience, learning, excitement, extraordinary
space, and experience, etc. The above customer value is provided through
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direct sales (farmers’ market, mail order, and mobile shops), farmer’s
restaurants, tourist farming, etc.
Figure 4-7 shows the image of the “utilizing distribution channels type”.
Regional agricultural products and processed products using such materials
are provided to customers through various distribution channels corresponding
to customer’s requirements, such as mail order and mobile shops, etc. The
“utilizing distribution channels type” is a method to realize value by
“delivery of products to customers”. The customers include not only final
consumers, but also restaurants and delicatessens, etc.
Figure 4-7. Image of the utilizing distribution channels type

-
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Figure 4-8. Image of the attracting consumers type

There are various approaches in each region. For instance, mobile shops
not only sell local agricultural products, but also provide local dishes
prepared on site. Another example of distribution channel originated from
region is the production of processed goods by residents or natives, initially
targeting local residents, but then later selling them to visitors as souvenirs
and gifts.
In the meantime, Figure 4-8 shows the image of the “attracting consumers
type”, which provide local products, processed goods, cooking, services, and
various experience items through interaction with consumers visiting local
facilities (farmers’ market, farmer’s restaurant, tourist farming, farm park,
etc.). The “attracting consumers type” is a method to realize value by
“attracting customers, providing products and services”.
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In this type, there are also many approaches, including a case that
enhancing customer value step by step, by starting farmers’ markets and
tourist farming and adding experience facility and farmers restaurant there,
or combining existing facilities and assets to form a network.

2.3. Framework to provide products and services to the
contact point with customer
The third perspective on classification of the 6th industrialization types is
a framework to provide products and services to the contact point with
customer. It concerns with the linkage methods between each business
activity (stage) that we discussed previously, or the role sharing among
business partners. It is classified into the “diversification type” and the
“cooperation type”. The classification depends on the type of cooperation as
follows: with whom (producers and traders), what (business activities of
production, processing and distribution), and how (specialization, outsourcing,
and direct operation). In short, it is a decision that what parts of works the
operators will do by themselves, and what parts of works they outsource.
Even in outsourcing, there are many varieties, depending on the situation of
operator. For instance, if an operator thinks it is not feasible to do the work
by themselves due to facility and quantity, they may provide detailed
processing recipe to outsourcees.
The “diversification type” is a comprehensive approach (business diversification) covering production, processing and sales by farmers themselves.
The “cooperation type” is a collaborative approach (linkage of agriculture,
commercial and industry) among different partners in vertical stages (upstream,
midstream and downstream) such as processors and distributors.
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A variation of “cooperation type” is further expanded to include more
participants and wider activities to create regional network37), expansion of
6th industrialization from single entities to multiple entities. This type of
business may be named as a “network type” in the“cooperation type”.
However, the concept of network includes many other functions such as
wider approach for business diversification and platform for participants
th

Figure 4-9. Classification of 6

industrialization and advanced cases

37) Network has a wide range of concept. Here, it is refer to as “a united whole of each
unit consecutively linked to some extent under a certain relation” (Imai, 1986).
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(such as providing a place to exchange human resources, information,
knowledge, and technology, and facilitate partnership cooperation among
participants). Especially, when the above platform function is more focused,
the system may be treated as a social infrastructure or a framework to
th
facilitate the 6 industrialization through exchange and innovation.

We divided the cases into 4 types in two axes (Figure 4-9), which are
the “contact point with customers” and the “framework to provide products
and services to the contact point with customer”. From this standpoint, we
outline the characteristics of four typical cases. Thereafter, we briefly outline
the case of the platform as organization supporting the 6th industrialization.

3. Overview of Features of Typical Cases
3.1. Outline of advanced cases in classification perspective
3.1.1. Koto Kyoto
1) Organization outline
Koto Kyoto Co., Ltd.
Location:

Kyoto City, Kyoto Prefecture

Sales (FY2010):

About 370 million yen

Employees (FY2010):

79 (including 29 full-time staff)

Business:

Production, processing (pre-cut), and sales (farmers’
market, direct sales to Michi-no Eki and food service
companies) of Kyoto vegetables including Kujo green
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onion, production and sales of chicken eggs and meats,
and production and sales of sweets.
Managed area (FY2010): Kujo green onion: proprietary 15 ha (Kyoto 5 ha,
Kameoka 5 ha, and Miyama-Nantan 5 ha) and
contracted 10 ha (contracted farmers 24)
Number of egg-laying hens: 2,000

2) Background of the 6th industrialization
Figure 4-10. Activities of Koto Kyoto

Source: through interviews
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Business of Koto Kyoto focuses on Kujo green onion. They provide it
to food service companies in a form of customer’s requirements. Koto Kyoto
(originally family-owned) started a full-year delivery of Kujo green onion in
1997, by squeezing production of other vegetables. At the beginning, the
business did not yield sufficient sales, so they started supplying pre-cut
green onion to restaurant industry such as ramen eateries. With increased
sales, they incorporated as a Yugen Kaisha and built a new factory. To hedge
the risk of shortage, they contracted other farmers (current Kujo onion
producer group, Koto Negi Kai). In 2003, they started floor-feeding chicken
farming to produce high-quality poultry manure, organic fertilizer, and
started sales of eggs and sweets using such eggs. In 2003, they changed the
status to Kabushiki Kaisha and changed the name to Koto Kyoto Co., Ltd.
In 2009, the company established Kyoto Nojin Club with its partner
contracted farmers to start sales of Kyoto vegetables at farmers’ market. The
selling items included Oyaki sweet, developed in cooperation with
professional confectioners. In 2010, they built a new headquarters factory
and try to expand business for processed green onion.

3) Features in creating additional value
Koto Kyoto actively promotes the B to B business with food service
industry (such as ramen eatery and okonomiyaki shops) for Kujo green
onion. In developing customers, they made maximum use of regional brand,
Kujo green onion. They developed business in the Kanto region by
proposing a new food material (Kujo green onion is long green onion) to
the area where long white onion was popular till then.
The company provides the green onion in a form of customer preference,
either in whole or pre-cut. To maintain stable supply of Kujo green onion
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throughout the year, the company owns three farms in Kyoto in different
altitudes. To hedge the risk of shortage, the company organized a group of
contracted farmers.
To customers, the company issues newsletter Koto Negi Dayori every
month, to introduce producers and production situation. By updating
production situation, the company receives less claim from customers and
sometimes receives acceptance for a slightly bent green onions affected by
climate.
To make best use of materials, Koto Kyoto also produces other forms of
processed green onions, such as in a dry, powder, or paste form. Particularly,
green onion in a paste form is used as a material for dressing that was
co-developed with co-op. The company is actively developing products with
good potential of sales in cooperation with professional marketers.

3.1.2. Ibaraki Chuou Engei Agricultural Cooperative
1) Outline
Establishment: October 1978
Number of
members:
Areas:

102
Mito, Ibaraki, Omitama, Tsuchiura, Hokota, Ishioka,
Kasumigaura, Shirosato, and Tsukuba

Number of

8 (30, if included part-time workers) as of January 2014

employees:
Business:

Production and sales of vegetable (they do not provide
financial and insurance services like an usual
cooperative), contracted culture, development and sales of
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primary and secondary processed foods, vegetable
processed food, expansion of sales network, sales of
materials necessary for agricultural production, and
training of foreign workers
Awards:

FY2008 First Excellent Producer of Domestic Vegetable
Awards, Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries Minister’s
Prize; FY2009 Second Excellent Producer of Domestic
Vegetable Awards, Agriculture & Livestock Industries
Corporation President’s Prize; FY2011 Fourth Excellent
Producer of Domestic Vegetable Awards, Agriculture &
Livestock Industries Corporation President’s Prize

2) Background of the 6th industrialization
Figure 4-11. Flow of cooperation at Ibaraki Chuo Engei Agricultural

Cooperative

Source: prepared from survey materials
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Ibaraki Chuo Engei Agricultural Cooperative (hereinafter, the cooperative)
is an agricultural cooperative specialized in production and sales of
vegetable, which has approximately 100 union memberships. The cooperative
has frozen fabrication plant, storage facilities. The main characteristic point
is that the cooperative has been dealt the demand for processing, positively
from early time. They build the year-round supply system in the form that
demand for business use needs in every item. For example, about the fresh
cabbages, they build the year-round supply system with other production
centers through the “intermediate distribution function”.
In addition, they supply the frozen spinach and Japanese mustard spinach
to a school meal processed at their freezing fabrication plant. The
cooperative started production of frozen cooking foods in cooperation with
food processing company (food company A). As well as frozen vegetables
as the primary processing, they broaden the range of commodification to
freezing cooking food which need higher processing. In addition, to reinforce
the sales power, a sales company (food company B) was established by
co-funding with food company A.

3) Features in creating additional value
th

This case shows an example of the 6 industrialization through contracted
production of vegetables for processing and commercial purposes as well as
various product developments in cooperation with producers and food
processing companies, while maintaining the existing distribution channel.
The case shows the gradual development of processing, value, product range,
and sales channel. First, they achieved stable supply of fresh vegetable
through contracted production. Then, they started refrigeration processing by
themselves. Further, in cooperation with food processing company, they
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started the production of frozen delicatessen.
○ Transfer of customer’s requirements
Regarding understanding and transfer of requirements of consumers and
final users, the cooperative is provided with recipe and liquid preparation
from the food company A. By creating a partnership with the food company
A, the cooperative can focus on the production of vegetable and
improvement of production technique. Production is separated by farm and
variety according to its purpose: consumer market and commercial
processing. For instance, considering the results of soil analysis and usage,
they decide best variety for frozen spinach such as thickness of leaves. Also
regarding the materials for frozen delicatessen, they consider quality and soil
and decide best variety suitable for that purpose during the product
development. Further, their member producers are informed of customer’s
requirements through seminars and meetings, to which wholesaler, school
lunch manager, and sales person are invited.
○ Use of seeds (regional resources)
Vegetables of the cooperative have two distinctive features: the varieties
and cultivating methods are selected to best fit to processing purpose. In
addition, in connection with the seed company, there are farming instructions
by the managing director of the cooperative for the improvement of
technology of the member.
And they think it important to keep soil in good condition, therefore, they
use the compost which made from cow manure of the beef cattle producer
who is the member of cooperative in the each producer’s compost facilities.
Furthermore, soil diagnosis in connection with agriculture extension center
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is carried out every year at every farm, and performed fertility management
based on this. About the production records, they are required to submit it
to the cooperative before the shipment of each season. In addition, they
grow extra 20-30% of the contract as a reserve amount to secure contracted
amount even at the time of natural disaster.

3.1.3. Igano Sato Mokumoku Tezukuri Farm
1) Outline
K.K. Igano Sato Mokumoku Tezukuri Farm
Location:

Iga City, Mie Prefecture

Sales (FY2010):

About 4.5 billion yen

Number of employees:

About 130 full-time employees and about
130 part-time employees

Business:

Farmers’ market, food processing, restaurant,
farm experience, farm park, hot spring, inn,
etc.

Number of annual visitors
(FY2010):

About 500,000 visitors

Number of consumer club
members (FY2010):

About 40,000 families
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2) Background of the 6th industrialization
Figure 4-12. K.K. Igano Sato Mokumoku Tezukuri Farm

Source: prepared through interviews

K.K. Igano Sato Mokumoku Tezukuri Farm (hereinafter, Mokumoku
Farm) has expanded its business from primary sector (production, livestock
raising) to secondary sector (food processing, multiple divisions) and tertiary
sector (sales, farm experience, restaurant business).
○ Production and sales of meats
In 1987, about 15 hog farmers established an Iga-brand Hog Development
Cooperative to create and sell new brand pork to stabilize their hog farm
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businesses. However, it was not so easy to add enough value to fresh pork
sales then.
○ Production and sales of processed food (ham)
So, in 1988, they started production and sales of processed food (ham and
sausage) and established a log house-style factory, Ham Factory Mokumoku.
However, due to low popularity and high price, the business did not take
off yet.
○ Farm experience and exchange program
After studying the market, in 1989, they started a Hand-made Wiener
Sausage Workshop, which hit the mark. Once participated in the workshop,
visitors became regular customers. The popularity grew by verbal
communication and the number of customers increased further. Listening to
customers’ opinions, they added an outdoor barbecue site and a restaurant.
By adding elements of eat, play, and buy, the number of visitors reached
20,000 per year.
In the meantime, in 1988, they organized regular customers of experience
workshop to create a consumer member club, Mokumoku Club. The club has
since then changed its name to Mokumoku Nature Club. As of 2010, the
number of family members is 40,000 (about 120,000 persons). The club
members are entitled to free entrance, point acquisition, and participation
into member exclusive event, attracting more regular customers.
th
○ Full-scale 6 industrialization by opening a farm park

Based on the above business development, in 1995, they opened a factory
farm (farm park), Igano Sato Mokumoku Tezukuri Farm (hereinafter, the
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farm park). The new farm park added facilities of local beer workshop,
souvenir shop, vegetable farmers’ market, food processing factory for roast
pork and Wiener sausage. Annual visitor then reached about 150,000
persons.
In 1997, they started production of bread, pasta, and cake produced from
wheat grown in Mie Prefecture and set up several restaurants and workshops
to enjoy and experience these products. Through the above development, the
farm added the business of cereal-processed food and restaurant, in addition
to its original livestock-related business.
In 2001, they opened a spa facility, Noten Mokumoku-no Yu, to attract
visitors to their farm park. The spa business was not directly related to
agricultural production, so they set up a separate company. In 2002, they
entered food service business by opening buffet-style restaurants inside and
outside Mie prefecture. These restaurants are wholly-owned by the company.
Same as their spa business, they set up a separate company, Igano Sato, to
manage these restaurants. By then, their business was stabilized by three
core businesses: (1) farm park, (2) direct sales and mail order, and (3) food
services (restaurants).
Further in 2005, they started hotel business by establishing OKAERI
village, agri-tourism accommodation facility. In 2007, they opened a
Nogakusha Agricultural School to rent farm fields to retired baby boomer
generation, extending their target customer range for experience and dietary
eduction business.

3) Features in creating additional value
The strategy of Mokumoku Farm business is, based on their farm park,
to stimulate interests and attract a broad range of consumers by actively
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promoting various exchange, experience, and learning programs, in addition
to its core business of production, processing and sales in farm park. In
addition to that, they organized a consumer club, listened to consumers’
opinions, and expanded their business gradually, beyond the boundary of
livestock, to other agricultural product categories. Depending on its nature,
some businesses are separately incorporated to efficiently and independently
operate and expand, while retaining its customer attraction power.
There are three major businesses at Mokumoku Farm: (1) farm park, (2)
direct sales and mail order, and (3) food services (restaurants). They improve
their popularity and brand image among consumers though experience and
exchange programs at the farm park, and effectively use it to stabilize direct
sales, mail order, and restaurant business. They generate profits from these
secondary and tertiary sectors and reinvest these profits the primary sector
to reinforce their business structure.
Just for reference, in order to hedge the risk of shortage of material farm
products, they have several contracted farmers around the region and procure
if necessary. As of 2010, they have 100 contracted vegetable growers and 110
rice growers. They also organized farmers who sell their products in the outlet
in the farm park to expand their business and expand trade with local farmers.
The strategy of Mokumoku Farm is typically evident in its direction to the
th

6 industrialization. Their operation of primary sector (agricultural production)
is not independent, but integrated and connected with the secondary sector
(food processing) and the tertiary sector (direct sales, restaurants, various
experience programs), in order to strengthen its competitiveness and
management structure as the 6th industrialization. The above strategy resulted
in the farm’s income and job securities, creating a ripple effect to
surrounding farms and activating the region.
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3.1.4. Michino-Eki, Tomiura Biwa Club
1) Outline
Establishment: KK Chiba Minami-Boso in 2012 (the original MichinoEki, Tomiura Biwa Club in 1993)
Capital

95 million yen (100% by Minami-boso City)

Sales

About 670 million yen (October 2012 through September
2013)

Annual visitors About 500,000 (Employees: 11 full-time employees, 9
contracted workers, and 60 part-time workers)
Facility
management

A public-private joint venture (third sector) manages the
premises of Michino-Eki, SHOP, Biwa Marche, Café,
Take-out Corner, Terrance, and Commercial Processing
Workshop.

Business:

Operation

and

management

of

Michino-Eki,

food

processing, product development, experience-type tourist
farming, customer attracting and exchange program using
resources in the whole Minami-boso area.
Main
approaches

Local production for local consumption (development of
original products, integrated sales and order management
system, information transmission, cultural program, and
partnership with
Association)
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NPO

Tomiura

Eco-musee

Study

2) Background of the 6th industrialization
Figure 4-13. Flow of cooperation at Biwa Club

Source: prepared from survey materials

Michino-Eki Tomiura Biwa Club (hereinafter, Biwa Club) was established
in 1993. To address decreasing number of sea-goers and accelerated
depopulation and aging in the region, a public-private joint venture was
started. Former Tomiura Town invested the capital 100%, public matters
were taken care by the Biwa Club Section of the town, and sales matters
were handled by K.K. Tomiura. In 2006, the region’s seven towns and
villages merged to form Minami-boso City. In 2012, three third sector
companies in the city merged to form K.K. Chiba Minami-boso, which
operates four Michino-Eki and one prefectural facility. Although the city has
a Tourism Promotion Section, the operation of the Biwa Club is independent
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from the city. Main businesses of the Biwa Club include the operation and
management of Michino-Eki, development and processing of original
commercial products, tourist attraction through integrated sales and order
management system, and farm experience tourism business at its own farm.
The Biwa Club tries to attract visitors in cooperation with travel agencies.
The club has an integrated sales and order management system, through
which they propose tour plan featuring farm experience, history, heritage,
and meal, handle orders from travel agents, allocate tourists to each facility,
settle account, and respond to complaints. To provide farm experience, they
have contracted local farmers, tourist farm, farmer’s B&B etc. The club also
directly operates harvest experience of strawberry and biwa in a green house
and biwa in open field. After integration to K.K. Chiba Minami-boso, they
expanded and improved their services according to increased number of
operating Michino-Eki.
They have about 50 original commodities. The material is non-standard,
non-marketable biwa (Eriobotrya japonica) purchased from producers
through local cooperative organization. Depending on the usage, processing
is made either in-house or by outsourcees. The in-house processing tends to
be relatively simple, such as production of jam, syrup-preservation, puree,
and biwa tea materials. They also have large-sized refrigerator capable to
store 20 tons of biwa. Products that need more delicate processing such as
biwa curry are made by outsourcees. All production quantity are repurchased
and sold by the Biwa Club. Because there are no suitable manufacturers in
the city, who can handle current volume, they assign the work to outsourcees
in other prefectures, either introduced by advisers or offered directly.
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3) Features in creating additional value
This case shows an eminent case of the 6th industrialization that the club
procured materials from local producers, developed original products, and
attracted tourist to achieve direct sales. In this business, tourism business
actually does not generate much profit, however, it is regarded as a system
to attract visitors. They invite one-day bus tours, let them visit the Biwa
Club, and sell them high-margin original products, thus sustaining the whole
business. Publicity through mass media is also creating a synergy effect, so
the club takes care even a small group of visitors.
○ Transfer of customer’s requirements
To develop original biwa commodities, the club first hired outside
consultants and asked them to identify candidate joint developers. Currently,
product development is conducted in cooperation with buyers. With
accumulated know-how and increased inquiries from other companies, the
club recently tries to find tits partners or develop new products by
themselves.
○ Use of seeds (regional resources)
Utilizing locational advantage (only 100 km from Tokyo), historical
advantage (popular biwa growing area since 250 years ago), and popularity
as a leading flower production area, the club develops various original
commodities including high price items using biwa’s high quality image.
About 60% of total sales come from biwa-related products, reflecting its
popularity as a local specialty. The region, in the meantime, does not have
a famous tourism asset. So, based on the concept of eco-museum, the club
created a visitor attraction and exchange model though an integrated sales
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and order management system by bundling small local assets such as
experience, eatery, and local sight.
○ Use of local products (original items effectively using local specialty)
Despite its inventory risk, an original commodity has a high profit margin
and a power to differentiate it from other shops. Therefore, the club has
already registered trade name Biwa Club. The original commodities are sold
at the club’s own shops (retail), wholesale (mainly in Minami-boso area,
partly other areas and other prefectures), door-to-door delivery (telephone
order and Internet sales), event sales, and antenna shops. In ratio by
segment, 80% are sold at its own retail, 12% at wholesale, and 8% at others.
Annual sales are about 670 million yen. About 50% come from sales of
goods. Sales of original products are about 120 million yen.
○ Secured income for producers
From total biwa harvest, about 70% are qualified as standard and
delivered to market. When the club started, biwa was delivered only to
market, so most of non-standard, non-marketable biwa was disposed. By
purchasing these non-standard, non-marketable biwa, the club increased the
income of producers. In addition to the purchase of non-standard, nonmarketable biwa, the club is supposedly contributing to the income of
producers through tourist farming and direct sales to visitors.
○ The role of platform (attracting visitors by integrated sales and order
management system)
When the club started accepting tourist bus, there was only one
restaurant, in former Tomiura Town, that was enough to hold the number of
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visitors brought by a sight-seeing bus. Therefore, the club contracted with
several B&Bs to serve lunch to the visitors. Also, menu among restaurants
and B&Bs were standardized to serve them same dishes. The club later
created an association of restaurants and received reservations at this
association. Reservation for experience programs such as biwa harvesting
and field mustard harvesting was also handled by same method. Through the
above coordination, the club was able to handle increased number of tourist
bus. Payment from travel agency takes 2-3 months, so the Biwa Club
finances the payment to farmers. Also, the club helps travel agency by
pre-checking new tour course on behalf of travel agency, confirming the
situation of customer’s attraction, and handling of complaints. So it is also
beneficial for travel agency.
Such activities to attract visitors have ripple effects throughout the
regional economy. In view of local tourist farms and producers, the activities
of the Biwa Club facilitate new partnership and product development among
various regional entities. The club itself serves as a platform in the
community.

3.2. Outline of typical cases in a platform perspective
Next, through the point of view of the platform which supports the 6th
industrialization, we will review the significance of each case. In addition,
we consider a wide-ranging interpretation of platform as “frameworks and
situations that promote both mutual exchanges of people, information,
knowledge and technologies, etc., and cooperation among a wide variety of
entities”.
Three cases are introduced as examples of the platform. The first two are
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the examples that play a role of supporting when farmers make the
processed products and engage in product development. They are positioned
as follows. Koike Tezukuri Nosan kakosyo is a case of support by the
outsourced processing by the private sector. Ibaraki Nosan Kako Sido Center
is a case of support of processing skill by the local government. The third
Sera Kogen 6th Industry Network is an example of the organization to
support creating mechanisms which links entities working on 6th
industrialization of “diversification type” widely, and which can produce a
synergistic effect as efforts surface of the region as a whole. Though it is
th

also a “network type” case classified in “cooperation type” of 6

In-

dustrialization, here, we focus on the role as a platform to support the efforts
of the 6th industrialization, we will present an overview.

3.2.1. Koike Tezukuri Nosan Kakosho Yugen Kaisha
1) Outline
Koike Tezukuri Nosan Kakosho Yugen Kaisha (Koike Hand-made
Agricultural Product Processing Factory)
Location:

Takagi Village, Iida City, Nagano Prefecture

Establishment:

2001

Capital:

11,000,000 yen

Number of employees
(FY2012):

30 (including part-time workers)

Sales ratio (FY2012):

Subcontracted

processing

product 30%
Annual outsourced processing
business (FY2012):
About 2,500 items
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70%,

original

Main business:

Figure 4-14.

Production, sales, and outsourced processing
of food (juice, jam, dressing, etc.).

Contracted processing at Koike Tezukuri Nosan Kakosho
Yugen Kaisha

Source: prepared through interviews

To address stagnated price of agricultural products, producers need to
develop high-value-added products. One of such approach is a creation of
additional value by processing non-standard, non-marketable agricultural
product. However, small farmers may not be able to do processing by
themselves due to limited manpower, facility, and investment. Therefore,
Koike Tezukuri Nosan Kakosho (hereinafter, Koike) started accepting
outsourced processing from agricultural management entities.
By outsourcing the work, a producer (outsourcer) can focus on the
expansion of its sales items, opportunities, and contact point with customers.
In the meanwhile, by accepting outsourced work, Koike focuses on
processing, and divides labor with producers (outsourcers). Placing outsourced
processing at its main business, Koike can accept many processing works
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throughout the year. Its customers are not limited in the region but also from
other prefectures.
In Nagano where Koike is located, fruit production (apples) is popular
and good use of non-standard, non-marketable products has been long
discussed. Since Koike is located in mid-mountain area, food processing has
been popular among female groups. However, it is primarily in offagricultural season only. It has low operation ratio and may create excess
investment for yield. To solve such problems, Koike focused on accepting
outsourced processing orders.
○ Outsourced order receiving system
Outsourcer brings materials to Koike. Koike, based on its experience,
studies suitable method to the material and consumer’s requirements, decides
processing recipe, and proceeds. Although opinions of outsourcer regarding
material and additives are checked, principally Koike takes responsibility of
forming a recipe. As needed, Koike provides some support in creation of
sales label, options, and advice on sales channel. Outsourcer receives the
finished products and pays the processing charge to Koike. In the payment
to Koike, costs for seasoning and packaging are included. The processing
charges are decided according to the volume of works and manpower.
In processing, Koike differentiates their products from generic products
by their proprietary recipe. For instance, during the production of juice, it
repeatedly removes scum to produce natural-flavored, low additive
commodity. To retain shape of fruit and hand-made feeling, Koike takes time
for cooking and simmers over low heat. Of course, the most suited
seasoning is selected to produce good taste.
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○ Contracting items
No particular limitation is made on outsourcing items. Koike’s outsourced
items include juice (apple, tomato, blueberry, and grape), jam (apple and
blueberry), dressing (onion), etc. In addition, some pickles and delicatessen
are accepted. Koike’s facility is versatile, so variety of items other than the
above are accepted.
In 2012, Koike received about 2,500 orders. Outsourcers are 50/50
between inside and outside Nagano Prefecture, including both private entities
and JA.
○ Stage of added-value formation
Koike uses non-standard, non-marketable agricultural products and adds
value during the processing with their proprietary recipe. With one container
of non-standard, non-marketable apples, they can produce 10 packages of 1
litter juice. Even if the juice is sold at the lowest price in the region, it still
creates 14 times sales than it is sold in the form of original non-standard,
non-marketable apples. Deducting processing cost from the sales, it still
leaves 8.6 times of profit over material apple cost at outsourcer.
Koike uses high-quality materials, cooks them with proprietary skills, and
produces commodity with farmer’s hand-made flavor. Koike has minimum
acceptable order quantity. They completely separate the production of each
customer’s materials, and produce real custom brand products for
outsourcers, exploiting the characteristics of material. The outsourcers then
sell these products directly to consumers or at farmers’ markets.
In business income, 70% are from outsourced processing and 30% are
from its original products. Koike produces its original items to improve work
ratio of factory, test the products in market, and establish brand name of
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Koike. In winter, Koike mainly produces apple juice under outsource, while
in summer, Koike mainly engages in its own production and sales, working
throughout the year.

3.2.2. Ibaraki Nosan Kako Sido Center (Ibaraki Agricultural
th

Products Processing Guidance Center) (6 Industrialization
Open Laboratory)
1) Outline of Ibaraki Nosan Kako Sido Center
Ibaraki Nosan Kako Sido Center was established in 1990 within the
Ibaraki Agricultural Institute to promote advanced use of and high value
addition on local farm products. So far, based on their know-how on product
processing and coaching on sales, they also provide guidance and support to
farmers who intend to achieve the 6th industrialization.
The Ibaraki Nosan Kako Sido Center’s main operation holds agricultural
processing workshops, provides open laboratory that can creates samples,
and gives technical assistance. It has headquarters and Suifu Branch. The
headquarters located in Kasama City holds food processing workshops to
train food processing entrepreneurs and provides technical assistance and
open laboratory, in which users can create their samples. On the other hand,
the Suifu Branch located in Hitachi-ohta City supports agricultural
management and improvement of operations at farmers’ markets, in order to
add high value to the agricultural products in hilly and mountainous areas.
Further, the center conducts the following operations: on-site training,
th
assistance to hold agri-business lecture, support for the 6 industrialization

promotion in cooperation with other organizations, assistance to on-site
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training for food processing for the faculty of agriculture of academy for
agriculture, collection and provision of processing information, and holding
of processed food awards.

2) Food processing workshop
There are two types of workshops, management improvement and
processing technique improvement. The management improvement workshop
lectures development of sales channel, advertisement, and operation of
farmers’market, in order to improve the management of farm. In FY2013,
the center held total four workshops participated by 190 persons. The
subjects included cost calculation for improving management and food
labeling by an in-house trainer and package design, pop and package design
by external designers and cooperate lecturer.
The processing technique improvement workshop has basic course for
beginner of processing and advanced course for product development by
items. In FY2013, the center held four basic course participated by 117
persons. The subjects included formulation of business plan (plan, regulations,
facility plan, quality control, hygiene control, packaging materials, labeling,
and design) and practice (jam, sponge cake, puree, pickles, and steamed
bread). The subjects of advanced course include processing of rice, wheat,
and soybean (flour, rice powder, and rice malt), fruits and vegetables (dried
vegetables, chestnut, and konnyaku), based on the preliminary study for each
item. The Kasama headquarters held 6 workshops participated by 165
persons. The Suifu branch held 7 workshops participated by 121 persons.
These workshops were offered free of charge.
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3) The 6th industrialization open laboratory
Open laboratory provides farmers and food processing companies who
intend to commercialize their products with facilities and equipment there
and individual guidance. The guidance and support include processing,
packaging, and labeling for commercialization, hygiene control, business
administration, establishment of processing factory, purchasing plan for
equipment, etc. To use the open laboratory, an applicant needs to reserve and
prepare materials. The laboratory’s trainer shall conduct sample production
and preparation of recipe. Then the applicant under the guidance of the
trainer shall produce samples, then improve and commercialize the item.
At the open laboratory, multi-function oven (steam convection), quick
freezer (blast chiller and shock freezer) for material, food dryer, rice malt
maker, bread fermenter, and sterilization chamber are available. The facility
is available for repeated use, even after the commercialization of commodity.
In FY2013, the Kasama headquarters had total 89 times of instruction
with 492 participants. The Suifu branch had total 23 times of instruction
with 132 participants. In total, 112 times of instruction with 624 participants
were conducted, almost full-time operation. They used the facility for
primary processing of chestnut, vacuum cooking of locally-grown sweet
black bean, rice powder confectionery, pudding, jelly, bread from local flour,
etc. According to the staff there, users of open laboratory are very earnest,
because they really want to commercialize the products.
In FY2013, about 40 items were actually commercialized with support
from trainers, most of which were confectioneries and sold at nearby
farmers’markets. Also, the open laboratory works as a place of exchange
among participants, who first joined workshop, used the laboratory, and
created networks of information, products, and relations with others.
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4) Positioning of the Ibaraki Nosan Kako Sido Center in the
th

6

industrialization

In the Ibaraki Nosan Kako Sido Center farmers can not only make use
of the facility’s equipment to produce samples, but also receive support in
creation of sample and recipe from advisers. Further, the workshop promotes
personal exchange and human relations among participants.
These operations are also made in cooperation with technical expert
belonging to the Ibaraki Agricultural Institute in the same premises, or with
Ryutsu Kako Kenkyusho (Distribution and Processing Laboratory) in the
Horticultural Institute, The Ryutsu Kako Kenkyusho has worked for
development of the primary processing technique for farm products,
establishment of long storage and freshness keeping technology, research on
cultivation of good-taste farm products and development of processing
commodities. Based on these expertise, the research staff provides assistance
and advice to the matters brought to the Nosan Kako Sido Center through
the use of open laboratory.
th
According to the establishment of the 6 Industrialization Act, Ibaraki

Prefecture has established the Agri-business Promotion Office, and supports
the 6th industrialization in cooperation with Norin Shinko Kosha (Agriculture
and Forestry Promotion Corporation) (6th industrialization support center),
Norin Jimusho (Agriculture and Forestry Office), and Kanto Regional
Agricultural Administration Office (Figure 4-15). Ibaraki Prefecture actively
provides those motivated farmers with comprehensive support for the 6th
industrialization, including preparation of applications, matching with
planners, solution for technical issues, quality management, etc. They have
total 44 approved integrated business plans, relatively large number in the
region covered by the Kanto Regional Agricultural Administration Office.
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Also long-term support, such as advice on dealing with customer complaints
regarding quality control, is provided, even after the business is authorized
as an integrated business plan.
As above, the open laboratory provides both hardware and software for
farmers. In hardware, farmers can use the facility’s equipment to produce
samples. In software, farmers can easily access to other horticultural institute
or any other supporting governmental organizations to receive their supports.
Overall, the Nosan Kako Sido Center is developing to the‘platform’ to
provide new technical information and exchange opportunities to farmers
th
who are addressing the 6 industrialization.

th

Figure 4-15. positioning of the Ibaraki Nosan kako sido Center in the 6

industrialization

source: from a pamphlet of Ibaraki Nosan Kako Sido Center
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th

3.3.3. Sera Kogen 6 Industry Network
1) Outline
Sera Kogen 6th Industry Network (voluntary association)
Network participant
members (FY2012):

66 organizations (10 fruit tourist farms, 7 flower
tourist farms, 3 farm markets, 19 direct sales
farms, 8 community farming organizations, 13
processing groups, 3 restaurants, 1 senior high
school, 1 agricultural cooperative, and 1 welfare
facility)

Sales (FY2010):

1.67 billion yen

Number of annual
visitors (FY2010):

About 1,250,000 persons

Main activities:

(1) Edification of local production for local
consumption, (2) production of safety agricultural
products, (3) development of next-generation farmers,
(4) exchange between cities and farm villages, and
(5) transmission of member information

2) Formation of the 6th industrialization platform
The Sera Kogen 6th Industry Network (hereinafter, the 6th industry
network) consists of business operators that are addressing the 6th
industrialization in Sera Town. The network tries to create an extended
regional framework to attract consumers from city areas. The membership
includes 10 fruit tourist farms, 7 flower tourist farms, 3 farm markets, 19
direct sales farms, 8 village organizations, 13 processing groups, 3 restaurants,
1 senior high school, 1 agricultural cooperative, and 1 welfare facility. It is
th

a cross-sectional network focusing on the 6 industrialization. It works as
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th

a platform of the 6 industrialization in Sera Town.

3) Background of the 6th industrialization
Sera Town, Hiroshima Prefecture, is located in mid-mountain area, about
60 km from Hiroshima City and 40 km from Fukuyama City. In the 1970s,
full-scale farm development was started and various items such as pears,
grapes, organic vegetables, and tomatoes, were introduced. However, sole
operation of farm was not sufficient to create sustainable income. So many
pear farmers started the 6th industrialization such as tourist farms. On the
other hand, community farming was traditionally popular in Sera Town, so
crop conversion by community and processing by group were actively
conducted there. However, there was no horizontal linkage among such
business operators. Also, due to its location in mid-mountain area, it was
difficult to develop customers and attract visitors throughout the year.
So in 1998, in order to promote the 6th industrialization in a whole Sera
County, the Sera Kogen 6th Industry Promotion Committee consisting of
related organization was established. The membership includes former three
towns (today one Sera Town) in the Sera County, JA, and Prefecture. They
built a framework to unitedly address the 6th industrialization. In 1999, the
th

6

th

Industry Network consisting of business operators engaged in the 6

industrialization was established. The promotion committee supported the 6th
industry network by providing education for the 6th industrialization and
introduced necessary programs, and laid down a foundation for the regional
6th industrialization.
In the following section, we will discuss the significance of forming a
platform by analyzing the activities of 6th industrialization network.
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th

Table 4-10. Timeline of Sera Kogen 6

Industry Network

Main events
th

Sera Kogen 6 Industry Network Promotion Committee was established.
Year 1998 The committee consisted of three members, town mayors of former

three towns in Sera County, Hiroshima Prefecture.
th

Year 1999 Sera Kogen 6 Industry Network was established.
Year 2004
Year 2006

Three former towns merged to form a new Sera Town (Population as of
October 2012 was about 18,000).
Cooperative Business Association Yume Kogen Ichiba was established.

Sales facility, Yume Kogen Ichiba, was opened.

Japan’s Largest and Most Beautiful Farm Park Plan was proposed,
Year 2009 to create a town in which people feel, look, east, buy, stay, play and
learn. (i.e. A whole-town park)
Source: prepared from materials on the Sera Kogen 6th Industry Network.

th

4) The 6

industry Network as a place of cooperation

○ Divisional activities
th
Main activities of the 6 Industry Network are (1) edification of local

production for local consumption, (2) production of safety agricultural
products, (3) development of next-generation farmers, (4) exchange between
cities and farm villages, and (5) transmission of member information.
The activities are conducted by divisions created under the organization.
They have six divisions: (1) Training Information, (2) Local Cuisine, (3)
Experience and Exchange, (4) Product Development, (5) Sales Promotion,
and (6) Event divisions. Each cooperative member belongs to one of these
divisions to conduct its operation.
○ Activities targeting inside the community
th
There are mainly two aspects in activities of the 6 Industry Network.

th
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th

The first aspect is the creation of regional framework. Toward full-scale 6

industrialization, it helps develop individual business operators and improves
customer satisfaction. For instance, the Training Information Division holds
th

workshops to provide expertise and know-how necessary to achieve the 6

industrialization. On the other hand, the Product Development Division tries
to develop and market local specialty by creating new processed
commodities or researching existing items.
○ Creation of contact point with customer and feedback to the community
The second aspect is the creation of contact point with customer and
feedback to the community. The Sales Promotion Division advertises Sera
Town through traveling sales and researches requirements of consumers in
cities. According to the results of questionnaires conducted in Hiroshima
City, the image of Sera Town was associated with flower, fruit, flavor, and
farm. Based on the above result, the town created the key development
concept for the region, Fruit and Flower Town. As described above, the
network takes account of requirements of consumers and creates a unified
brand image for the Sera Town.
th

Figure 4-16. the 6

industrialization network as a platform

th

Source: prepared from materials on the Sera Kogen 6 Industry Network.
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5) Formation of new cooperation
○ Opening of sales base, Yume Kogen Ichiba
th
One of new activities created from the 6 Industry Network was Yume

Kogen Ichiba established in 2006 as a shared sales base for the members
of the 6th Industry Network. Many members of the 6th Industry Network
participated into the Yume Kogen Ichiba as investors. It is operated as a
business cooperative association with 41 member organizations. Noninvesting members of the 6th Industry Network can also deliver and sell their
products as supplier members. The secretariat of the 6th Industry Network
is located inside the Yume Kogen Ichiba and the two organizations are
almost identically operated.
The Yume Kogen Ichiba has a direct sales corner, a take-out corner,
experience and exchange facilities and information corner. It also offers
further expansion of sales channel by providing food materials to a next-door
winery restaurant and selling local products through door-to-door delivery
and shops in cities.
Figure 4-17.

Promotional framework of the 6th industrialization at Sera
Town

th

Source: prepared from materials on the Sera Kogen 6 Industry Network.

th
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○ Cooperation among entities
By creating a mutual member network like the 6th Industry Network, the
town is creating many other cooperative ventures other than the Yume
Kogen Ichiba. For instance, a joint cooperation by member company and
member senior high school developed original beverage using local specialty
peer and sold more than 100,000 bottles a year. On the other hand, trade
among members is expanding. The examples include a tourist farm that
started dealing the products prepared by the processing group, or a food
processing factory started procuring materials from other member producers.

6) Summary
As a result of these approaches, the town received about 1.25 million
visitors in FY2012. Also, visitors were attracted from wider areas. In
FY2001, more than 80% of visitors came within Hiroshima Prefecture.
However, in FY2007, about 40% of visitors came from outside Hiroshima
Prefecture. As a result, total sales of the 6th Industry Network members in
FY2010 reached to 1.67 billion yen.
Based on the above results, the organization proposed a new project in
2009 to city mayor, Japan’s Largest and Most Beautiful Farm Park Plan, to
create a town in which people feel, look, eat, buy, stay, play and learn. In
preparation of the plan, the organization held several workshops to discuss
the matter among members and took 18 months to formulate its own plan.
The plan has four target activities, toward more integrated cooperation
among business operators in the region: (1) creation of the brand image as
a whole Sera Town, not as an individual product, (2) expansion of activities
effectively using natural resources, (3) setting Yume Park as a base, and (4)
development of next leaders.
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th

As above the 6 Industry Network is the place of cooperation among
members as well as the device to create new cooperation among members.
th
It develops further 6 industrialization.

th
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Chapter

5

Summary

Concerning the promotion of the 6th industrialization, it assumes an
important role within “Proactive Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries.” It is a
policy measure that is being conducted to revitalize local economies (with
respect to increasing employment and income in agriculture, forestry and
fisheries, as well as within rural areas). Such opportunities shall stem from
the development of agriculture, forestry and fisheries as the “growth
industry”. Expressed in terms of being the wheels of a car, “Proactive
Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries” represents measures (industrial policies)
that will strengthen agriculture, forestry and fisheries as an industry; it also
represents measures attempting to exercise multi-functionality (rural
policies). With respect to the “formulation of value chains that link demand
th

and supply,” which represents one of the four policy pillars, the 6

industrialization is positioned as a measure of importance for improving the
added-value of agriculture, forestry and fisheries products along with
foodstuffs.
In these circumstances, efforts are being made with respect to moving
forward with a variety of support measures for the purpose of further
promoting the 6th industrialization. Of these, the promoting of cooperation
between parties engaged in agriculture, forestry and fisheries and a wide
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variety of businesses via the full-scale operation of the A-FIVE fund is
charged with the important role of both quickening the pace of 6th
industrialization measures and expanding the size of associated markets.
th
Furthermore, regarding the further promotion of the 6 industrialization

from individual business to area-wide activity, it is also important to work
to expand measures throughout regions. To achieve this, a large variety of
network structures will be invaluable, and the role of coordinators and
managers, etc., who formulate these networks will be important. Accordingly,
another important issue is attempting to develop human resources who can
act as coordinators, etc.
Another factor that will overlap to some extent with the shaping of such
networks is “platform” formulation. “Platforms” represent “frameworks and
situations that promote both mutual exchanges of people, information,
knowledge and technologies, etc., and cooperation among a wide variety of
entities,” and there are expectations held concerning the inducement and
promotion of various innovation that will represent a foundation for the
“exchanging, sharing and accumulation of information and knowledge.”
Concerning those networks as well comprised of cooperation between
industry, government, academia and related parties such as researchers, etc.,
they represent one form of such “platforms.” “Platforms,” similar to
networks, possess personality as social infrastructure and mechanisms to
support the development of 6th industrialization projects, and their proactive
construction is also positioned as another important issue.
With respect to the 6th industrialization, it can be positioned as a form
of “high value-added agriculture” that utilizes local resources such as
agriculture, forestry and fisheries products; nature; scenery; history and
culture, etc. It offers a means by which added-value (customer-value)
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represents a measure whereby the agriculture and local community sides of
the equation can be linked to final consumers as a value chain (“a farmer-led
value chain”). Under such circumstances, it is necessary to search out what
the customer considers necessary (in the form of “functionality, benefit and
added-value”), manufacturing and supply can then be conducted by utilizing
local resources while taking such necessities into consideration. That is to
say, an important perspective is to consider measures (exit strategies) once
sales channels (exits, receivers) have been secured. Moreover, concerning
added-value allocation among parties within a value chain, so as to achieve
increases in income that allow the agriculture and local community sides of
the equation a beneficial positioning, it is important to heighten the
competitive advantage of local resources and production areas through the
shaping of “local brands.”
On the topic of value-chain formulation, in addition to such perspectives
being invaluable, another issue is not collapsing price competitiveness within
fixed-size markets; in other words, it is important to conduct measures from
the perspective of “expanding the value chain pie.” In such circumstances,
the promotion of innovation that represents the foundation of the
“exchanging, sharing and accumulation of information and knowledge”
among the aforementioned related parties is an important factor. Concerning
this point, focusing on the economics (the synergetic effects, etc.) of using
as “common resources” the business resources of multiple entities in the
form of information, knowledge and technologies, etc., represents an
important measure with respect to “Economies of Network.”38) Basically

38) For more details regarding the “Economies of Network” theory, please refer to the
work of Miyazawa (1988). Furthermore, in his work entitled, “‘Developing a Food
Provisioning Industry’ through New Cooperation between Agriculture and Food,”
th
Susumu Fukuda showed an understanding as to the importance of the 6
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speaking, this “Economies of Network” theory represents the economies that
are born of the network linkages of the multiple entities. This idea brings
with it the promise of synergetic effects arising from a wide variety of
business resources such as the information, knowledge and technology
resources, etc., held among multiple entities.
Furthermore, with respect to the distribution of Japanese processed foods,
if consideration is given to the fact that processed food wholesalers play a
very important role, by leveraging the product development power and sales
th

power of those possessing “intermediate distribution functions,” the 6

industrialization of the “intermediate distribution function utilization type”
can also be positioned as an important measure.
Concerning the further development of the 6th industrialization, for the
purpose of both promoting innovation and formulating value chains, it shall
be important to formulate sharing relationships with respect to the many
business resources that are both cooperative and complementary. While
maintaining such an outlook, it shall be important to offer detailed support
policies such as various software and hardware projects as well as the
A-FIVE, able to respond to the business stage, etc. of 6th industrialization
entities.

industrialization. Accordingly, he exhibited an understanding as to the necessity of
the “Economies of network” theory (Fukuda 2013).
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Part Ⅱ
Foreign Policy Study for the Next Step of
6th Industrialization

Chapter

1

Background and Subject of Study

1. The Trend of Agricultural Policy in Japan and 6th
Industrialization
6th industrialization is a policy to support the diversification of farmers
into second or tertiary industries, or the collaboration with companies in
manufacturing or distribution industries, without limiting the scope of
products. It is based on the 6th Industrialization Act in 2011. With the
progress of 6th industrialization, the creation of the new added value, of the
security of employment and of the income in rural area are expected. Also
expected are maintaining and developing regional farm village community.
The policy is the successor of two policy projects: one is Food Industry
Cluster Project by the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fishery (MAFF)
in 2005, the other is Support Project for the Collaboration between
Agriculture, Commerce and Industry, based on Act on Promotion of
Collaboration between Agriculture, Commerce, and Industry, jointly led by
MAFF and METI (the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry) in 2008.
The trend is, so to say, food industrialization of agriculture, and it is even
further accelerated by the leverage of funding by the Act on the A-FIVE in
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th

2012. 6 industrialization policy does not merely mean the promotion of
diversification of farmers into manufacturing and commercial industry. In the
th
fundamental policy of 6 industrialization by MAFF, it is stated at the top

that the main purpose of the policy is the utilization of regional resources
and the creation of new business, and agriculture, forestry and fishery and
surrounding industries shall be integrated for that purpose. Furthermore, the
principle emphasizes the support for research and development (R&D) and
the application of development and computerization. That means, in 6th
industrialization policy, it is expected that various innovations (hereafter
called “Agricultural and rural innovation”) are enhanced throughout the
food-supply chain system in agriculture, forestry and fishery sectors and
rural villages. The enhancement is realized through the activated information
and knowledge flow, by establishing diversification and collaboration with
other sectors.
We recognize the 6th industrialization policy as a promoting policy for
Agricultural and rural innovation, and have collected and analyzed the
implication of the similar policies in foreign countries in FY2012-2013.
This article is the summary of Policy Research Institute, Ministry of
Agriculture, Forestry and Fishery (2013), especially that of Chapters 1
(Inoue, S.), 2 (Matsuda, Y.), 4 (Suda, F., Inoue, S., Goto, K.), and 7 (Lee, Y.).
In this article, firstly, we will present that the recent agriculture policy
in Japan is oriented for industrial policy, and that 6th industrialization is an
important part of it. Then, we will present the framework to classify the
targeted policies by their purpose and method. Then, we will show the
position mapping of them. After that, we will show actual case studies,
such as LEADER Initiative by the EU (mainly the case in Bavaria,
Germany) and Industrial Cluster Project in food industry and agriculture in
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France, and state lessons learned from our analysis. Finally, we will
summarize the implications derived from the analysis, in terms of the
th
current and future direction of 6 industrialization policy.

Box 1: Trend of agricultural policy related to 6th industrialization
1980: Agricultural Policy Council Report “Basic Direction of Agricultural
Policy in 1980s”: this report stated that agriculture and food industries are inseparable and indispensable two wheels of a cart called
stable food supply function.
2001: Establishment of General Food Policy Bureau (in MAFF)
2003: Annual Report on Food, Agriculture and Rural Areas in Japan
(FY2002): “Trends in Food Industry”
2005: Food Industry Cluster Promotion Project
2008: Two Acts on Agriculture-Commerce-Industry Collaboration
2010: Promulgation of 6th Industrialization Act
2011: Establishment of Food Industry Affairs Bureau (in MAFF)
“Launching primary industry into growth orbit through promoting innovation in rural areas” http://www.maff.go.jp/j/shokusan/pdf/shokusan_english.pdf (1st issue of “Food Industry Letter”, Food Industry
Bureau, 2011)
2011: Establishment of Industry Cooperation Network
2013: Establishment of A-FIVE

Box 2: Industrial Policy and Agricultural Policy
Industrial policy can be defined as “A policy that tries to influence on
the economic welfare of the country by intervening in the resource allocation
among industries in the country, or in the industrial organization within a
certain industry (sector)” (Ito, Seino, Okuno, Suzumura (1988)). On the other
hand, regarding the agricultural policy, it has been a major policy target to
directly influence on the income level of farming households, which is an
apparent difference from the general industrial policy. However, it can be
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said that “Provided that technological peculiarity of agriculture and characteristic of food as market goods are well taken into account, most of the categories in the agricultural policy can be translated into the categories in the
industrial policy” (Shogenji (2006)).

2. 6th Industrialization and Organizational Innovation
Innovation does not merely mean the technological progress by R&D.
It is rather a big revolution to make the economy jump from the current
orbit to another. Schumpeter, the inventor of the idea of innovation,
defined that innovation is a new combination of production resources, and
categorized it into 5 patterns: 1) new goods, 2) new production method,
3) new sales channel, 4) new source of material or half-manufactured
goods and 5) new organization. This idea is, essentially, still valid today.
OECD manual to promote innovation (Oslo Manual, OECD and
EUROSTAT (2005)) outlined innovation into 4 categories, which are, new
or drastically improved (1) product (2) production process (3) sales method
(4) organizational method (business activities, work place organization,
relationship with outside). In addition, the scope of innovation is not
limited to R&D. Innovation can take place in wider range of activities,
such as changes in the organization, training, testing, marketing and
design.
We would like to discuss the current state of innovation in agriculture
in Japan. To start the discussion, we’d like to divide the innovation into
technical and organizational ones. Regarding technical innovation, it is
considered gradually progressing, such as the introduction and application
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of ICT technology. On the other hand, regarding organizational innovation,
although new types of business agricultural entities such as firms or
corporations (other than traditional small farmer households or agricultural
cooperative) are said to be increasing, most of actual farming organizations
in rural village still consist of small farmers. That means, actual structure
of rural village has not been changed much. Taking these into account, we
th

believe the significance of 6

industrialization policy as an innovation

policy lies primarily in promoting organizational innovation in agriculture
or food industry. That means, after organizational innovation is realized, it
is expected to expand to other innovations, such as product innovation,
process innovation and marketing innovation.
It has been pointed out that there are two kinds of processes to form
new economic organization by 6th industrialization. They are 1) the
diversification and integration of operators in agriculture, forestry and
fishery into secondary and tertiary industries, 2) the collaboration and
networking between the operators in agriculture, forestry and fishery and
those in secondary and tertiary industries. In either way, there will be
integration, collaboration and networking between primary and secondary
or tertiary industries, and knowledge and information are increasingly
accumulated and exchanged. That will incubate the environment to induct
innovation, and the supply system will, as a whole, improve added value,
and ultimately is expected to create the employment and income in rural
villages.
We illustrated these ideas into two figures (Fig.1 and Fig.2, respectively).
In today’s common supply chain of agricultural product, medium entity
such as manufacturer or distributor lies between the farmers and end
consumers (Fig.1). Also, although there are various knowledge and
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information on each stage of production, processing and distribution, the
stream of such knowledge and information from both ends (producer and
consumer) is considered interrupted on each stage. On the other hand,
when the farmers diversify into or collaborate with processing and
Fig. 1. Interruption of information flow by market (divided food system)

Source: 6th Industrialization Team

Fig. 2. Activation of information flow and acceleration of innovation

(collaborating, integrated food system)

Source: 6th Industrialization Team
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th

distribution by 6

industrialization, the stream of knowledge and

information from farmers to end consumers can be more smooth and wider
(Fig.2). That also means, the knowledge and information about consumer
needs, or the ones about supplier seeds (various regional resources) can be
accumulated and exchanged more smoothly. Those changes around the
knowledge and information will accelerate the innovation, and increase the
added value in whole supply chain.
【Addendum: Innovation, knowledge and information】
Schumpeter at first emphasized entrepreneurs who are special economic
entities to courageously try new combinations of production factors to be
the initiators of innovation. The model emphasizing the function of
entrepreneurs is called Schumpeter Mark I (Fig.3). Later, Schumpeter
himself drastically changed the positioning of the function of entrepreneurs
in economic development theory. After the end of harsh industrial
revolution era, came the capitalism society where bureaucratic large
corporations dominate the economy. Schumpeter reconsidered and
concluded that the innovation is a manageable process. The model is called
Schumpeter Mark II (Fig.4). The function of R&D management by large
corporations is emphasized there, and entrepreneurship is considered
almost useless any more.
Imai (1986) claimed that the role of entrepreneur is still important on
the stages of R&D management and innovation investment management,
even after innovation is systematically performed by large corporations.
Moreover, he emphasized the importance of information flow in the
process of initiating innovation. In other words, what induces innovation
is wide and various network of accumulating and exchanging information
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and knowledge (Imai (1986)). Such an innovation model to emphasize the
accumulation and exchange of information and knowledge can be called
Schumpeter Mark III (Fig.5) (Imai (1990)).
It makes a big difference to consider which the initiator of innovation,
entrepreneur or bureaucratic organization is. That also will affect the
method to accelerate innovation. However, the economic development
model shown by Imai (1990) suggests that entrepreneurship is still
important in bureaucratic organization and that accumulation and exchange
of knowledge and information are necessary.
Fig. 3. Economic development model: Schumpeter Mark I

Source: Imai (1990) Fig.3.1

Fig. 4. Economic development model: Schumpeter Mark II

Source: Imai (1990) Fig. 3.2
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Fig. 5. Economic development model: Schumpeter Mark III

Source: Imai (1990) Fig. 3.3
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Chapter

2

Agricultural and Rural Innovation Policies
Similar to 6th Industrialization
1. The Target Domestic and Overseas Policies
We, the Policy Research Institute, Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and
Fisheries (PRIMAFF), have collected and analyzed information about the
policies related to agricultural and rural innovation in those countries where
the income level and the relative ratio between soil and human resources are
comparable with Japan. In the past two years, we focused on several policies
such as LEADER Initiative, a regional promotion program by the EU, with
the cases mainly in Bayern Free State in Germany, Competitiveness cluster
in France, Cluster Policy by the Netherlands (Food Valley in Wageningen
UR and Greenport in Westland (municipality)) and rural village promotion
program in Korea. Among them, we will introduce the policies and cases
shown above in bold.

2. Analysis Framework for Agricultural and Rural Innovation
Policy: Purpose and Method of the Policy
We set up a framework to analyze similar overseas policies, with policy
purpose on horizontal axis and policy method (subject and measures) on

th
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vertical axis as shown on Fig.6. Horizontal axis positions the policy by
purpose, i.e., whether it targets to strengthen industrial competitiveness or
to promote rural regions. Vertical axis positions the policy by method, i.e.,
whether it targets each farmer (including group of small number of
farmers) or wider collaboration such as regional or inter-industrial ones.
Fig. 6. Analysis framework to categorize similar policies

Source: 6th Industrialization Team

3. Position Mapping of Agricultural and Rural Innovation
Related Policies in Foreign Countries
The agricultural and rural innovation policy mapping (Fig.7) shows the
position of each foreign policy in scope on the analysis framework shown
in Fig.6.
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There are two EU policies on Fig.7. One is Diversification Support
Program for Each Farmer by the EU Regulation on Support to Rural
rd

Development (3

quadrant) and the other is LEADER Initiative (2nd

quadrant). We focused on LEADER Initiative out of these two, because it
is designed to support multiple farmers. Regarding regional competitiveness
policy in France, there are 4 policies on Fig.7, Competitiveness cluster,
Rural excellence cluster, Remarkable site of tastes and Enterprise cluster. All
of them are targeting multiple producers in specific regions. Competitiveness
st
base policy can be considered almost in 1 quadrant, while all other three

are in 2nd quadrant because they are the policies to promote regions.
Although we will not go into detail in this article, we examined 3 policies
in Korea. Support project for entrepreneurs for agricultural processing,
Fig. 7. Policy mapping of agricultural and rural innovation policies

th

Source: 6 Industrialization Team

th
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regional strategic promotion project for food industry, and national food
cluster project. Among them, Support project for entrepreneurs for
rd

agricultural processing is in 3

quadrant, Regional strategic promotion

nd

project for food industry in 2 , National Food Cluster Project in 1st,
respectively. (Box 3).
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Chapter

3

Case Studies

1. “Bottom-up” Style Rural Village Development and Human
Resources Development: LEADER Initiative, a Case in
Bavaria, Germany

Summary
This part is based on “Leading human resource development in the EU
for rural village promotion: Basic conditions for the success of LEADER
Initiative” (Matsuda, Y., Policy Research Institute, Ministry of Agriculture,
Forestry and Fisheries (2013)).
In the EU, promoting innovation has been one of the most important policies since Lisbon Strategy was devised in 2000. The main target of industrial
policy of Lisbon Strategy was constructing competitive knowledge-based
economy. Currently, in the EU, the role of industrial policy as public policy
is limited to several areas, such as protecting environment, promoting innovation and increasing employment.
Regarding agricultural policy, in the 2nd pillar of common agricultural pol-
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icy of the EU (rural village development policy), we focused on LEADER
th
Initiative, the 4 axis, to have an aspect as an innovation policy. LEADER

Initiative is a “bottom-up” style program to create new combinations of regional human resources, natural resources and funds. It accelerates systematic innovation by strengthening partnership between public and private sectors and creating local action groups (LAG) that run actual business.
LEADER Initiative supports LAG to start innovative business with higher
risk as pilot project, and ultimately tries to realize product innovation such
as new goods or services.
The big issue that LEADER Initiative is currently facing is insufficient
human resources, i.e., insufficient number of regional managers who will
perform all the stages of business, including plan, execution and evaluation.
The EU is planning a graduate level educational program for leaders of rural
village development, including interdisciplinary knowledge, and communication and management skills.

1.1. LEADER Initiative in the EU
Recently the EU is limiting the role of its industrial policy to those areas
such as protecting environment, promoting innovation and increasing
employment. Especially, since Lisbon Strategy was devised in 2000 to declare
“constructing competitive knowledge-based economy” as one of the major
target, promoting innovation has been the core of its industrial policy.
Agricultural policy has been administrated according to the visions of such
industrial policy. LEADER Initiative provides overall method for the actual
execution of the rural development policy, which is the 2nd pillar of the
common agricultural policy of the EU. It has an aspect as an innovation policy.
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1.2. Features of LEADER Initiative
LEADER Initiative is a bottom-up style program to create new
combinations of regional human resources, natural resources and funds. It
strengthens the partnership between public and private sectors and creates
local action groups (LAG) that run actual business. Furthermore, LEADER
Initiative supports LAG to start large and innovative business (pilot project),
aims to realize new goods or services. It can also be seen to aim to induce
further innovation by creating “organizational” innovation.
LAGs are partnership-based organizations consisting of wider variety of
members, including residents, groups such as NPOs, private companies, local
governments and experts. Anyone living or having some interest in the
region can join LAG. The objective is to strengthen the relationship within
the community, by giving chance for such various entities to work in the
regional society, encouraging them to participate in the development of the
region, and making public and private sectors collaborate together. In the
Free State of Bavaria, most of LAGs are incorporated associations and
independent from government, while some of them are limited liability
companies.
LAG defines the development strategy (Entwicklungsstrategie) and
regional development plan (Entwicklungskonzept: REK), and organizes
various projects under LEADER Initiative. It is mandatory for LAG to have
decision making organization (Entscheidungsgremium), with more than 50%
of the members to be chosen from economic or social welfare sectors. The
condition is to avoid the decision making of LAGs led by local
governments. There is also a mandatory condition to have sufficient number
of female and young members.
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1.3. LEADER Initiative and innovation
As stated above, the discussion for the future of the region by people
from various backgrounds can be a clue for the activities beyond the
boundaries of sectors by itself. It should be paid attention that LEADER
Initiative aims to realize revolutionary projects by combining regional
resources to enhance software side, based on various kinds of knowledge,
information and know-how derived from the collaboration of people.
Specifically, working groups with specific themes are formed in LAG and
people having the same interest discuss each other, and new ideas will be
born and grow to be projects.
For your information, it is not LAG to execute each project. Usually the
project manager is chosen from the members of LAG, and can be the
proposer him/herself, local government official or a group of people.

1.4. Networking and critical mass
Such projects may not be within the scope of control under the Ministry
of Agriculture and Forestry of Free State of Bavaria (hereafter “MAF”).
Some can be the one to be controlled by other Ministries, and some can
even be on the boundary of two or more Ministries. To handle this,
LEADER Initiative aims to have an integrated approach based on district,
to accelerate the collaboration beyond the boundaries of sectors.
However, it is not easy for the organizations with various interests to
collaborate as if without any borders, under current bureaucratic system. In
the Free State of Bavaria, MAF and the Ministry of Environment are
designated to handle the projects, and MAF works as a receptacle
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(Auffangszuständige) for those projects that falls on the boundary of
Ministries. It is said that it took 3 phases of LEADER Initiative (from
LEADER I to LEADER +) to establish current collaboration structure.
In addition, it is recommended for multiple LAGs to cooperate and/or
build network. LEADER Initiative supports the cooperation and networking
not only within the State, but also with partners in the country, in the EU,
or, if the condition permits, even in the countries outside the EU.
Behind the fact that domestic or across-the-border collaboration are
considered important, there lies the idea of minimum scale required for a
project in rural area to be successful (hereafter “Critical Mass”). That means,
even when the district does not have enough Critical Mass and the effect
of project is limited, the project may be able to have the Critical Mass by
expanding the area and collaborating with several regions under the same
target. Moreover, inter-regional collaboration accelerates the complementary
activities between partners, thus the accumulation of know-how, experience,
human resources or funds that are scattered around regions.

1.5. Governance of LEADER Initiative: Role of regional
managers
Different from the policies to support each individual farmer, LEADER
Initiative can converge all the potential in the region into one. It can
combine groups of NPO and volunteers that were not covered by policies
and acted in pieces. It can also let those aged or young people who were
excluded from political process participate. If these various multiple entities
and industries collaborate and are united, potential and intrinsic power of the
region would be brought out. That means, spontaneous development is
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expected, new knowledge is created and exchanged to initiate innovation.
This process strengthens the relationship and mutual reliance in the region
and accumulates the social capital. The importance of human resource as the
driving force gets higher, and more development of human resources for
LEADER Initiative is required.
Actual application of LEADER Initiative varies among the member
countries (sometimes among the states). With the case in the State of
Bavaria, the regional manager, who perform all the stages of the project
including planning, execution and evaluation, plays an important role in the
successful project under LEADER Initiative. LEADER managers participate
in all the processes of the project, from planning and execution to
evaluation. They perform following various activities: (1) information and
PR (examples: making documents and brochures, planning events and doing
presentations, press/media/PR activities, internal and external marketing, etc.)
(2) advice and coaching (examples: consulting for various matters, job
training, chairing meetings, arbitrating interests, information and experience
exchange over regions, etc.) (3) network management and coordination
(examples: helping working groups, mediating economic and social partners,
etc.) (4) project management (examples: incubating, planning and executing
projects) (5) monitoring, management and training (examples: evaluation,
reporting, documentation for the application for subsidies, etc.)

1.6. Developing regional managers
With the case of the State of Bavaria, it is pointed out that leader type
human resource is important in bottom-up style LEADER method, to invoke
the power of spontaneous development from within the residents. Several
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types of such leaders are suggested, as regional managers and rural village
animators. Regarding rural village animators, compared with the management
function of managers, the animation function of animators are as follows: 1)
investigating and understanding the regional needs, 2) vitalizing, inspiring
and directing, 3) promoting, training and explaining LEADER Initiative, 4）
promoting and coordinating the discussion among actors.
Compared with the importance of their positions, those who are currently
working as regional managers, managers or animators of LAG are suffering
from unstable employment and/or low wages. It is expected that rural village
animators are recognized as a new type of job and social status as the leader
of LAD improves, and ultimately the income improves. In the EU, to develop
the leaders in rural area, there is a plan to develop “rural village animators”.
This is a graduate level, comprehensive educational program necessary for
the leaders for rural village development, including interdisciplinary
knowledge extending over natural and social sciences and management skills
such as communication (Box 3). The fact that the EU plans the program
after 20 years of experience of LEADER Initiative, and also the case in the
State of Bavaria, Germany, suggest that developing human resources who
can be the mediator in rural village development is an important essential
condition for the success of LEADER Initiative and growth of LAG.

Box 3 The European Masters Programme for Rural Animators: EMRA
In the brochure of EMRA, the role of rural animator are summarized as
follows (from “Development program for rural animators”, Policy Research
Institute, Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries (2013), Chapter 2.4)
Firstly, rural animators shall strengthen and regenerate the social relation-
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ship and regional identity, and promote the sustainable rural village promotion, by leading the community activities related to regional economy.
Secondly, rural animators shall contribute to and improve the economic
and social activities of rural villages by sucking up the local needs in bottom-up style.
Thirdly, rural animators shall form and operate the regional partnership
and networking, activate regenerating program for rural villages, get stakeholders together and support the development plan. They may sometimes
build the links between political decision makers and regional community.
Fourthly, rural animators shall help the regional community to build the
capability to incubate and execute the economic development projects.
Therefore, following actions are required for rural animators: (1) building
and maintaining mutual confidence within the regional community, (2) supporting and exhibiting leadership in making development plan, (3) participating, coordinating and managing the actual execution of the development
plan, (4) mediating various stakeholders, or linking decision makers and local community.
The purpose of EMRA, different from the general education to develop
researcher or academic experts at graduate schools, is to educate sufficient
skills to understand all aspects of rural village development. In the curriculum for rural village animators, higher importance is put on skills such as
time management, conflict management, extracting appropriate information
with proper tools, independency and autonomy in the work, analytical and
critical thinking, writing report, social communications, and aptitudes such as
responsibility, cooperativeness, understanding and tolerance against different
values and regulations, decision making and problem solving.
More specifically, practical trainings are prepared, such as theory and
method to build bases for rural village development, diagnosing regional
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problem and situation to activate rural villages, SWOT analysis skills, discussion with local stakeholders, drafting action plans for the region. In the
curriculum, there are 3 courses prepared as a core course, A) theory of rural
village development, B) method to investigate rural villages, C) role and
skills of rural village animators. Regarding expert modules, linking with important issues on rural village development in Europe, following modules are
planned: 1) sustainable agriculture, 2) human and social capital and welfare,
3) environmental planning and management, 4) development of culture, 5)
sustainable rural village sightseeing, 6) innovation and development policy
for rural village district, 7) education and rural village development, 8) diversification of rural village economy.

2. Industrial Cluster Policy in Food Industry: Cluster Policy
in France

Summary
This part is based on “Deployment of regional competitiveness policy in
France” (Suda, Inoue, Goto, Policy Research Institute, Ministry of
Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries (2013) Chapter 4).
France implements competitiveness cluster policy to develop research and
development (R&D) type clusters, to strengthen international competitiveness
by promoting innovation. With the policy, the designation of base districts
and projects for subsidy is based on proposal and competition. Moreover,
competition system is introduced, for example base district designation may
be withdrawn when the result of interim evaluation is low.
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There are two kinds of approved clusters: one with stronger emphasis on
R&D, and the other with stronger emphasis on regional development. With
the case of the highly rated clusters as the former (R&D driven) one such
as VITAGORA in Bourgogne, collaboration with regional agriculture tends
to be poor. On the contrary, with the case of the clusters with more emphasis
on regional development such as PASS in Côte d’Azur, the rating in terms
of R&D tends to be lower, but they contribute to the actual development of
regional agriculture by functioning and maintaining project as the complement to related policies such as mid- and small-sized corporation support
policy (corporate cluster policy) and rural village development policy (rural
excellence cluster policy).

2.1. A shift in the industrial policy toward cluster policy
The epoch in the shift of industrial policy of the EU and France to
emphasize the development of clusters was Lisbon Strategy in 2000, which
set out the European policy throughout 2000-2010. The Strategy emphasized
the competitiveness development as one of the basic strategies of the EU,
and declared to make the EU “the most competitive and dynamic
knowledge-based economy in the world.” It targeted to increase R&D
expense to 3% of GDP. Further, “Europe 2020” strategy proposed in 2010
followed the principle of Lisbon Strategy, and made importance of
innovation. It set out 5 targets, “employment”, “R&D and innovation”,
“climate change and energy”, “education” and “poverty reduction and social
inclusion.” Also, “An Integrated Industrial Policy for the Globalisation Era”,
the communication from the EU Commission on Nov 17, 2010, maintained
the stance to put importance on the development of clusters. It positioned
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the clusters to “improve industrial competitiveness and innovation by
bringing together resources and expertise, and promoting cooperation among
businesses, public authorities and universities.”

2.2. Innovation promotion in CAP reform
The role of the EU’s common agricultural policy (CAP) in the
production, diffusion and transfer of knowledge was definitely not large. In
current rural village development program, there are only two measures
referring to the knowledge transfer in agricultural field, 111a “education and
training” and 111b “diffusing scientific knowledge and latest practice”, both
in the axis 1, “competitiveness in agricultural management.” The expenditure
for these 2 measures was only 1.1% of FEADER (European Agricultural
Fund for Rural Development) budget (2007-2013) in 27 countries in the EU.
Only two countries, the Netherlands and Denmark, had measure 111 in the
top 5 expenditure for rural village development program. However, in CAP
reform after 2014, according to the “Europe 2020” strategy of the EU,
support for innovation is more emphasized. To support the strategy, funding
st
was done, planning 281.8 billion Euro for the 1 Pillar and 89.9 billion Euro
nd

for the 2

Pillar of CAP from 2014 to 2020. Additional 15.2 billion Euro

is planned including 4.5 billion Euro for R&D and innovation. Under the
severe budget situation of the EU, agricultural and rural village policy can
only be justified for the environment, innovation and employment to spend
public fund.
The priority target declared in “Europe 2020” is specified by each
department in the EU. Regarding agriculture, the draft of rural village
development regulation in Oct 2011 stipulated 6 priority initiatives. One of
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them was “fostering knowledge transfer and innovation in agriculture,
forestry and rural areas.” Also stipulated was the Europe Innovation Partnership
(PEI) for productivity and sustainability of agriculture, and reinforcement of
complementarity between agricultural policy and study innovation policy is
proposed.

2.3. Various clusters in France
In France, there introduced various styles of cluster policies to promote the
competitiveness of regions, started with “local production system (LPS)
policy” in 1998. “Competitiveness cluster” (2005-) and “Enterprise cluster”
(2010-) are introduced, and they are explicitly the cluster policies. Rural
excellence cluster policy supports the collaboration between agricultural
sector and R&D institute, and also between agricultural sector and tourism,
and suggests much for the future deployment of 6th industrialization in Japan.
【Competitiveness cluster】
Competitiveness cluster is the cluster with principal axis for R&D in
France. Currently 71 base points are approved by CIADT (Inter-Ministry
Committee for Regional Planning and Development), and 12 of them are
supervised by MAF. The approval criteria are, the share and market size of
the industry, R&D capability of the base point, the excellence of the
participating universities and institutes and strategy of the regional economy
development. Regarding the R&D projects in the base points, currently 4,600
are approved after 2005, with 12 times of public appeals. The approval
criteria are, the project must be the collaboration between two or more
companies and one research institute or high-level educational organization.
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Fig. 8. Competitiveness cluster

Source: Web site of Competitiveness cluster
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Fig. 9.

Competitiveness cluster (supervised by Ministry of Agriculture,
Agricultural Food and Forestry)

Source: Web site of Ministry of Agriculture, Agricultural Food and Forestry

【Rural excellence cluster】
Compared with the Competitiveness cluster that aims to promote R&D in
urban area, Rural excellence cluster is the base location policy for rural
village area. Therefore, its scope is “rural revitalizing area” which is not
next to an urban area with a population more than 30,000. Its policy target
is to support innovative and employment creating projects by integrating
public and private partners.
With the public appeal in Jun and Dec 2006, 379 districts were approved
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nd

and in the 2 phase started in Nov 2009, 263 districts were approved. 66%
of them are for economic development (for small- or mid-sized companies
or regional agriculture) and the other 34% are social service such as health
care and medical service or the support for elders or infants. National budget
st
nd
was 235 million euro for 1 and 2 phase each. The subsidy per single rural

excellence cluster was 620,000 euro for the 1st phase and 890,000 euro for
2nd. The project in scope for the subsidy is more than 300,000 Euro in
investment, and the maximum amount is 1.5 million euro, with subsidy rate
of 33-50%.
Actual cases of rural excellence clusters are, for example, the project
aiming to improve income by the collaboration of production promotion of
three major agricultural products (milk, beef and apple cider) and tourism
in Auge district.
【Enterprise cluster】
Enterprise cluster is a policy mainly targeting to support small- and
mid-sized companies. It also supports the company networking based on
regions in a specific industrial area, with common strategy. 126 enterprise
clusters were approved after two public appeals in 2009 and 2010. 12% of
the 1st phase was in agriculture, food and fishery industry, and 17% for 2nd
phase. Actual examples of the area are: Nutravita (supplement, food) Inter
Bio Bretagne (organic farming), agrodynamic and sustainable growth
(renewable energy), Ble dur mediterannee (the supply chain of durum wheat
and sales marketing for Mediterranean countries), Cluster West (higher
added value throughout value chain), Mediterranean Var Province flowers
(cut flowers).
To develop and operate the enterprise cluster, France government donated
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24 million Euro from FNADT (National Fund for Planning and Development
of Territory) and budges from OSEO (a financial company for the innovation
of small- and mid-sized companies) and Ministries. Average subsidy per
cluster was 200,000 Euro.

2.4. Complementarity among cluster policies
Competitiveness cluster specializes in promoting innovation and R&D on
supplier side, while enterprise cluster is related to the market area closer to
retail. There are cases that two policies are working complementarily. For
example, in food industry area, enterprise cluster Nutravita and competitiveness
cluster Qualimed, Cereales Valee, Varilial, Vitagora are working complementarily.
Also there is the collaboration of Qualimed (competitiveness cluster) and Ble
dur mediterannee (enterprise cluster) in the durum wheat market, from
cultivation of seed to marketing. Also competitive cluster is the cluster in
urban area, and rural excellence cluster is in rural area, from the start.

2.5. Remarkable movement in cluster policy: wide area
collaboration and local embedding
These are cases that competitiveness clusters collaborates in a wide area
such as French Food Cluster F2C, consisting of clusters Vitagora, Aquimer,
Agrimip and Valorial. Also, Vegepolys, PEIFL and Cereales Valee has
started joint project in the cultivation of seed, “sustainable management of
agricultural production.”
These cases show, in order to realize the production of cutting-edge
knowledge, in other words, radical innovation, at competitiveness base point,
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wide area collaboration among clusters are sought to combine several pieces
of the cutting-edge knowledge produced separately in distant area. (In
sociology, loosely linked network with structural gaps are considered
advantageous to realize innovation.) However, it is rare for the innovation
in food industry to be realized based on a radical, cutting-edge knowledge.
It tends to be the result of exploiting accumulated knowledge based on close
relationship between regional agriculture and food companies.
The project support for gradual innovation in food industry is mainly
owed by local governments and OSEO. In the case of PACA district in
south France, food companies in the region gradually started to procure
cheap material from south Europe countries and Mediterranean countries,
and a project was promoted to aim for higher added value on regional tree
fruit and vegetable. Competitiveness cluster PEIFL and PRIDES, company
support system in PACA region, jointly started the action plan “forecasting
and management of employment and competence.” This aims to enhance the
employment in the tree fruit and vegetable sector, to cope with the aging
farmers and chronic labor shortage in the processing companies.
“Local embedding” is the situation where gradual innovation in food
industry is performed under the tight connection with regional farming and
the policy of local government. As a proof of such tight connection, we can
point out that geographical proximity and cognitive proximity are
overlapping together among the economical actors.

2.6. The significance and novelty of regional competitiveness
policy in France
We would like to indicate the following 3 points as the proof of novelty
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of regional competitiveness policy, especially competitiveness cluster, among
other public policies:
Firstly, the approval as a cluster is done by the proposal-competition
method. In the operation of public policy, this kind of method has seldom
been employed, except for choosing the scientific or technological project.
Rural excellence cluster and enterprise cluster also employs this method.
Secondly, in the operation of competitiveness cluster, an inter-Ministry
organization was established and ran actual execution (Fig.10). Thirdly,
integrated fund across the related Ministries (FUI) was established. R&D
project budgets, which used to be scattered in multiple Ministries, were
integrated into FUI, and application form and approval process were unified,
and budget operation in each Ministry can comprehensively be overviewed.
In addition to above 3 the way of intervention by the nation has changed.
Specifically, in the cluster policy, the nation no more manages or advices to
each cluster. An idea of “complementary nation” is getting stronger in public
policy, to limit the intervention of nation to the coordination of private
actors. (For example, in the criteria of approval for competitiveness cluster,
it is made mandatory to have the collaboration of two or more companies
and one research institute or training center.)

2.7. Competitive cluster and regional agriculture
In the current situation, participation of competitiveness clusters to the
management of each farm is very seldom, and the competitiveness base
corresponds to the needs of agricultural production sector through the R&D
by the upstream companies and research institutes (such as the cultivation
of seeds) or downstream processing companies. That means, competitiveness
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clusters plays very minor roles in the creation and diffusion of innovations
in the agricultural production sector. Facing the insufficient collaboration
between the competitiveness base and agricultural production, it is pointed
inevitable to have Institute for Agricultural Application or diffusion organization
handle the problem. For example, it is proposed that competitiveness clusters
should approve the projects for CASDAR, Special Account for Agriculture
Development for Rural. Hereafter, in order to promote the collaboration
between the competitiveness cluster and the agricultural production sector,
the rural development policy of the EU Common Agricultural Policy (CAP)
is considered to play an important role.
th

2.8. The relationship with 6 industrialization
In order to promote 6th industrialization, it is important to find how the
competitiveness cluster works complementarily with other clusters aiming
for promoting agricultural and food production and for rural village
development such as rural excellence cluster or enterprise cluster. More
specifically, in the situation where the collaboration between distant
clusters are led by France government, we need to find out how the
integration of regional economy and clusters can be promoted, and also the
positioning and role of local governments.
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Fig. 10. Organization and operation of competitiveness cluster

Source: Inoue, Suda and Goto, Presentation material for the report meeting “Agricultural and
rural innovation Policy in France - Enforcing Regional Competitiveness by Forming
Network between Companies and Research Institutes”, Policy Research Institute,
Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fishery (March 25, 2014) (Original source :
Etude portant sur l’évaluation des pôles de compétitivité Rapport global, Erdyn, 2012,
Figure 4）

Box 4 Studies on agricultural and rural innovation policy in Korea
We, Policy Research Institute, Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and
Fishery, studied the agricultural and rural innovation policy in Korea, targeting agriculture and food industry. The outcome was summarized in Policy
Research Institute, Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fishery (2013), Part
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IV “Agricultural and rural innovation policy in Korea” and Chapter 7
th
“Current status and issues about 6 industrialization of agriculture in Korea

- rural village development policy as the central concern” (Youkyung Lee).
The summary is as follows:
The specific feature of agricultural and rural innovation policy in Korea
is its wide variety of policies according to the target scope, such as each
farm, rural area and food industrial park.
Regarding the support for each farm level, “Support project for entrepreneurs for agricultural processing” is offered by the Rural Development
Administration. Regarding region level innovation promotion policy,
Department of Agriculture, Forestry, Fishery and Food incubates regional agricultural clusters by accelerating the formation of regional network through
policies such as “Regional strategic food industry promotion project.”
“National food cluster project (Foodpolis)” is also in force mainly for export.
All these three policies employ different ways of implementation.
“Support project for entrepreneurs for agricultural processing” is educational
type. “Regional strategic food industry promotion project” is bottom-up style
and “National food cluster project” is top-down style. We concluded that
Korea is promoting agricultural and rural innovation aggressively by exploiting wide variety of policy methods.

In the policies in Korea, many issues and initiatives are found to be
in common with the cases of the EU and France. Regarding human
resources development, improvement of coordination ability of promoter
is required on each farm level, and development of expert coordinators
who can plan and operate the cluster on regional cluster incubation
level. Complementary collaboration between related policies can also be
seen like to ones seen in the competitiveness cluster bases in France.
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Chapter

4
th

Implication for the Promotion of 6 Industrialization
and the Prospect of Policy Research
We have applied the implications of the result from the categorization and
analysis of policies in the EU and France onto Fig.11, which has the same
framework with the policy mapping of Fig.7. Firstly we assumed most of
the current ordinary operators in agriculture, forestry and fishery resides in
the 3rd quadrant in Fig.11. Then, we divided the business entity that 6th
industrialization policy is going to incubate into 4 categories: diversification
type (including small group of farmers and collaboration with companies),
collaboration type, (export) industrial cluster type and enterprise type. They
reside in 3rd, 2nd, 1st, 4th quadrant, respectively. We showed the development
path in gray arrows, from mere operator of agriculture, forestry and fishery
to each type. Especially, the development from mere operator of agriculture,
forestry and fishery to collaboration type (including the one through
diversification type) and (export) industrial cluster type are very important
as the scope of current agricultural policy, so we showed the paths in the
bold gray arrows.
Further, we showed the policies which would be effective to support the
development to each type in white arrows on Fig.11. Also, since most of
current business entities of 6th industrialization can be considered
diversification type, we emphasized the 3rd quadrant of Fig.11 in gray to

th
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th

show this is the area where 6 industrialization policy is currently working
on.
th
As stated above, regarding 6 industrialization policy, it is expected to

further promote agricultural and rural innovation by incubating wider
collaboration with other industries or covering whole part of the
geographical area, in other words, collaboration in the 2nd quadrant of Fig.11.
The policies supporting the incubation of such collaboration type are the
ones in the 2nd quadrant, which is considered to have the deepest relationship
with current 6th industrialization policy, in terms of the promotion of
agricultural and rural innovation.
The experience with the EU’s LEADER Initiative, which lies on the 2nd
quadrant of Fig.11, tells us that the role of leaders in the unit plays an
important role in the development of the regional unit of business (LAG).
In the EU, the idea of rural village animator has been formed as the required
leader-type human resources. We also introduced that graduate-level
educational program to develop rural animators. In the 2nd quadrant of
Fig.11, we showed that leader type human resource is effective to develop
the collaboration type.
Three cluster policies in France, rural excellence cluster, enterprise cluster
and remarkable site of tastes are also located in the 2nd quadrant of Fig.11.
These cluster policies are mainly aimed to promote the region, and
sometimes works complementarily with the competitiveness cluster policy
(for example, the “local embedded cluster” such as PASS). It is remarkable
that, in such cases, the secretariat of competitiveness cluster works as the
receptacle organization to exploit other supporting policy. It is very
important for agricultural and rural innovation policy how to support the
th

collaboration type entity in 6

industrialization to develop into industrial
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cluster with strong competitiveness. (Please refer to discussion on other
articles, such as Saito (2012)). It is very important to point that cluster
secretariat of competitiveness cluster policy in France works as the
receptacle of related policies and has become a platform to help the
execution of various projects.
Japan has declared that increasing export of agricultural product is one
th
of its important policy target. The ultimate goal of 6 industrialization policy

can be to develop the industry to the point where it can have the export
nd

competitiveness. That means, in Fig.11, support target on the 2
st

(collaboration type) develops into the one on the 1

quadrant

quadrant ((export)

industrial cluster type). In Fig.11, we showed the policy to develop such
business entity (the receptacle of business), to be between the 2nd and 3rd
quadrants. We also believe such receptacle will be effective to develop
collaboration type and industrial clusters, thus showed it in black arrows.
Finally, we will discuss the relationship with R&D. If 6th industrialization
policy, currently on the level of helping the development of regional
agriculture, should aim to develop higher level competitiveness, collaboration
with the organization having R&D function is indispensable. We believe we
need to focus on the construction of “foodpolis”, national food cluster in
Korea. To build large scale industrial park for food industry may not be
realistically feasible in Japan for now. However, at least, building effective
R&D network like food valley in Netherland, which is the benchmark for
Korea case, is building an important social infrastructure. It could be the
organizational innovation with big opportunity. Systematic support is
expected.
Some cases of the operators in agriculture, forestry and fishery did not
go through the collaboration type path, but already developed its management
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to grow to enterprise type. The policy to support such management is
located in the 4th quadrant of Fig.11. In this article we did not discuss this
pathway. However, the start of the A-FIVE (Agriculture, forestry and
fisheries Fund corporation for Innovation, Value-chain and Expansion Japan)
would be a strong support for such movement. Furthermore, raising the
flexibility of activity of such enterprise type entity by deregulation or
accelerating the entrance of companies in other industry would be both
significant as the agricultural and rural innovation policy.
Fig. 11. Implications of overseas agricultural and rural innovation policy

for 6th industrialization policy

th

Source: 6 Industrialization Team
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Chapter

1

Development Overview of 6th Industry

1. The Connotation of 6th Industry
th

1.1. The Connotation of 6 Industry
From the view of meso-level, the connotation of 6th industry in this study
is as follows: 6th industry, a form of agricultural management that appears
at the time when the society and economy (including agriculture) develop
to a certain stage and holds economic benefit as the center, with the leading
industry the focus, processing enterprise the leader, farmers the foundation,
technology service the means, is a market-oriented modern production and
management form which integrates planting, breeding and processing in one,
trade, industry and agriculture in one, economy, science and education in one
through the optimization of various production factors, implementation of
regional distribution, specialized production, scale construction, serial processing,
socialized service and enterprise-style management.
From the above, we can see that the essence of 6th industry research is
to reveal the relationship between agriculture and its correlative industries,
also the relationship among the internal interest bodies of 6th industry
organization. The following study will further analyze the connotation of
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agriculture industrialization from the perspective of industrial relevance
theory, organizational theory and labor division theory.
th
1. The industrial relevance theory: 6 industry is the vertical integration

process of agriculture. With the scientific-technical progress and the economic
development, agriculture is unceasingly divided and integrated, because the
relationship between agriculture and its correlative industries is increasingly
close, and finally the vertical integration is realized with the harmonious
development of agricultural products production, processing and sales.
Theoretically, the vertical integration can be divided into complete one and
incomplete one, among which the former means making production,
processing and sales or supply, production and sales be included in the same
enterprise, while the latter means that the leading enterprise combines the
small companies engaging in the supply of agricultural production materials,
agriculture production, as well as processing and marketing of agricultural
products together via signing a contract.
2. The industrial organizational theory: 6th industry is the improving
process of organization degree of farmers. The essential features of agriculture
industrialization are mainly compressed into its business entity―the multi
economy complex with leading enterprises of agriculture industrialization and
farmer specialized cooperative economy organization at the core. Based on
the agricultural industry chain, leading enterprises and cooperative organization
establish a relatively stable relationship with a group of farmers. Such industrial
organization form, which can not only improve the organization degree of
farmers, but protect and stimulate their enthusiasm, is the important way to
resolve contradictions between small-scale peasant economy and international/
inland grand market.
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th

3. The industrial labor division theory: 6 industry is the specialization
and intensification process of agricultural production. According to the demand
of socialization of production, agriculture industrialization objectively
requires the coordination and distribution of responsibilities among the links
of pre-production, in-production and post-production, also among each internal
production operators, while the precondition of coordination and distribution of
responsibilities is specialization. There are three kinds of specialization of
agricultural production: the first one is the specialization of agricultural
business operators, meaning that each business operator gets rid of small and
comprehensive production pattern to transform into the one specializing in
the production of some certain agricultural products or mainly producing
some certain agricultural products for the market; the second one is the
specialization of agronomic process, meaning that during the whole process
of agricultural production, different operation stages shall be respectively
accomplished by a number of business operators with certain advantages; the
third one is the regionalization of agricultural production, meaning that various
regions shall mainly produce the agricultural products with advantages. The
agricultural specialization must be accompanied by the application of advanced
agricultural science and technology, intensive use of capital and land, as well
as the improvement of land and labor productivity; therefore, agriculture
industrialization is the inevitable outcome of agricultural production and
intensification.
th
From the above statement, we can see that 6 industry is similar to the

agriculture industrialization in China, which is a significant innovation of
rural operation and organizational system after the household contract
management conducted during rural reform. Starting from the mid and late
1980s, agriculture industrialization has experienced multiple stages, including
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early exploration, developing and perfecting, as well as innovation and
improvement, from which the significant results are obtained. In this study,
th
6 industry’s development background, current situation, mode, policy change,

existing problems, development ideas and others will be analyzed and
discussed form the perspective of agriculture industrialization based on the
actual condition of China.

1.2. The Interaction between Agriculture Industrialization and
Urbanization
The experience of world economic growth shows that the industrial and
employment structure of a country will evolve regularly with the development
of productive force. When the agricultural productivity is improved, the
industrial upgrade and spatial transference will occur to agricultural surplus
labor. The main expression of the former is industrialization, and the main
expression of the latter is urbanization.
The fifth plenary session of the 17th CPC Central Committee emphasizes
that the agricultural modernization shall be boosted synchronously with the
further development of industrialization and urbanization. The report of
Eighteenth National Congress points out that the integration of urban-rural
development is the basic solution for the “issue of agriculture, farmer and
rural areas”; meanwhile, it also focuses on promoting the synchronous
development of industrialization, informatization, urbanization and agricultural
modernization. Based on the actual requirements of rural development and
taking a long-term perspective, this strategic deployment, which is made for
the improvement of rural development system and mechanism, provides the
direction for agriculture industrialization management, thus agriculture
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industrialization ushers in its uncommon opportunity. With the emphasis on
the synchronous boost and development of “Four Modernizations” in new
period and stage, the industrialization concept, advanced technology, material
equipment and modern forms of management organization shall be applied
to develop agriculture and promote the balanced configuration of urban and
rural resource elements. Agriculture industrialization management adapts to
this requirement. Through the integrated operation of production, processing
and sales, trade, industry and agriculture, the development results of
industrialization and urbanization can be applied to agriculture. As a result,
the organic connection among primary, secondary and tertiary industries can
be realized.
1. Agriculture industrialization development is the support of urbanization.
In recent years, agriculture industrialization development has progressed rapidly
with a significant growth in industrial organization and stable improvement
of management efficiency; meanwhile, the industrial structure is becoming
optimized and the overall competitiveness is endlessly improved. At present,
agriculture industrialization development gradually transforms from quantity
expansion to quality improvement. Furthermore, with the transformation
from “driven by single leading enterprise” to enterprise cluster, its scope is
no longer limited to agriculture, but penetrating and extending to all the
fields of rural economy. Through the rapid development of agricultural
production base, the development space of agricultural capital, primary
processing of agricultural products, print and package, warehouse logistics
and other correlative industries is expanded; simultaneously, various types of
specialized personnel, including professional skill, operation management,
exchange of information, intermediary consulting, etc., are attracted to flood
into the industry. Then the development of the local catering, telecom,
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finance, medical treatment, hotel, cultural education, entertainment and other
tertiary industries is driven by the concentration of industries and personnel,
thereby accelerating the process of urbanization.
2. Urbanization is the power for the development of agriculture
industrialization. The increase in population and added demand for
agricultural products brought by urbanization directly stimulate the development of intensive and scale agriculture, from which a powerful promoting
function is produced to agriculture industrialization. With the continuous
improvement of urban residents’ living standards, the demand for the
diversification of agricultural products, quality and grade is also improved,
which in return accelerates the technological innovation of new varieties,
production, storage and fresh-keeping and deep-processing and enhances the
brand influence of agricultural products. In the meantime, the booming
business and convenient transportation also sets up a bridge between the
production and processing base and the market, as a result of which the
integration degree of production, processing and sales, trade, industry and
agriculture will be higher and the development foundation for leading
enterprises will be more superior.
It is visible that the development of agriculture industrialization relies on
urbanization to some extent, while the urbanization is the engine of
agriculture industrialization. Agriculture industrialization promotes the rapid
improvement of agricultural productivity. On the one hand, it not only
provides vast production, living materials, capital and market, but also
releases a lot of labor; on the other hand, the concentration of population
and industries caused by agriculture industrialization brings a significant
spatial aggregation benefit, which in return accelerates the construction of
urbanization. The rural area is the spatial carrier and support of agriculture
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industrialization, and this is represented as the concentration of nonagricultural industries and population towards cities and towns, the
centralization process of secondary and tertiary industries, and the
continuous extension of population size.

2. The Emergence and Development of Agriculture
Industrialization
2.I. The Background of Agriculture Industrialization
From an international perspective, the integrated operation of agriculture,
industry and commerce is firstly emerged in America after the Second World
War with the change of food consumption caused by the improvement of
agricultural production and living standard, as well as the acceleration of life
pace. Soon afterwards, it springs up widely in Western European countries
and Japan. In 1950s, most western countries began to transform from
professionalization to industrialization because of the massive mechanized
production. For example, the formation of several American crop zones, the
expansion of crop farming to animal husbandry, the emergence of specialized
chicken farm, pig farm and cattle farm, the more and more clear work
division between crop farming and animal husbandry, the transformation
from specialization of plantation production to the professionalization of
livestock product processing. All of these contribute to the emergence of
agriculture industrialization.
Domestically, agriculture industrialization is the important outcome of
rural reform and development, the product generating during the transformation
from planned economy to socialist economy, the significant innovation of
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agricultural management system and mechanism after rural household
contract management. Since the Third Plenary Session of the 11th Central
Committee, agriculture and rural economy have experienced two major
historic changes. The first is that the rural management system, which is
characterized by the implementation of the household contract responsibility
system, establishes the dominant role of family management and sets up the
dual management system of “combination of centralization and decentralization”, what’s more, it abolishes the unified and fixed state purchase and
abandons the control of most agricultural products, which in return changes
the appearance of rural socio-economic outlook. Marked by the fourteenth
National Congress, the second change is that rural economy has entirely
stepped in socialist market economy, under which, the internal deep-seated
problem of agriculture manifests more and more. The main expressions are
the contradiction between innumerable small production and ever-changing
grand market, family management and scale operation, effective supply of
agricultural products and low agricultural comparative benefit, specialization
of agricultural production and socialized services, as well as the contradiction
between surplus agricultural labor and narrow job opportunities. In order to
solve these contradictions, the reform shall be carried out towards the
organizational form and operation mode of agriculture industrialization, as
well as the management system of agricultural economy. In addition, a new
way shall be provided for family management and market joint, while
agriculture industrialization is just the exploration for seeking the ways to
solve these contradictions. After the mid 1990s, the situation of supply of
agricultural products begins to transform from long-term shortage to basic
balanced total quantity and coexistence of structural surplus and deficiency.
What’s more, there exists self-sufficiency in some products, together with the
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bad selling of agricultural products, stagnant income state of farmers,
contradiction between innumerable small production and grand market both
at home and abroad, various regions set about exploring the link form, such
as production, processing and sales in one, a connected sequence of trade,
industry and agriculture, to remit the situation of bad selling and buying, as
well as the division of production and sales.

2.2. Development History of Agriculture Industrialization
Integrating with development and reform, agriculture industrialization is
the important driving force for strategic adjustment of agricultural structure
in China. It is also the powerful measure to improve the international
competitiveness of Chinese agriculture, and the effective way to realize
agricultural modernization based on household contract management.
Therefore, its development must possess the features of stages and longevity;
through twenty years’ development, the agriculture industrialization in China
has roughly experienced three stages, including early exploration, accelerated
development, as well as innovation and improvement, all of which exerts a
significant and the profound influence on the innovative rural operation
system, the boost of agriculture and rural economy, and finally the
promotion of the whole economic society.

2.2.1. Early Exploration
The period between mid 1980s and early 1990s is the initial stage of
agriculture industrialization in China. In order to solve the contradiction
between the household management of agriculture and market cohesion, the
eastern area and big cities applied the operation mode of “integration of
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agriculture, industry and commerce” and “a connected sequence of
production, processing and sales” to achieve the improvement of agriculture
production and operation, the increase in benefit and the extension of fields.
Then the way of agriculture industrialization is gradually explored.
At this stage, the rural commodity economy, diversified management in
agriculture, as well as secondary and tertiary industries ushers in their
development with the widespread implementation of the household contract
responsibility system in rural areas. Meanwhile, the emergence of specialized
households, specialized peasant households, grain production households and
experts of plantation and cultivation accelerates the rising of rural industry
and brings more dynamic commodity exchange. The reform has been
conducted towards the agricultural products circulation system, including
grain circulation, and the pedlars’ market and specialized wholesale market
centering on self-employed businessman have come to the fore. With the
increase in supply of agricultural products as well as the permitted purchases
and sales system and product price, bad selling and buying of agricultural
products, chop of the excess and rushing the shortage appear alternately,
leading to the loss of farmers’ interest. Under such situation, the cooperative
association of agriculture-commerce, agriculture-industry, agriculture-trade,
which shows the exploration of “benefit and risk sharing”, comes into being.
Influenced by the further deepening of agricultural products circulation
system and price system, the agricultural products price has an overall
increase, even the inflation, which not only stimulates the development of
processing industry for agricultural products, but also intensifies the
fluctuation of supply and demand. In order to obtain stable raw material
supply, some enterprises begin to invest in rural areas to build production
base, signing production contract with the farmers. Thus the operation mode
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of agriculture industrialization, which is characterized by “company+ peasant
household, leading enterprise+ base+ peasant household”, is formed.
In the stage of early exploration, the feature of agriculture industrialization
in the region, industry, scale and other aspects is as follows: it firstly
emerges in the eastern coastal areas and the outskirts of big cities with a
higher degree of commercialization, specialization, marketization of agricultural
products; in addition, it also possesses other features, including the obvious
advantage in the industries of livestock and vegetable whose additional value
is more higher, low degree of industrial processing value-added, industrialized
operation system formed by the spontaneous combination of business
entities, quiet loose combination between enterprises and peasant households,
unstable benefit connection, limited function and influence.

2.2.2. The Stage of Accelerated Development
Agriculture industrialization flourishes during mid and late 1990s and
early twenty-first century. Besides, it also steps in the stage of top down and
point surface accelerated development. After the publication of the article,
Of Agriculture Industrialization, on Dec. 11, 1995 on People’s Daily,
agriculture industrialization has been gradually recognized and got more
attention. Related departments of central government launches pilot projects
actively to encourage and promote the exploration. Meanwhile, various
regions cultivate their own leading industries and formulate the supportive
policy based in the reality and resource superiority. Therefore, agriculture
industrialization spreads through the nation, and leading enterprises spring up
everywhere.
In this stage, some significant changes happen to the development
situation of Chinese agriculture. That is to say, the supply of agricultural
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products transforms from long-term shortage to basic balanced total quantity,
and there exists the coexistence of structural surplus and deficiency and
self-sufficiency in some products, the outstanding contradiction between
innumerable small production and grand market, along with the bad selling
and buying, as well as low comparative benefit of agricultural products,
forming the main problem restricting farmers’ income. With the transformation
from planned economy to market economy, a group of privately operated
leading processing enterprises grow up, and some development can be seen
in farmers’ professional cooperative, farmers’ association, rural broker and
other folk intermediary organizations. For the governments at all levels and
the whole society, agriculture industrialization has gradually become the only
approach to solve bad selling, improve farmers’ comparative benefit and
increase farmers’ income. Both the state and the local governments have
agriculture industrialization on their agendas.
In 1996, “Boost Agriculture Industrialization” has been presented in The
Main Task and Policy Measure Relating to “Ninth Five” Period and the
Current Rural Work of CPC Central Committee and State Council (ZF
[1996] No. 2). Since then, in order to implement the major support of
leading enterprises and promote the spirit of agriculture industrialization
stated in Opinions on the Accomplishment of Agriculture and Rural Work in
2000 of CPC Central Committee and State Council (ZF [2000] No. 3),
Ministry of Agriculture together with State Development Planning Commission
(SDPC) and other seven ministries and commissions put forward the Opinion
on Supporting the Leading Enterprises of Agriculture Industrialization in
2000. In the same year, they decided 151 national major leading enterprises
on joint conference. Meanwhile, with the support and guidance of central
spirit and supportive policy, various regions and all departments have done
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a lot of highly effective work to promote the development of agriculture
industrialization, which further accelerates the rapid and healthy development
with significantly stronger leading role and continuously enlarged social
influence.
According to the survey of eleven thousand eight hundred operating
organizations of agriculture industrialization with benefit connection counted
by agriculture industrialization office of Ministry of Agriculture in 1997, the
total famers connected by the operating organizations are 19.19 million. By
the end of 2000, the total numbers of various agriculture industrialization
organizations and the driven farmers respectively reach sixty six thousand
and 59 million. In this stage, the features of agriculture industrialization are
as follows: larger increase in the number of organizations, faster development
in eastern areas compared with that of central and western areas, diversified
carrier format of the organizations and giving priority to contractual relation.
However, the overall feature is low expansion, for example, the number of
organization indeed increases, but the strength is not strong and the scale is
small; no fundamental change happens to the low processing level of
agricultural products, low competitiveness of leading enterprises and regional
imbalance.

2.2.3. The Stage of Innovation and Improvement
Under the more and more obvious influence of the supportive policies for
agriculture internationalization and industrialization in the new century, the
agriculture industrialization in China ushers its stage of innovation and
improvement with the unceasing enhancement of overall agricultural
productivity and the development of food processing industry.
th

Since the 16

CPC National Congress, agriculture industrialization and
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agricultural rural economy in China have together entered into a “golden
period”. Endued with the significance, agriculture industrialization, which
processes the features of overall situation and directivity among the work of
agriculture industrialization and agricultural rural economy, has become the
focus of the Party Central Committee and the State Council. Meanwhile,
“support agriculture industrialization is to support agriculture, support leading
enterprises is to support farmers” is emphasized and a series of policy
measures supporting the development of agriculture industrialization are
formulated, involving finance, revenue, trade and other aspects, which in
return drives the rapid development of leading enterprises and agriculture
industrialization. During this period, Ministry of Agriculture further implements
the scientific outlook on development centering on the construction of
modern agriculture and the improvement of farmers’ income. Taking the
transformation of agricultural development mode as the key point, 30 million
Yuan has been invested in major national leading enterprises each year since
2002, together with the perfection of policy measures conducted by
departments at all levels, the prominent problem has been solved and the
development of agriculture industrialization has been boosted.
After the “10th Five-Year Plan” and “11th Five-Year Plan”, the agriculture
industrialization organization in China continuously develops and grows, and
the strength of leading enterprises is obviously enhanced; what’s more, the
construction of standardized raw materials production base is unceasingly
strengthened, and the hi-tech innovation capacity is further improved, as a
result of which remarkable achievement is realized in farmers’ employment
and income increase, in addition, the influence of agriculture industrialization
is increasingly promoted. By the end of 2010, the total number of various
agriculture industrialization organizations throughout the country has reached
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two hundred and fifty-four thousand and nine hundred (254,900), the driven
farmers 107 million. The income increase of farmers that engage in
agriculture industrialization is two thousand one hundred and ninety three
Yuan. Compared with that by the end of 2005, they respectively increased
by 87.8%, 23% and 64.1%. At present, the agriculture industrialization in
China has entirely entered into the stage of innovation and improvement: the
development mode transforms from quantity expansion to quality promotion.
It is no longer driven by a single leading enterprise, but the leading
enterprises cluster. The interests binding mechanism transforms from loose
to tight type. As for the organization pattern, it is no longer the leading
enterprises together with the base drive the farmers, but the “leading
enterprise+ cooperative+ farmer”. For the operation mode, the focus
transforms from processing and circulation to the expansion of industrial
chain’s multiple link of upstream and downstream. For the government
function, it transforms from the simple support to standardize services.
Meanwhile its focus is no longer the single leading enterprise, but the
construction of public service platform and the drive of enterprises cluster’s
development. According to the related data, the total number of various
agriculture industrialization organizations by the end of 2012 has reached
three hundred eight thousand and seven hundred; what’s more, the sales
income achieved by leading enterprises is 6.88 trillion Yuan, in which the
net profit is 466.783 billion Yuan; the driven farmers are 180 million, and
the income increase of the farmers joining in agriculture industrialization is
more than two thousand and eight hundred Yuan. All of these effectively
show that agriculture industrialization organizations, especially the leading
enterprises have become the backbone of the production of agricultural
products and food, as well as the circulation in China. Being the driving
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factors of farmers’ employment and income increase, the significant platform
for agricultural science and farming techniques and modern material
equipment, as well as the social school for cultivating new type farmers,
they play an important role in the harmonious development of industrialization, urbanization and agriculture industrialization in China.

3. The Current Situation and Results of Agriculture
Industrialization
3.1. The Current Situation of Agriculture Industrialization
Since the specific requirement of developing and boosting agriculture
th
industrialization being put forward by the Central Authority, the 6 industry

in China has rapidly developed; the number of agriculture industrialization
organizations has increased; the leading enterprises have been expanded, the
service organizations have grown; the binding interests mechanism has been
perfected; and the capacity of driving farmers’ employment and income
increase has strengthened. Taking advantage of capital, technology, talents
and other production factors, the leading enterprise integration of agriculture
industrialization, which is a significant part of modern agricultural industrial
system and the key to promote agriculture industrialization, drives the
farmers to develop specialized, standardized, scale, and intensive production,
Firstly, the ceaselessly enhanced strength of leading enterprises has effectively
promoted the supply of agricultural products. The rapid development of
industrialized operation organizations centering on leading enterprises optimizes
the organizational form of agricultural production and introduces the
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production factors of modern agriculture, which in return supports and
promotes the guarantee of national food security and the effective supply of
important agricultural products. By the end of 2011 (similarly hereinafter),
the total number of various industrialized operation organizations has
reached two hundred and eighty four thousand, and under the effect of
radiation, 40% of farmers of the nation have engaged in agricultural
production; the total number of leading enterprises has reached one hundred
and eleven thousand, and the sales income has reached 5.7 trillion Yuan. The
agricultural and fabricated product provided by the industrialized operation
organizations accounts for 1/3 of the supply in agricultural products market.
In addition, it accounts for more than 2/3 of “shopping basket” product
supply in main cities.
Secondly, the unceasing perfection of industrial chain has effectively
promoted the development and structure of modern agricultural industrial
system. The leading enterprises not only unceasingly strengthen the construction
of upstream raw material base and strive to develop deep-processing, but
also expand packaging and storage, logistics and other downstream links.
Together with the creation of integrated industrial chain and the boost of
modern agricultural industrial system, the industrial quality of agriculture has
been improved. The market transaction sum of circulation leading enterprises
throughout the country exceeds 2 trillion Yuan. The ratio of leading
enterprises’ production value of agricultural products processing and raw
material purchase value exceeds 2∶1. Farming industry has become the
pillar industry in Inner Mongolia, Jilin, Liaoning, Shandong, Henan, Hunan
and others.
Thirdly, the unceasing improvement of leading enterprises’ radiation
capacity has effectively promoted the increase in farmers’ income. Various
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industrialized operation organizations had a close relationship with farmers
through multiple ways. Via purchasing agricultural products by adopting
conservation price and raising the price, recovery of profits, share dividend,
etc., they also organize farmers to produce; provide job for farmers and
productive service for farmers on the base; continuously perfect the binding
interests mechanism with farmers; accelerate the increase of farmers’
income; and finally realize that the enterprises and farmers can share the
achievements of industrialization development. The number of industrialized
operation organizations adopting cooperation, joint stock partnership and
other tight binding interests mechanism has obviously increased, accounting
for 38.2% of the total; the number of farmers driven by various
industrialized operation organizations has reached 110 million, and the
income increase of the farmers joining in industrialized operation is 2477
Yuan.
Fourthly, the unceasing improvement of innovation has effectively
promoted the enhancement of agriculture technological innovation and
application. With the continuous increase in research input, the establishment
of research and development institution, the actively developed new product,
as well as the accelerated popularization and application of advanced and
applicable technology, the leading enterprises not only provide material
insurance and basic conditions for the advance in agricultural technology, but
also offer the valid platform for the transformation of agricultural technological
achievements. During the period of “11th Five-Year Plan”, the scientific
research fund invested in major national leading enterprises is 77.2 billion
Yuan with the average annual growth of 18.7%. Above 90% of the major
national leading enterprises have established R & D center, and 60% of the
achievements in scientific research have obtained the affirmation above the
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provincial level or award. In addition, a large number of agriculture
technological personnel engaging in technical research and development and
technology promotion have gathered in the leading enterprises.
Fifthly, the cluster growth of leading enterprises has effectively promoted
the development of the regional competitive industries and county economy.
Practically, various regions guide the leading enterprises to concentrate on
competitive industries and favorable areas based on resources and regional
advantages, as a result of which emerges a group of leading enterprises
cluster with outstanding leading industry, obvious scale effect and higher
organization degree. The cluster not only develops agricultural products
processing, but also accelerates the development of supporting industries,
including storage, packaging and transportation, and cultivates the growth
point of county economy. The scope of the first 76 national agriculture
industrialization demonstration bases affirmed by the Ministry of Agriculture
basically contains food and other main agricultural products, as well as
“shopping basket” products. With more than 4000 leading enterprises above
the scale that gathered, the number of driven farmers reaches 16.8 million
and the absorbed quantity of employment reaches 13.7 million, which in
return cultivates the important pillar for the development of county economy.

3.2. The Main Methods to Promote the Development of
Agriculture Industrialization
The development of agriculture industrialization in China is the practical
exploration for the vast farmers, agricultural enterprises and grass-roots
cadres to adapt to the rural reform and the development of socialist market
economy. Thus it has got the effective promotion of governments at all
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levels and the strongly support of policies. With the high attention on
agriculture industrialization from the Party Central Committee and the State
Council, specific requirements relating to agriculture industrialization have
th
th
th
th
been put forward in the report of 15 , 16 , 17 and 18 CPC National

Congresses, the “Ninth Five-Year Plan”, “Tenth Five-Year Plan” of national
economy, the development planning of “11th Five-Year Plan” and “12th
Five-Year Plan”, as well as the central documents relating to agriculture in
recent years. Meanwhile, a series of powerful supportive policies and
measures have also been formulated. Under the guidance of central spirit and
documents, each province (city, district) also establishes the relevant work
promotion mechanism and centers, at the same time, centers on the support
and promotion of agriculture industrialization. The main methods are as
follows:
1. Strengthen organizational leadership, support and promote agriculture
industrialization. Over the years, the high attention paid by Party Central
Committee and the State Council to agriculture industrialization together
with the strongly support and promotion towards agriculture industrialization
from different regions and departments have made the agriculture industrialization always maintain its strong vitality during the stage of emergence,
development and improvement. The above also makes agriculture industrialization show a tendency of rapid promotion. The State Council has
established national agriculture industrialization joint conference (composed
by eight departments), forming a working mechanism of joint management.
In 2000, Ministry of Agriculture jointly with SDPC and other seven
ministries and commissions put forward the Opinion on Supporting the
Leading Enterprises of Agriculture Industrialization. In 2006, eight ministries
and commissions jointly issued Guidance on Accelerating the Development
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of Agriculture Industrialization. At the same time, they also formulated a
series of favorable measures relating to finance, revenue, foreign trade,
listing and others, all of which effectively promotes the development of
agriculture industrialization.
2. Set up special fund, increase the financial investment in agriculture
industrialization. In 2002, state revenue established the special fund for
agriculture industrialization with the aim to support major national leading
enterprises. Meanwhile, the capital for the over development of agriculture
focuses on agriculture industrialization. According to the statistics, during the
period of “Tenth Five-Year Plan”, the total capital for agriculture
industrialization of state financial support reached 11.95 billion Yuan. The
special funds for agriculture industrialization have also been established in
each province, autonomous region and municipality directly under the central
government and the support has been gradually increased. During the period
of “11th Five-Year Plan”, the total capital for agriculture industrialization of
the national financial support at all levels reached 69.7 billion Yuan,
showing a trend of unceasing increase from year to year. The total capital
for agriculture industrialization of local financial support at all levels only
in 2010 reached 12.5 billion Yuan.
3. Cultivate main market entity, strengthen the development of agriculture
industrialization leading enterprises. For the agriculture industrialization,
leading enterprises are the key factor; intermediary organizations are the
link, and farmers are the foundation. Regarding strengthening the development
of leading enterprises as the key link of agriculture industrialization, various
regions adopt multiple measures to support and promote the development of
leading enterprises. On the one hand, actively promote the annexation and
reorganization, trans-regional management of leading enterprises, at the same
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time, cultivate the leader in the industry; radiation drive the development of
various intermediary organizations and base farmers; form the development
pattern with the organic bond of different entities and benign interaction. On
the other hand, implement some preferential policies relating to revenue,
investment, research and development, trade and others. The Ministry of
Finance and State Administration of Taxation (SAT) issued the processing
range within which the enterprises could enjoy the policy of deduction from
income tax. The leading enterprises that meet the condition have the
qualification to apply for issuing shares and listing. The cost rising from the
development of new products, new technology and new process shall be
included in the administration cost and be deducted before income tax.
4. Increase financial support, remit financing problem of leading enterprises
of agriculture industrialization. Taking the support of agriculture industrialization
as the key point of credit for agriculture, both Agricultural Bank and Agricultural
Development Bank have a preference in it at capital arrangement. Commerce
Department jointly with Ministry of Agriculture recommended a group of
export-oriented enterprises to EIBC as the key support objects. Under the
guidance of People’s Bank of China, financing institutions begin to innovate
the financial products and service mode of agriculture, meanwhile broaden
the financing channels for leading enterprises. China Securities Regulatory
Commission (CSRC) gives priority to the financing for stock market of the
leading enterprises. In order to solve the financing difficulty common for
leading enterprises of agriculture industrialization, various regions have
increased the link between banks and enterprises. During the period of “11th
Five-Year Plan”, the loan guarantee companies have been built in more than
ten provinces (municipality directly under the central government), including
Hubei, Zhejiang, Chongqing and others.
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5. Develop farmers’ specialized cooperative organization, enhance farmers’
organizational degree. Local governments actively guide and support the
development of farmers’ specialized cooperative organizations, mainly the
farmers’ cooperative and agricultural product industrial association. By the
end of 2012, the number of various farmers’ specialized cooperative
organizations (intermediary service organizations) has reached hundred
seventy four thousand and four hundred. The representative farmers of
farmers’ specialized cooperative organizations sign contract with the leading
enterprises for the cooperation, as a result of which the mechanism for small
farmers accessing to market is innovated and the organizational degree of
agriculture is drastically increased.

3.3. The Main Achievements of the Agriculture Industrialization
After more than 20 years development, the production mode of agriculture
in China has changed profoundly and the agriculture industrialization pattern
with Chinese characteristics has been formed initially. For the agriculture
production done by farmers, it has transformed from spontaneous dispersion
to order form. For the production and management of leading enterprises, its
focus has transformed from processing and circulation to the participation in
the whole industry chain. For the government guidance, it has transformed
from the direct master of agriculture production to government regulation of
the market and the market-led production. Agriculture industrialization not
only provides guarantee and safety level to the improvement of agricultural
technology, driven capacity of radiation, and the supply of agricultural
products, but also plays an important role in the perfection of modern
agricultural system, the promotion of county economy. What’s more, it also
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profoundly influences the innovated rural operation system, the development
of agriculture and rural economy, as well as the whole economic society.
The specific achievements are as follows:
1. The agricultural technology innovation and application has been
unceasingly promoted. In recent years, the R & D investment of operation
organizations of agriculture industrialization, especially the leading enterprises,
has continuously increased. Together with the introduction and cultivation of
technology talents, cooperation with scientific research institutions and
universities and colleges, the solution of key technical problems, the
development of new products, technology and process, enhancement of stock
breeding as well as the accelerated popularization and application of R &
D achievements, the agricultural technology has been greatly promoted; the
overall agricultural productivity has been improved; the technological
element and additional value of products have been enhanced and the core
competitiveness of agriculture in China has been strengthened. According to
the data of Ministry of Agriculture, the special fund used to the R & D and
popularization in agriculture industrialization finance reached 14.356 million
Yuan during 2008 and 2010, and the accumulated scientific research fund
that drives the major national leading enterprises was nearly 43.5 billion
Yuan. By the end of 2011, above 90% of the major national leading
enterprises have established R & D center, and 60% of the achievements in
scientific research have obtained the affirmation above the provincial level
or award. In addition, a large number of agriculture technological personnel
engaging in technical research and development and technology promotion
have gathered in the leading enterprises. In 2012, the R & D investment in
leading enterprises increased unceasingly and the enhancement of scientific
and technological talents obtained significant achievement. The total R & D
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investment was 53.345 billion Yuan; fifteen thousand and four hundred
leading enterprises had established specialized R & D institutions and
possessed eight hundred and twenty one thousand five hundred agriculture
technological personnel. Compared with that in 2011, they respectively
increased by 19.62%, 13.27% and 21.88%.
2. The radial driven capacity has improved and the farmers’ employment
and income increase have been effectively accelerated. Various agriculture
industrialization organizations pay attention to strengthening agriculture and
benefiting farmer. With their own development and growth, the driven mode
of agriculture industrializations has been perfected and innovated. In
addition, a closer relationship and sharing mechanism have been built
between agriculture industrialization organizations and farmers’ benefit,
which in return the achievements could be enjoyed by each participant.
According to the data of Ministry of Agriculture, by the end of 2012, the
number of various agriculture industrialization organizations has reached
three hundred and eight thousand seven hundred, and under the effect of
radiation, the total number of farmers engaging in agricultural production
throughout the county has reached 118 million. In terms of employment, the
leading enterprises strive to develop deep-processing and drive related
supporting industries, including packaging, storage, transportation, etc., to
create more job opportunities and absorb the transforming rural labors into
the labor market.
3. The supply guarantee and quality safety of agricultural products have
been enhanced. Industrialized operation organizations, mainly the leading
enterprises, get a rapid development. Through the introduction of production
factors of modern agriculture, they have become the major entities of
agricultural production and market supply of agricultural products; furthermore,
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they also play an important role in the guarantee of national food security
and the effective supply of significant agricultural products. According to the
data of Ministry of Agriculture, by the end of 2012, the agricultural and
fabricated products provided by leading enterprises have accounted for 1/3
of the marker supply, and more than 2/3 of the “shopping basket” products
in main cities. In 2012, leading enterprises invested 30.446 billion Yuan in
quality testing, certification, quarantine and other aspects relating to product
quality safety, increasing by 11.51% compared with that in 2011; the
numbers of leading enterprises passing the certificate of QS and testing
institution respectively are twenty-nine thousand one hundred and twenty
thousand two hundred, respectively increasing by 9.36% and 18.23%.
4. The modern agricultural industrial system has been established and
perfected. Industrialized operation organizations, mainly the leading enterprises,
unceasingly strengthen the stock breeding, raw material base construction of
upstream of industry chain, meanwhile strive to develop deep-processing and
expand packaging and storage, logistics, marketing and other downstream
links, all of which contributes to the establishment of entire industry chain,
the optimization of industrial structure, the promotion of industrial upgrade,
and furthermore, accelerates the initial shaping of modern agricultural
industrial system in which production, processing and sales are integrated in
one and the trade, industry and agriculture can support each other to obtain
harmonious development. Thus the industrial quality of agriculture is
improved and the development of modern agriculture is accelerated.
According to the data of Ministry of Agriculture, by the end of 2011, the
market transaction sum of circulation leading enterprises has exceeded 2 trillion
Yuan. The ratio of leading enterprises’ production value of agricultural
products processing and raw material purchase value has exceeded 2∶1.
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Farming industry has become the pillar industry in Inner Mongolia, Jilin,
Liaoning, Shandong, Henan, Hunan and others.
5. The regional competitive industries and county economy have been
promoted. Practically, various regions guide the leading enterprises to concentrate
on competitive industries and favorable areas based on resources and regional
advantages, as a result of which emerges a group of leading enterprises
cluster with outstanding leading industry, obvious scale effect and higher
organization degree. The cluster not only develops agricultural products
processing, but also accelerates the development of supporting industries,
including storage, packaging and transportation, and cultivates the growth
point of county economy. In 2011, Ministry of Agriculture affirmed the first
76 national agriculture industrialization demonstration bases (the second
batch of 77 national agriculture industrialization demonstration bases were
affirmed in 2013), whose scope basically contained food and other main
agricultural products, as well as “shopping basket” products. By the end of
2012, the number of various leading enterprises gathered by the 76 national
agriculture industrialization demonstration bases has reached 3,796; the
farmers’ cooperatives and farmers driven by them respectively reached
12,623 and 9,931,800; the fixed workers absorbed by them reached
1,042,000, which in return cultivates the important pillar for the development
of county economy.
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Chapter

2

Models and Case Analysis of Agriculture
Industrialization
1. Farmers’ Professional Cooperative Organizations
Leading Type
1.1. Content and characteristic
Farmers’ professional cooperative organizations leading type is mainly
relying on mandarin orange specialized cooperative as connection bond, sets
up tight benefit system between the specialized cooperative and cooperative
members. Its operation is similar to a modern enterprise: the cooperative is
in charge of means of production, technique, initial processing, sales;
cooperative members supply superior mandarin orange accordingly to settled
production standards, which ensured quality of products, and helped to
expand mandarin orange sales channels, guarantee benefit for both cooperation
parties. This type is applicable for mandarin orange growing regions with
good development foundation, and with major family, a typical place is
Changguan Guowang mandarin orange specialized cooperative in Yongshun
county (see figure 2-1).
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1.2. Case analysis
Changguan Town is located in the east south part Yongshuan county,
Xiangxi and riverside of Youshui, governed 5 administrative villages, 2
neighborhood committee. The total area is 104.8 square KM. Jiaoliu railway
crossed and transportation of waterway and land way is convenient.
Picturesque scenery and fertile soil. The majority sea level is below 450
meters, annual precipitation is 1,400-1,600 mm, annual average temperature
is 16.4℃, which fits mandarin orange growth. In the town 25000 Mu has
been developed for mandarin orange, major varieties are 8306, 8340, 260
three new types bred by several generations of agricultural specialist from
Xiangxi autonomous region and very suitable to be bred in this place. Having
excellent quality and unique flavor, annual output is 20 million KG, which
are sold to Henan, Hebei, Shanxi, Shanxi, Mongolia, Shandong, etc. In May,
2009, mandarin orange specialized cooperative was founded in Changguan
Town. Under its leadership, the scale development of mandarin orange in
this town was growing rapidly, and fruit farmers became rich.
Changguan mandarin orange specialized cooperative is leading mandarin
orange industry scale development with following methods: provides socialized
services to cooperative members and surrounding fruit farmers, and provides
supply of means of production, new technique and new products type,
technical training, tree management, pest control, packing storage, processing
and transportation, marketing, brand marketing. In order to improve storage
and preservation technology, the cooperative invited experts from Guangdong
Green South manufacturer to explain preservation medicament usage and
preservation technology, which reduced rot losses. For a few years, the
association held more than 30 times of all kinds of training classes, hired
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provincial and county specialists, and technicists to teach fertilization, use of
drugs, fruit tree pruning, fruit storage and preservation, orange orchard
management, with the number of farmers who participated in training more
than 5000, reference data released more than 5000 shares. Secondly is to
emphasize on mandarin orange quality construction. Most of mandarin
orange orchards were built in 1980s, which are ageing of varieties, backward
in management, low output and low efficiency. Thus the cooperative paid
high attention to product changes of variety and quality and led cooperative
members and surrounding fruit farmers to advance improvement of mandarin
orange quality by demonstrating, explaining and guiding methods. Third is
to pay attention to complete benefit allocation system of cooperation, which
is to ensure the composition of benefit and expenses. For income distribution,
exclude taxes to be paid, 20% of profit after tax is counted as provident
fund, 20% of profit after tax is counted public welfare fund, arrange stock
dividend in accordance with regulations or resolution standard decided by
board of directors and supervisors, beside above allocation, balance will be
allocated according to production quantity or production amount that
cooperative members sold to cooperative. Fourth is to implement flexible
sales system to control brand marketing. Cooperative members can sell their
mandarin orange, also can deliver what meet quality standard to cooperative,
to be sold by cooperative. In order to improve popularity of Changguan orange,
the cooperative has been to Shimen, Luxi to participate in mandarin orange
rating display and promotional activities, collected funds to publish Changguan
orange production and marketing information at Hunan Satellite TV, Xiangxi
Television station, and web, meanwhile published and reported by <The
Times cooperation>, <L’Unita> and <Yongshun News>, etc. Northeast sales
markets have been set up by cooperation, completed sales network have
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been set up in Manhole, Hailer, Tsitsihar, Changchun, Harbin, etc.
After three years, the cooperative became large-scale gradually, and has
been awarded <Provincial demonstration cooperation> in 2013. So far,
cooperative members are from 4 towns, 418 farmer families have joined the
cooperative. More than 6000 people started planting mandarin orange,
involved land covered 25 thousand Mu, superior mandarin orange export
base covered more than 1000 Mu. Annual production was 50 million Yuan,
and this increased farmer income more than 8300 Yuan. More than 90% of
mandarin oranges produced in Changeguan were sold across the country by
the cooperative, and selling price kept higher than surrounding areas. Under
the leadership of the cooperative, the entire town confirmed a development

Figure 2-1.

Changguan Town Yongshun County “Farmers’ professional
cooperative organizations leading type” model operation system
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road to be green, scientific and ecological, mandarin orange industry has
been leading industry in local economy, relying on technology and national
mandarin orange export base, and has passed pollution-free food certification.

2. Government Supporting Type
2.1. Content and characteristic
Under such circumstance, government had significant influence of
supporting and leading the important steps of mandarin orange production
and operation, such as brand constructing, base construction, technology
upgrading, standard setting, market development, to upgrade competitiveness
of local mandarin orange. Mandarin orange has been local agriculture and
even national economic supporting industry. Luxi, as a typical place, is
making China mandarin orange “the First Brand”, and the operation mode
is in figure 2-2.

2.2. Case analysis
Luxi County under Xiangxi has total population of 296 thousand, of
which 174.3 thousand people are agricultural population. Since 1990s, this
county took that making mandarin orange industry big and strong as a detail
solution to “develop industry and enrich people”, advanced mandarin orange
industry scale development. With cultivated areas 350 thousand Mu, total
output 190 thousand tons, production value reached 260 million Yuan,
income of mandarin orange occupied 36% of total agriculture output value,
and occupied 36.5% of rural per capita net income; developed area per
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capita in the entire county is 2 Mu, the mandarin orange project covers 121
villages, direct and indirect beneficiary reached 193 thousand people, and
nearly 100 thousand people got rid of poverty and got rich by mandarin
orange production. Mandarin orange produced in Luxi county has registered
the brand of national geography indication with famous reputation, and this
county was awarded “China’s hometown of mandarin orange”, where became
the biggest industry base.
For promoting local mandarin orange industry scale development, Luxin
County played governmental leading function, and its main methods are:
First is to complete policies support system. For building a favorable
development environment, enhance mandarin orange industrial development
vitality, Luxin County set out 4 types of supportive policies, they are using
fertile to support, 50 Yuan/Mu to support, for big mandarin orange orchard
that more than 20 Mu, support as 20 Yuna/Mu, for new products area 100
Yuan/Mu, Finance department of the County also arranged a certain amount
for variety breeding, importing new technique and experiment demonstration.
Land circulation policy, for circulation of current orange orchard that covers
more than 40 Mu, support 50 Yuan/Mu for continuous five years; for
circulation of more than 40 Mu and continuous for more than 10 years,
increase support 200 Yuan/Mu one-time offer; for office staffs of villages
and towns, that voluntarily circulation for more than 50 Mu of orange
orchard, can be specialized in orange circulation operation. Facilities
construction supporting policy, for mandarin orange base that more than 500
Mu, helps to construct stagnant pool and pavement, for more than 2000 Mu,
helps to construct orange distributing center, for planting family that having
more than 50 Mu, helps to construct storage in accordance with 50
Yuan/cubic meter. Second is to paying attention to technology upgrading,
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promoting mandarin orange quality. In the County set up a farmers
technician service team with 40 scientific special commissioner and 450
farmers for in charge of technical guidance and training for mandarin orange
industry construction, total 220 time training were carried out, and more than
20 thousand fruit farmers participated in. Third is to pay attention to brand
construction, breaded marketing. In this County marketing network has been
set up which increased connection with all orange wholesale markets,
meanwhile preceded brand publicity by network, TV, holding Luxi Mandarin
Orange Festival, Luxi Orange awarding meeting, Luxin Orange exhibition.
For quality assurance, and fresh selling, County government made a strategy
of uniform packaging and brand, to optimize marketing environment, opened
a “Green Channel” for mandarin orange. Fourth is to support deep
processing enterprises, stretch industry chain. A LiLiCheng processing
project has been set up in the town for 25 thousand tons of mandarin orange
processing, which is to support deep processing project in Fortune Company
and Superman Group in the County.
After perennial supporting, Luxi County has formed a superior mandarin
orange production base of “Two line Two river One loop”, total circulation
planting land 35.8 thousand Mu, involved more than 3680 farmer families,
9 villages and towns that having mandarin orange more than 10 thousand
Mu and 6 having more than 5000 Mu in this County, 85 mandarin orange
specialized villages that having more than 5000 Mu, 85 villages that having
more than 1000 Mu, 500 farmer families that have more than 50 Mu, where
became the biggest superior mandarin orange production base. Mandarin
orange has become the leading industry to Luxi rural economy, also became
supporting industry to enrich farmers. The Ministry of Agriculture awarded
“China’s hometown of mandarin orange” and “Luxin mandarin orange” was
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awarded national protected geographic indication products, “China green
food”, “Pollution-free agricultural products”, “the best-selling brand in China’s
consumer market”, “The Chinese famous brand”, also passed ISO9001
international quality system certification.

Figure 2-2.

Luxi County “government supporting type” mode operation
system

3. Garden Leading Type
3.1. Content and characteristic
The mode is to build up mandarin orange standardization demonstration
garden by strict production and management standard, technology integration,
scientific management and cultivation, completed infrastructure, marketing,
branding and product quality management. By spreading, demonstration and
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leading of gardens, lead surrounding mandarin orange production and
operation farmers to adopt new products, new technique, new equipment and
new ideas, which to promote standardized production level and industrial
competitiveness, this mode is to lead mandarin orange industry large-scale
development by “three standard” and “three effects, “three standards” is
production standardization, production factors intensification, and management
modernization, “three effects” is that have demonstration effects for surrounding
mandarin orange production areas by carrying out new technique, new
products and new ideas, that have sharing effect for surrounding mandarin
orange production areas cause infrastructure construction, market information
collection and marketing network construction, that have leading effect for
surrounding mandarin orange production areas cause advanced production
mode, completed industry chain and substantial economic benefit. The mode
is applicable for regions where have good mandarin orange production
operation industry basis, has already formed relatively mature production
technical standard, vast large-scale garden, advanced transportation regions,
government paid attention to upgrade production technology. A typical place
is agriculture standardization mandarin orange demonstration area built by
Luxi County, and the operation system is shown in figure 2-3.

3.2. Case analysis
To ensure standardization, intensification and securitization during mandarin
orange industry large-scale development, and to improve fresh mandarin orange
quality, in 2012, Luxi County started to use agricultural comprehensive
development innovation experimental area, is also Xiangxi State Qian Mu
mandarin orange modern standardization construction of demonstration base.
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This project is managed by agricultural comprehensive development office
of the Xiangxi State and Luxi County, carried out by mandarin orange
research institute of the Agricultural Bureau of Xiangxi State, is to establish
Xiangxi State mandarin orange production modernization standard garden
and takes development of modernization, standardization, saving power as
the goal. The garden is in Shangbao Village Wuxi Town, Heitang Village,
Dongdiping Village Xixi Town and Xikou Village Pushi Town alongside of
319 national road, total is 2000 Mu, which 240 Mu is the core demonstration
area in Wuxi Town.
This demonstration area lead mandarin orange industry large-scale
development by following methods: Firstis to construct infrastructure of
standard orchard, which includes drip irrigation system to fight for drought,
to establish greenhouse for increasing economic benefits, and to construct
transportation pathway to relief labor intensity and to improve production
quality and efficiency. Second is to implement technology integration. By
setting out technical standard to implement technology integration to fully
use natural resources of temperature, light, water, land of Luxi, to produce
top-ranking mandarin orange, to implement the technique of “three cultivate
one improvement”, it is cultivate trees, branches and fruit, and soil
improvement; technique of “three hang one grow”, it is hang sticky colored
card, predatory mites and frequency-vibrancy pest-killing lamp and grow
grass in the garden; and technique of soil testing and formulated fertilization;
technique of comprehensive control pest and disease damage; delay recovery
technique; storage fresh-keeping technique. Third is new management mode.
Make a green and organic food brand by using GAP authentication, good
agriculture standard, domestic management of foods safety. Fourth is to pay
attention to branding efficiency. Implement branding project, to obtain high
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quality and good price, to make a good efficiency for a standard mandarin
garden. Fifth is to implement large-scale business pattern of “that governed
lease orchard and unified manage, and hire workers”. Government signed
land circulation contract with local farmers, and confirm subcontract area
and price after confirmed by notary office, Agricultural Bureau, village
committee and fruit farmers, local farmers subcontract his orchard to county
Agricultural Bureau, and Agricultural Bureau makes technical standard, and
re-employ farmers to work in their own orchard, and managed by specialized
technicians from county Agricultural Bureau. Farmers can get subcontract
rent, and get income by working in orchard.
After construction, sales amount of mandarin orange is more than 10
million Yuan every year, the orchard has become a lightspot and symbol of
development of Xiangxi mandarin orange industry large-scale and modernization,
improved mandarin orange quality and efficiency by promoting new
technique and new concept, meanwhile, tried to promote work in all areas
by drawing upon the experience gained on key points, promoted mandarin
orange large-scale production level, and enhanced its competitiveness, to
reach the goal of increasing efficiency for industry and income of farmers.
After two-year construction, completed 795 Mu closure garden, picked up
early matured mandarin 150 Mu, installed 70 sets of solar energy insecticidal
lamp, built 60 Rainwater harvesting cellars, constructed common storage
warehouse 5 buildings, orchard working path 3500 meters. In 2013 production
output is 3000KG/Mu in mandarin orange standardization gardens, fruit ratio
reached above 95%, superior fruit ratio reached above 85%, fruit price in
standard orchard is more than 5 Yuan/KG higher then fruit in common
orchard. This garden leading mode is playing good and promotion role in
mandarin orange industry upgrading, economic and social benefits awarded
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good reputations from academicians, leaders at all different level and fruit
farmers.
Figure 2-3. Luxi County “standardization mandarin orchard leading type”

mode operation system

4. Leading Enterprises Leading Type
4.1. Content and characteristic
The mode is taking production, processing, storage and sales enterprises
as “leading enterprises” during mandarin orange production operation, is to
carry out integration operation pattern of production-selling, trading-industryagriculture to form of a pattern of specialization, commodification, standardization
of that leading enterprise connected with base and base connected with
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farmer, linked with farmers, farmers’ specialized cooperative, production
base, by building a completed mandarin orange industry chain to form a
strategic alliances of sharing risks and benefit, of promoting income of all
parties on the industry chain to the maximization, this mode is applicable
for leading enterprises that having strong influence and a certain scale,
enterprises establish stable and continuous cooperation relationship with
production and operation subject. The region in which the industry chain of
mandarin orange is relatively completed, industrialization development scale
is remarkable, industrialization system is relatively mature, is Biancheng
Vinegar Science and Technology LLC in Xiangxi that led local mandarin
orange industry scale operation, and this mode operation system is shown in
figure 2-4.

4.2. Case analysis
Hunan Biancheng Vinegar Science and Technology LLC was founded in
2005, located in Hexi Town, Jishou City, Xiangxi State, is a high-tech food
production enterprise producing traditional aromatic vinegar and orange fruit
vinegar, is a leading enterprise and new high-tech enterprise in Hunan. In
2012, the company has become industrial tourism demonstration enterprise
and industrial tourism shopping demonstration point in Hunan. The company
has asset more than 60 million Yuan, 120 employees (of which 28 technical
experts), has a high quality aromatic vinegar production line, a mandarin
orange vinegar drinks production line and complete quality inspection
equipment, annual production of all kinds of aromatic vinegar and mandarin
orange vinegar drinks more than 20 thousand tons, annual purchase fresh
mandarin 15 thousand tons. Development mode “company+scientific research
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institutions+base+farmers” was taken, having superior mandarin orange raw
material supply bas 600 Mu. The company passed ISO9001 international
quality system certification and ISO22000 international food safety system
certification, and passed National organic aromatic vinegar authentication in
continuous 6 years.
Following methods were taken to lead mandarin orange industry scale
operation: First is to adopt production operation mode “company+scientific
research institutions+base+farmers”. Before founding factory, the company
decided to be near mandarin orange specialized village, which was easy to
lead panting base and purchase fresh fruit, considering natural resource
superiority that was goods for microbial fermentation and processing raw
material, the company decided to set the factory to be near Zhangpai Village
Hexi Town, Jishou City. For base construction, on one hand, to construct
plant base with every specialized planting village, large-scale demonstration
production base constructed 4000 Mu in Ma’an village, Ana village,
Zhangpai village. On the other hand, they built their own superior mandarin
orange plant base 2000 Mu, and lead 1500 farmer to work on mandarin
orange planting. Second is to absorb farmer’s employment from surrounding
production base The company hired 200 people from surrounding production
base, a part of people hired for long-term, the other part of people just for
short term, average salary is 1800 Yuan/month. During employment, the
farmers from production base and specialized villages mastered standard
technique and management principle by all kinds of training, which laid a
good technological basis for working on mandarin orange planting after they
were back to village, also by contract, farmers had double income, they
could plant mandarin orange and sell to dealer or Biancheng company to get
a part of income, they also could work for Bianchneg to get salary income.
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Third is to process technology research and development, to exploit new
mandarin orange products, to expand production line, to enlarge mandarin
orange deep processing scale, to promote fresh orange purchase and digest
ability. In recent three years, company invested technical improvement fund
12million Yuan, purchased production equipment 120 sets for water
treatment, allocation, homogeneity, filter sterilization, filing, labeling and
coding, set a glass bottle mandarin orange vinegar filling production line
with annual quantity 15 thousand tons, and an aromatic vinegar production
line with annual production 6000 tons, so far they are planning to set a
production line for 80 thousand tons of mandarin orange and a production
line for 50 thousand tons of fermentation mandarin orange. Fourth is to lead
development of related extended industry, to promote surrounding fruit
farmers’ income. Since the company “Mystery Xiagnxi” aromatic vinegar
brewing needs to purchase a mass of flaccid knotweek herb and gold leaf,
and the place was rich in these two plants, for further improving enthusiasm
of planting mandarin orange for fruit farmers, company purchased flaccid
knotweek herb and gold leaf from production base, expenditure paid to
farmers every year was more than 300 thousand Yuan.
Since “company+base+farmer” mode has been adopted and exploited
mandarin orange vinegar in 2010, Biancheng company developed rapid and
promoted efficiency under the correct strategy, also led surrounding scale
development of mandarin orange, increased farmer’s income, realized a
favorable situation (figure 2-1). The company has become a symbolic
leading enterprise that was awarded “Advanced enterprise of technology
innovation and civilization”, “Advanced unit of constructing a harmonious
enterprise”, “Consumers trust units”. “Mystery Xiagnxi” aromatic vinegar and
mandarin orange vinegar were awarded Famous brand product
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Table 6-2.

The industry situation of Hunan Biancheng vinegar industry
science and technology CO., LTD

Leading
Fruit vinegar Fruit vinegar
mandarin
Tax paid (10
Year production sales amount
orange
thousand)
quantity(t) (10 thousand)
planting
area(Mu)

2010

Leading
mandarin Cooperative Employment
farmers’
position
orange
planting
benefit
provided
family (10 thousand)
(unit)
(person)

800

560

25

1000

2000

75

60

mandarin
orange
quantity
purchased
(t)

4200

2011

1400

1020

62

1200

2800

104

85

6000

2012

2300

1750

92

2000

3500

160

102

8500

2013

3100

2460

107

3000

5200

220

120

10600

Figure 2-4. Biancheng Vinegar “Leading enterprises leading type” mode

operation system
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in Hunan, and “Mystery Xiagnxi” brand was awarded a famous brand in
Hunan, also the company was the first one to obtain export authentication
in Hunan vinegar industry.

5. Major Family Leading Type
5.1. Content and characteristic
Under such circumstance, mandarin orange operation major family, able
people are a very important part, under advanced technique, expanded
horizons, modern concept, these people are bold in innovation, using
supportive policies for land circulation, financial credit, technical training,
infrastructure construction, supply of means of production and allowance for
purchasing agricultural implements to make their mandarin orange
production business big and strong, also lead development and income
increasing for surrounding farmers by the methods of technical demonstration,
concept leading, socialized services and marketing. There are two mode for
it, one is production process, the major family mandarin orange large-scale
production by contract leasing or exchanging surrounding land, which
established a good foundation for mandarin orange production demonstration
park construction, meanwhile, by adopting new technique, new products,
new idea and new equipment, have demonstration and leading role for
surrounding farmers; the other mode is that, the major family set out
products quality standard and requirement, by purchasing and storage,
transportation, sale of surrounding mandarin orange, to realize large-scale of
mandarin orange operation. Production operation major families leading type
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is applicable for rural able people or specialized region with a certain of
technique, strong marketing conscious, active thinking, and bond in
innovation, this mode is the major mode in Wuling Mountain area for
mandarin orange large-scale production, and has mature cases everywhere in
China, operation system shown in figure 2-5.

5.2. Case analysis
Tan Yongfeng is from Xixi Town, Luxi County, Xiangxi State, was born
in 1982, member of Communist Party of China, graduated from Hunan
foreign-related economic college, majored in E-commerce, now is juridical
person and general manager of Luxi Red Mountain Mandarin Orange
Company, member of the people’s government of mandarin orange association
in Luxi, president of Luxi Red Mountain Mandarin Orange specialized
cooperatives, CPPCC member in Xiangxi, NPC member of Hunan. After
Tan Yongfeng graduated from university, he came back from to help his
father for Red Mountain Guofeng Orange Orchard, he used modern science
and technology to manage oranges and tried new managing mode, and
opened sales markets. In 2006, he founded Red Mountain Orange Company,
which specialized for planting and selling mandarin oranges. In 2008,
jointing with more than 100 mandarin orange planting families, he founded
“Luxi Red Mountain Mandarin Orange Specialized cooperative” which is for
providing “before, mid and after production” service to surrounding fruit
farmers, for production training and fruit sales for almost 9 villages, 300
families and 8000 Mu mandarin orange in the town.
Being a local major operator and able person, Tan Yongfeng was playing
an important role in leading local mandarin orange industry large-scale
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development: First is he founded Red Mountain mandarin orange specialized
cooperative, and fully played function of the specialized cooperative, in line
with the principles of “private-owned, private-managing, private-beneficiary”,
it provided mandarin orange production technique and sales services for
surrounding villages. In 2006, the first 500-square-meter mandarin orange
storage fresh-keeping storehouse was founded, and purchased 3 set of fruit
sorting machines. The cooperative carried out technical training for
cultivation of mandarin oranges, imported new technique and new products,
built a 150-square-meter training room, purchased teaching equipment like
computer and projector. Since 2006, training was more than 110 times,
guided more than 2400, people participated in training were more than
15889 people, 18 thousand set of technique reference were given, and 67
periods of wall newspaper were issued, promoted 15 new technique of
quality and mandarin flower and fruit, imported more than 10 new products
like Taitian mandarin orange, mixed mandarin, bergamot orange and winter
jujube. Second is set sales network by using his personal relationship, and
set up stages for local mandarin oranges sales. In order to broaden sales
channel, he has been to major fruit market to sell Luxi mandarin orange in
18 provinces and cities, he invited more than 100 merchants from other
cities to the fifth “China Luxi Mandarin Orange Festive”, and made these
merchants signed long-term purchasing mandarin orange contract, and set a
fixed marketing channels in Dandong Liaoning, Suifenhe Heilong, Hongqi
market Tianjin. Third is that he promoted mandarin orange changes in
technique and quality. He guided mandarin orange management technology
for surrounding villagers, and built up “Mandarin orange technique service
team”, provide one package service to fruit farmers for “before, mid, and
after production”. Fourth is that he extended mandarin orange industry chain,
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and promoted deep processing, led income increasing for fruit farmers. He
invested 2 million to construct 1500-square-meter three floor mandarin orange
storage warehouse, after construction, constructed Lilicheng processing
factory with annual production quantity 3000 tons of mandarin orange,
which digested imperfect fruit 5000 tons, and annual production value is 10
million Yuan, increased farmers’ income 1.2 million Yuan, and provided 30
employment chances to people at warehouse region and laid-off workers.
Fifth is that he fight for policy fund, improved mandarin orange production
basic supporting facilities, he purchased continuous mandarin orange
washing and sorting machine, which provided better service to surrounding
farmers and improved mandarin oranges quality, built up a pool with 1000
cubic capacity, which improved facilities condition at production area, fought
for policy funds from government department to pave 7 KM road to orchard.
In 2012, the total amount of mandarin orange that was sold by Tan
Yongfeng and his company reached 8000 tons, sales amount was 8.13
million, and the mandarin orange was sold to North Korea and Russia. “Red
Mountain” trademark is registered by Red Mountain Company, for mandarin
oranges that meets requirement and standard would be unified purchase and
OEM sales, changed the situation that local business operator retail selling
and disorder competition. Tan Yongfeng was awarded “Ten Outstanding
Young Farmers in Hunan”, “Top agricultural agent in Hunan”, “Yuan
Longping Technology Riching Masters Award”, and Red Mountain mandarin
oranges specialized cooperative was also awarded “Xiangxi Agricultural
Industrialization Leading Enterprise”, “Provincial Demonstration Cooperative
in Hunan”, “Provincial Demonstration Enterprises for People” and “Advanced
Rural Science Demonstration Base in Hunan”.
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Chapter

3

Development Experience and Financial Support Policy
of Agriculture Industrialization around the Country
Over the years, Leaders of the Party Central Committee and the State
Council pay high attention to agriculture industrialization. Different regions
and departments strongly support and promote the development of agriculture
industrialization and leading enterprises and have issued a succession of
local policies and measures to promote industrialized agricultural operation
and support the development of leading enterprises, obtained the predictive
effects and also accumulated a wealth of valuable experience.

1. The Summarization of Practical Experience for Various
Regions to Promote the Development of Agriculture
Industrialization
1.1. Introducing policy documents and strongly supporting
leading enterprises
In recent years, the introduction of policy documents in the provinces
(autonomous regions and municipalities) and the cities has improved the
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degree of attention from all localities and departments to develop
industrialized agriculture operation and leading enterprises and created a
good policy environment for the development of leading enterprises, e.g.
Shanxi province has brought out “Opinion on strongly supporting industrialized
agriculture operation and leading enterprises”, “Opinions on further
accelerating the development of agricultural product processing enterprise”,
etc., so as to define supportive policies to leading enterprises in the aspects
of finance, credit, technology, import and export quota, quality inspection,
construction land and development environment. Jilin provincial committee
and provincial government have brought out a series of supportive policies,
e.g. “Opinions on further promoting industrialized agriculture operation”,
“Suggestion on the implementation of agriculture industrialization “30 key
enterprises’ boosting actions” and “policy measures on promoting steady and
rapid development of agricultural industrial leading enterprise and
agricultural product processing industry”. Jiangsu provincial government has
issued “several policy measures on promoting the development of
agricultural industrial leading enterprises”. Fujian province has introduced
documents, e.g. “several opinions on further accelerating the development of
agricultural industrial leading enterprise” and “policy measures of inspection
&quarantine on promoting the development of agricultural industrial
provincial leading enterprise”. Yunnan province has issued “opinions on
promoting the development of agriculture industrialization and supporting
agriculture leading enterprises” in the form of first document of provincial
committee and provincial government.
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1.2. Increasing the input of specific finance and intensively
supporting leading enterprises
Under the guidance and demonstration of agricultural industrial special
fund of Ministry of Agriculture, all provinces (autonomous regions and
municipalities) and most of cities have also set up agricultural industrial
special funds in succession, intensively supported raw materials production
base construction of leading enterprise and technical transformation and
upgrading and constantly increased capital scale. For example, industrialization
special fund of provincial finance in Jilin province is arranged above
200,000,000 Yuan every year, ranking first in provinces (autonomous regions
and municipalities) elsewhere in the country. Under the condition of
financial difficulty, Jilin still insists on bringing out 8 million Yuan special
fund every year. Jiangsu province has set up agriculture industrial special
fund and capital scale is increased year by year. Most of the cities and some
county-level city have also set up special fund to support the development
of agriculture industrialization and leading enterprises. According to the
statistics of Jiangsu agriculture committee, During the Eleventh Five-Year,
financial input at all levels in the country is 6.213 billion Yuan, which is
used to support the base construction, scientific research and development of
leading enterprise. Fujian province has integrated financial funds of modern
agriculture, the overall development of agriculture and agriculture industrialization
and intensively supported the provincial level or above leading enterprises;
all kinds of special financial funds for the development of middle and
small-sized enterprises and technological updating of enterprises, focusing on
agriculture industrialization leading enterprises that meet the conditions;
provincial finance has one-time given 500,000,000 Yuan subsidy and incentives
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to pre-IPO leading enterprises that entered into teaching phase in the last
year since 2010.

1.3. Strengthening financial support and building financing
platform for leading enterprises
Leading enterprises provide one package service of production-supplymarketing for farmers and bring up employment of farmers and income
growth. However, most of leading enterprises are middle and small-sized
enterprises. Except for the inherent risk of general middle and small-sized
enterprises, financing is still one of the important factors to bother its growth
due to feebleness and high risk of agriculture production. All provinces
(autonomous regions and municipalities) explore innovative finance to
support the development of leading enterprises, which has obtained
significant results. For example, Jiangsu province actively promotes financial
institution in the province to increase the support for leading enterprises and
utilize talents, capital, technology, information and other resource advantages
owned by leading enterprise association to form a bonding company for
Jiangsu province agriculture industrial leading enterprises, so as to provide
credit guarantee for middle and small-sized leading enterprises and relieve
financing difficulty. During the Eleventh Five-Year, the leading enterprises in
the whole province have obtained up to 112.847 billion Yuan of credit funds.
Ministry of Agriculture in Hubei province has successively signed strategic
cooperation agreement with Agricultural Bank of China Hubei Provincial
Branch, Agricultural Development Bank Hubei Provincial Branch, China
Development Bank Hubei Provincial Branch and provincial rural cooperative
bank and have coordinated the related financial institutions to increase loan
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limit, innovate loan types, extend loan period, reduce loan interest rate,
simplify loan procedure, soften pledge or guarantee conditions, so as to
create a good environment for corporate financing credit, which has obtained
above 21 billion Yuan loans during the Eleventh Five-Year. Hubei province
has also explored innovative finance to support the development of leading
enterprises and formed the first national provincial-level agriculture
industrialization credit guarantee company in 2005. It has accumulatively
provided 7.26 billion Yuan for leading enterprises during the eleventh
five-year and effectively relieved the difficult loan and pledge for leading
enterprises. Agriculture office at all levels in Fujian province organizes and
screens a batch of leading enterprise construction projects every year and
uniformly recommends to the related banking institutions. Banking institutions
will take precedence to include the recommended project into loan and
marketing scope, have the priority to give investigation, evaluation and credit
support and give suitable primer interest rate. The finance at all levels gives
a certain limit of subsidy support for construction project of leading
enterprises; encouraging various guarantee institutions to actively develop
guarantee business involved the agriculture and including financing business
of leading enterprises into the support range of special funds for risk
compensation of middle and small-sized credit guarantee institution in Fujian
province. Banking institutions shall coordinate export credit insurance
company to carry out policy financing business under short-term credit
insurance and give 40% premium subsidy to leading enterprises of
participating in export credit insurance. Annual discount rate for policy
financing of export credit insurance is 3%.
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1.4. Promoting marketability and supporting and encouraging
brand leading enterprises
In recent years, all provinces (autonomous regions and municipalities)
have paid high attention to brand creation of leading enterprises and
introduced the policy to amply reward leading enterprises of obtaining
national and provincial-level brands. Constantly increasing of famous-brand
products has effectively strengthened the overall market competitiveness of
leading enterprises and promoted the effective combination for productionmarketing of agriculture products. For example, from 2003 to now, Jiangsu
province holds quality agriculture products demonstration and trade show for
agriculture industrialization leading enterprise every year, which plays an
important role in promoting the image of leading enterprises and extending
marketing channel of agriculture products; actively supporting leading
enterprises to take part in various trade shows for domestic and overseas
products, giving subsidy to participation fee and helping enterprise to extend
the market. Since 2010, Fujian provincial finance gives one-time award of
300,000 Yuan to leading enterprises, which have been recognized as China’s
famous brand, China’s brand agriculture products and China brand products
by the related national department in the last year; supporting the industrialization of agriculture to organize and participate in demonstration and exhibition
and investment trade negotiation and giving priority to arrange booth for
provincial level or above leading enterprises and brand agriculture gold
enterprises. Hubei province increases the intensity of promotion and support
and has successively released “Cai Hua Mao Jian”, “Ensi Yu lu”, “Wudang
Dao Tee”, “Zhou He Ya”, “Xiao Hu Ya”, “Sile He Shan Zhu” etc., which
has improved product popularity and enterprise market competitiveness.
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1.5. Building industrialization demonstration garden and
accelerating the cluster of leading enterprises
All provinces (autonomous regions and municipalities) focus on supporting
the construction of agriculture industrialization demonstration garden with
relative concentration of leading enterprises, prominent leading industry and
distinctive characteristics, which has constructed a new platform for the
development of agriculture product processing industry, becomes an
important base to build a brand agriculture and have a good role in pushing
rapid development and ultra-convention development of industrialized
agriculture operation. For example, Shanxi provincial government invests to
build agriculture industrialization demonstration garden, covered with
comprehensive industry and involved with grain cotton oil industry, animal
husbandry (live pig, dairy products, Qinchuan cattle, dorking), vegetables,
fruit industry (apple, orange and kiwi fruit), tea, foods, spinning and
comprehensive industry, which has improved degree of aggregation of
leading enterprises and laid a good foundation for the speeding up of
industrialization process. The development of industrial park also becomes
an important support for economic and social development of country. In
2009, Hubei province firstly determined 20 agriculture industrialization
demonstration gardens and took out 1 billion dispatching capital. Every
demonstration garden has 50 million Yuan for a consecutive of three years;
provincial agriculture office took out 30 million Yuan from special funds of
agricultural portfolio, which is used for loan with discounted interest of
garden. Wuhan Huangpi district demonstration garden has attracted vegetable
processing industry, livestock processor, food processing enterprises and
dairy products and drink processing enterprises to gather in the garden
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through planning, guidance and resource integration. Industrial cluster has
already begun to take shape.

1.6. Strengthening talent training and scientific research and
improving development ability of leading enterprises
Combining “come in” and “go out”, paying attention to training and
further education of responsible person of leading enterprises and talent team
construction of senior management, combining the introduction, digestion,
absorption and innovation, supporting technological updating and technical
R&D project of leading enterprises and improving enterprise operation and
management and science and technology level, it has become the emphasis
for all provinces and cities to carry out agriculture industrialization. For
example, Jiangsu province actively holds training class to invite experts at
home and abroad to train responsible persons of leading enterprises, so as
to improve operation and management level of the enterprise and strengthen
the enterprise’s consciousness of “bringing out farmers and benefiting the
farmers”. It holds training class for responsible person of leading enterprises
every year, where it mainly explains macro-economic situation at home and
abroad, national industry policy, agriculture product market change and
product quality safety. In 2011, Agriculture Committee of Jiangsu province
united organization department of provincial committee and organized a
hundred of leading enterprise senior management to Tsinghua University to
carry out training of 20 days and learn modern enterprise system and
investment and financing policy. Fujian provincial enterprise technological
transformation discount interest capital actively supports technological
transformation project of provincial level or above leading enterprises. The
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expenses incurred in developing new products, new technologies and new
techniques shall be deducted before calculation of enterprise income tax in
accordance with taxation laws and leading enterprises shall enjoy the
preferential policy according to the related stipulations. For new leading
enterprises of science and technology type, it does not need to charge for
revenues from the related administrative and institutional fees, e.g.
management, registration and license fee within 2 years since the date of its
first registration in the industrial and commercial department.

2. Reference of Local Financial Support Policy for Agricultural
Industrialization Development
2.1. Policy framework of the financial support for China’s
agriculture industrialization
In order to support agricultural industrialization operation and leading
enterprises development, a series of related financial support policies and
fiscal special projects released, mainly including national agricultural
comprehensive development industrialization operation project carried out by
National agricultural comprehensive development office of ministry of
finance, agricultural industrialization special financial funds implemented by
agricultural industrialization office in The ministry of agriculture, One
Village One Product special industry fiscal special funds implemented by
One village One Product office in Ministry of Agriculture, the policy of
agricultural insurance, premium, subsidies by the central government and
preferential tax policies of leading enterprise. The above financial support
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policy, goals, ways, key support and funding arrangement are shown in table
3-1.
Table 3-1. financial support policies of China’s Agricultural industrialization

and Project Management
Policy and Project

Support Purpose

Support Way

Key Support

Funds Arrangement

The industrialized
operation projects
of national comprehensive agricultural
development

Strengthen leading enterprises
and farmers’ professional
co-operatives development to
promote the continuous increase in rural incomes

Subsidized
loan, financial
aid, investment and
shareholder

breeding base, The procession of
agriculture, and circulation facilities, etc played radiating and driving roles

during the 11th five-year,
the central government
spent 17.3 billion yuan in
total on industrialization of
comprehensive agricultural
development

fiscal special funds Improving the level of high
for agricultural in- quality agricultural products
production and procession to
dustrialization
enhance the comprehensive
capacity of agricultural production; Promoting the standardized base construction, perfect benefit coupling mechanism to increase farmers’ income

Fi nanci al
aids,
insurance premiums, loans
guarantee

state key leading enterprise’s base
construction of applied project,
new equipment purchase, introduction, promotion and technical training of new technology
and new species etc.

Since 2002 the ministry of
agriculture spends 30 million yuan each year on agricultural industrialization
special funds, 360 million
yuan in total in 12 years.

special industry fiscal special funds
for One Village
One Product

Developing brand agricultural, Financial aids
developing and promoting rural leading industry to improve the farmers’ self-development ability and income
level

leading industries such as feature
grain and oil, feature gardening,
feature livestock and poultry, feature aquaculture and traditional
arts and crafts such as relying on
the farmers’ professional cooperative organization and leading by
leading enterprise

From 2007 to 2009, the
ministry of agriculture
spent 30 million yuan a
year as special funds on
One Village One Product
featured project.

The central financial subsidy policy
of agricultural insurance premiums

Enhancing farmers’ ability to I ns ur a n c e
resist risk and recover in the premium
aftermath of disaster to ensure
the stability of agricultural
production and farmers’ life

Subsidies include staple crops
such as corn rice, wheat, and cotton; canola oil crops such as soybean, peanut and oilseed rape; important animal products such as
breeding sow and cow. Covering
numerous products of national

From 2007 to 2012, the
central government has allocated 36.1 billion yuan to
agricultural insurance premium subsidies, driving
760 million farmer households to take part in it with
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Policy and Project

Support Purpose

Support Way

Key Support

Funds Arrangement

economy and people’s livelihood risk guarantee about 2.7
and food security of agricultural trillion yuan.
commodities
The preferential tax Reduce the burden of leading
policy of agricul- enterprises
tural industrialization organization

reduction of
income tax
a n d
Preferential
VAT

From 2000 key primary agricultural products processing tax of
leading enterprise is suspended. In 2008, range of agricultural
products preliminary procession concerning enterprise income
tax preferential policy was established. in 2002 input tax deduction rate by general VAT taxpayers purchasing agricultural
producers for tax-free agriculture products rose from 10% to
13%

2.2. Reference of local financial support policy for agricultural
industrialization Development
Through China’s agricultural industrialization and leading enterprises’
development situation and research of implementation of the relevant
financial support policy we can find that the provinces (regions, city) attach
great importance to the development of agricultural industrialization and
leading enterprises by effectively implementing and carrying out the relevant
financial support policies and programs, good results achieved. Some
province and cities also issued a series of policies and measures to promote
agricultural industrialization operation and to support the development of
leading enterprises, building the good policy environment for comprehensively
promoting agricultural industrialization operation and cultivating and
enlarging leading enterprises. Practice has proved that in the way of financial
support, key support and link, etc., local financial support policies and
measures for the development of agricultural industrialization and leading
enterprises are effective and worthy of being learned.
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2.2.1. Arranging for fiscal funds to mainly support agricultural
industrialization leading enterprises
Actively integrating the existing funds for agriculture support across
departments and centralized supporting key leading enterprise in national and
provincial levels are the important way to accelerate the development of
agricultural industrialization. Part of the researched province (regions, cities)
pay attention to the integrate relevant fiscal funds for modern agriculture,
agricultural comprehensive development, and agriculture industrialization
etc., and to centrally support key leading enterprise at or above the
provincial level, thus improving the financial funds efficiency. In addition,
the provinces (regions, cities) study related policies and measures of the
country’s support for the development of other industries to find its
associated parts with leading enterprises, to converse them as supporting
policy for leading enterprises in time. For example, Fujian province attach
priority of all kinds of enterprise technical renovation and other kinds of
special financial funds, to conform to the conditions of agricultural
industrialization special funds for small and medium-sized enterprises
development and technological reform to eligible agricultural industrialization
leading enterprises to make leading enterprises enjoy the development of
small and medium-sized enterprises and enterprise technical reform policy.

2.2.2 Finance investment for the construction of agriculture
industrialization demonstration park
Construction of relatively concentrated leading industry, outstanding features
of main industry, and outstanding features of agriculture industrialization
Demonstration Park build a new platform for the agricultural product
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processing industry development to focus on the construction of important
base for brand agriculture to promote agricultural industrialization leapfrog
and supernormal development of agricultural industrialization operation. The
some part of the researched province use the fiscal funds to direct
investment; some take out scheduling capital of 1 billion yuan used for 3
years. All of these create favorable conditions to accelerate the process of
agriculture industrialization demonstration park construction and to improve
the quality of campus construction, attracting more enterprises integrated.

2.2.3. Financial subsidies promote agricultural industrialization
leading enterprises to grow
The development of leading enterprises depends on the guarantee of
sufficient and high quality raw material and continuous improvement of
self-reliance innovation. The key raw material production base is the first
workshop of leading enterprises, and strengthening the construction of raw
material base to provide sufficient and high quality raw material for the
development of leading enterprises is an important part and foundation of
the agricultural industrialization operation and development. The key part of
agricultural industrialization management is to improve the competitiveness
and driving force of the leading enterprises. Supporting and guiding the
leading enterprises to increase the technical transformation and intensity of
technological innovation, to develop new products, new varieties, and new
technologies with independent intellectual property rights, improving
self-directed innovation capability and core competitiveness. Part of researched
province set up special funds for local agricultural industrialization, using
subsidies to support leading enterprises raw materials base construction and
to expand the scale of production, to set up R&D departments and to
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upgrade technology transformation, cultivating and strengthening a batch of
provincial and municipal leading enterprises to speed up the industrialization
of agriculture.

2.2.4. Financial incentives supports agricultural industrialization
leading enterprises brand creation
Implementation of brand creation to produce high quality products and to
strengthen the leading enterprises is an important approach to accelerate the
course of industrialization of agriculture in China. Researched provinces
attach great importance to the leading enterprises in brand building. The
corresponding policy is carried to give a certain amount of reward to the
national and provincial famous brand of leading enterprises. China wellknown trademark, Chinese famous brand of agricultural products, and China
famous brand products are powerful to enhance the overall market
competitiveness of leading enterprises to expand the regional agricultural
comparative advantage to improve the famous quality products market
coverage.

2.2.5. Interest loans support agricultural industrialization
leading enterprises and industrial park
Researched provinces have formed a set of relatively mature screening
procedures and processes about leading enterprises’ construction projects got
subsidized loans. Provinces at all levels arrange a batch of leading
enterprises construction projects every year to recommend to the banking
institutions. Concerned unity by the banking institutions will be prior to be
incorporated in marketing scope among which enterprise changed rate funds
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actively support technological reform projects of at and above provincial
level leading enterprises. On interest loan support, in the process of agriculture
industrialization demonstration park construction, part of provinces take part
of the provincial agriculture sector budget to use as funds for park discount
loans.

2.2.6. Innovation of credit guarantees mechanism for
agricultural industrialization leading enterprises
Most of agricultural industrialization leading enterprises in our country
belong to small and medium-sized enterprises, in addition to the general
inherent risk of small and medium-sized enterprises, due to the weak feature
and high risk of agricultural production, financing difficulty is still one of
its important factors for its development. Researched provinces actively
explore innovative financial support for leading enterprises development
mode, setting up provincial agricultural credit guarantee companies to
provide credit guarantees for leading enterprises, effectively alleviating the
leading enterprises’ difficulties in getting loans and mortgages. Some
provinces are also encouraging all kinds of guarantee agencies to develop
agricultural guarantee business actively, incorporating leading enterprises into
small and medium-sized enterprises’ credit guarantee institutions in risk
compensation support scope of special funds. At the same time, the provincial
banking institutions cooperate with export credit insurance company to carry
out short-term export credit insurance for order keeping and financing,
providing insurance premium subsidies policy to the leading enterprises.
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3. Problems and Policy Suggestions
3.1. Problems
1. An enterprise applies for loans hard, with a serious shortage of
development funds. Business enterprises increasingly tightened lending
policies; enterprise is difficult to get loans to support. As land and
agricultural land owned by leading companies’ leased fixed assets can
not be used as collateral, some companies often are difficult to loan
through normal channels, only solving the problem of shortage of
development funds through private lending. Meanwhile, even with the
conditions of the land mortgage companies, banking facilities, low
lending proportion (generally 20%-30% of the total value of fixed
assets), short-term loans, can not meet the actual needs of enterprises.
In addition, the bank loan approval have many procedures, through a
long time, seriously affected the normal production operations.
2. Financial support and tax policy implementation does not reach the
designated position, with the high cost in enterprise management. And
to support the industrialization of agriculture leading enterprises
development, the central and local introduced the corresponding
support policy in water, electricity, tax, traffic, in the enterprise
financial aspects, but still remained some problems in carrying out
specific and supporting policies. According to some companies reflect,
agricultural products in the professional market charge health costs
belong to the utilities and the collecting of operating costs. The tax
authorities are calculated by the business income tax revenue,
increased tax burden; some local enterprises export tax rebates for not
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in time, some enterprises for two years did not get the export tax
rebate due to the funds. In addition, compared with the general
enterprise or industry, electricity rate of some leading enterprises did
not enjoy the preferential policies for agriculture, especially in the cold
storage of fruit circulation enterprises electricity and no preferential
policies result the increasing enterprise operating costs.
3. The imperfect land circulation mechanism. The problem of enterprises’
land use is outstanding. One is the tense land indicators. The local
leading enterprises reflect that current land use index is very unstable
and land supply is obviously insufficient. When enterprises build the
processing factories and breeding farms, application of reliable land is
very difficult. Planting enterprises, in the construction of necessary
processing facilities such as agricultural products acquisition site,
warehouse, cold storage stock house etc. the application of land is
difficult. Aquaculture enterprises, in addition to the breeding room
being listed as agricultural land, processing, feeding room and
warehouse space were listed as land for construction; application cost
is high, and examination and approval procedures are difficult.
Moreover, enterprises’ technical reform, extension and relocation land
use are difficult and land usage is more difficult. Some enterprises
reflect that the land card is dealt with too long. Some practical use of
land, even if the relevant procedures are finished according to
formalities provisions, and related cost is paid, can’t get the land
certificate. Secondly, land circulation is difficult. As land index is
unstable, land expropriation is very difficult. Some leading enterprises
try to transfer land management rights to rent village collective or
farmers, land to solve the difficulty of the construction of the base
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land. But in practice, because farmers are scattered and have different
interests, practice is different to handle. Thirdly, land use cost is too
high. Land royalties become one of the important taxes of leading
enterprise for using land. However, the current standard of industrial
land is defined in too wide scope, after engaging factory planting or
facilities of agricultural production’s land are regarded as industrial
land, land acquisition storage and warehouse for farmers products are
also regarded as industrial land.
4. Production base construction is lagging and it is hard to ensure raw
material supply. With the development of agricultural industrialization
and leading enterprises in agricultural products processing capacity
increasing, raw material requirement of periodic tension problem is
gradually becoming outstanding problems of restricting the development
of leading enterprises. Main reason is that agricultural planting cost is
investing too much with long cycle, big risk big and benefits with low
generally. The will of the enterprises’ production base construction is
not strong, resulting in the insufficient supply of raw material. The
relationship among most of the leading enterprises, the base and the
farmers stay in raw material purchase or order production level. The
benefit relation is not close with the lack of stability. It is difficult to
form a complementary advantage and benefit sharing mechanism. The
quality of raw material and quality safety are hard to ensure.
5. The high cost of product quality inspection and testing is not
conducive to raising the level of food safety. In recent years, the
situation of food safety supervision gets grimmer. A number of major
food safety incidents also make serious influence on law-abiding
business of food processing enterprises. In order to guarantee the
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quality and safety of agricultural products, leading enterprises enlarge
the expenses to quarantine and inspection of fresh agricultural products
like cattle, pigs and other. According to a pig-breeding company
report, a pig quarantine costs 18 yuan, sometimes even account for
about 5% of the cost of production, resulting in rising operating costs.
In addition, the higher price of reagent and more inspection items and
inspection in batches all increase enterprise quality testing costs
significantly. Except from its own inspection fees, enterprises also
need to send the samples to test in the quality inspection, commodity
inspection departments and so on, which further increase the inspection
fee. According to a poultry processing enterprises, the enterprise only
cooked products deliver test fee per year a reached 150 thousands
yuan. Quality safety cost fully borne by the leading enterprises, thus
the enterprises face huge pressure. That is not conducive to the
improvement of food safety.
6. Research and development strength is not strong and the enterprise
competitiveness is weak. One reason for this is the enterprise itself
doesn’t have insufficient scientific research investment. In interviews
of leading enterprises, most of the enterprise does not pay attention to
its own technological innovation and the scientific research investment,
still rely on the traditional technology and resource advantages to
participate in market competition, or by buying more mature technology
and equipment to improve production line. The lack of independent
intellectual property rights of technology research and development.
This kind of development model is very difficult to cultivate the core
competitiveness of enterprises and sustainable development ability. The
second is relatively insufficient public sector research to support. At
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present, most of the leading enterprise of scientific research innovation
basically rely on their own investment, lacking of the combination of
“production”, or is combined with research institutes, universities, but
has not been public sector support. The current status that most
enterprises of new products, new technology research and development
strength is not strong, enterprises are less able to participate in the
competition.

3.2. Suggestions on Policies
1. We should pay attention to the new situation and new requirements
for the development of agricultural industrialization from a strategic
height and give full play to the leading role of enterprises. Fully understanding the significance to the promotion of agricultural industrialization
leading enterprises, the construction of modern agriculture, increase
farmers’ income, realize a well-off society in an all-round way of from
a strategic height to strengthen the propaganda of leading enterprises
and brand promotion. Put into a special fund, through TV program,
newspaper columns, professional web site promotion seminar, strengthen
the typical example of the leading enterprises in driving the development of industry, such as famous brand and characteristic products
keep regular publicity. Strive to create loose policy environment for
industrialization, for the project, the rational and orderly flow of funds,
talents, information and other elements create a good atmosphere.
Integration of the central and provincial departments of leading
enterprise support policies over the years, a high maneuverability of
form a complete set of documents, in order to make various preferential
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policies formulated by the central and local practical implementation.
According to the division of functions of the vertical inspection or
joint investigation, agricultural industrialization joint meeting of the
member units, regular or irregular inspection supervision, support
agricultural industrialization national fiscal, tax, credit, land, electricity,
and the green channel to implement preferential policies.
2. Continue to cement base construction, focus on stress leading enterprise
development foundation. Insist on the premise of ensuring food
security and agricultural products effective supply, around enterprises
processing needs of agricultural production to improve the level of
high quality raw material supply. Implement the strategy of project
driving, supporting the construction of leading enterprises in agricultural
product standardization production demonstration bases, processing
special raw materials production base. Leading enterprises in the
implementation of large engineering projects, to upgrade to leading
role as the key point of leading enterprises, in order to comprehensively
promote deep processing ability, leading industry as the core ability
and market competitiveness, cultivating strong market power and the
power of leading industry big leader. Strengthen the integrity
education, to improve the execution rate, form the long-term, stable,
win-win, shared interests between enterprise and farmers. Encouraging
farmers land, labor, capital and product elements such as a shareholder
in the form of enterprise development, let farmers in agricultural
products processing and sales profit, realize the secondary income
distribution. Support enterprise park construction; promote the
development of logistics enterprise agglomeration.
3. Strengthening the product research and development and technological
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innovation support to promote the leading enterprise technological
progress. Increasing the scale of agricultural special funds and in the
course of continuing to support enterprise, building raw base increases
product research and development of the enterprise and the supporting
for science and technology innovation. Encouraging technical renovation
project loans and through technical innovation ability to improve
agricultural products deep processing ability. Eliminating backward
production capacity promotes the deep development and comprehensive
utilization of agricultural products to realize the conversion of
preliminary procession to deep processing of agricultural products to
extend the industrial chains and to improve the added value.
Establishing new production mechanisms integrates scientific research,
promotion and production to enlarge support for leading enterprises’
scientific activities to promote the industry’s self-reliant ability.
Building a new type of grass-roots agricultural technology promotion
system strengthens the agricultural personnel’s knowledge updating.
Strengthening the technical training of base of farmers combines green
certificate training; cross-century young farmers training project and
focus on improve the science and technology quality of the farmers in
the large scale farming base, cultivating a batch of backbone farmers.
Cost of product quality certification of leading enterprises is reducing,
reducing inspection and quarantine cost of the leading enterprises to
lessen the enterprise’s burden to guarantee products’ quality and safety.
4. Promoting financial reform and innovation of agriculture to reduce
agricultural funding gap. Actively supporting bank carries out directly
granted credit to large enterprises. In harvested season, scrolling lend
purchase executes that a credit special fund is special closed operation.
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raw material is kept by the company, and the property rights shall be
owned by the bank. Enterprise purchase raw materials with the
receivable capital to ensure the safety of bank loans. Setting up the
agricultural industry development funds or loan guarantees company
construction, the central and local governments at all levels can not
only participate in funds or loan guarantee companies construction, but
give preference on tax and preferential policy to support scale leading
enterprises and to reward the designer certification. And according to
the size of the leading enterprises, tax, employment and driving the
local farmers to get wealth reward the leading enterprises of great
contributions. Promoting the construction of leading enterprises’ credit
guarantee system expands its coverage gradually. Getting reference
both at home and abroad allows scale leading enterprises to issue debt
collection. Through fiscal interest discount or establishment of sinking
fund or the introduction of powerful guarantee agencies, several high
quality and scale agricultural industrialization enterprises set packaging
issue bonds, to expand leading enterprises’ new financing channels.
5. Innovating enterprise land way walks economical and intensive
utilization of land. Positively cultivating rural land circulation market,
voluntary and equality in promoting the land circulation management
in accordance with the law, subject and payment relays on the
contracting amount of the contacting persons, level of land use, years
of usage limitation, purpose, payment standard and modes, and liability
for breach of contract, the responsibilities of obligations. Strengthening
the contact and guidance before and after the land circulation, hiring
professional and technical personnel measure the size of farmland,
certify the production and standardize drawing to Increase investment
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in land consolidation, clean up the idle land and expand sources of
industrial land. Revitalizing the bankruptcy Land, restructuring
enterprises land use, encouraging the development of barren desert,
wasteland slope, wasteland unused and waste mounts increase the land
reservation. Encouraging enterprises to build multi-storey warehouses,
in areas where the land is extremely scarce, dense construction and
investment intensity should be ensured. Under including in the plan
and the premise of annual plans, land for leading enterprises should
be given priority, especially the construction land such as colony
houses and warehouse.

Figure 2-5. “Major family leading type” mode operation system
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Chapter

4

Basic Situation Analysis of Key Leading
Enterprises
From different types, from angle of view in different zones, this chapter
analyzed basic situation of key leading enterprises in some regions, found
existing problems in the development of leading enterprises, and put forward
policy suggestion on boosting the development of leading enterprises.

1. Running Condition of Different Types of Leading
Enterprises
It is fundamental starting point and objective of developing agriculture
industrialization by mobilizing farmers to be employed and increase their
income. By all means of close relationship with farmers, these leading enterprises
had realized to enjoy achievement of industrialization development together
with farmers. The research had chosen 359 key leading enterprises including
94 grain enterprises, 76 livestock enterprises, 24 fisheries enterprises and 92
other enterprises.
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1.1. Contrastive analysis among enterprises scale of different
types
From total assets of enterprises, average total assets of enterprises of
sugar crop, cotton & linen and milk are higher, which are respectively 2.35
billion yuan, 1.18 billion yuan and 1.09 billion yuan, industrial concentration
degree of the industrial crop (animals) products are very high, it is mainly
concentrated on given provinces, so the growing speed of these enterprises
is faster, its average asset size is larger. Leading enterprises in fisheries are
mainly concentrated on eastern coastal developed areas, good economic
foundation and its average total assets are 710 million yuan; average total
assets of leading enterprises in grain are 700 million yuan; average total
assets of leading enterprises in tea are 270 million yuan; average total assets
of leading enterprises in fruit and vegetable are 270 million yuan; average
total assets of leading enterprises in linte are 660 million yuan; average total
assets of leading enterprises in beasts and birds are 310 million yuan;
average total assets of leading enterprises in oil plant are 660 million yuan;
average total assets of leading enterprises in seed are 390 million yuan.
From the situation of enterprises fixed assets, total assets of enterprises
in sugar crop, cotton and milk are large, so its average fixed capital is larger,
respectively 1.13 billion yuan, 0.25 billion yuan and 0.36 billion yuan. Average
fixed assets of leading enterprises in grain are 700 million yuan; average
fixed assets of leading enterprises in tea are 85 million yuan; average fixed
assets of leading enterprises in fruit and vegetable are 110 million yuan;
average fixed assets of leading enterprises in linte are 170 million yuan;
average fixed assets of leading enterprises in fisheries are 290 million yuan;
average fixed assets of leading enterprises in beasts and birds are 110 million
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yuan; average fixed assets of leading enterprises in oil plant are 250 million
yuan; average fixed assets of leading enterprises in seed are 90 million yuan.
From the situation of sales revenue of enterprises, sales revenue of sugar
crop enterprises is 1.54 billion yuan; sales revenue of cotton enterprises is
1.44 billion yuan; average sales revenue of milk enterprises is 0.54 billion
yuan; average sales revenue of leading enterprises in grain is 1.05 billion
yuan; average sales revenue of leading enterprises in tea is 0.44 billion yuan;
average sales revenue of leading enterprises in fruit and vegetable is 1.01
billion yuan; average sales revenue of leading enterprises in linte is 0.48
billion yuan; average sales revenue of leading enterprises in fisheries is 0.81
billion yuan; average sales revenue of leading enterprises in beasts and birds
is 0.57 billion yuan; average sales revenue of leading enterprises in oil plant
is 1.31 billion yuan; average sales revenue of leading enterprises in seed is
0.69 billion yuan.
From the quantity of employees of enterprises, average staff number of
sugar crop enterprises is 2122; average staff number of cotton enterprises is
1466; average staff number of milk enterprises is 1138; average staff number
of grain enterprises is 1064; average staff number of tea enterprises is 1082;
average staff number of fruit and vegetable enterprises is 1044; average staff
number of linte enterprises is 1634; average staff number of fisheries
enterprises is 2144; average staff number of beasts and birds enterprises is
1006; average staff number of oil plant enterprises is 943; average staff
number of seed enterprises is 730.
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1.2. Peasant Household Mobilized By Different Types of
Enterprises
With the further development of agriculture industrialization in our country,
and the establishment of order of the market economy, open market will not
be the best vertical association means any more. To reduce transaction cost,
much cooperation is needed by coordination mechanism. “Leading enterprises
+ peasant household” will be the most important way to mobilize peasant
household by leading enterprises finally, from quantity index of mobilizing
peasant household, the number of peasant household which had been
mobilized by leading enterprises in grain is 8.15 ten thousand, the number
of peasant household which had been mobilized by leading enterprises in tea
is 4.8 ten thousand, the number of peasant household which had been
mobilized by leading enterprises in fruit and vegetable is 3.1 ten thousand,
the number of peasant household which had been mobilized by leading
enterprises in linte is 2.5 ten thousand, the number of peasant household
which had been mobilized by leading enterprises in cotton is 1.6 ten
thousand, the number of peasant household which had been mobilized by
leading enterprises in milk is 2.1 ten thousand, the number of peasant
household which had been mobilized by leading enterprises in fisheries is
1.3 ten thousand, the number of peasant household which had been
mobilized by leading enterprises in sugar crop is 5 ten thousand, the number
of peasant household which had been mobilized by leading enterprises in
beasts and birds is 1.86 ten thousand, the number of peasant household
which had been mobilized by leading enterprises in oil plant is 11.1 ten
thousand, the number of peasant household which had been mobilized by
leading enterprises in seed is 4 ten thousand. Mainly for being closely
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related to its wide cultivating, leading enterprises in grain and oil plant had
mobilized more peasant household in average.

1.3. Comparison of Economic Benefit among Different Types
of Enterprises
Average return on assets of leading enterprises in grain is 10.06%, of
which there are 28 enterprises whose return on assets is less than 6.56%,
which accounts for 30% of grain enterprises; Average return on assets of
leading enterprises in oil plant is 10.2%, return on assets of 20% enterprises
is less than 6.56%. In recent years, the rapid growth of working ability of
cereals oils enterprises in our country had exceeded the increase of the
production of grain and oil, which had resulted in making the equipment of
cooking oil process enterprises to be left unused and its profit to be not high
in our country. Average return on assets of other enterprises respectively is:
fruit and vegetable enterprises is 14.7, linte enterprises is 11.3%, fisheries
enterprises is 14.7%, tea enterprises is 16.6%, seed enterprises is 16.1%,
signature cotton and silk enterprises is 11.5%, sugar crop enterprises is
11.8%, all its products are traditional plantation and cultivating project in our
country, its source of raw materials are relatively stable, so the performance
of processing enterprises is higher. While average return on assets of milk
enterprises is only 7.3%, with regard to present stage, indirect cost such as
valuable checkout equipment, material cost and management training, which
are major factors of restricting enterprises to connect to security standard of
international dairy product; with multiple converging attack from continuous
price war and cost inflation such as logistics, average rate of profit of milk
enterprises had turned up industry decline in recent years; in addition to the
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constraint of national laws and regulations, many enterprises are almost
difficult to sustain improving security standard of milk enterprises.

1.4. Comparison of Capacity to Earn Foreign Exchange through
Exports Among Different Types of Enterprises
From the dividing of products, in 2010, gross export of leading enterprises
in grain is 0.21 billion dollars, of which the highest amount of exports of
such enterprises had reached to 8957 ten thousand dollars; gross export of
beasts and birds enterprises had reached to 0.536 billion dollars, of which the
highest amount of exports of such enterprises had reached to 0.354 billion
dollars; gross export of fruit and vegetable enterprises had reached to 0.92
billion dollars, of which the highest amount of exports of such enterprises
had reached to 0.123 billion dollars; gross export of linte enterprises had
reached to 0.308 billion dollars, of which the highest amount of exports of
such enterprises had reached to 0.145 billion dollars; gross export of fisheries
enterprises had reached to 0.94 billion dollars, of which the highest amount
of exports of such enterprises had reached to 0.191 billion dollars; gross
export of tea enterprises had reached to 4004 ten thousand dollars, of which
the highest amount of exports of such enterprises had reached to 1387 ten
thousand dollars; gross export of oil plant enterprises had reached to 0.121
billion dollars, of which the highest amount of exports of such enterprises
had reached to 0.121 billion dollars. It is visible that although there had taken
great changes in economic structure in our country after 10 years since China
joined the WTO, some traditional labor intensive products such as beasts and
birds as well as fisheries still have great advantage, while seed enterprises
obviously lack international competitiveness.
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2. Horizontal Comparison among Basic Information of
Leading Enterprises
From all 359 national leading enterprises which had been chosen, the
number of enterprises in eastern region is 137, the number of enterprises in
midland is 115, and the number of enterprises in west region is 107. There
had made correlation analysis between the proportion of leading enterprises
at national level which accounts for that of all provinces and its proportion
of total value of out-put of agriculture & farming as well as its GDP which
accounts for that of the whole country, and correlation index respectively are
0.867 and 0.772, which indicates very strong dependency between
agricultural development scale in provincial territory dimension as well as its
economic development level and the number of its leading enterprises, so
leading enterprises are more distributed in areas which there has great scale
of agriculture development and considerable economic development.

2.1. Comparison of leading enterprises scale among east
region, midland and west region
From total assets of enterprises, average total assets of leading enterprises
in east region are 0.676 billion yuan; average total assets of leading
enterprises in midland are 0.484 billion yuan; average total assets of leading
enterprises in west region are 0.405 billion yuan; average total assets in turn
is: east region is higher than midland which is higher than west region.
From the situation of enterprises fixed assets, average scale of leading
enterprises fixed assets in east region is 0.243 billion yuan; average scale
of leading enterprises fixed assets in midland is 0.162 billion yuan; average
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scale of leading enterprises fixed assets in west region is 0.122 billion yuan.
Average fixed assets scale of leading enterprises in east region is the highest,
average scale of leading enterprises fixed assets in west region is close to
that in midland.
From the situation of enterprises sales revenue, average sales revenue of
leading enterprises in east region is 1.13 billion yuan, average sales revenue
of leading enterprises in midland is 1.09 billion yuan, average sales revenue
of leading enterprises in west region is 0.5 billion yuan.

2.2. Comparison of profitability of leading enterprises among
east region, midland and west region
From return on assets index, average rate of return of leading enterprises
assets in east region had exceeded 13%, of which there are 79 enterprises
whose return on assets is more than 10%. Average rate of return of leading
enterprises assets in midland had exceeded 12%, of which there are 58
enterprises whose return on assets is more than 10%. Average rate of return
of leading enterprises assets in west region had exceeded 10%, of which
there are 37 enterprises whose return on assets is more than 10%. Overall,
among 359 leading enterprises, there are 299 enterprises whose after-tax
profits is more than 10 million, which had indicated that most leading
enterprises has higher profit in the same industry.

2.3. Comparison of social contribution capacity of leading
enterprises among east region, midland and west region
Limited to the data, here we will briefly reflect social contribution
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capacity of leading enterprises only through 3 indexes such as total taxes
delivery, the number of peasant household which have been mobilized and
base purchase rate.
From tax delivery index, among leading enterprises in east region, there
are 59 enterprises whose tax delivery is between 10 million and 100 million;
there are 6 enterprises whose tax delivery is more than 100 million; of
which the maximum of the total tax delivery of the enterprise had reached
to 0.215 billion yuan. Among 115 leading enterprises in midland, there are
36 enterprises whose tax delivery is between 1 million and 10 million; there
are 47 enterprises whose tax delivery is between 10 million and 100 million;
there are 4 enterprises whose tax delivery is more than 100 million, of
which the maximum of the total tax delivery of the enterprise had reached
to 0.454 billion yuan. Among 107 leading enterprises in west region, there
are 48 enterprises whose tax delivery is between 1 million and 10 million;
there are 24 enterprises whose tax delivery is between 10 million and 100
million; there are 5 enterprises whose tax delivery is more than 100 million,
the maximum of the total tax delivery of the enterprise had reached to 0.322
billion yuan.
Table 4-1. classification and proportion of leading enterprises tax delivery

in east region, midland and west region
Tax delivery

East region

midland

West region

1 million－10 million

44(32.1%)

36(31.3%)

48(44.9%)

10 million－100 million

59(43.1%)

47(40.9%)

24(22.4%)

More than 100 million

6(4.4%)

4(3.5%)

5(4.7%)

From quantity index of peasant household which have been mobilized,
leading enterprises in east region had averagely mobilized 44,007 peasant
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household, leading enterprises in midland had averagely mobilized 85,448
peasant household, leading enterprises in west region had averagely
mobilized 27,402 peasant household. The ability to mobilize peasant
household by leading enterprises in midland is higher than that of west
region which is higher than that of east region. Among 137 leading
enterprises in east region, there are 58 leading enterprises who had mobilized
4,000-10,000 peasant household; there are 58 leading enterprises who had
mobilized 10,000-100,000 peasant household, there are 17 enterprises who
had mobilized more than 100,000 peasant household, of which the maximum
of having mobilized peasant household is 37.48 ten thousand. There are 36
leading enterprises who had mobilized 3,500-10,000 peasant household in
west region; there are 51 leading enterprises who had mobilized 10,000100,000 peasant household, there are 22 leading enterprises who had
mobilized more than 100,000 peasant household, the maximum of having
mobilized peasant household had reached 132 ten thousand peasant
household. There are 20 leading enterprises who had mobilized 1,500-10,000
peasant household in west region. There are 25 leading enterprises who had
mobilized 10,000-100,000 peasant household; there are 2 leading enterprises
who had mobilized more than 100,000 peasant household, of which the
maximum of having mobilized peasant household had reached 31.5 ten
thousand in west region.
“Base purchase rate” is namely the proportion of which base purchase
material accounts for processors total feed, which had reflected the ability
to mobilize base development by processors. Average value of base purchase
rate of leading enterprises in east region is 82.5%; average value of base
purchase rate of leading enterprises in midland is 84%; average value of
base purchase rate of leading enterprises in west region is 79.7%.
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2.4. Comparison of competitiveness of export of leading
enterprises among east region, midland and west region
Of 359 leading enterprises, in 2010, it had totally earned foreign
exchange 3.15 billion dollars. Every enterprises who had export performance
had averagely earned exchange 921 ten thousand dollars. With a view to
different regions, among leading enterprises in east region, total amount of
earning foreign exchange through exports is 2.23 billion dollars. Enterprises
who had export performance had averagely earned foreign exchange 4132
ten thousand dollars; there are 33 leading enterprises who had earned foreign
exchange more than 1000 ten thousand dollars, there are 7 leading
enterprises who had earned foreign exchange more than 100 million dollars,
amount of exports of the enterprise who has maximum volume of earning
foreign exchange through exports had reached to 0.35 billion dollars. Among
115 leading enterprises in midland, total amount of earning foreign exchange
is 0.703 billion dollars, enterprises who had export performance had
averagely earned foreign exchange 2130 ten thousand dollars; There are 24
leading enterprises who had earned foreign exchange more than 1,000 ten
thousand dollars, amount of exports of the enterprise who has the maximum
of amount of earning foreign exchange through export had reached to 0.145
billion dollars. 107 leading enterprises had earned total volume of foreign
exchange 0.216 billion dollars. Enterprises who had export performance had
averagely earned foreign exchange 567.2 ten thousand dollars; there are 6
leading enterprises who had earned foreign exchange more than 1,000 ten
thousand dollars, export volume of the enterprise who had maximum volume
of earning foreign exchange through exports is 5338 ten thousand dollars.
It is clear that average volume of earning foreign exchange through exports
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of leading enterprises in east region is higher than that of midland which
is higher than that of west region.

2.5. Comparison of leading enterprises’ environmental protection
among east region, midland and west region
Enterprises’ higher level of quality and security as well as degree of
standardization, and its stronger environmental awareness, in 2010, all the
enterprises had established enterprises quality control system. Average
investment of every enterprises which had reached 259.9 ten thousand yuan
on security aspects of safeguarding product quality such as quality testing,
identification and medical inspection, and its discharge of “3 wastes” had
totally reached the standard.

3. Existing Problems and Policy Suggestion in the
Development of Leading Enterprises
3.1. Existing Problems in the Development of Leading
Enterprises
3.1.1. Disparate development of leading enterprises among
east region, midland and west region
Although under the support of national policy, leading enterprises have
been accelerating development in midland and west region, the gap between
them and that in east region have been shrinking step by step, however, the
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gap among enterprises in east region, midland and west region is still
obvious. At present, average total assets of leading enterprises in east region
are 0676 billion yuan; that of midland is 0.484 billion yuan; that of west
region is only 4.05 ten thousand yuan. Average fixed assets of leading
enterprises in east region are 0.244 billion yuan; that of midland is 0.162
billion yuan; that of west region is only 0.123 billion yuan. Average fixed
assets of leading enterprises in west region and midland are completely not
in one grade. Average sales revenue of leading enterprises in east region is
1.138 billion yuan; that of midland is 1.089 billion yuan; while that of west
region is only 0.505 billion yuan. It is clear that the gap between leading
enterprises in midland and east region is becoming smaller and smaller,
while there is still a large gap on the development scale of leading enterprises
among west region, east region and midland.

3.1.2. Benefit link mechanism should be improved
Some leading enterprises have not made the relationship of risk sharing,
benefit sharing, mutual assistance and interactive development with peasant
household at large, the connection mechanism between many enterprises and
base peasant household is still belong to loose type. There had not
established credit system between leading enterprises and peasant household,
and had not formed effective restriction mechanism between 2 parties, once
meet price fluctuation of agriculture product, there would affect performance
rate of contracts. In practice, contracts which had been signed between some
leading enterprises and household peasant is irregular, its right, responsibility
and benefit are not clear, which is so hard for peasant household to
guarantee their benefit effectively, business standing of about 32.3%
enterprises is 3A grade; on the other hand, legal system consciousness of
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peasant household is not strong, their integrity is lower, breaking a contract
by peasant household had happened occasionally.

3.1.3. Small scale of overall enterprises had affected the
influence of agriculture industrialization
The influence of leading enterprises of agriculture industrialization is
highly correlated to the size of enterprises scale: the influence of large-scale
leading enterprises of agriculture industrialization is obviously stronger than
that of midsize and small size leading enterprises. The number of peasant
household who are mobilized by large-scale enterprises is basically between
8000 and 10,000 around, among them, the influence of midsize and small
size leading enterprises is tiny, which had mobilized about 1,000-2,000
peasant household around. Of 359 enterprises, there are only 32 large-scale
enterprises (the number of its employees is over 3,000, and its sales are over
150 million yuan), which is less than 10% of the total; of which there are
only 7 enterprises who are listed companies, which had limited its financing
capacity.

3.1.4. Weaker technological innovative ability goes against
extending industrial chain
Compare with large-scale agriculture enterprises of developed country in
the world, technological innovative ability of leading enterprises in our
country is still found to be weak. In 2010, average R & D budgets of
enterprises is 830 ten thousand yuan, so which had made enterprises to be
major in preliminary working, made its industrial chain to be short and
additional value of its agriculture products to be low. In 2010, average cost
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which has something to do with guaranteeing product quality safety aspects
such as enterprises quality testing, identification and medical inspection is
261 ten thousand yuan, which had directly affected the improvement of
enterprise competitiveness.

3.2. Policy suggestion on boosting the development of
leading enterprises
3.2.1. Rational distribution and aggregation of promoting
agricultural industrialization of leading enterprises
According to the idea of “optimal allocation, intensive farming, scale
development, schooling boosting”, by means of purchase, merger, leasing,
holding, contract and etc, we will carry out alliance and cooperation which
is cross-region and transownership, activate capital stock, integrate resource
factors, cultivate piles of large-scale leading enterprises and enterprise group
which have high starting point, great scale as well as strong competitiveness and
driving force. Establishing demonstration plot of agricultural industrialization,
promoting clustering and concentration of leading enterprises, promoting
optimal allocation of recourses and factors in wider range and higher level,
which is important measure to drive agricultural industrialization to further
develop and rich ways of management organization in agriculture industry.
In order to establish leading enterprises nesting zone which has great scale,
strong competitiveness as well as extensive radiation and mobilization, and
motivate the vigor of county economy, we will guide affiliated enterprises to
associate and cooperate between each other and carry out cluster development
by establishing production base based on advantage producing area, developing
agriculture products processing by depending on competitive industries,
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aggregating production factors by taking advantage enterprises as the core.
We will cultivate large-scale enterprises which have stronger market influence
and industrial driving ability to play the role of leader by carrying out the
project of improving engineering of large-scale leading enterprises, highlighting
leader enterprises which have strong leading role and taking the ability to
comprehensively improve intensive processing, industrial driving ability and
market competitiveness as the core.

3.2.2. To perfect benefit link mechanism among base,
enterprises and peasant household
Supporting to sign standard contracts among leading enterprises, peasant
household and cooperation, developing contract farming, which will establish
stable relationship of purchase and sale, reduce production risk of peasant
household and guarantee the supply of raw material to enterprises. Support
industrialization organization to supply miscellaneous service such as
technology of planting and breeding, marketing information, means of
production and product distribution by means of carrying out orientation
investment, orientation service, orientation purchase and etc. We will
encourage leading enterprises to take various forms such as establishing risk
funds and profit return to establish closer interest relationship with peasant
household. We will guide farmers to become a shareholder through
production factors such as capital, technology and labor force, carry out
diversified forms of association and cooperation, enter into interests
community of benefit sharing and risk sharing with leading enterprises. We
will guide leading enterprises and peasant household to step on the road of
cooperation and common prosperity by means of perfecting cooperative
mechanism between them. We will integrate all of labor, production factors,
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capital and operational risk and etc with the scheme of benefit distribution.
We will not only respect the labor of peasant household but also highly
appreciate efficient performance of leading enterprises. We will actively
cultivate intermediary organization, carry out classification guidance on
existing intermediary organization in rural area and guide them to create a
new way of market-oriented, serving “issues of agriculture, farmer and rural
area” and developing themselves. We will carry out policies of being
beneficial to the people and returning benefit to the people by means of
levers such as tax revenue and price, give preferential policies and support
to intermediary organization in rural area and support developing organization
pattern of “leading enterprises + cooperative organization” and “trade associations
of agriculture products + leading enterprises + cooperative organization +
peasant household”. We will support leading enterprises to establish sections
which specialize in serving production base and peasant household. We will
give full play to the role of intermediary organization such as trade
associations and chamber of commerce, establish ordered self-discipline
mechanism of the industry and safeguard industry legal interest of
enterprises and peasant household.

3.2.3. To improve development strength of leading enterprises
by means of the implementation of intensifying policies
The Party Central Committee and the State Council have been paying
high attention to the development of agriculture industrialization, there had
put forward supporting the industrialization of agriculture and the development
of leading enterprises in all the report of the 15th National Congress of
Chinese Party, the 16th National Congress of Chinese Party, the 17th National
Congress of Chinese Party, and the 18th National Congress of Chinese Party,
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there had put forward concrete measures on supporting agriculture industrialization development in the No 1 document of Communist Party headquarters
for years, there had made significant deployment of developing agriculture
rd
th
industrialization in the 3 Plenary Session of the 18 National Congress of

Chinese Party, all of which had demanded for supporting the industrialization
of agriculture, each department of national joint conference of agriculture
industrialization had earnestly implemented central spirit, which had come
on a series of policies and measures in the aspects such as finance, revenue,
banking and export. According to the central requirements, we should
implement a special fund of agriculture industrialization, support leading
enterprises to carry out base construction, technical construction, equipment
upgrading, energy conservation, emission reduction and etc, well implement
every policy of supporting the industrialization of agriculture by the overall
development of agriculture; we will effectively and well implement the
policy of deduction from income tax of agriculture products pretreating; well
implement the policy of supporting the development of leading enterprises
by Department of Agriculture, Agricultural Development Bank of China and
Agricultural Bank of China, increase finance support on leading enterprises,
continuously give support in aspects such as loan extension, renewing loans
and grace period of project loan, expand the range of valid guarantee of
leading enterprises; give guarantee to leading enterprises financing such as
establishing guaranteed fund and developing Credit Guarantee Insurance
Corporation.
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3.2.4. To give great impetus of technical progress as well as
scientific and technological innovation to leading
enterprises of agricultural industrialization
Country will give technological innovation enterprises privileges which
are mainly from 4 aspects of technological development expenses, depreciation
expenses, personal education fund and revenue. There had stipulated
implementing tax policy of “taking industry privileges as the primary thing,
being supplemented by privileges in areas” in tax law. Different from
common industrial enterprises, leading enterprises will take more social
responsibility and be an important strength of mobilizing farmers to increase
their income and promote the stable of village. Leading enterprises are hard
to innovate in technology. Under overall background of weaker innovation
ability at large, we will suggest country broadening limiting condition on
leading enterprises, bringing more leading enterprises into the range of new
high-tech enterprises to enjoy treatment of technology innovation enterprises.
We will encourage and support leading enterprises of agriculture
industrialization to be the first to implement agriculture product quality
standard which is established by country, introduce quality and relevant
technical manual to peasant household and mobilize peasant household to
standardly produce at base. In order to gain the qualification to get into
international market and the trust of foreign consumers, conditional leading
enterprises should fight for passing quality certificate (ISO9000 system),
safety and sanitation certificate (HACCP system, ISO14000 system) of
relevant international organization. We will support the construction of
innovative platform such as national key laboratory, national engineering
laboratory and national engineering center, reinforce the cooperation with
leading enterprises in fields such as agricultural biotechnology and large-
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scale agricultural machinery and continually improve technological element
of enterprises product.
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Chapter

5

Development Status of Small and Medium
Food Processing Enterprises
1. Contribution of Small and Medium Food Enterprises
(SMFES) to the Country
1.1. Important status in GNP
Agriculture is the basic industry of national economy and occupies a large
proportion in GNP. SMFES is one of the subjects of agricultural production
and management and the most active element in agricultural management
subject. Therefore, SMFES production value has great contribution to GDP.
Firstly, the proportion of SMFES production value in the total value of
agricultural output and increasing gradually. In 2003, the output value of
SMFES is 735.4978 billion yuan which occupies 42.31% of the total value
of agricultural output. In the following years, the SMFES value and its
proportion in the total value of agricultural output is rise perpendicularly. In
2005, the output value reaches 12370128 billion yuan which breaks through
50% of the total value of agricultural output for the first time and reaches
55.18%. From 2006 to 2009, the proportions of it are 62.94%, 71.18%,
82.04% and 92.79% respectively, rising each year.
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Secondly, SMFES output value has important status in the total industrial
output value and increasing gradually. In seven years, both the SMFES
output value and the total industrial output value have risen rapidly. The
proportion of SMFES in the total industrial output value has kept at the level
of 5% with the lowest of 4.78% in 2006 and the highest of 5.96% in 2009.
The proportion has risen gradually from year to year. Since 2006, the
proportion rose 0.3% each year with 0.25% in 2007, 0.42% in 2008 and
0.41% in 2009.
Thirdly, the output value of food processing enterprises is mainly created
by small and medium enterprises. Although there are large food enterprises
like Shineway, Rurun, New Hope, etc. with high single output value in
China, they are the minority comparing with the majority small and medium
enterprises. In food processing enterprises, the amount of small and medium
enterprises occupies more than 95% every year. Considering about the output
value of food processing enterprises, the output value of 2003 reached
844.24 billion yuan, among which, the contribution of small and medium
enterprises of 735.498 billion yuan with the proportion of 87.12%. Till 2009,
the output value of food processing enterprises was 3718.02 billion yuan,
among which, the output value of SMFES was 3268.72 billion yuan with
a proportion of 87.92%. The absolute output values have increased for
2873.781 billion yuan and 2533.322 billion yuan, but the contribution of
SMFES output value kept around 87% all the time.

1.2. Contribution of SMFES to employment
Firstly, the amount of employees accommodated by SMFES was large
and increasing year by year. With the increasing amount of food processing
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enterprises, the ability they offer jobs was increasing by a large margin. In
2003, the employees of food processing enterprises were 2827349 with
2468043 in SMFES. In 2009, the employees of food processing enterprises
reached to 5004000 with 4390000 in SMFES. In those years, the employess
of SMFES increased for more than 400000 year by year. In 2008, the
employees of SMFES were increased for more than 665500. The least
increased amount of employees is 2005 with 206053 increased employees.
Secondly, the proportion of the quantity of employment in SMFES was
increasing steadily. On one hand, the proportion of employees in SMFES
was kept above 4% and rising slowly. In 2003, the proportion reached 4.29%
which began increasing year by years since 2005. The proportions in 2006,
2007, 2008, and 2009 were 4.29%, 4.4%, 4.67%, and 4.97% respectively
with an increase of 0.3% each year. On the other hand, the proportion of
employees in SMFES in food enterprises was kept around 87%. In 2003, the
proportion of employees in SMFES was 87.3% and that of 2004 was 88.33%
which was the highest in those years (refer to table 5-1).
Table 5-1. the proportion of employees in SMFES
2003

Unit: %

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

The proportion of employees in food proc- 4.92%
essing enterprises

4.64%

4.98%

4.98%

5.08%

5.31%

5.67%

The proportion of em4.29%
ployees in SMFES

4.10%

4.24%

4.29%

4.40%

4.67%

4.97%

The proportion of employees of SMFES in
that of food processing enterprises

88.33
%

85.03
%

86.03
%

86.65
%

87.93
%

87.73
%

87.30
%
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1.3. Contribution of SMFES to foreign trade export
Food is an important constituent part of China’s import and export trade.
th
During the period of “the 11 five-year plan”, the accumulated total volume

of import and export trade of food was 381.07 billion US dollars which was
3.26% of the total volume of import and export of cargos of the whole
country. It was 125.9% more than that of “the 10th five-year plan”
accumulatively with an annual increase of 17.7%. Food exporting volume
was 175.01 billion US dollars which was 84.2% more than the 95 billion
US dollars during “the 10th five-year plan”. SMFES is the important
constituent part of food processing enterprises and occupies an important
position and plays an important role in the exporting trade of food
processing enterprises.
Firstly, the value of export delivery of small and medium food enterprises
is increasing rapidly. As for the absolute amount of export delivery value,
the value of export delivery of small and medium food enterprises in 2003
was 81.84 billion yuan and that of the next year was 100 billion yuan.
During the period of “the 11th five-year plan”, the value of delivery of
SMFES was increasing with an annual average of about 30 billion yuan and
reached 208.9 billion yuan in 2009 with an increase of 117.11 billion yuan
compared with that in 2003 and increased for 2.5 times accumulatively.
Secondly, food processing enterprises occupy the vast majority from the
amount and output value of enterprises or the absorbed quantity of
employment. So did the value of delivery of export trade. In 2003, the value
of export delivery was 91.47 billion yuan and among which the contribution
of small and medium food enterprises was the highest with the amount of
9.117 billion yuan. In 2005, the proportion in value of delivery was 85.58%
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which was the lowest in those years but still more than 80%. In recent years,
the proportion of SMFES was increasing slowly. From 2006 to 2009, the
proportion of SMFES was 86.34%, 86.67%, 88.34% and 89.37% respectively.
As a whole, the proportions of the value of export delivery of SMFES in
the value of delivery of food processing enterprises kept more than 80%
(refer to table 5-2).
Table 5-2. value of export delivery of SMFES in 2003-2009
Unit: 100 million yuan
2003

Value of export delivery

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

26941.8 40484.2 47741.2 60559.7 73393.4 82498.4 72051.7

Value of export delivery
of food enterprises

914.7

1204.3

1485.2

1830.7

2032.11

2347.7

2338

Value of export delivery
of SMFES

818.4

1204.3

1271

1580.6

1761.14

2074

2089.5

Thirdly, the proportion of the value of export delivery of SMFES was
decreasing firstly and increasing later. In 2003, the proportion of the value
of export delivery of SMFES in the total value of export delivery was 3.04%
which was the largest amount in 7 years. Influenced by various factors
including international trade situation, etc., the proportion began to decrease
with the amount of 2.97%, 2.66% and 2.61% in 2004, 2005, and 2006
respectively. In 2007, because of the increasing of technical barrier measures
for the security of agricultural products and food, etc. in EU countries, the
value of export delivery was decreased to the value of only 2.04% which
became the lowest in recent years. Later, influenced by the demand of
international market and the appreciation of Euro and other currencies, the
export of agricultural products increased steadily. The proportions of the
value of export delivery of small and medium food enterprises in 2008 and
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2009 began to increase, 2.81% and 2.9% respectively. However, as a whole,
the proportion of the value of export delivery of SMFES was kept more than
2% with a steady contribution to export trade.

1.4. Influence of SMFES on technological innovation
With the establishment of socialist market economy system, the reform of
SMFES in China has improved and technological innovation has gratifying
achievements. The vast majority of small and medium food enterprises have
established modern enterprises system. Especially, the privately operated
food enterprises were developed rapidly and have become the major force
of agricultural products processing industry in some regions. With the
gradual improvement of modern enterprise management system, technological
innovation also became an important part of modernized management of
enterprises and was paid more and more attention by enterprises.
Technological innovation base with key enterprises as the core has taken
shape gradually. More than 500 key enterprises in the whole country have
already established food technology research and development center; the
combination between scientific research institution, universities and colleges
and enterprises was tighter and a new pattern of broad cooperation and
mutual support has taken shape which promote the improvement of
innovation ability and level of self development greatly.
Paying attention to self-dependent technological innovation, meanwhile,
SMFES also accelerate the popularization and application of high-tech which
promote the technical improvement of the industry. For example, food fresh
keeping, ultra high temperature sterilization, freeze and quick freeze,
supercritical fluid extraction, and membrane separation extrusion, etc. have
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further popularized and applied in food industry and promote the
improvement of the production technology and the upgrading of products of
food industry. Meanwhile, the level of technical equipment of SMFES
industry has improved at different degree and that of dairy products, beer,
and instant noodles, etc. has already synchronize with that of advanced
world level.

1.5. fixed-asset investment of SMFES
Firstly, the accumulative aggregate investment of the fixed asset of
SMFES was increasing steadily. In 2004, the accumulative aggregate
investment of the fixed asset of food processing enterprises was 92.011
billion yuan and that in November 2010 was 491.1 billion yuan with an
absolute increase amount of 399.089 billion yuan which was 433.7% more
than that of 2004 with an annual year-on-year growth of about 40%.
Analyzing specific industry, the accumulative aggregate investment of the
fixed assets of farm and sideline food processing industry and food
manufacturing industry in 2004 were 55.333 billion yuan and 36.678 billion
yuan respectively and that in November 2011 were 318.5 billion yuan and
172.6 billion yuan respectively with an accumulative growth of 263.167
billion yuan and 135.922 billion yuan. The growth of fixed asset investment
of farm and sideline food processing industry was apparently more than that
of food manufacturing industry.
Secondly, the year-on-year growth of fixed investment was decreasing. In
2004, the growth of fixed investment of farm and sideline food processing
industry and food manufacturing industry were 38.7% and 25.2% respectively
and the year-on-year growth of the next year were 54.4% and 45%
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respectively with the growth of 16% and 20% respectively. In 2006, the
year-on-year growths of the two industries were 31.6% and 42.6% respectively
with the growth of 23% and 3% less than that of last year. In 2007, the
year-on-year growth of farm and sideline food processing industry was 14%
more than that of last year while that of food manufacturing industry was
18% less than that of last year. Until the end of 2010, the year-on-year
growth was decreasing as a whole.

1.6. Contribution of SMFES to regional development
During “the 11th five-year plan”, with the guidance of a series regional
development policy of Chinese government, the regional economy of food
industry tended to equilibrium and harmonious development. East region
continued the leading and advantageous position with the total industrial
output value of current price food of 3.26 trillion yuan in 2010 which was
grown for 173.9% more than that of 2005; in east region, the total industrial
output value of food in Shandong province in 2010 was 1.15 trillion yuan
which kept the first place all the time. Relying on the advantage of
agricultural resource, the central region strove to change it into industrial
advantage and hoped to realize the rise of central region; in 2010, the total
industrial output value of food in central region reached 1.85 trillion yuan
which was 293.6% more than that of 0.47 trillion yuan in 2005; the total
industrial output values of food in Henan, Hubei and Hunan have grown for
28.8%, 43.2% and 31.6% respectively, among which, the total industrial
output value of food of Henan was 503.066 billion yuan which ranked the
2nd place for 4 years continuously since 2007. Relying on policy advantage,
west region realized the total industrial output value of 1.20 trillion yuan in
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2010 which was grown for 215.8% from that of 0.38 trillion yuan in 2005.
Sichuan province finished a total industrial output value of 397.073 billion
rd
yuan in 2010 and leaped to the 3 place in the region. Considering about

the speed of growth, during “the 11th five-year plan”, the central region grew
fastest and the west region was in the second place. If the total industrial
output value of food in west region is 1, in 2005, the proportion of east,
central and west region was 3.13:1.24:1; and that in 2010 was 2.70:1.53:1.

2. The Current Situation of Chinese Food Processing
Industry
2.1. Food processing industry plays an important role in
national economic development
Firstly, food industry promoted the development of national economy. In
the recent 20 years, food industry developed sustainably and rapidly. In
2010, the food enterprises above national scale have an accumulative total
industrial output value of 5.3 trillion yuan with an average growth of 13.1%
which was 1.6% higher than the average national level. The profit of it was
356.13 billion yuan which accumulated a large amount of fund for economic
construction of China. At present, food industry continues to play the
important role of the pillar industry of national economy and keeps the
position of the largest industry. Secondly, food industry connects with
agriculture, industry and the third industry. On one hand, the upstream of
food industry is agriculture and the downstream is industry with food
industry as the important bridge and bond between them. The location of
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factory of food enterprises is always in the joint place of urban and rural.
The rapid development of food industry not only promote the development
of agricultural especially the development of initial agricultural products
from deep processing to profound processing but also promote the
prosperous of village industry, drive the development of rural economy and
further lay a solid industrial foundation for increasing farmer’s income. On
the other hand, food processing industry belongs to labor intensive industry
which can absorb a large number of labors which in favor of the
transformation and gathering of rural labors and promote the development of
the third industry in rural place. Thirdly, food industry influences the
physical and psychological health of people directly. Food industry
influences the living quality and health level of people directly. High quality
food and scientific and reasonable dietary structure not only can improve the
national health level but also can decrease medical treatment output, relief
social burden and therefore increase the ability of consumption and of
peasants in other aspects.

2.2. Food industry uses a large amount of high and new
technology but has not formed a fluent process
The development planning of “the 11th five-year plan” of food industry
pays high attention to the self independent innovation capability of food
industry, insists on the strategy of scientific and technological advance,
emphasis on forming a batch of advantageous food enterprises with
proprietary intellectual property rights, famous brands, and strong international
competitiveness, and promote food industry to readjust industrial structure
and change industrial growth pattern. In 2010, food industry realized an
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output value of 275.60 billion yuan of new products with the growth of
22.9% than last year which occupied 4.37% of the total industrial output
value of the corresponding period. By analyzing the capability of sub food
industry in realizing the output value of new products, the output value of
“the other alcohol manufacturing industry” including fruit wine, juice wine,
and health care wine, etc. was higher with the proportion of 26.93% of the
total industrial output value of the same industry and the application level
of new products research and development was high, followed by cigarette
manufacture, aquatic product canning manufacture, meat and poultry canning
manufacture, starch and starch products manufacture, millet wine manufacture
and white spirit manufacture industry.
In developed industrial countries, the high and new technologies in the
fields of modern nutrition, biology, health, electronic, photoelectricity,
electromagnetism, and stored program control, etc. are broadly used in the
scientific research and processing links of food industry to improve the
quality and the tastes of products which not only make sure of nutrition and
sanitary safety but also enhance productivity and saving energy and reducing
cost. During the period of transition, the food industry of China also adopted
a large amount of high and new technologies to enhance the technical level
of food processing industry. First, the new packaging technology was
popularized and utilized. The new packaging technologies mainly include
aseptic packaging, edibility packaging, modified atmosphere packaging, self
heating and self cooling packaging, anaerobic technical packaging,
temperature control packaging, fog resist packaging, and packaging which
can release far IR and packaging which can get rid of ozone, etc. Second,
ultrahigh pressure dispose technology was widely used in disinfection and
sterilization, storage and improving of the taste of food and the nutrition of
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food, etc. Third, microcapsulary was used in immobilization of enzyme and
cell, the powering of traditional fluid products and the encapsulation of food
additives. The research and application of flavors and fragrances microcapsules,
etc. were attached importance widely. Fourth, microwave technology was
widely in the early stage quality guarantee and freshness retain of food. It
can sterilize bacteria of materials internally and externally in a short time
and without destroy the nutritional ingredient to make the manufactured food
taste good with special flavor and low cost. Fifth, food irradiation
technology was used. This technology can sterilize bacteria in food with
radiation energy of atomic energy ray to make food incorrupt in a certain
period and prolong its storage period. The most outstanding advantage of it
is the physical process which has no residue and contamination of chemicals
and can keep the original quality and taste of food up to the hilt. Sixth,
biotechnology was used. Biotechnology, with genetic engineering as the core,
was used widely and deeply day by day in food. It promoted the reform of
food industry greatly. It not only improved the raw material of food
manufacture and changed the property of microbe bacteria but also improved
food processing technology and the efficient ingredient of health care food.
Besides, the popularization and application of nuclear magnetic resonance
technology, electronic technology and membrane technology also promoted
the development of food industry greatly.
The widely use of high and new technology played an important role in
promoting the development of food industry. However, the high and new
technology has not formed a perfect and fluent process. According to the
relevant report, the conversion rate of agricultural technological achievements
in agriculture industrialization has reached to 40% - 80% which was far
more than other industries including food industry. Nevertheless, as the
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follow-up industry of agriculture, food processing industry was still hovering
in the vortex of low level. The vast majority of the raw materials of food
industry were came from agricultural and forest products which made the
“origin” of food processing disjoint agriculture.

2.3. High attention was paid to food security
Food security related to the health and life safety of people and the
national image and enterprises reputation which is the basis for the survival
and development of industry. During “the 11th five-year plan”, because of the
occurrence of major food safety incidents like the security incidents of dairy
products, food security problem got unprecedented and high attention by the
whole society. In April 2008, the Protocol of Food Safety Law became the
first draft bill toward which the new standing committee of the national
people’s congress seeks for advices from the society. On June 1, 2009, the
Food Safety Law was put into effect officially. On February 9, 2010, the
state council established the food security committee of the state council
including three vice prime ministers and set up the exclusive office. The
high attention from the whole society made the vast majority of food
enterprises dare not to treat food security problem lightly. It made food
enterprises deepen the understanding and enhance self-regulation and
therefore promoted the scientific and technological progress of food security
field and filled more powerful energy for the healthy development of food
industry.
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2.4. Foreign trade developed quickly as a whole
During the “11th five-year plan”, a total volume of import and export
trade of 381.07 billion US dollars was realized which occupied 3.26% of the
total volume of the import and export of national cargos. It grew 125.9%
th

accumulatively more than that during “the 10

five-year plan” with an

annual average growth of 17.7%. The accumulative volume of food export
in the five years was 175.04 billion US dollars accumulatively which grew
84.2% more than the 95.03 billion US dollars of “the 10th five-year plan”;
the accumulative import volume was 206.03 billion US dollars which grew
179.8% more than the 73.63 billion US dollars during “the 10th five-year
plan”. Before 2008, the export volume of import and export trade of food
was basically larger than that of import volume with a small amount of
favorable balance of trade. The favorable balance of trade was 4.68 billion
US dollars in 2006 and 1.67 billion US dollars in 2007. Since 2008, the
volume and value of food import grew rapidly and the small amount
favorable balanced trade changed into large amount favorable balanced trade
which mainly because of the sharply fluctuation of the price of soybean in
2008 internationally and the volume and value of imported soybean in China
create a new peak. In addition to the dairy product security incidents in
domestic in 2008, the export of food was harder and foreign milk powder
began to swarm into domestic market. The above situation continued after
th
“the 11 five-year plan” with the trade deficits of 13.16 billion, 9.47 billion

and 14.72 billion US dollars in 2008, 2009, and 2010 respectively. The
import value of food in 2010 was 59.86 billion US dollars which was
190.8% more than that of 2005 with an annual growth of 23.8%; the export
value of food in 2010 was 45.14 billion US dollars which was 85.3% more
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than that of 2005 with an annual average growth of 13.1%.

2.5. The maturity of brands in different industries have
apparent difference
In food industry, the maturities of brands in different industries have
apparent difference. The closer the industries to consumers, the higher
attentions the industries was paid to, the higher degree of the marketization
the industries were, the more fierce the market competition, the more
apparent of the advertisement effect, the more concentrated the brand
awareness and the more the famous national or regional brands. For
example, dairy products, edible oil, instant food, bottled water, fruit juice
beverage, ham and tobacco and wine industries, etc. have many famous
brands and comparatively mature domestic brands. In the contrary, the
maturity of brand of other industries was comparatively low. These
industries mainly included food additives, starch, alcohol and fermentation
products industry except from aginomoto which mainly engaged in
intermediate input products, salt mining industry, sugar industry and
seasoning industry which have low marketization degree, grain processing,
aquatic products processing, slaughter and meet and eggs processing, pastry
and candy manufacturing industry and canned food manufacturing industries
which have low attention from consumers. No matter how high or low the
development degree of brands, although many industries have the support of
national famous brands, those industries still have the phenomenon of
miscellaneous regional brands, many forged and fake brands, insufficient
standardized management, etc. Especially, the food industry of China mainly
has famous domestic brands and lack of international famous brands. The
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exporting products of food industry of China mainly have competitiveness
in low price and lack of brand competitive advantage. The international
market only knew “made in China” but had no famous international brands
like Coca cola and Nescafe.

2.6. The unbalanced distribution of food industry in urban and
rural market
At present, the food industry of China pays excessive attention to urban
market and ignores rural market. The urban-rural gap is large. Urban citizens
have higher income. The food in urban market is totally commercialized.
Urban market is mature with multiple layers, concentrated trading and high
efficiency. The urban population of China has overpassed 40% and the
number is increasing with a large amount of floating population flowed into
urban place. With the quicken step of urbanization of China, the increasing
speed of urban population is quickened. In addition to the high income and
complete commercialized consumption of urban people, the food market in
urban place is broader than that of rural place with a more than more
outstanding position. By contract, although more than urban population, rural
residents have low income, in addition to the self sufficient food
consumption which also reduces the commercialization degree of food,
therefore, the portion of rural food market is apparently lower than that of
urban market. Therefore, it is reasonable for food industry position its
market in urban market. However, the prejudice of the low status of rural
market formed for a long term is easily to cause the excessive emphasis on
the development of urban market and the ignorance of the development of
rural market. Especially after the implementation of urban and rural overall
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development strategy by the nation, the gap between the growing rates of
the income of urban and rural residents is shrinking, the increasing speed of
rural residents is quickened and the depressed consumer demand is released
rapidly and the boundary growing rate of rural food market may overpass
that of urban market. Therefore, rural food market has powerful growth
potential, vast growth space and more business opportunities. However, the
urban market guided food industry has not been adjusted in structure and its
varieties, pattern, functions, and grades still cannot satisfy the rapid growth
demand of rural food market.

3. The External Driving Force That Promotes the Formation
of Each Department of Small and Medium Food
Enterprises in China
3.1. Attach importance to the sustainable development of
agricultural resources for production
Chinese government always attaches importance to sustainable development.
Since 1980s, after the world commission on environment and development
put forward the sustainable development thought of the economic development should not only satisfy the demand of the contemporary people but
also cannot harmful to the ability to satisfy their demand of the future
generation, Chinese government worked out the White Paper about
Population, Resources, Environment and Development of China in the 21st
Century and brought sustainable development into the long-term plan of
th

China’s economic and social development for the first time. The 15
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National Party Congress in 1997 confirmed sustainable development strategy
as the strategy “must be implemented in the modernization construction” of
th
China. The 16 National Party Congress regarded “the constantly reinforce-

ment of sustainable development ability” as one of the targets of building
a moderately prosperous society in all aspects. With the guidance of
sustainable development, a new type “Sanhua” coordinated development
model of using the strategic adjustment of economical structure promoted by
new type industrialization to support important support for urbanization and
agricultural modernization, using urbanization to drive the concentration of
production factors and quicken the transformation of rural labors to balance
urban and rural development and infuse internal impetus for industrialization
and agricultural modernization, using agricultural modernization to improve
the comprehensive agricultural production capability and lay a solid
foundation for industrialization and urbanization and make industrialization,
urbanization and agricultural modernization become a mutual promoted,
coordinated and mutual supported organic whole.

3.2. The strong growth momentum of import and export trade
of food industry
With the speeding up of the rapid development of Chinese economy and
the process of globalization, the huge consumer market of China has already
become the most attractive market in the world. In 2010, the food import
value of China was 59.86 billion US dollars with a year-on-year growth of
29.4% which was 10.9% higher than the growth of food export value and
kept a strong growth momentum. However, trade deficit was appeared.
Before 2008, the exporting value of food import and export trade was
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slightly more than the importing value with a small amount of favorable
balance of trade. The favorable balance of trade was 4.68 billion US dollars
in 2006 and 1.67 billion US dollars in 2007. Since 2008, because of the
sharply fluctuation of the international price of soybean, the import and
export volume of soybean in China created new peaks. In addition to the
incident of melamine in milk powder, represented by “Sanlu”, increased the
difficulties for the exporting of Chinese food, in the contrary, foreign milk
powder began to swarm into Chinese market. The small favorable balance
of trade of import and export trade of food changed into large trade deficit.
th
The above situation was continued in three years after “the 11 five-year

plan” with the trade deficits of 13.16, 9.47, and 14.72 billion US dollars in
2008, 2009 and 2010 respectively. In 2010, the value of food importing was
59.86 billion US dollars which was 85.3% more than that in 2005 with an
annual average growth of 13.1%.

3.3. The responsibilities of each department were further
defined
Since January 1, 2004, the state council required the agricultural
department responsible for the supervision of the production link of primary
agricultural products, the quality inspection department responsible for the
supervision of the processing link of food, the industrial and commercial
department responsible for the supervision of the intermediate link of food,
the hygiene department responsible for the supervision of the consumption
link of catering industry and mess hall, etc., the food and drug supervision
department responsible for the comprehensive supervision, coordination of
food security and investigate and treat major accident according to law.
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Besides, food quality supervision and check information will be published by
quality testing, industrial and commercial, hygiene and food and drug
supervision departments. According to the provision of Food Security Law
and its enforcement regulations, the ministry of health, the industrialized and
informatization ministry, the state administration of industry and commerce,
the state quality inspection administration, and food and drug administration
defined the scope of official duty of each other separately and issued and
implemented Food Security Risk Administrative Provisions together to
reinforce the supervision of food security risk.
Although the country readjusted and defined the scope of official duty of
food safety supervision and management department, the systematic
contradiction of Sectional management, multiple solutions and doing things
separately has not been solved fundamentally. Food industry involves the
three main industries of national economy including the first industry of
agriculture, forest, animal husbandry, and fishery which supply necessary
basic raw materials for food industry, the second industry of food industry
for food processing and manufacturing and equipment manufacturing
industry, and the third industry of storage and transportation, commercial and
catering industry related to the food circulation and consumption. All the
industries lack of efficient connection between each other. The agricultural,
industrial and commercial mechanism of regarding food industry as bibcock,
producing products by relying on market requirements and offer qualified
agricultural products according to the demands of food industry was far from
establishment. The above situation caused the shortage of comprehensive
coordination institute, the food industry belongs to many departments, the
policy made by different department, the lack of efficient cooperation, the
dispersion, repeated construction and repeated introduction of food industry.
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What’s worse, the management rules and food standards were made by many
departments which cannot be implemented effectively. The situation also
caused disordered outlet and cutthroat competition which made loss of
enterprises and seriously obstructed the development of Chinese food
industry. Although there are guidance documents (outlines and plans, etc.)
about the development policy and emphasis of the national food industry,
powerful adjusting institute and measures were insufficient, do did the
implemented laws, supervision and coordination, which had caused the
dispersion, low quality and efficiency of Chinese food industry.

3.4. The scale of food industry was expanding rapidly
The scale of Chinese food industry was expanding rapidly and the
economic benefit was improving in a large degree. In 2010, there were
41867 food enterprises above industrial scale in the whole country which
were 17828 more than that in 2005 with a growth of 74.2% and an annual
average growth of 11.7%; those enterprises realized a total industrial output
value of 6.31 trillion yuan which was 208.1% more than that in 2005 with
an average annual growth of 25.2% which is 5.8% higher than the growth
th

rate during “the 10 five-year plan”; those enterprises paid taxes of 531.575
billion yuan which was 145.9% more than that in 2005 with an average
annual growth of 19.7%; those enterprises realized a profit of 388.509 bilion
yuan which was 215.1% more than that in 2005 with an average annual
growth of 25.8%. Those enterprises had a profit ratio of sales of 6.44%
which was 0.26% more than that in 2005. The industrial efficiency of those
enterprises was further improved. The employees of those enterprises are
6.54 million which was 1.90 million more than that in 2005 with a growth
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of 40.9% and an average annual growth of 7.1%. They already became the
important industries solving the problem of employment and improving
people’s living. The proportion of total industrial output value of food in
total industrial output value increased to 9.2% in 2010 from 8.1% in 2005.
The proportion of the total industrial output value of food and the total value
of agricultural output was increased to 1.05:1 in 2010 from 0.52:1 in 2005.
The position of pillar industry of food industry in national economy has
been further reinforced. However, the structure of food industry was
unreasonable which need further adjustment.

3.5. The overall food safety status is positive
In recent years, the safety status of Chinese food was positive. However,
problems still existed in it which was still a hot issue. On one hand, Chinese
government attached high attention on food safety and governments at all
levels strengthen food safety work. On the other hand, we should also
realized that, compared with the requirements of Chinese government, the
expectation of people, and the level of development, Chinese food safety
situation and level still have disparity. The food safety incident in 2010 has
happened from time to time. “Melamine” milk powder was found successively
in Gansu, Qinghai, and Jilin, contaminated milk powder appeared on market
again which stroke a serious blow at the confidence of customers and caused
adverse influence on the production of dairy industry and the development
of food industry. The poisonous and hazard materials in food should be
stroke seriously and the problem of pesticide residue should be paid more
attention to.
In addition, industrial safety was challenged greatly. Soybean oil processing
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in vegetable oil processing relied highly on the links of raw material
importing, production and processing, and market price. In 2009, the nation
imported 42.55 million tons soybean with the import value of 1.88 million
US dollars; in 2010, the nation imported 54.80 million tons soybean with
a net increase of 12.25 tons in one year and a growth of 28.8% and the
increase of import value of 2.51 million US dollars with the growth of
33.5%. With a proportion of 50% to 60% in various kinds of oils, soybean
oil has highly foreign-trade dependence which constituted potential threaten
to the safety of edible oil in China. As for milk powder processing industry,
the safety incident in 2008 gave facility to foreign milk powder for entering
into domestic market. The importing of milk powder in 2010 created a new
high peak with the amount of 0.4173 million tons which was 67.9% more
than that in 2009 which was one third of the output value of milk powder
in the whole country; the amount of imports was 1.395 billion US dollars
which was 138.8% more than that in 2009.

4. Current Situation of the Basic System
4.1. Science, technology and innovation
In recent years, under the forceful drive of Chinese government, the food
industry in China had maintained good momentum of development. During
“the 10th five-year plan”, the annual growth of the total industrial output
value of Chinese food was more than 20%, the annual growth of sales
revenue was 18% and the growth rate of the total amount of taxation and
profit was 17%. The rapid development of food industry cannot occur
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without the promotion of scientific and technological innovation.
In 2002, by the authorization of the ministry of science and technology,
according to the regulations and rules of Scientific and Technological
Progress Law of PRC and the Management Method of Scientific and
Technological Awards Set Up by Social Force, China food industry
association set up and officially implemented Scientific and Technological
Award of China Food Industry Association which aimed to commend
enterprises, projects and talents who have made major and larger
contribution to scientific and technological innovation of food industry. In
order to encourage and promote the further conducting of scientific and
technological innovation of food industry and change the growth pattern of
food industry, China had conducted a series of activities like pilot works in
innovative enterprises of food industry with the support of Chinese
government to promote the self innovation capability of enterprise, cooperate
with enterprises to construct and perfect the self innovation mechanism,
guide enterprises of different types to work out correct technological
innovation strategy, explore the effective model of innovative development,
establish a batch of innovative enterprises, guide and lead more enterprises
into the path of self innovation.
In order to implement the important spirit of reinforcing self innovation
of Chinese government and make Chinese food industry develop rapidly,
steadily and healthily, China food industry association worked out the
Suggestions on the Outline of Scientific and Technological Development of
the National Food Industry in 2006-2016, which defined the guiding
ideology, basic principle and developing trend of scientific and technological
development of food industry in the future 10 years and stated the content
of scientific and technological development of the main industry and put
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forward the relevant suggestions on political measures which aimed to
promote the strategic adjustment and upgrading of the industrial structure of
food industry and accelerate the scientific and technological development of
food industry to connect with the internationally advanced level.
In December 2005, the MOST, the SASAC, and ACFTU started and
implemented “technological innovation guiding engineering”, which had six
main terms, together. First, carry out pilot work in innovative enterprises;
second, support some core fields and form a industry-university-research
strategic alliance with enterprises as the main body; three, optimize resource
distribution, guide and support the original innovation of strategic industry
and the integrated innovation of important fields; four, reinforce the
establishment of research and development institution for enterprises and
industrialization bases; five, reinforce the establishment of public service
platform; six, reinforce the skill training for staffs of enterprises and
encourage them to make contributions for technological innovation. From
80s to the middle of 90s, with the support of the relevant national
department, ACFTU insisted on the work of scientific and technological
development, consultation, identification, and popularization of food
enterprises.

4.2. Business-directed research and development
Under the impetus of the wave of globalization and informatization, the
requirements of Chinese food industry on self research and scientific and
technological innovation was higher and higher. Food enterprises must
update their technology through self innovation of science and technology to
keep industrial advantage and expand market ratio. Meanwhile, the self
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innovation of science and technology of the enterprises must keep the
industrial primacy and market direction to realize sustainable development
and remain the invincible position in industrial competition. Self innovation
is the key for enterprise pattern transformation. Self innovation is the key
point in the numerous factors influence strategic decisions. Enterprises need
to realize the transformation from resource consumption dependent to
scientific and technological progress, workers’ educational level enhancement,
and management innovation dependent. Increasing input of knowledge and
technological factors is the key to self innovation. In order to satisfy the
demand of self innovation and transformation and upgrading, enterprises
need to invest a large amount in the introduction of scientific and
technological resources and intellectual resources, only by this, a solid
foundation for self innovation can be laid.
In order to implementing the Medium and Long Term National Scientific
and Technological Development Layout Plan (2006-2020), supporting self
innovation of enterprises, maintaining the intellectual property rights of
enterprises and their research and development staffs, reforming and
improving the allocation and encouragement mechanism of enterprises, with
the authorization of Chinese government, MOST issued Opinions on the
Independent Innovation Incentive Distribution System of Enterprises in 2006
which encouraged enterprises to establish interior intellectual management
system and pointed out the interior distribution of enterprises should incline
to research and development staffs properly. The Opinions aimed to improve
the self innovation capability of enterprises and realize the long-term and
steady sustainable development through encouragement measures.
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4.3. Human resource ability building
Human resource is an important strategic resource in 21st century and the
first resource and the most important determinant of comprehensive national
strength. At modern times, science and technology, never like that today,
influence the development of human society and economy deeply with the
huge power and unimaginable speed. Therefore, creation and the ability and
efficiency of using knowledge and information become the main factors
which determine the comprehensive national strength of a country. Human
resource will be the determined factor for winning in the competition in
knowledge and economic era. In recent years, many countries took positive
measures to promote the development of human resource and ability building
and achieved significant result. However, as a whole, human resource ability
building is not applicable for the real development requirements. The
problem of shortage of talents exists broadly, man unreasonable and unfair
phenomenon exists in international talents competition, the distance between
human resource ability building in developing countries and developed
countries is expanding and the outflow of talents in developing countries is
serious. Without the real settlement of these problems, the development of
all the countries, especially the developing countries, will be influenced.
Chinese government attach high attention on talent cultivation, put
forward and implement the strategy of rejuvenating the country through
science and education, advocate the respect for learning and talents and
regard human resource development as the important way to promote the
sustainable development of society and economy. We insist on the
preferential development of scientific and educational career, promote the
integrate exploration of intellectual resources, reform personnel system and
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employment system, strive to create condition and environment for various
kinds of talents, improve the ideological and ethical standards and the
scientific and cultural standards of the whole nation and improve the
knowledge and technical level of labors. Since reform and open, the
economic and social development of China made tremendous achievement.
However, China, with large population, weak economic foundation and
imbalanced development, is still a developing country. The human resource
development of China, which has long distance with the advanced world
level, is still not applicable for the development requirements of economy
and society. China is implementing intellectual strategy positively,
developing intellectual resources forcefully, improve educational level of
workers all-round and striving to form an advantage in intellectual resource
in order to support the reform and open and the modernization construction.

4.4. Financial and fiscal system
At present, the tax distribution fiscal administration system is carried out
in China. Within the tax distribution fiscal administration system, the
expenditure scopes of finance of different levels are classified in according
to the authority of central and regional government. Central finance mainly
undertakes the expenditures for national safety, diplomacy and the operation
of central national institution. The expenditures for adjusting national
economy structure, coordinating regional development and implementing
macro adjustment are undertaken by career development administrated by
the central government directly. Local finance mainly undertakes the
expenditure for the operation of local government and authorities and the
expenditures for the development of local economy and social undertaking.
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The proportion of total amount of expenditures in budget in GDP is still
lower than the overall level of that in developed countries in 60s and 70s
when economy grew rapidly. More important, all the fiscal reform since
1980 were aimed at the division of government revenue and the expenditure
structure of government had no material change. After the reform and open,
although the governmental expenditures changed in a certain degree, for
example, the proportions of expenditure on economic construction and
national defense have decreased, expenditure on administrative businesses
and social culture and education have increased, the change was only about
quantity but not quality.
The non-market governmental expenditure framework is the specific
reflection of the overall economic way of thinking in financial department
which pursued the rate of economic growth and ignored social equity and
environmental protection. As for what to do for a limited government,
what’s important is what should not do and which is still ambiguous. The
total amount of government expenditure in budget in the whole 90s has
grown for more than 4 times in according to the current years’ price, but
the expenditures are still in shortage. The reason is that the government
expenditure includes some issues which should be done by the market and
which the market can do. With the limited capital, the issue should be
undertaken by the government totally or mainly are under-investment instead
is called offside and omission in government expenditure. Especially,
problems of insufficient gross, improper structure and low management level
exist in the important expenditures of government.
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4.5. Marketing strategy
Marketing strategy is the process to realized business goal by starting
from customer need, acquiring the demand quantity and the purchasing
ability of customer and the expectation of the business circle in according
to experience, organizing various kinds of operating activities by plan, and
offering satisfied goods and service for customers through coordinating
products strategy, price strategy, channel strategy and promoting strategy.
The marketing strategies include four aspects: products, price, channel,
and promoting. Food industry should also start from those four aspects and
work out a perfect marketing strategy. Product strategies include the
convenience and feelings of using product name, trademark, advertisement,
and package, etc.; price strategies include leading price generation strategy,
following price generation strategy, and low price generation strategy, etc.;
channel strategies should pay attention to the development and control of
terminal customers and fully getting hold of customer information;
promoting strategies include the promoting method of propaganda materials,
best exhibition place and goods shelf display principles, etc.

4.6. Safety, quality and consumer protection
Food quality and safety is the important symbol of national economic
development level and people’s life quality. Chinese government insists on
people first, attaches high attention on food safety and places the
reinforcement of food quality safety in an important position. For many
years, by keeping a foothold of the working policy of control quality from
the resource, establishing and promoting international communication and
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cooperation about food safety, the food safety awareness of the whole
society in China has increased obviously. With great effort, the overall level
of food quality is increasing steadily, food safety situation is improving and
the production and management order of food is taking a turn for the better.
Consumer protection activities started late in China. In 1983, IOCU
determined March 15 of each year as the “international day for protecting
consumers’ right”. In September 1984, Guangzhou consumer council was
established as the first consumers’ organization in China which was
approved by the State Council in December 1984. Later, the consumers’
association of all provinces, cities and towns established successively. In
September 1987, China’s consumer council was accepted by IOCU as an
official member. After joining WTO, the protection of consumers’ right was
developed profoundly in China. At the beginning of 2014, Shanghai renamed
consumers association as “the committee for protecting rights and interests
of consumers” which better reflected the trend of consumer protection
activities and its nature and function and therefore made it closer to
customers. With the development of consumer protection organization and
the implementation of “3.15” propaganda, the awareness and ability to
protect consumers’ right were enhanced. Meanwhile, the laws and regulations
related to consumer protection in China were improving consistently which
made consumers’ right more and more legalized, standardized, and expanded.
Through absorbing the relevant experiences from foreign countries and
combining them with the situation of China, a series of consumer protection
laws constitute of Laws on Protection of Rights and Interests of Consumers,
Product Quality Law, Food Hygiene Law, and Anti-unfair Competition Law,
etc. have taken shape and protected consumers’ rights and interests legally
and practically.
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5. The Strategic Focus and Restrictions for Improving
Small and Medium Food Enterprises
5.1. The strategic focus of small and medium food enterprises
5.1.1. Implementing the professional operation strategy of
“small but professional, small but refined”
Small and medium food enterprises without their own characteristics
cannot survive the fierce market competition. To have strong vitality in the
development of market economy, small and medium food enterprises have
to recognize their own characteristics, concentrate their advantageous
resources and take the road of professional operation. This is in favor for
small and medium food enterprises to increase the profits of scale economy
through increasing the degree of specialization and products quality. In
addition, concentrated operation target is in favor of small and medium food
enterprises to increase management and operation level and strive for
advantageous position in market competition. To implement this strategy,
small and medium food enterprises can take the following measures: first,
find out their target market through market survey; second, increase
scientific and technological level through cooperation with scientific research
institutions; third, increase distribution channels, reinforce cooperation,
expand market area and adopt marketing strategies like flexible price; fourth,
emphasis on characteristic management and gain initiative in competition by
unique operation or advantage.
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5.1.2. Implementing the strategy of alliance between giants
First, small and medium enterprises should establish a close distribution
and cooperation relationship with large enterprises through the cooperation of
industrial chains or taking the path of franchise operation. Second, small and
medium enterprises should implement joint competition between them. Small
and medium enterprises can divide labor base on specialization in capital,
technology, and staffs, etc. or cooperate with each other to make their
respective advantages complementary to each other and achieve the scale
economy benefit of 1+1 more than 2. Third, small and medium enterprises
should implement alliance based on dependence to form an organic whole to
expand specialized ability and complement defects of each other. Fourth, small
and medium enterprises implement deficiency supply type alliance. They can
conduct market survey, find out small markets which are uneconomical for
large enterprises and remedy market vacancy through specialized operation.

5.1.3. Implementing informationalized development strategy
In the era of knowledge-driven economy, to respond to the change of
requirements of target market rapidly, small and medium enterprises have to
know various kinds of information in market. First, they should make use
of various kinds of agent and consulting companies to gain first hand
information about products, marketing, supply and demand, etc.; second,
they should assign professionals to take part in industrial discussion and
study, even study abroad to gain the knowledge and technological information
which can be changed into productivity rapidly; third, they should make use
of universities, colleges and talent recruitment website to know intellectual
information and reserve high quality talents.
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5.1.4. Set up international development strategy and implement
export-oriented development strategy
Small and medium food enterprises are not only the main suppliers of
products for domestic market but also the main contributors for international
food trade. Therefore, small and medium food enterprises should set up
international development strategy and expand international market positively.
That is to say, those enterprises are required to grasp the opportunities on
technology, talents and market, search for international partners positively,
open up new cooperation fields, introduce advanced technology and
management measures positively, make use of their own comparative
advantage, forge their core competitiveness and become the main force in
international trade as soon as possible.

5.2. Restrictions
5.2.1. Low management level and backward governance
mechanism
Most of the small and medium food enterprises in China are belong to
non-publicity owned enterprises and the vast majority of them are developed
by grasp market opportunity with the courage and insights of their
entrepreneurs. As for the life circle of enterprises development, most of them
are staying in the start-up stage and a very small part of them are staying
in the rapid developmental stage. Most of the management and organization
types of them belong to family, individual, and partnership type. The backward governance mechanisms, old operation concept and low management
levels restrict the development of them.
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5.2.2. Low market competitiveness
Enterprise is the capacity aggregation combined by capital, technology
and labor, etc. Enterprise can gain competitive edge in market competition
only if it allocates all kinds of elements of them scientifically and optimally.
Restricted by capital and talents, etc., small and medium food enterprises
have low technological level, weak innovation ability especially the ability
to develop new products, low labor productivity efficiency, and low added
value of products, etc. which are reflected as weak market competitiveness
directly.

5.2.3. Shortage of talents, weak self innovation ability
Shortage of talents for most of the high quality talents are tend to take
office in steady and powerful large enterprises, small and medium
enterprises are lack of drive force for innovation which goes against the
popularization and application of technology and the form of cultural
atmosphere needed for innovation. The main reflection is that small and
medium enterprises are lack of existing talent resource and even lack of
inter-disciplinary talents in the existing talents. The existing talents run off
because of the fat salary in market which causes the frequent change of
staffs and the increase of the cost to cultivate talents. The shortage and
instability of talents influence the management level and innovation ability
of enterprises directly.

5.2.4. Financing difficulty and shortage of funds
In the whole nation, the credit and loan proportion of small and medium
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enterprises is kept around 5% among which the credit and loan proportion
of small and medium food enterprises is even less. Support of the national
finance system for small and medium food enterprises is much less than the
need of these enterprises which causes more of them financing through non
official channels. Conclude from the studies of many scholars, small and
medium food enterprises have weak corporate strength, comparatively low
credit line, and high financing administration cost, in addition to bank
facility system and procedure and the lack of efficient guarantee, etc., small
and medium food enterprises have financing difficulty and are short of
funds.
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Chapter

6

Leading Enterprises of Agricultural Industrialization
Carry Out Socialized Service Research
Establishing a convenient and high efficiency socialized service system
which covers the whole process with comprehensive assort is an inevitable
requirement to develop modern agriculture. In the Decision of CPC about
Some Significant Problems Relating to Promoting Rural Reform approved in
the third Plenary Session of the Seventeenth Central Committee, leading
enterprises are positioned as the “backbones” of socialized service of new
agriculture. The No. 1 document of the central committee in 2010 put
forward “strive to develop socialized service of agriculture”, nation issued
[2012] No. 10 document further emphasized the important role of leading
enterprises in the construction of socialized service of new agriculture and
support leading enterprises to conduct service in the links of before
production, during production, and after production. Practice indicates that
leading enterprises offer productive and operational service for peasants in
the base and undertake part of the public service by making use of the
advantage of close to “agriculture, farmer and rural area”, responding to the
requirements for agricultural production of peasants and according to the
principle of “offer whatever they lack of” and already became the backbone
of the socialized service system of agriculture. Based on comprehensive
survey and study, by combining the method of normative analysis and
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empirical analysis, qualitative analysis and quantitative analysis, this chapter
systematically analyzed the current situation of leading enterprises offer
socialized service for peasants, concluded the main characteristics and effects
of the socialized service offered by leading enterprises for peasants, and put
forward the political advices to further the socialized service offered by
leading enterprises.

1. Analyzing the Current Situation of Socialized Services
Offered by Leading Enterprises for Peasants
In recent years, leading enterprises of agricultural industrialization supply
agricultural materials, technological guidance and training, agricultural
machinery, epidemic treatment, products purchase, storage and transportation,
and market information, etc. for peasants in the base in the links of before
production, during production and after production and explore new ways
and methods to service peasants like loan guarantee, and premium assistance,
etc. All in all, the contents and methods of services supplied by leading
enterprises for peasants are more and more diverse which can be divided
into the following six types.

1.1. Purchase and warehouse service
Purchase and warehouse storage service is the basic form for leading
enterprises to serve peasants and the essential requirement and core content
for developing agricultural industrialization. By construction purchasing,
warehouse storage and logistics websites, leading enterprises purchase and
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store the products of nearby peasants in time which reduce the cost of
peasants and increase their incomes. During the 638 investigated leading
enterprises, 246 enterprises offer warehouse storage and logistics service
which occupy 38.6% of all the enterprises; the stored or transported
agricultural products are 12.398 million tons, leading enterprises invest near
1.11 billion yuan, peasants pay 110 million yuan to enterprises. For example,
for the convenience of more than 5000 ordered peasants to sale rice nearby,
Liaoning Semilate Rice Company set its purchase points at the edge of fields
and lease peasants’ house as the temporary warehouse to purchase rice in
the whole year. This can save 2 million yuan for warehouse storage and
logistics each year. Meanwhile, the company purchase rice with the price of
0.04 yuan more than the market price and pay another purchase fund of 2
million yuan more. Shangdong Binzhou Taiyu Wheat Industrial Company
invested 60 million yuan to construct a series of purchase and warehouses
for wheat, among which, there are 10 grain depots with the capacity of 10
thousand tons, 20 factories of 300 tons, 70 small factories innovated simply,
which save the warehouse storage and sales cost for peasants greatly.
Shaanxi Huasheng fruit Industry Company offers 400 thousand baskets, with
the accumulative cost of 20 million yuan, for peasants for free in the season
of apple. This service reduces 12% of the loss of apple during transportation
and realizes the performance rate of more than 80% for apple orders.

1.2. Service for production base construction
Production base construction service is an effective service for leading
enterprise to improve the construction of upstream industrial chains and the
ability to resist risks. During the construction of production base, leading
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enterprise positively help peasants to clear land, construct and renovate basic
facilities like greenhouse, colony house and pond, etc. and some leading
enterprises even help peasants to purchase production equipments, conduct
agricultural machinery work to create conditions for peasants to develop
production. In the 638 investigated enterprises, 229 enterprise, which
occupies 35.9% of the total amount, have helped peasants renovate and
construct basic facilities; the total area of land the leading enterprises help
the peasants to clear, the farming land (including greenhouse, colony house
and pond, etc.) the enterprises help peasants to renovate and construct is
1.688 million mu; the enterprises invest 590 million yuan and only charge
the peasants for 54.644 million yuan; 165 enterprises, which occupy 25.9%
of the investigated enterprises, offer agricultural machinery service and use
3.1 agricultural machines but only charge peasants for 26.586 million yuan
which only occupies 1.5% of the 1.77 billion yuan cost paid by enterprises.
For example, Shasnxi Jingyang Rixin Agricultural Development Company
implements water-saving irrigation technique in the whole grape production
base and purchases new type exclusive use spray insecticide, rotary
cultivator, and ditchers, etc. for peasants which save cost for peasants and
improve labor productivity. At present, the average area of grape managed
by per peasant in the base is 19.8mu. Shandong Hongchang Garlic
Commercial Company invest 1.50 million yuan each year for the
construction of basic facilities in the base like road, irrigation and drainage,
driven well, and isolation strip, etc. Shandong Binzhou Taiyu Wheat
Industrial Company offer “three free” service, free seed supply, free seeding,
and free harvest for peasants in the base of 100 thousand mu with an
expense of 10 million yuan in seeding and harvesting.
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1.3. Service of supplying agricultural materials
Service of supplying agricultural materials is one way leading enterprises
adopt to make sure the steady and safe supply of raw materials. Leading
enterprises offer free or sell on credit seeds, germchit, pesticides, veterinary
drug, agricultural film, fertilizer, and fodder, etc. for peasants to reduce
peasants’ investment in production. In the 638 investigated leading enterprises,
439 enterprises carried out service of supply agricultural materials, which
occupied 68.8% of the total amount; leading enterprises offer 1.567 million
tons of seeds, pesticides, and fertilizer, etc. and 8.628 tons of germchit,
veterinary drug, and fodder, etc. for peasants; the total amount of expenses
(including agricultural materials offered for free and payment on account and
the expenses for relevant staffs, etc.) enterprises paid for supplying agricultural
materials for peasants reached 34.54 billion yuan, peasants only paid 18.97
billion yuan which occupied only 54.9% of the expenditure paid by leading
enterprises. For example, Shenyang Huamei Livestock and Poultry Company
pay 20 yuan for chick, fodder and vaccine for each chick the peasant breed.
The company will pay 50.40 million yuan each year if it intends to lead
6300 peasant households to breed chick with each household 400 chicken.
Shandong Sino-Australian Holding Group offered unified duckling, unified
fodder, unified drug, unified vaccine, and unified recycle, “the five unified”
service, for the ordered duck breeding peasant households. Over the 5 years,
the company offered a sell on credit of more than 1 billion yuan production
materials and subsidy 36 million yuan for free to peasants. Shaanxi
Huasheng Fruit Industry Company established professional and serialization
service websites by establishing scientific and technological service company
for agriculture, farmer and rural area and set up 6 office stations in 7 apple
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production base counties (districts), 66 town level branch stations and 1200
village level service points and hired 1200 staffs to serve orchardists for all
the villages. This service internet test soil formula for more than 20 thousand
members for free and offer agricultural materials distribution service for free.
The expenditure on soil formula testing and agricultural materials distribution
of the company reaches 15.50 million yuan each year which reduce the
production cost of orchardists and improve the standardized and specialized
planting level.

1.4. Service of technical guidance and training
Technical guidance and training service is a common way leading enterprises
adopted to offer service. By offering services of technical guidance and
training, promoting new species, epidemic treatment and quality inspection,
etc. for peasant households, leading enterprises decreased the loss of
agricultural products in the process of production and guaranteed the quality
safety of products effectively. In the investigated 638 leading enterprises,
615 of them conducted technical guidance and training service which
occupied 96.4% of the total amount; they trained 9.805 million farmers in
total and gave out 29.510 copies of training materials; the training was free
service basically and the enterprises invested 330 million yuan; among
which, 456 enterprises, 71.5% of all the enterprises, conducted epidemic
treatment service which covered 13.386 million mu planting area, 14.50
billion animals and 3.794 million mu aquatic area. For example, Yangling
Benxiang Group established pollution-free pig breeding service center and
swineherd training school to train farmers about the pollution-free technology
and offered veterinarian, vaccine, and epidemic treatment service to farmers.
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The company has trained 30 thousand farmers each year and gave out more
than 20 thousand copies of training materials with an investment in technical
training and epidemic treatment of more than 4.10 million yuan. Shenyang
Jinshan Aquaculture Company offer free new species promoting and
epidemic treatment service for farmers through on-site guidance, internet
consultation and telephone. Relying on the academician workstation, the
aquaculture research institution held more than 10 times’ large scale free
lectures each years which benefited more than 3000 farmers. Each year, the
expenditure spent on technical guidance and training was more than 600
thousand yuan. Shaanxi Tingyun Modern Agriculture Company spent more
than 400 thousand yuan each year to offer free quality test of pesticide
residue on vegetables, offered high quality germchit popularization and
technical training for peasants by establishing grow seeding center,
introduced and popularized more than 20 new vegetable species successively
which covered more than 10 thousand mu vegetables and trained near 50
thousand farmers accumulatively.

1.5. Service of market information
Market information service is the important way for leading enterprises
to lead farmers organize production properly and connect with market
effectively. By offering price of agriculture products, market supply and
demand, quality safety and epidemic treatment information, etc. for farmers,
leading enterprises help farmers avoid market and natural risks effectively.
In the investigated 638 leading enterprises, 460 enterprises, occupied 72.1%
of the total amount, offered market information service for farmers. For
example, Shenyang Boeing Fodder Company established 16 observation
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points in the three northeast provinces to collect information about the price
of pig and chicken, etc. and the information of supply and demand and
epidemic treatment and organized staffs conduct systematic analysis and
trend prediction and then offered free reference for farmers and enterprises.
Shaanxi Huaqin Farming Scientific and Technical Company publish
information about new species and new technologies for more than 10
thousand farmers through internet and note for free. The expenditures spent
on building and maintaining the internet hardware facilities were more than
700 thousand yuan. Shaanxi Tingyun Modern Agriculture Company invested
more than 3 million yuan accumulatively to establish electronic information
center to publish free information about the supply and demand and price
of vegetables in the whole country. The company is developing into a
modern comprehensive wholesale trade center which concentrates the
functions gathering and distributing vegetables, publishing information and
forming price. Shandong Jinxiang County Chenggong Fruit and Vegetable
Company invests more than 200 thousand yuan each year to maintain and
operate the public information platform of quality safety and offer free
quality safety information for farmers in the base.

1.6. Service of loan guarantee
Loan guarantee is a new service type sprung up in some areas and
industries in recent years. Regarding capital as the bond, it connect local
government, bank, leading enterprises, and peasant households in the base
effectively to give play to the leveraging effect of guarantee capital and
attract local finance, loan capital and industrial and commercial capital, etc.
invest into agricultural production and solve peasant households’ problem of
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shortage of capital effectively. In the 638 investigated enterprises. 505 of
them, occupy 79.1% of the total amount, offer loan guarantee service and
help peasant households gain 6.29 billion yuan loan. For example, Liaoning
Qianxique Food Company reflected that its head office, Szechwan New
Hope Group, have already cooperated with the government of Hebei,
Shandong, and Szechwan province and established 7 guarantee companies by
joint contribution to offer loan guarantee for the development of peasant
household in the base. The closed operation of each loan of peasant
households between the bank, the guarantee company and New Hope Group
make sure the fixed purpose of the fixed money. If peasant households need
to purchase piglets, fodders, and vaccines, etc., the guarantee company will
notice the bank which will transfer money to the relevant branch company
of the New Hope Group and the branch company will send the production
materials to peasant households. Finally, New Hope Group will responsible
for purchasing products of peasant households and return the loan and its
interest to bank and the profits to peasant households. This kind of service
is gradually spring up in some areas. Leading enterprises in Liaoning,
Shandong and Shaanxi province have conducted useful exploring and
practice. Shaanxi Tingyang Rixin Agriculture Development Company
cooperates with the local credit cooperative to guarantee the loan for peasant
households in the grape base. Shaanxi Huasheng Fruit Industry Company is
investigating the feasibility of operating method of supporting orchardists to
loan with the guarantee of orders signed by them, meanwhile, the company
is positively exploring insurance service for orchardists to reduce the risk
damage of them.
According to field visit and analysis on survey data, leading enterprises
have different scale, belong to different industries, own different industrial
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chain and offer socialized services of different characteristics for peasant
households. The concrete manifestations are as follows:
As for enterprise scale, in general, large scale leading enterprises hired
more staffs to carry out socialized service specially and the amount of
peasant households benefit from technical guidance and training was large.
In the 638 investigated important national leading enterprises, those with the
sales revenue of more than 5 billion yuan, 2-5 billion yuan, 1-2 billion yuan,
and less than 1 billion yuan are 62, 72, 119, 385 respectively with the staffs
for socialized service of 402, 117, 48 and 64 for each enterprise and train
farmers for 33754, 60716, 15869, and 13228 respectively (refer to table 6-1).
Table 6-1. Staffs for socialized service and trained farmers of enterprises

of different scale in 2011
Employed staffs to
carry out socialized
service

Trained peasants

Sales revenue of
enterprises in 2011

Amount of
enterprises
(enterprises)

More than 5 billion yuan

62

24917

402

2092723

33754

2-5 billion yuan

72

8422

117

2246505

60716

1-2 billion yuan

119

5765

48

555419

15869

Less than 1 billion yuan
10

385

24510

64

1574124

13228

Total

638

63614

100

1238844
3

19418

Sum
(persons)

Average
Average
Sum
(persons/
(persons/
(persons)
enterprise)
enterprise)

As for industrial property, the expenditure leading enterprises of livestock
and poultry industry spent on offering production base construction service
and warehouse logistics service for peasant households is the highest. The
159 livestock and poultry leading enterprises in the 638 investigated important
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national leading enterprises clear, construct and renovate 243.13 million mu
farm, transport or store 3.32 million tons agricultural products and spend
2.112 billion and 20.607 billion yuan for offering the above services which
occupy 65.35% and 91.63% of the total expenses on base construction and
warehouse logistics (refer to table 6-2).
Table 6-2. Situations of production base construction service and warehouse

logistics service carried out by leading enterprises of different
industries in 2011
Clear land, construct and
Transport and store
innovate plant and
agricultural products for
Industry which
Amount of
breeding land
peasants
the leading
enterprises
enterprises belong
Area
Cost
Sum
Cost
(enterprises)
to
(10 thousand (100 million (10 thousand (100 million
mu)
yuan)
tons)
yuan)

Grain cotton oil

311

561

7.64

1334

16.34

Garden stuff tea

141

259

2.95

589

2.34

Beasts and birds

159

24313

21.12

323

206.07

Aquatic products

26

2

0.61

30

1.40

Total

638

25136

32.32

2276

224.89

As for the industrial chain link, planting and breeding leading enterprises
pay more attention to provide production base construction service for
peasant households. 115 planting and breeding leading enterprises clear,
construct and renovate 248.73 mu farm for peasant households which occupy
98.95% of the total construction area of the base; processing type leading
enterprises spend the highest expenditure on carrying out epidemic treatment.
445 processing type leading enterprises spend 3751.58 million yuan on
offering epidemic treatment service which occupies 95.26% of the total
expenses on epidemic treatment; agricultural materials leading enterprises pay
more attention to provide services of hiring specialized staffs and offering
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training for farmers. Each leading enterprise hires 457 specialized staffs and
trains 79.3 thousand farmers on average which are 4.57 and 4.09 times of
the average value of the investigated enterprises; circulation type leading
enterprises pay more attention to provide market information. Circulation
type, processing type, planting and breeding type, agricultural material type
leading enterprises which provide market information occupy 92.31%,
73.38%, 73.31%, 68.55% of enterprises of the same type (refer to table 6-3).
Table 6-3. Situation of leading enterprises of different types in conducting

socialized service in 2011

Enterprises type

Planting and
breeding type

Expenditure on
Farmer training
Warehouse
Base construction
epidemic treatment
(10 thousand
logistics
Amount of (10 thousand mu) (10 thousand yuan)
persons)
(10 thousand tons)
enterprises
Total
Average
Average
Average
(enterprises) Total Average
Total
Total
for amount of
for
for
for
area
amount
amount
enterprise money enterprise
enterprise
enterprise

115 24873 216.28

89958

782

221

1.92

417

3.63

235 0.5282 3751158

8430

711

1.60 1404

3.15

2913

254

7.93

586

1.83

76

53

1.15.

398

8.65

1.94. 2278

3.57

Processing type

445

Agricultural
materials type

32

4 0.1269

93230

46

24 0.5179

3493

Circulation type
Total

638 25136

39.40 3937839

6172 1239

2. Characteristics of the Socialized Service Provided by
Leading Enterprises for Peasant Households
Through investigation, it is found that leading enterprises’ socialized
service for peasant households is not only the requirement of developing
peasant households and increasing their incomes but also the requirement of
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leading enterprises themselves to steady raw material supply and make sure
product quality safety. All in all, the socialized service provided by leading
enterprises for peasant households have distinguishing features in the nature,
content, mode, link and mechanism of the services.

2.1. The services have certain features of public welfare and
non-productiveness in nature
Rooting in “agriculture, farmer and rural area”, centering on the links
before, during and after production, and according to the need of production
development, leading enterprises conducted some non profitable socialized
agriculture service with public benefit features like guaranteeing food safety,
absorbing employment of farmers, and leading farmers to increase income,
etc. In recent years, leading enterprises offer high quality germchits,
fertilizers, fodder, and vaccines, etc. for free or sell on credit for peasant
households also became the important content of pre-production service
leading enterprises provide for peasant households which not only relieve the
pressure of production input and radiate and drive more peasant households
to participate in industrialized operation of agriculture but also, more
importantly, guarantee the quality safety of agricultural products. In the link
of during production, leading enterprises provide on-site guidance of planting
and breeding technologies, lectures and training, diseases and insect pests
treatment and epidemic treatment, etc. which effectively improve the
planting and breeding skill of peasant households, reduce the loss during
production, make sure of the output scale and quality of agricultural
products, and increase income of peasant households. Some leading
enterprises also conducted fruitful exploration in warehouse logistics and
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information service to offer more material benefit for peasant households.
Leading enterprises build purchase and warehouse websites to offer temporary
revolve tools and purchase nearby agricultural products in time which keep
the agricultural products fresh to the largest degree and save the cost for
warehouse storage and logistics at the same time and reduce loss for
transmission. By collecting, analyzing and publishing price of agricultural
products and market supply and demand information through the information
internet of themselves. Leading enterprises help peasant households avoid
market risk effectively and reduce the loss caused by price fluctuation. It is
thus clear that leading enterprises aim to perform social responsibilities and
drive farmers to increase incomes and conduct some non profitable
socialized agricultural services with certain public welfare and nonproductiveness.

2.2. The content of the services put particular emphasis on
the standardization and large scale of the production base
By helping peasant households in the base to clear land, improve
irrigation facilities, construct and renovate greenhouse, colony house and
ponds, etc., reinforcing the supply and management of high quality
agricultural materials like seeds, germchit, fertilizer, pesticides, veterinary
drugs, and fodders, etc., leading enterprises purchased equipment and
conduct agricultural machinery service for farmers, established a batch of
high standard production bases, improved the large scale, standardized and
integrated agricultural production, improved the ability for enterprise to
guarantee the quality and quantity of raw materials, increase the comprehensive
productivity of agriculture and made sure the effective supply and quality
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safety of agricultural products. For example, the investigated Shandong
Dezhou Braised Chicken Group invested more than 50 million yuan to
establish standardized breeding base at Ling County, Ertun, Leling, Linyi
county, etc. and expanded the industrial scale of the coordinated process of
breeding, hatch, processing and marketing based on the sufficient supply of
high quality chicken which benefited more than 3000 peasant households at
the same time. Shandong Jinxiang County Chenggong Fruit and Vegetable
CO., Ltd. invested 3 million yuan in 2011 to improve the ecological
isolation strip and irrigation facilities in the base and built 13000 mu
pollution-free food base and 3200 mu organic base and gave out organic
fertilizer and black films of 3 million yuan for free to peasant households
which played an important role in improving the standardized and large scale
level of raw material production and guaranteeing the quality and sufficient
quantity of raw material supply.

2.3. The service modes put emphasis on the systematism
and professionalization of agricultural production
During the process of providing socialized service, by relying on the
constant innovation and rich service modes of enterprises themselves,
specialized cooperatives, and specialized associations, etc., through the
method of concluding contract, joint stock partnership, and entrusted
cooperation, etc. leading enterprises supply service of unified training,
unified seeds supply, unified technology, and unified marketing, etc. and
drive peasant household to develop with systematic and specialized service.
Shaanxi Huaqin Farming Scientific and Technological Company, one of the
top 100 companies in the country, promote new species through three
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processes, sending materials, purchasing and giving materials, market price
selling, to supply fodders of about 10 million yuan for peasant households
for free and offer free management technologies and epidemic treatment four
more than 10 thousand farmers each year and invested more than 4 million
yuan to hold 80 scientific and technological promotion activities each year
which benefit almost 10 thousand farmers. Jiangxi Rice Industry Group
participated in establishing the Huinong planting specialized cooperatives to
conduct unified production standard, unified agricultural material supply,
unified technical service, unified brand operation and unified products
certification through the pattern of “enterprise + cooperatives + peasant
households”. At present, the company has radiated more than 30 thousand
peasant households and more than 100 thousand mu high quality rice in the
surrounding place. Fujian Senbao Company explored and established the
pattern of “company + base + association + peasant households”. In 2003,
the company proposed to establish Longyan broiler industry association
which peasant households can participate in voluntarily. The company
supplied technical training, epidemic treatment and information communication, etc. for peasant households through the association which exists as
a non profitable third party to offer a communication and coordination
platform for enterprise and peasant households.

2.4. The service links involve in the whole chain before, during
and after production
Centering on the links of before, during and after production, leading
enterprises offer production materials, technical guidance and training, and
loan guarantee, etc. in the link of before production for peasant households
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and offer epidemic treatment and agricultural machinery operation service in
the link of during production and the service of products purchase,
warehouse logistics and market information etc. in the link of after
production. In practice, most of the services of leading enterprises are not
restricted to single link, single content but involve in some content in the
whole industrial chain basically. For example, Fujian Senbao Company has
already developed into a socialized association system of the whole boiler
industry chain including scientific research, breeding, processing, and
marketing, etc. The company owned three breeding chicken farms and 1
hatch factory with more than 200 thousand annual livestock on hand, the
fodder factory with an annual yield of 180 thousand tons, 5 boiler chicken
farm with annual yield of 5 million chickens and a processing factory which
process 120 thousand chickens daily which offer all-round service for the
company itself and the peasant households and drive more than 6000 peasant
households in Xinluo, Zhangping, Yongding and Shanghang, etc. Szechwan
New Hope Group position enterprise on agricultural and industrial
cooperative service supplier and walk in the path of industrialized
agricultural development of “cooperative industrial chain mode” which
means the group cooperate with peasant households, offer germchit and
fodder for peasant households, provide technologies in the breeding link and
financial guarantee service and the purchase, slaughter, and marketing later
which expand breeding scale, reduce risk, increase the space for gross
margin and therefore increase income and acquire wealth for farmers, most
importantly, the mode can offer safe chicken, eggs and milk, etc. for
customers.
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2.5. The interest relationship is changing from contract to joint
property right
Leading enterprises insist on serving “agriculture, farmer and rural area”,
constantly innovating the benefit alliance system between peasant households
on the basis of order contract, supporting peasant households and
cooperation join in leading enterprises with the factors of land, capital and
technologies, etc., providing serialized service of technology, information,
agricultural materials and purchase and sale, etc. in the whole process
before, during and after production to make peasant households, cooperation
and enterprises become interests community with joint properties and make
their interests connect with each other more tightly. For example, Jiangxi
Zhengbang Group absorbed planting and breeding farmers join in the group
when operating the pattern of “company + peasant households”. Peasant
households can loan from Zhengbang in a low rate if they are lack of
capital. Zhengbang will offer seeds, piglets, fodders, drugs, technologies, and
epidemic treatment, etc. and purchase the agricultural products or commercial
pig. Shandong Jinxiang Huaguang Group established an organic garlic base
in according to the organization mode of “company + base + standardization”.
The Group turned peasant households into shareholders and let them take
part in the construction of garlic base with the form of “becoming a
shareholder” and acquire benefit from the operation of the planting industry
constantly. To be specific, Jinxiang Huaguang conclude regional cooperative
planting contract with peasant households to make sure of the constant
return of 3000yuan/mu and share half of the net income of land at the end
of each year.
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3. Analysis of the Effect of Socialized Services Provided
by Leading Enterprises for Peasant Households
Under the guidance of national macro policy, leading enterprises of all
levels give full play to their own advantages, adapt to the requirements of
socialized production and specialized distribution and provide various kinds
of services for peasant households in the base at the links before, during and
after production which increase income of farmers, improve the management
efficiency of themselves, promote industrialized operation which reflect the
important role of leading enterprises in constructing new type socialized
agricultural service system.

3.1. Promote the increase of peasant households’ incomes in
various links
By providing professional and systematic service, leading enterprises help
peasant households solve the difficulties before, during, and after production
and increase their incomes effectively. This reflected in the following
aspects:
First, purchase agricultural products at the protected price to guarantee
income increase of peasant households. Leading enterprises conclude order
form with the peasant households to conduct the lowest purchase price
which reduce the loss caused by the fluctuation of market price and make
sure peasant households’ income in selling agricultural products. According
to the statistics of the ministry of agriculture, in 2011, by concluding order
form, 846 leading enterprises drove 170 million mu planting base, 4 million
mu aquatic area, 119 million animals, 2 billion poultries, and 42.84 million
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yuan increase income for peasant households and the amount of money paid
for purchasing agricultural price according to the order form reached
10.8265 trillion yuan which was 10.72 million yuan more than that for
purchasing agricultural precuts at the market price.
Second, decrease production inputs to expand the space for income
increase of peasant households. Most leading enterprise offer high quality
seeds, germchits, pesticides, veterinary drugs, agricultural films, fertilizers,
and fodder, etc. for free or sell on credit for peasant households at the base.
Some leading enterprises also help peasant households construct and
renovate greenhouse, colony house and pond, etc. which not only relieve the
pressure of capital input of peasant households, reduce the cost of production
but also improve the production capacity and expand the space for income
increase for peasant households. For example, Zhejiang Fengdao Group built
a exporting base of fresh cut chrysanthemum base of more than 1000 mu
at Tang village Xinchang County Shaoxing and the surrounding areas. After
“lease” the land of peasant households and invest to build flower greenhouse
and irrigation facilities, etc. and training farmers, the company “release” the
land to peasant households and supply germchit, arrange planting, supply
agricultural material, organize farmers to conduct large scale production,
standardized operation and enterprise-style management and finally purchase
at the fixed price, fixed time, fixed quantity, and fixed quality which result
in an increase of 10 thousand yuan for the annual income of peasant
households.
Third, avoid epidemic risk and decrease the production loss of peasant
households. By promoting new species, offering high quality pesticides/
veterinary drug and vaccine, conducting epidemic treatment on site, and
testing and detecting quality, etc., leading enterprises assist peasant households
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to avoid epidemic risk, reduce loss during the process of agricultural
production, and make sure of quality safety and the income from production
and operation. For example, Hebei Yufeng Jingan Breeding Co., Ltd. supply
high quality pigs and fodders for peasants, conduct uniformed epidemic
treatment and technical guidance during the process of production, and
purchase the live pigs of peasant households at the high quality and high
price contract. The company provided epidemic treatment for 279,100 pigs
in 2011 which effectively reduce the risk for peasant households. Guangdong
Zhanjiang Guolian Aquatic Product Development LLC adopts the mode of
“company + base + peasant household” and constructed 38471 mu farms
together with peasant households. By supplying “Guolian No.1” high quality
pigs and fodders for recorded peasant households, promoting the demonstration mode of healthful aquaculture, providing disease control and training,
etc., the company increase the per unit area yield of the aquaculture, make
sure of the quality safety of raw materials and lead income increase of
16903 peasant households directly.

3.2. Improved management efficiency of leading enterprises
By offering service before, during and after production for peasant
households, leading enterprises established a batch of standardized production
bases, guaranteed the sufficient raw material supply, expanded the production
and operation scale of leading enterprises, improved the operation efficiency
and profits of enterprises, reinforced brand building and increasing the
competitiveness of domestic and foreign markets. The concrete manifestations
are as follows:
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3.2.1. Standardized materials production base established
Leading enterprises reinforced the supply and management of high quality
agricultural materials for production and established large scale standardized
materials production bases to make sure of the sufficient supply of materials
by perfecting the water conservancy equipment in the base, building and
renovating greenhouses, colony houses, and ponds, etc. According to the
statistics of the ministry of agriculture, in 2011, 846 important national
leading enterprises drove 326 million mu planting base, 13 million mu
aquatic area, 2.4 million animals and 5.299 billion poultries, which were
7.86%, 22.12%, 6.61%, 15.43% more than that in 2010, through the method
of self construction, order and other methods.

3.2.2. Expanding the production and management scale of
leading enterprises
By establishing a batch of large scale standardized raw material production
bases, leading enterprises effectively improve the ability of offering raw
materials, expand the production and management scale, increase the rate of
factory and equipment utilization and improve the production and operation
efficiency and benefits. According to the statistics of the ministry of
agricultural, in 2011, the newly increase amount of investment of the 846
important national leading enterprises reached 198.2 billion yuan, the total
assets reached to 16152.6 billion yuan, the total realized sales revenue
reached 2088.1 billion yuan and the after-tax profits reached 95.6 billion
yuan which were 21.60%, 18.52% more than that in 2010.
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3.2.3. Improve the market competitiveness of leading enterprises
Leading enterprises promote standardized production, bring in and
popularize new species and new technologies, reinforce the construction of
raw material base, improving the quality safety level of agricultural products,
reinforce brand construction, strengthen competitiveness of enterprises,
expand the exporting of advantageous agricultural products and expanding
domestic and foreign markets by serving peasants households in the base.
According to the statistics of the ministry of agriculture, in 2011, 237 of the
846 important national leading enterprises won the title of famous Chinese
product certification, 305 of them won the title of China famous brand, 784
of them have already passed the ISO9000, HACCP quality authentication
which occupied 28.01%, 36.05%, 92.67% of the total amount.

3.3. Promoting the industrialization development of agriculture
Practice has proved that leading enterprises achieved significant results by
offering productive and operative service with strong relevance and high
efficiency for peasants households in the base through using the advantage of
close to “agriculture, farmer and rural area”, responding to the requirements
for agricultural production and according to the principle of “offer whatever
is needed” and promoting the industrialized operation of agriculture.

3.3.1. Improving the organization degree of farmers
By offering production materials, technologies, market information, products
purchase, and warehouse storage, etc. for peasant households through various
ways like order, cooperation and entrustment, etc., leading enterprises gave
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full play of the important role of enterprises themselves, farmers professional
cooperative and professional associations, etc. in driving peasants households,
realized the organic combination of production and sale, trade, industry and
agriculture and improve the organization degree of farmers. According to the
statistics of the ministry of agriculture, in 2011, the 846 important national
leading enterprises driven 42.84 million peasants households, the cooperation
association driven 9.72 million peasant households, joint stock driven 0.52
million households, other method driven 47.63 million households which
were 10.63%, 12.76%, 28.74% and 16.01% more than that in 2010.

3.3.2. Improving overall agricultural productivity
By processing agricultural products according to the domestic and foreign
markets, building raw material production base by adopting the method of
self build, peasant order or joint stock partnership, etc. in according to the
requirements for processing, improving production facility conditions by
offering service before, during and after production for peasants in the base,
promoting new technology and new species, reinforcing the management of
input products, recovery agricultural products together and accelerating the
standardization, specialization, large scale and optimization of raw material
base, leading enterprises improved the overall agricultural productivity and
made sure of the effective supply and quality safety of agricultural products.
According to the statistics of the ministry of agriculture, in 2011, the 846
important national leading enterprises owned 96,571 technology extension
workers and invested 10.5 billion yuan in sci-tech popularization which was
34.46% more than that in 2010; 269 million mu planting base, 2.32 million
mu aquatic area, 24.99 million animals, and 752 million poultries have won
the certification of “three products and one standard” with the growths of
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8.24%, 76.13%, 12.41% and 2.69% more than that in 2010.

3.3.3. Promoting the international competitiveness of agricultural
products
Leading enterprises, with the export volume of agricultural products of
80% of the total amount of the whole country, are the main force of
agricultural products exporting of our country. Because of the more fierce
competition and the increased technical barriers to trade, it is harder for
leading enterprises to export products. In this situation, leading enterprises
strive to set up brand with powerful market potential, high added value of
products and various characteristics on one hand and lead peasants in the
base to conduct standardized production according to requirements, increase
the quality safety level of agricultural products and increase the international
competitiveness of agricultural products by chain service before, during and
after production on the other hand. According to the statistics of the ministry
of agriculture, in 2011, 846 national leading enterprises gain 4.22 million mu
planting base, 1.65 million mu aquatic breeding area, 9.51 million domestic
animals and 6.5 billion poultries recorded for export which are 0%, 4.4%,
14.49% and 18.76% more than that in 2010.

4. Reinforcing the Policy Suggestions on Socialized
Agricultural Service of Leading Enterprises
In recent years, the socialized service offered by leading enterprises of
different level in different areas for peasants are rich in content, various in
form and relating to many links which play an important role in increasing
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farmers’ income and enterprises’ benefits and promoting the development of
socialized agriculture. However, in practice, problems like the defects of
policies aim at the socialized service of enterprises, the shortage of fund, and
the insufficient overall quality of staffs, etc. which restricts the backbone
effect of leading enterprises in the construction of new type socialized
agricultural service system. To solve the above problems, the following
suggestions are put forward.

4.1. Consolidate leading enterprises’ position and role in
socialized agricultural service system
During the process of building new type socialized agricultural service
system, we should insist on the spirit of the Third Plenary Session of the
Seventeenth Central Committee and the requirements of Opinions of the State
Council on Supporting the development of Leading Enterprises of
Agricultural Industrialization, accomplish the relevant work of government
sectors and highlight the “backbone” role of leading enterprises. When
formulating the plan for building socialized agricultural service system, we
should emphasis on speeding up the development of leading enterprises and
give play to the role of leading enterprise in serving peasants; when judging
the situation of the building of socialized agricultural service system, we have
to regard the development of leading enterprises and the situation of the
served peasants as the criteria of assessment; when issuing political measures
about promoting the construction of socialized agricultural service system, we
should give leading enterprises the relevant privileges and encourage and
support leading enterprise’ behavior of serving peasants through various ways
and methods. The level of socialized agricultural service system of leading
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enterprises should be regarded as an important criterion for assessment in the
construction of demonstration counties of socialized agricultural service.

4.2. Implementing construction projects of socialized service
for agriculture demonstration leading enterprise, support
and guide more leading enterprises to conduct socialized
service for agriculture
It is suggested that leading enterprises that implement socialized service
for agriculture should establish projects. The construction standards for
leading enterprises are large enterprise scale, complete mechanism for
serving peasants, large amount of served peasants, and better effect of
service which have won public praise from the local peasants. The list of
demonstration leading enterprises established by the agricultural departments
of all levels will be adjusted once each year. Demonstration leading
enterprises are regarded as the key of project arrangement and supporting
policy related to agriculture.
It is suggested that the state revenue should set up special supporting fund
and adopt the method of “use reward instead of aid” to reward leading
enterprises who have achieved good effect in the socialized service for
agriculture of last year to support and guide more leading enterprises to offer
more and better socialized service for peasant households. According to the
survey, those leading enterprises supplied free services of about 800
thousand to 1.2 million yuan each year to peasants. As a whole, it is
suggested that the reward of each project the state revenue support the
leading enterprises to conduct socialized service is about 1 million yuan.
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4.3. Implementing allowance for loan information and security
cost to satisfy peasant households’ capital needs for
participating in the industrialized operation of agriculture
Lack or starting capital is one of the choke points for peasant households
to take part in industrialized operation of agriculture, increase income and
strive to become well-to-do. In addition to the shortage of valid guarantee,
it is difficult for peasant households to get bank loan. According to the
survey, some leading enterprises cooperate with the local government and
establish bonding company to offer loan guarantee for peasant households to
apply for production and operation fund which preferably solved the problem
of starting fund of peasant household. It is suggested that leading enterprises
should adopts various kinds of method to establish guarantee company and
local government should supply certain financial aid. Certain aid should be
given to peasant households who applied for production and operational loan
which brought about guarantee fees after paid off the loan. Certain interests
aid should be given to peasant households who applied for production and
operational loan which brought about interests after paid off the loan.

4.4. The agricultural implements purchased by leading enterprises
to offer service to peasants exclusively can enjoy the
allowance and can accelerate leading enterprises’ agricultural
machinery service for peasants
Through the investigation, it is common for leading enterprises to offer
machinery service for peasants which reduce the input for peasants to
purchase large scale agricultural machines on one hand and reduce the cost
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for peasants to carry out mechanized production on the other hand. However,
restricted by policy, the agricultural machines purchased by leading
enterprises cannot enjoy the allowance and leading enterprises need to
undertake more service cost as a result. It is suggested that that large scale
agricultural machines purchased by leading enterprises for peasant exclusively
should be brought into the scope for allowance. The local agricultural
department supervises and tracks the usage of agricultural machines to make
sure the service for peasants in the base.

4.5. Enhance the training of talents in agricultural socialization
service and improve the level of training offered by
leading enterprises for peasants at the base
At present, the overall quality of staffs engaged in agricultural socialization
service is comparatively high. The staffs mainly have the educational background
of junior high school and senior high school. Staffs with bachelor degree or
above are mostly hired from scientific research institution. The implemented
socialization service level and effect have broad space for improvement. It
is suggested and encouraged that leading enterprises should enhance the
training of agricultural socialization service staffs that make contract with
peasants by ways of lecture, short time training, teach by correspondence and
off-job training, etc. In the establishment of demonstration counties for agricultural
socialization service, the socialization service of leading enterprises is regarded
as an important indicator for performance appraisal.
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4.6. Make the leading enterprises bigger and stronger and
enhance their ability to lead and profit agriculture
We have to carry out the Opinions of the State Council on Supporting
the Development of Leading Enterprises of Agricultural Industrialization
(No. 10 issued by the country [2010]). We have to study and summarize the
credit aid policy based on contract farming, support leading enterprises enter
into production purchasing and sales contract with peasants, steady the
production of peasants and make sure the performance of orders. According
to the requirements of structural tax reduction policy, we should reduce the
relevant tax rates of the leading production, processing and circulation
enterprise of the main agricultural products like grains, oils, meet, egg, milk,
aquatic products and garden staffs, etc. We should also accelerate the leading
enterprises with strong scientific and technological innovation ability, good
market prospect, strong brand influence and development potentials to seek
financing by listing on the stock market and issue bonds.
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Chapter

7

Studies on the Operation and Financial Support Policy
of Agricultural Industrialization’s Demonstration Base
Based on the CPC Central Committee and State Council’s suggestions on
strengthening the balance between the urban and rural development and
deepen the development of agriculture and rural areas, in order to
implement the requirement of “establishing agricultural industrialization’s
demonstration base”, Ministry of Agriculture started the work of setting up
agricultural industrialization’s demonstration bases. The initial 76 and
secondary 77 national agricultural industrialization’s demonstration bases
were authorized in 2011 and 2013 respectively. During the first two years’
operation of agricultural industrialization’s demonstration bases, Authoritative
Departments of Agricultural Industrialization at all levels made great
progress by making good use of local agricultural resources and cluster
agglomeration of leading agricultural enterprises. This chapter will primarily
summarize operation effects and innovation experience of and investigate the
theoretical and practical foundations of demonstration bases’ financial
support, then propose the necessity, principle, emphasis and process of
financial support to demonstration bases, and put forward relative policies
and measures accordingly.
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1. Main Effects of Agricultural Industrialization Demonstration
Bases’ Development
After the two years’ operation and management, the initial 76 national
agricultural industrialization’s demonstration bases made great progress. Up
to the end of 2012, the 76 demonstration bases gathered 3796 leading
enterprises of various kinds. Compared with 2011, on average every
demonstration base increased 2.5 enterprises, and total average assets and
sales revenue increased by 376 million Yuan and 159 million Yuan
respectively. Therefore, the effects of radiation and promotion improved
obviously. The purchasing value of leading enterprises’ raw materials was
326.79 billion, so on average each demonstration base increased 441 million
Yuan and 22 thousand rural families’ income. The 76 demonstration bases
employed 10,420 thousand regular workers in total. Also the public service
function was improved gradually. 595 centers for demonstration bases’
public technology research and development, quality inspection, logistics
information and brand introduction had been established. Overall, these
demonstration bases were equipped with well infrastructure construction,
prominent leading industries, strong processing ability of agricultural
products, and mature commercial and logistics industries. They had become
the strong power to stimulate the local economic development.

1.1. Promoting the Development of Novel Agricultural
Management Proprietors
Agricultural industrialization’s demonstration bases assembled lots of
leading enterprises, which provided both markets of agricultural products and
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technical support services for novel agricultural management proprietors. It
promoted the development of various business models, such as “company +
leading specialized households/farmer household”, “company + cooperative”,
“company + family farm” and so on. All of them promoted the development
of novel management proprietors of family farms, peasant cooperatives and
so on. According to statistics, on average every one of national agricultural
industrialization’s demonstration bases motivated 204 peasant cooperatives’
development. The number was 38 more than 2010. For example, in Qionglai
of Sichuan Province, its demonstration bases cultivated many novel
management proprietors through order-payment, joint-stock cooperation and
many other cooperative forms with the help of its leading enterprises. Firstly,
it promoted the development of family farms. After entering the demonstration
bases, some companies set up standardized farms through company or
proprietor’s self-organization, government’s investment and other ways.
Those farms solved the problem of local milk sources. In the form of
“leading enterprise + family dairy farm”, companies provided dairy farmers
with order and payment and technical guidance services. It bred more than
100 family dairy farms, which had more than 9500 cow herds whose daily
production was over 100 tons of milk. Secondly, it cultivated the peasant
cooperatives in various forms. In order to ensure the stable supply of raw
materials and quality safety, some companies of demonstration bases helped
local big poultry breeders set up more than 20 farmers’ cooperatives through
policies of Minimum-Guarantee Purchase and Preferential-Price Purchase.
Also some other companies established specialized farming cooperatives by
themselves. They provided commune members with fodder, door to door
purchase and compensation of dead pigs, which motivated over 8000 pig
farmers to join the cooperatives. Their annual production of live pigs
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reached over 200,000.

1.2. Driving Agricultural Industries’ Transformation and
Upgrading
Within agricultural industries’ demonstration bases, there existed both
competition and cooperation among those leading enterprises. On the one
hand, they competed fiercely for raw materials and sales markets. On the
other hand, they cooperated to set up technology innovation platform and
tackle key problems of common critical technologies. The coexistence of
competition and cooperation stimulated leading enterprises to explore
high-end processed products constantly. It also accelerated frequency of
technological innovation and efficiency of achievement transformation.
Therefore, construction level of raw materials’ manufacturing base and
technological content of agricultural/processed products were universally
improved. Competiveness of enterprise clusters in domestic and foreign
markets was enhanced. The transformation from traditional extensive
agriculture to modern intensive agriculture was also promoted. Up to the end
of 2012, the 76 national agricultural industries’ demonstration bases have
already established 443 companies’ centers at and above provincial levels
and obtained almost 3000 patent technologies. In Linying of Henan
Province, its agricultural industrial demonstration bases emphasized
technologies’ impacts on industrial development and guided the cooperation
between leading enterprises and scientific research institutes. Through
genetic improvement and R&D of the manufacturing technology, the
additional value of wheat and its processed products and the snack food
cluster industries’ marketing capability were improved, which showed the
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prominent effects of industries’ transformation and upgrading. Some food
companies cooperated with flour supplier (Jinlong Limited) of Upper River.
They invested into over 8 million Yuan cumulatively and requested food
institute of Henan province to develop wheat cultivars for special purpose.
The raw materials that were purchased from other places could be supplied
locally finally, which decreased the cost of warehouse logistics of snack food
industries of lower reaches and strengthened the core competiveness of
wheat processing industries of upper reaches. The second was getting used
to the change of consumption pattern and developing new products and
technologies. In order to avoid homogeneous competition, leading enterprises
of demonstration bases closely followed young consumer group’s new needs
of snack food, actively developed new technologies and constantly produced
new products. Up to now, demonstration bases have set up 10 Technology
Research Centers of national or provincial level. Each leading enterprises
possessed at least one patent innovation.

1.3. Innovating Providing Methods of Public Service
Demonstration bases set up many public service platforms like scientific
research, quality inspection and logistics information by making use of
respective advantages of government, leading enterprises and scientific
research institutes. They provided production and management proprietors
with public services of specialization, large scale and marketization. Cost of
public services was reduced, but its efficiency and effect were improved.
The provider of services changed from government-only to multi-subjects of
society. The focus of enterprising development changed from individual
company to enterprise clusters. Those surveyed demonstration bases broke
the traditional government-only serving mode and formed some new modes
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of providing public services, i.e. enterprises lead multi-subjects of society to
provide together, which greatly meet the needs of joint development of each
leading enterprises. First is public service platform of investing enterprises’
operation. For example, in Nanchuan of Qinghai Province, its agriculture and
animal husbandry demonstration base invested over 9,000,000 Yuan to build
inspection platform of public wool spinning for its distinctive resources
cashmere and the like. Qinghai Guoxin Limited of demonstration base was
authorized to take charge of its construction and management. The platform
possessed over 30 inspecting equipments which could inspect various
physical indexes of cashmere, wool, semi-products and other goods. It could
also provide 2000 patches of inspections for over 10 leading enterprises
annually. Second is co-construction of public service platform. For instance, in
Cixi city of Zhejiang Province, its green agriculture products demonstration
base integrated resources of different places and provided its leading
enterprises with unified public inspection service, which realized the sharing
of resources. Its demonstration base was predominantly export-oriented
agriculture, so exporting companies were faced with different testing items,
standards and pressure of high inspecting cost. The demonstration base set
up alliance of agricultural inspecting resources by integrating testing
machines and resources of leading enterprises, commercial inspection and
Department of Agriculture. Department of Agriculture exempted testing
items that leading enterprises could inspect on their own. Alliance or other
institutes would test samples of items that could not inspected by companies
on their own, and the city municipal finance would assume all of the testing
fees. It benefited enterprises form the convenience of testing service and
improved utilizing efficiency of equipment of Alliance.
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1.4. Accelerating the Pace of New Urbanization Construction
As a basic unit of regional economy, town field economy should break
the confinement of resources. The key is that government led to build and
embed propulsive industry and form non-competitive union through
enterprise clusters and industry connection. The forming of town field
economy’s growth pole could stimulate the vigor of economy growth and
realize the balance between town field economy and society. Agricultural
industrialization demonstration bases led the enterprising agglomeration to
develop supporting industries like packaging, storage and transportation and
service industries like information, finance and food. The big amount of jobs
attracted large rural population to gather in towns, which promoted towns’
development of public service like culture, education, public health and
completion of infrastructure construction, improved urban and rural area’s
bearing ability, and accelerated the pace of new urbanization construction.
For example, in Xinggou Town of Jianli County of Hubei Province, the town
relied on Hubei Fuwa grain industrialization demonstration base to make
agricultural product processing industry become its pillar industry, which
attracted large rural labor force to work in demonstration bases and settle
down in towns. This promoted infrastructure construction of small towns
constantly. In 2012, Xinggou town’s urbanization rate has reached 59% that
is far more than 36% of Jianli County. Firstly, it promoted the formation of
urban pillar industries. In 2012, its gross output value of industry and
agriculture surpassed 10 billion Yuan, among which gross output value of
industry reached 9.13 billion that increased by 5.26 times than 2006, and
that of agriculture reached 8.68 billion Yuan that covered 95% of the total
value of industry. Secondly, it promoted rural population to work and live
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in towns. Demonstration base’s leading enterprises’ regular employees were
mainly rural labor force from near counties and towns. Common workers’
annual income reached over 30,000 Yuan on average that provided strong
financial foundation for them to live in cities and town. Thirdly, it improved
urban infrastructure construction. City’s infrastructure constructions like
transportation and power supply were expanded constantly for the development of demonstration base. It greatly improved the living standard of
citizens.

2. Innovation Experience of Promoting Agricultural
Industrialization Demonstration Bases
Management Departments of Agricultural Industrialization at various
levels strengthened guiding service and policy support based on local
resource advantages. They encouraged agglomeration of leading enterprises
in demonstration bases. All made them find lots of efficient methods and get
precious innovation experience, which laid a solid foundation for the further
establishment of agricultural industrialization demonstration bases.

2.1. Cultivating Enterprising Groups to Be Developing Carriers
of Agricultural Industrialization Demonstration Bases
Based on local leading industries, agricultural industrial clusters
assembled lots of closely-related leading enterprises which are closely
connected inside and highly efficient outside. This reduced the transaction
cost between enterprises and improved competitiveness of whole industry
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greatly. Some areas regarded the promotion of enterprising clusters and
industrial clusters as a vital support to the development of agricultural
industrialization demonstration bases. According to the industrial chain, they
encouraged leading enterprises to enter central industrial areas and stimulate
developments of other associated enterprises. That cultivated a series of
distinctive enterprising clusters that became the critical organization carrier
of agricultural industrialization demonstration bases. For example, in order to
promote developments of agricultural industrialization’s enterprise agglomeration, Henan Province released Suggestions on Promoting Agricultural Industrialization’s Enterprise Agglomeration of People’s Government of Henan
Province’s. Among competitive industries like grain, farming, fruit and
vegetable and oil, one industrial group whose output value reached over 1
billion Yuan and self-sufficiency rate of raw materials was over 50% was
chosen as the key subject. It focused on supporting integrated leading
enterprises’ promotion on the industrial chain’s extension to both pores,
which made industrial groups larger and stronger. At present, Henan
Province has cultivated 138 agricultural industrial clusters at provincial level.
Based on over 20 clusters, seven national agricultural industrialization
demonstration bases were set up. Almost all the 20 industrial clusters’
self-sufficiency rate of raw materials surpassed 70%, so additional value of
agricultural products’ materials could be kept in local areas. Jiangsu
Province encouraged the establishment of concentration areas of processing
agricultural products for promoting industrial development and rural
incomes. It took many measures like guiding development of industrial
agglomeration, fostering scientific layout, adjusting and optimizing structure
and so on. Up to now, 72 concentration areas that were large-scale,
well-distributed, tightly-organized and well-operated has been set up. They
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gathered almost 25% leading enterprises of the province and reached 200
billion of annual sales revenue. Also Jiangsu Province affirmed 25 agricultural
processing concentration areas at municipal level, and cultivated 13 national
agricultural industrialization demonstration bases through financial support,
preferential tax, land safeguard, credit support and other policies.

2.2. Exploring Financial Supporting Methods and Helping
Development of Demonstration Bases
All places attached great importance to the construction of agricultural
industrialization demonstration bases. Focusing on bases’ infrastructure
construction, R&D of new products and technologies and service of quality
inspection, they gave support to leading enterprises and public service
platform by adopting policies like loan with discounted interest, bonus,
subsidy, preferential tax and financial appropriation. It made good use of the
magnified effect of financial funds and promote the stable development of
demonstration bases. For example, Hubei Province appropriated 1 billion
Yuan for 20 agricultural industrialization demonstration bases at municipal
level by using Finance’s temporarily idle funds in a circular way, i.e.
borrowing at the beginning of the year and paying back at the end of the
year. It focused the support on solving problems of the shortage of shortterm liquidity of those leading enterprises with long industrial chains and
strong radiation power. Hubei Province also distributed 30,000 thousand
Yuan to city’s demonstration bases’ infrastructure constructions like water
pipelines, electricity circuits, environmental protection and so on, and to
loans with discounted interest that was used for leading enterprises to
purchase production equipment. Fujian Province provided financial subsidy
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to public service platforms like quality inspection, R&D of technology,
logistics information and etc. within demonstration bases. Every 500,000 Yuan
was attributed to each platform for fees of R&D, inspection, equipment,
services and etc. Fuyang City of Anhui Province awarded newly-recognized
national and municipal demonstration bases 2,000,000 Yuan and 1,000,000
Yuan respectively at one time. Hubei Province appropriated 1 billion Yuan
for 20 agricultural industrialization demonstration bases at municipal level
by using Finance’s temporarily idle funds in a circular way, i.e. borrowing
at the beginning of the year and paying back at the end of the year. It
focused the support on solving problems of the shortage of short-term
liquidity of those leading enterprises with long industrial chains and strong
radiation power. Hubei Province also distributed 30,000 thousand Yuan to
city’s demonstration bases’ infrastructure constructions like water pipelines,
electricity circuits, environmental protection and so on, and to loans with
discounted interest that was used for leading enterprises to purchase
production equipment.

2.3. Innovating Fund Raising Methods and Strengthening
Vigor of Demonstration Bases
The financing difficulty was a main obstacle to development of leading
enterprises and demonstration bases. Some places relied on demonstration bases
to set up financing platforms, in order to connect banks with enterprises and
motivate banks to increase loans to demonstration bases. They offered
demonstration bases larger financing support by promoting innovation of
financing products, making use of long-term cooperation and intimacy within
leading enterprises, and developing industrial chain loans and collective credit.
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Meanwhile, it encouraged and led social capital to invest into demonstration
bases by various ways that governments encouraged enterprises to invest,
government and enterprises invested jointly and government authorized
enterprises to invest and manage. New financing mode of multi-subjects and
multi-channels was formed preliminarily. For example, Henan Province
cooperated with China CITIC Bank to put forward seed-funded loan mode.
Leading enterprises of demonstration bases invested at least 10,000,000 Yuan
to set up seed funds and the bank issued loans that were 8 times higher for
associated upstream and downstream enterprises. It also put forward a mode
of supplying chain network loans. Core leading enterprises applied credit
loans for associated upstream and downstream enterprises by using their own
surplus of line of credit. These two methods efficiently solved leading
enterprises’ problems of the shortage of short-term liquidity and financing
difficulties of technology upgrading in demonstration bases. In Dehui City
of Jilin Province, its agricultural industrialization demonstration base learned
about the financing needs of its leading enterprises. Then it introduced the
project to many banks and connected banks with enterprises actively. Finally
10 leading enterprises were offered loans of 0.21 billion Yuan in total.
Huangpi area of Wuhan City of Hubei Province attracted social capital by
various financing methods. Taiwanese farmers’ pioneer park built road
networks through government investment, BT mode and payment on account
of branching projects; agricultural processing park promoted upgrading of
infrastructure construction by pre-payment of proprietors under the guidance
of government.
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2.4. Strengthening the Base and Service of Demonstration
Bases
Infrastructure construction and excellent services were the guarantee of
the operation and development of demonstration bases. Some places
undertook to set up soft and hard environments in demonstration bases, raise
funds to optimize infrastructure constructions of water, electricity, road and
gas, and improve bases’ attractiveness for leading enterprises. It simplified
various processes of affirmation and affairs, set up “green channel”, and
improved working efficiency. It also enhanced the introduction and training
of talents, improved the managing level of leading enterprises, strengthened
industrial clusters’ adjusting ability to markets, and promoted the healthy
development of demonstration bases. For example, in Shenbei new area of
Shengyang City of Liaolin Province, its agricultural industrialization
demonstration bases raised 5 billion Yuan to infrastructure constructions like
road networks, greening, electricity supplying and so on. It has built road
networks of over 400 KM, water pipelines of 700 KM and electricity
transmission line (10KV) of 385 KM. These strong infrastructure conditions
attracted over 130 leading enterprises like COFCO and Huishan Dairy Ltd.
to join in. Its annual output value reached 62 billion Yuan. In Qionglai City
of Sichuan Province, its agricultural industrialization demonstration base set
up Enterprise Service Hall with Industrial and Commercial, Tax, Fire and
many other service windows, which realized one-stop examining and
approving system. Departments of Agriculture, Finance, Development and
Reform and etc got together regularly to discuss difficulties faced by
enterprises. Municipal discipline inspection commission sent working panels
to supervise administrative efficiency and soft environment. Disciplinary
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offences like arbitrary charges and fines would be punished seriously. In
Linying County of Henan Province, its agricultural industrialization
demonstration base organized Big Weekend’s Lecture and invited industrial
and commercial professionals from Tsinghua University, Peking University
and the like to train higher level managing workers of leading enterprises
in terms of enterprise strategy, brands marketing and sales and etc. It also
invited consulting company to analyze problems of leading enterprises and
prompt practical solutions so as to improve their managing level.

3. Theories and Practices of Financial Support to
Agricultural Industrialization Demonstration Bases
3.1. Theories and Practices of Financial Support to Agricultural
Industrialization Demonstration Bases
Public finance is a kind of financial mode based on theories of “public
product” and “market failure”. It is in accordance with market economy. In
terms of its feature of satisfying public needs, pubic finance can be defined
as follows: it is an economic activity to concentrate parts of social resources
that were used to implement government functions and meet social public
needs by government’s income and expenses with state as the subject.
Common features of public finance are publicity, non-profit and legality.
Publicity means that public finance focuses on public needs of society.
Anything that belongs to social public need should get support from the
finance; Non-profit means that its purpose is pursuing public profit; Legality
means that standardization and systematization of acts of income and
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expenses.
The construction of agricultural industrialization demonstration bases was
important for promoting the innovation of agricultural managing mode,
changing agricultural developing methods, driving the development of modern
agriculture, accelerating urbanization, and reaching balance of the urban and
rural areas in new situation. From its essential features, demonstration bases’
infrastructure and its relative public services belonged to agricultural public
products, which were characteristic of non-competiveness and non-exclusiveness.
They were the base of modern agriculture and within the scope of insurance
coverage. From developing practice, agricultural industrialization demonstration
bases carried the function of socialization in modern agriculture development, and manifested the publicity and fundamentality in safeguarding social
livelihood of the people. It conformed to public finance’s standard, so it was
within the scope of public finance’s supporting areas.

3.1.1. Agricultural Industrialization Demonstration Bases
Carried Partial Functions of Socialization
Full-coverage construction, supporting facilities, and convenient and
efficient socialized service systems are all necessary for modern agriculture
development. Agricultural industrialization demonstration bases carried some
functions of government and public service institutes. New public service
supplying mode that government supported, enterprises led and markets
operated was formed. In order to provide serial services for managing
proprietor like agricultural enterprises, specialized investors, family farms
and etc. and became new blood of agricultural industrialization’s service
systems, demonstration bases made use of government, leading enterprises,
scientific institutes, educational training and information consulting to set up
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technical R&D, technical training, quality inspection, logistics information,
brand introduction, fund raising, exhibition and trade and other public
platforms for providing managing proprietors with specialized, large-scale
and market-oriented services. That reduced services’ cost, but improved its
efficiency and effect. Up to now, 76 demonstration bases have possessed
over 595 centers for public scientific R&D, quality inspection, logistics
information and brand introduction, which provided excellent public service
platforms for the agglomeration of leading enterprises.

3.1.2. Publicity of Agricultural Industrialization Demonstration
Bases
The construction of agricultural industrialization demonstration bases is
the critical choice made for promoting the synchronous development of
industrialization, informatization, urbanization, and agricultural modernization
in our country. As the pillar of demonstration bases, leading enterprises took
roots in “three rural issues” and were open to common consumers. In addition
to common market features with industrial and commercial enterprises, they
also possessed many features of publicity like ensuring food safety, protecting
environment, increasing farmers’ jobs and income, and improving public
development of urban and rural areas. Those leading enterprises strengthened
supervision of quality safety. They carried standardization through the whole
process of producing, processing and circulating. They studied and utilized
technologies for energy conservation, emission reduction, and cycling ecology.
They took social responsibility for ensuring agricultural products’ quality
safety and protecting the ecological environment of demonstration bases. By
guiding the agglomeration of leading enterprises, demonstration bases not
only processed agricultural products, but also developed supporting industries
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like package, storage and transportation and service industries like information,
finance and food. They became the engine of urban and rural economy
development and improved the bearing ability of town fields. Through big
amount of jobs that attracted rural population to gather in small towns,
demonstration bases promoted the development of public services like culture,
education and public health, and optimized infrastructure construction, which
speeded up the pace of urbanization. Up to now, 76 demonstration bases’
leading enterprises have employed 1042 thousand farmers whose annual per
capital income reached 26.3 thousand which increased by 19.96% and
19.13% respectively compared with 2010.

3.1.3. Elementary Functions of Agricultural Industrialization
Demonstration Bases
Agricultural industrialization demonstration bases relied on agricultural
processing, logistics and other similar industries to cultivate leading enterprise
clusters, develop regional pillar industries, and improve organizational degree
of agricultural management. It was the significant way to strengthen the
leading position of agriculture in national economy. Agricultural industrialization
demonstration bases covered agriculture, forestry, husbandry, fishing and many
other areas. According to market and processing demands, they enlarged the
raw material manufacturing base’s construction to improve overall agricultural
productivity. They play critical roles in increasing efficient supply of agricultural
products, especially in strengthening the ability of ensuring ration supply and
national food security. Agricultural industrialization demonstration bases
were innovation of agricultural industrialization’s developing modes. Leading
enterprises changed from respective development to joint development. The
associating mechanism between enterprises and farmers stimulated the
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change of driving mode from single-enterprise to enterprise clusters, which
provided institutional guarantee to the innovation and perfection of
agricultural managing system. Up to now, after two years’ operation, the first
76 recognized national agricultural industrialization demonstration bases has
gather 3,796 leading enterprises of various kinds whose purchasing value of
raw materials was 326.79 billion. It prompted 12,623 farmers’ cooperatives
and 9931.8 thousand households, which increased by 11.44%, 25.15% and
26.63% respectively compared with 2010.

3.2. Practical Exploration of Financial Support to Agricultural
Industrialization Demonstration Bases
Various agricultural industrialization demonstration bases made the best of
advantages of agglomeration leading enterprises to build raw material
producing base, set up public service platforms, extend industrial chains and
innovate agricultural managing systems. That played a leading role in
cultivating novel agricultural managing proprietors, speeding up agricultural
transformation and upgrading, and promoting constructions of new urbanization.
It became a prominent advantage of the local agricultural economy. The
great effects of demonstration bases are results of the joints efforts of
governments of all levels and all sectors of society, besides the great support
offered by various regional financial departments. Financial supporting focus,
methods and effects to demonstration bases would be summarized as
follows.
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3.2.1. Key Points of Regional Financial Support to Agricultural
Industrialization Demonstration Bases
The investigation manifested that agricultural industrialization bases were
emphasized by various places. Even some provinces released official paper
to lead the examining and approving work of municipal agricultural
industrialization demonstration bases (demonstration areas), and also gave
important support to infrastructure construction, public service platforms and
leading enterprises’ development in demonstration bases.

A. Strengthening Infrastructure Construction of Demonstration
Bases
Completed infrastructure was necessary for ensuring the agglomeration of
leading enterprises within demonstration bases and well development of
leading enterprise clusters and demonstration bases. As agricultural public
products, they should supply with the help of governments. Some provinces
appropriate special funds every year for counties and cities with demonstration bases to strengthen infrastructure constructions of water pipelines,
electricity circuits road networks and so on. For example, every year
Huangpi of Wuhan Province appropriated at least 0.2 billion Yuan to support
the construction of road networks, water and power supplying systems and
other infrastructure in demonstration bases. It did great good to improving
enterprises’ attractiveness and factor gathering.

B. Establishing Public Service Platforms of Demonstration
Bases
Public service platforms were significant carriers for providing services to
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leading enterprises, farmers’ cooperatives, specialized households and other
managing proprietors in agricultural industrialization bases. The constant
construction and optimization are good for platforms to turn into specialized,
market-oriented and socialized supporting systems of public services. For
example, in Qi County of Henan Province, by relying on Yongda Industry Ltd,
Dayong Group Ltd and other enterprises, its agricultural industrialization
demonstration bases invested financial fund of 3530 thousand Yuan to build
technical R&D platform. In Zhongxiang of Hubei Province, its agricultural
industrialization demonstration base set up service innovation platform to
accelerate the commercialization of research findings. It got financial support
of 1000 thousand Yuan that covered 55.56% of the total investment of 1800
thousand Yuan.

C. Supporting Leading Enterprises of Demonstration Bases
To set up a group of large-scale leading enterprises that were linked with
raw material producing bases, capable of independent innovation, adept in
processing and had brand effects could improve their demonstration effects
and made them become developing engine of demonstration bases. Most
support to leading enterprises offered by various demonstration bases focused
on social service functions to foster their publicity and fundamentality.
Specific supporting details were as follows:
Firstly, it is the construction of raw material producing bases. Financial
funds were mainly used to support leading enterprises to develop large-scale
and standardized producing bases, build green houses, sheds, breeding
houses, pools and other aquaculture facilities, and provide bases’ farmers
with seeds, germchit, pesticides, veterinary drugs, fertilizer, fodder and other
agricultural services. For example, by agricultural projects of demonstration
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bases, Hubei Province gave emphases to leading enterprises that had built
raw material producing bases. Huangpi of Wuhan City gave over project
support of 2000 Yuan per mu (unit of area (=0.0667 hectares)) to newlydeveloped specialized and highly-efficient vegetable bases whose continuous
scale reached over 500 mu and revenue per mu surpassed 5000 Yuan.
Secondly, it is technical innovation and new product research. Financial
funds were mainly used to lead leading enterprises to increase investment
into technical research, develop new product and technology, improve
producing specialization and standardization, ensure agricultural products’
quality safety, reduce environmental pollution, extend processing chains and
strengthen enterprises’ competiveness. For example, Shanghai’s Fengxian
agricultural industrialization demonstration base set up funds for enterprising
development and innovation. It appropriated 20000 thousand Yuan every
year to encourage technical innovation of enterprises. Huaibei City’s
Fenghuangshan agricultural industrialization demonstration base chose 5-10
enterprises every year and offered them 100-200 thousand Yuan to develop
key technologies and new products. It also awarded leading enterprises of
newly-approved State Enterprise Technical Centers, key laboratories and
testing bases 500 thousand Yuan at one time.
Thirdly, it is fixed assets investment and technical transformation.
Financial funds were mainly used to support leading enterprises to create
new projects, build new workshops, purchase new equipment, or implement
technical transformation projects like intensive processing of agricultural
products, processing and recycling use of discards, power conservation and
emission reduction, pollution prevention and control and etc. That promoted
the upgrading of agricultural product processing chains. For example, Anhui
Province offered 2-5% subsidy of equipment investment to newly-established
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fixed assets investment projects of over 20,000 thousand Yuan and technical
transformation projects with investment of over 10,000 thousand Yuan within
its demonstration bases. In Ningbo Cixi, Dafeng Vegetable Ltd and Dayue
(Cixi) Food Industry Ltd applied for subsidy program of technical transformation for Ningbo agricultural leading enterprises. They got subsidy of
2,039,400 and 1,716,200 Yuan respectively.
Fourthly, it is cultivation of famous brands. Financial funds were mainly
used to encourage and lead leading enterprises to set up famous brands, foster
brand promotion and improve enterprises’ competitiveness. For example, Anhui
Province actively motivated its demonstration base’s leading enterprises to
set up state and provincial famous brands. It gave different awards to
enterprises that got the title of “China Famous Brand” and “China Top
Brand, or “Provincial Famous Trademark” and “Provincial Top Brand”. It
awarded respectively 50,000, 100,000 and 200,000 Yuan to recognized Level
A, level AA and Organic products.

3.2.2. Regional Finances’ Main Ways of Supporting Demonstration
Bases
Based on the direction of agricultural industrialization demonstration
bases’ development, various regional finances enriched and innovated
supporting methods constantly. By integrating different features of supporting
subjects and fields, they put forward loans with discounted interest, financial
incentives, subsidies, preferential tax and financial appropriation.

A. Loans with Discounted Interests
Loan with discounted interest was one of methods that governments used
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to help the financing of leading enterprises of demonstration bases. It is
often used by enterprises’ fixed assets investment, technical transformation,
products’ research, base’s construction and agricultural material’s purchase.
The discounted interest was usually based on budget base (2% of project
investment rate). For example, the provincial government of Hubei Province
specially allocated discounted interest of 30,000 thousand Yuan to support
leading enterprises of demonstration bases. In Feidong of Anhui Province,
its agricultural industrialization demonstration base stipulated that enterprises
whose annual tax was not less than 300,000 Yuan could enjoy loans
guaranteed by government. Most enterprises of bases benefited from this
policy.

B. Incentive Bonus
Financial incentives were used to the recognition work of various
agricultural industrialization demonstration bases, demonstration areas and
leading enterprises, the introduction of business and investment, and the
bonus to leading enterprises. For instance, Fuyang City of Anhui Province
awarded 2,000,000 Yuan to newly-recognized state agricultural industrialization
demonstration bases and 1,000,000 Yuan to newly-recognized provincial
agricultural industrialization demonstration areas at one time. In Doumen of
Zhuhai of Guangdong Province, its agricultural industrialization demonstration
base gave 300,000, 200,000 and 10,000 respectively to newly-recognized
state, provincial and municipal leading enterprises. Zhongxiang’s municipal
government of Hubei Province allocated 6 million Yuan to demonstration
bases’ business and investment introduction and leading enterprises’ bonus
every year.
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C. Subsidies
Subsidies were mainly used to support technical transformation, talents
introduction and public services of leading enterprises in agricultural
industrialization bases. For example, in Ningbo (Cixi) agricultural industrialization
demonstration bases, Ningbo government gave 6% subsidy to leading
enterprises that declared the project technical transformation, according to
the enterprises’ annual overall investment of technical transformation. In
terms of introduction of university graduates, every introduced student would
get allowance of 30,000 Yuan, which has cost 6 million Yuan in total in
recent years. Governments of city and county gave 30% subsidy to the
modern agricultural parks that has been admitted into Ningbo municipal
special agricultural garden, according to overall investment. To those who
provided inspecting service to public inspecting alliance, government gave
subsidies according to inspecting batches.

D. Preferential Tax
Preferential tax mainly involved corporate income tax, agricultural
products’ value-added tax and so on. The policy of preferential tax was very
important for attracting well-known enterprises, stimulating agglomeration of
leading enterprises and supporting the development of small and medium
sized enterprises. For example, in Huangpi of Wuhan Province, the first 3
years’ tax of these enterprises whose rank was within top 500 of China and
annual amount of paid-tax was over 10,000,000 were to be used for
expanded reproduction. It exempted the value-added tax of self-producing
agricultural products. It exempted import valued-added tax for those who
conducted experiments to introduce and develop good varieties of seeds.
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E. Financial Appropriated Funds
Financial appropriated funds allocated temporarily idle funds of national
treasury to enterprises, in order to solve financing problems of small and
medium-sized enterprises. This innovated the way of using financial funds.
It was very efficient for the development of agricultural industrialization
demonstration bases. For example, Hubei Province’s provincial government
has appropriated 50-100 million for three consecutive years. (Ensuring the
circulating of funds for three years: borrowing at the beginning of year and
returning at the end of the year) The funds were allocated to counties
(cities/regions) where demonstration bases were located with a focus on
supporting leading enterprises of food and agricultural processing industries.

3.2.3. Analyzing Effects of Regional Finance’s Support to
Agricultural Industrialization Demonstration Bases
Practices showed that all governments’ financial support to agricultural
industrialization demonstration bases played the role of financial leverage
which guided leading enterprises, financing institutes and other social
capitals to join in demonstration bases. It accelerated the agglomeration of
leading enterprises and promoted the well development of agricultural
industrialization demonstration bases.

A. Leading Various Funds to Demonstration Bases and
Forming Multi-Investing Mode
Focusing on supporting infrastructure construction, public service platform
and leading enterprises, various areas’ agricultural industrialization demonstration
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bases used the special funds to lead cities and counties’ finance, enterprising
capital and other social capital to enter demonstration bases. Investing mode of
multi-subjects, multi-channels and multi-levels was formed preliminarily, which
speeded up agglomeration of industries and promoted demonstration bases in
good order. For example, in Jianlin of Nanchong of Sichuan Province, its
regional government appropriated 60 million Yuan and over 56 million Yuan of
provincial and municipal finance to develop high quality fruits and vegetables,
rare and precious forestry in Dafengya demonstration bases. It led rural credit
cooperatives and commercial banks of various kind to invest 0.1 billion Yuan
and leading enterprises and proprietors to invest 0.654 billion Yuan, which
greatly promoted well and rapid development of demonstration bases.

B. Strengthening the Base of Demonstration Bases and
Promoting Leading Enterprises’ Agglomeration
By integrating provincial, municipal and county-level financial funds,
agricultural industrialization demonstration bases undertook to strengthen
infrastructure construction of water pipelines, electricity circuit and road
networks and optimizing environmental conditions of demonstration bases’
development, so their attractiveness of agglomeration of element resources
and leading enterprises was improved greatly. For example, in Longyao
county of Hebei Province, its county community party and government
constantly invested into infrastructure construction of demonstration bases.
After several years’ development, complete systems of road, water, sewage
disposal, power and heat supplying have been basically established. The
realization of “Seven Connections and One Leveling” promoted the development
of demonstration bases.
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C. Strengthening Standardized Construction of Material
Producing Base and Improving Core Competitiveness
of Industries
In agricultural industrialization demonstration bases, leading enterprises
made full use of regional financing support to actively raise funds, increase
investment into producing bases, improve producing conditions and equipment
and foster management of products. They set up a series of highly-standardized
agricultural industrialization demonstration databases, improved quality, standard
and level of agricultural products as well as ensuring ability of processing
raw materials, and strengthened core competitiveness of leading industries.
For example, Hubei Province focused support on the material base’s
construction project of leading enterprises. With the help the this financial
support, Jianli County’s demonstration base build a stretch of large-scale and
standardized producing bases and planting areas to match with leading
enterprises, which provided sufficient and high quality raw materials for
leading enterprises’ production.

D. Promoting Technical Research and Achievement
Transformation to Accelerate Agricultural Industries’
Upgrading
By financial funds and associated projects’ support, it guided leading enterprises
to increase investment into scientific research, cooperate with scientific
institutes, universities and colleges, cope with key technologies of upstream
and downstream of industrial chains, develop new products and technologies,
strengthen breeding of good seedlings and speed up commercialization of
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scientific research. Therefore, it not only stimulated leading enterprises to
extend to high-end and intensively-processed products, but also increased the
efficiency of achievement transformation through mutual cooperation
between enterprising clusters. For example, in Nanchang City of Jiangxi
Province’s agricultural industrialization demonstration bases, Guohong Ltd
invested over 300,000 Yuan to ally with Jiangxi Agricultural University,
provincial plant and animal research laboratory, provincial academy of
biological resources research institutes and the like with the help of special
funds. They cooperated to research in animal husbandry’s prevention and
control, improvement of boar and biological transformation technology. It
effectively improved the capacity of scientific research and efficiency of
achievement transformation. Industrial chains of pig breeding, green meat
processing, fodder processing, chain stores and green fruits and vegetable’s
planting was gradually formed.

E. Stimulating Leading Enterprises to Establish Famous
Brands and Improve Influences and Competitiveness
in Markets
Many agricultural industrialization demonstration bases adopted branding
strategies and set special incentive funds to award and support leading
enterprises that got branding recognition and product recognition at various
levels. This action further stimulated them to cultivate famous brands.
Consequently, they set up a series of competitive and influential product
brands with high market-share, which promoted the form of regional brands.
For example, in Laixi City of Shandong Province, its agricultural industrialization
demonstration bases set incentive funds for brand establishment. It led
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leading enterprises to cultivated famous brands like Nestle Milk, Xijie Ham,
Jiulian Chicken, Diyifang Peanut Oil and so on. 51 agricultural products got
state recognition in the whole city. “Frozen cooked poultry food” produced
by Jiulian Ltd and “Wanfu Fenge Meat” produced by Wanfu Ltd obtained
the title of “China Famous Brand”. It greatly improved influences and
competitiveness of demonstration bases’ products in the market.

4. Key Points and Suggestions of Financial Support to
Agricultural Industrialization Demonstration Bases
4.1. Analyzing the Necessity of Financial Support to
Agricultural Industrialization Demonstration Bases
Agricultural industrialization demonstration bases were important actions
of deepen agricultural industrialized management in new situation and
critical parts of promoting development of modern agriculture. They were
critical for promoting the transformation of way of agricultural development,
construction of modern agriculture, co-ordination of urban and rural areas
and growth of rural income. As the adjusting tool of macro economy, State
Finance’s basic function was to conform to economic development. In terms
of “Three Agricultural Issues”, its function was to promote construction of
modern agriculture, stable development of rural economy and growth of
rural income.
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4.1.1. Agricultural Industrialization Demonstration Bases Were New
Points for Financial Support to Agricultural Industrialization’s
Development and Agricultural Modernization
Policies of financial support were important insurance for the sustained
development of agricultural industrialization. Since 2002, Ministry of
Agriculture annually appropriated 300 million Yuan as special funds of
agricultural industrialization to mainly support bases’ construction of key
national leading enterprises. For 12 years, special funds of 0.36 billion Yuan
played key roles in leading local governments, leading enterprises, financing
institutes and other social capitals to enter the field of agricultural industrialization.
Leading enterprises were growing, agricultural industrialization organizations
were increasing, cooperating modes were enriching, and influences of rural
household were increasing. Thus, agricultural industrialization management
entered the upgrading stage. In 2011, Ministry of Agriculture started the
constructing work of agricultural industrialization demonstration bases. After
two years’ operation, the first 76 state agricultural industrialization demonstration
bases constantly improved the ability to gather enterprises and radiation
power. Up to 2012, they have gathered 3796 leading enterprises of various
kinds. Compared with 2011, on average every demonstration base increased
2.5 enterprises, and total average assets and sales revenue increased by 376
million Yuan and 159 million Yuan respectively. Demonstration bases’
leading enterprises’ material purchasing value was 326.79 Yuan, which
promoted 12 623 farmers’ cooperatives, 9931.8 thousand rural households.
It was 0.441 billion Yuan, 38 and 22 thousand more than 2010. Therefore,
agricultural industrialization demonstration bases were important ways for
developing leading enterprising clusters and innovating agricultural industrial
managing systems. It was the new engine for finance to support agricultural
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industrialization’s development and modern agriculture’s construction.

4.1.2. Financial Support to Agricultural Industrialization
Demonstration Bases Was Needed for Technical
Innovation and Agricultural Industrial Upgrading
Technical innovation and its transformation were strong driving force for
agricultural modernization. According to some analyses, our nation’s present
agricultural technical innovation and transformation capability was far from
being enough. The investment of agricultural scientific research was only
about 0.7%, which was much lower than national scientific investment of
1.98%. Transformation rate of agricultural scientific research was about 40%,
which was much lower that the level of over 80% of developed countries.
This fact hindered agricultural industries’ transformation and upgrading
seriously. As the main body of agricultural technical innovation, leading
enterprises of demonstration bases not only pioneered or cooperated with
scientific institutes to undertake intensive processing technique and R&D of
products, but also set up platforms of scientific innovation and cope with
key technologies together with other enterprises. It improved the innovating
frequencies of new product, new technology and new technique and the
efficiency of transformation. It speeded up the transformation of scientific
research into real productivity. As the adjusting tool of macro economy, if
wanting to promote agricultural modernization, State Finance should support
agricultural industrialization demonstration bases and lead leading enterprises
to play the main role of technical innovation, cooperate with scientific
institutes and academies, connect with industrial technical systems, improve
capability of scientific innovation and level of equipments, and promote the
agricultural industries’ transformation and upgrading.
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4.1.3. Financial Support to Agricultural Industrialization
Demonstration Bases Was Needed for Quality Safety
and Environment Protection
As the main subject of markets, demonstration bases’ leading enterprises
had to pursue the maximum of economic interest and carry the responsibility
of ensuring food safety and environmental protection at the same time. In
recent years, Central Committee has made it clear that enterprises are
primarily responsible for products’ quality safety. Therefore, leading
enterprises applied standardization to the whole process of production,
process and circulation and also fostered the supervision of quality safety.
The responsibility of ensuring agricultural products’ quality safety increased
obviously. At the same time, with the rapid economic development,
problems caused by shortage of water and land resources were worse and
worse which proposed higher demands to leading enterprises in utilizing
resources economically and intensively, developing green manufacturing,
reducing polluted emission and protecting ecological environment. Thus, it
is very necessary to lead leading enterprises to improve awareness of social
responsibility and associate economic interest with social interest and
ecological interest by increasing financial support.

4.1.4. Financial Support to Agricultural Industrialization
Demonstration Bases Was Needed to Innovate Public
Services and Optimize the Supporting Systems
In general, most enterprises of agricultural industrialization demonstration
bases existed in the same industrial areas, so they had similar demands for
common scientific research and development, products inspection and other
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services, which required strongly public service platforms of demonstration
bases. Surveys and practices also showed that some demonstration base
actively explored the way of innovating public services. They made the best
of respective advantages of governments, leading enterprises, scientific
institutes and academies and etc to establish public service platforms of
scientific research and development, quality inspection and logistics
information and provided enterprising clusters, cooperatives, and specialized
households with professional, large-scale and market-oriented services. That
reduced services’ cost and improved its efficiency and effects, so it
promoted the change of serving methods from government-only to multisocial subjects and optimized systems of agricultural public services of our
country. As agricultural industrialization demonstrations were increasing in
number and coverage area, the construction of public service platforms must
be an effective tool to improve radiation power of demonstration bases and
their enterprising groups. Therefore, Central State Finance should give
support actively.

4.1.5. Financial Support to Agricultural Industrialization
Demonstration Bases Was Needed to Promote the
Integration of Industries and Towns, and the New
Urbanization Construction
As a basic unit of regional economy, if town area economy wanted to
break confinement of resources and systems, the key is to let government
lead to construct and embed “driving industries”. It should establish noncompletive alliance through enterprising clusters and industrial connections,
form growth pole of town area economy, stimulate growing vigor of town
area economy and realize the balance between town area economy and
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society. At present, demonstration bases were a realistic choice for our
country to promote development of urbanization, informatization and
agricultural modernization. Developing practices of areas’ demonstration
bases manifested that by leading agglomeration of leading enterprises, taking
industrial transformation, promoting specialized division of labor of
agriculture, developing related service industries and increasing jobs, it not
only guided various kinds of talents of cities to involve into agriculture and
provide it with intellectual support, but also attracted rural population to
gather in small towns which further promoted development of culture,
education, public health and other public services, and the completion of
infrastructure construction. It speeded up the pace of new urbanization. Thus,
agricultural industrialization demonstration bases could promote the
integration of industries and towns, which was an effective method to speed
up new urbanization, so it was worth of support and help of Central State
Finance.

4.2. Principles and Key Points of Financial Support to
Agricultural Industrialization Demonstration Bases
By setting special funds for agricultural industrialization demonstration
bases and implementing motivating programs, we would try our best to
reach the following goals at the end of “the 12th Five-Year-plan”: developing
a group of state agricultural industrialization demonstration bases, leading
the agglomeration of enterprises, innovating modes of agricultural industrial
development, stimulating the development of novel agricultural managing
proprietors and improve organizational level of agriculture; leading
demonstration bases to establish public service platforms, improving level of
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public services, strengthening radiation power and promoting the leap of
agricultural industries’ development.

4.2.1. Main Principles of Implementing Special Funds of
Agricultural Industrialization Demonstration Bases
Agricultural industrialization demonstration bases’ special funds belonged
to public finance, so in the process of implementation, it should enhance the
public, serving, demonstrating and leading features. The following principles
must be emphasized:

A. Construction of Public Service Platforms
It should preferentially support competent departments of demonstration
bases to establish public service platforms of technical innovation, quality
inspection, logistics information, brand introduction and etc. by themselves
or authorizing leading enterprises to provide convenient and favorable pubic
services to managing proprietors and made up for the insufficient public
services offered by governments.

B. Cultivation of Managing Proprietors
We should focus on supporting the establishment of scientific alliance of
leading enterprises, farmers’ cooperatives, family farms and specialized
households and construction of demonstration bases of strong radiation power.
We should set examples for more demonstration bases to cultivate more new
managing proprietors to improve organizational level of agricultural
management, leading modern agricultural development and further strengthen
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leading position of agriculture in National Economy.

C. Lead of Special Funds
We should make use of the system of market to lead regional financial
funds, financial capital, industrial and commercial capital and private capital
to agriculture to form multiplied investing mode of demonstration bases.

D. Effect of Using Special Funds
In order to improve efficiency of using funds, we carried out many
testing systems like fair competition, preferential projects, supervision of
funds and so on.

4.2.2. Principles and Key Points of Financial Support to
Agricultural Industrialization Demonstration Bases
Based on agricultural industrialization demonstration bases’ developing
needs, special funds of demonstration bases were mainly used to set up
public service platforms and talents of demonstration bases.

A. Supporting the Establishment of Public Platforms in
Agricultural Industrialization Demonstration Bases
We focused support on establishment of public service platforms of technical
innovation, quality test, logistics information and brand introduction in
agricultural industrialization demonstration bases.
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1) The Public Platform of Technical Innovation
It was a significant measure for enterprises and technical institutes to
jointly build technical innovation platform, cope with key technologies of
upstream and downstream of industrial chains, promote the upgrading of
industrial chains and protect ecological environment of demonstration bases.
We should support demonstration bases to build regional technical
innovation institute or technical research and development center, purchase
equipment of laboratory and research and develop key technologies of
upgrading industries, comprehensive technologies of agricultural processing
and sewage discard, and recycling technologies of green production and
emission reduction.

2) The Public Platform of Quality Inspection
It was an efficient method to reduce the producing cost of leading
enterprises and improve the level of agricultural products’ quality safety. We
should support leading enterprises to build quality inspection platform
together with technical institutes. Or we should support them to build quality
inspection platform and buy quality testing machine by themselves in order
to provide free or paid service to demonstration bases’ leading enterprises,
farmers’ cooperatives, specialized households and etc.

3) The Public Platform of Logistics Information
It was an important way to stimulate the circulation of agricultural
products and promote agricultural products’ circulating systems. Based on
the problems of high logistics cost of agricultural products and defect
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logistics systems, we authorized demonstration bases’ agricultural products
logistics center to support the storage and purchase cold chain equipment.
We expanded the construction of networks of information to provide the
information of supplying and demanding prices of agricultural products.

4) The Public Platform of Brand Introduction
It was an efficient carrier to cultivate regional advantaged brands and
improve brands’ level. By establishing public service platform of brand
introduction, we carried out sales exhibition of various superior products of
demonstration bases, integrated local superior brands and improved the fame
and influences of brands in markets. Based on exhibiting and trading center
of agricultural products, we supported the products’ exhibition, unified
examination of regional brands, “San Pin Yi Biao” recognition and so on.

B. Supporting Talents Training of Agricultural Industrialization
Demonstration Bases
At present, several demonstrations bases still had not specialized
management departments, so managing proprietors were not clear. Some
areas were not fully aware of the construction of demonstration bases, so
there was a phenomenon that they emphasized recognition work, but neglected
supervision, which seriously hindered the development of demonstration
bases. It was urgent to strengthen the training of talents in demonstration
bases. According to requirements of National Medium and Long-Term
Talents’ Development Outline (2010-2020) and Ministry of Agriculture’s
Implementing Project of Agricultural Talents’ Supporting Plan, we actively
undertook the work of talents training and cultivate and introduce talents in
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great want by the combination of “coming in” and “going out” policy.
Firstly, we took advantage of the present rapid circulation of various interdisciplinary talents to support demonstration bases to introduce high level
management talents and business backbones and enjoy preferential treatment
of local government’s talents introduction. Secondly, we set up a group of
training bases of management talents in our country to mainly support bases
to employ lectures, organize trainings and investigation-trip abroad, publishing
training materials and etc.

4.3. Suggestions on Financial Support of Agricultural Industrialization
Demonstration Bases’ Development
Various areas’ competent departments of agricultural industrialization
demonstration bases relied on their own advantageous resources to foster
leading support and expand policy support. After two years’ operation, the
first 76 recognized state agricultural industrialization demonstration bases
were more capable of gathering enterprises. Their public service functions
were more complete and radiation power was greatly improved, so they have
become the important engine of local economic development. However,
according to practices, the lack of Central State Finance’s financial support
was the main obstacle to the development of agricultural industrialization
demonstration bases. In order to lead various funds to bases, to set special
funds for demonstration bases and fully use leverage amplification effect of
financial funds was the main demands of areas’ demonstration bases.

In

terms of that, several suggestions were put forward as follows.
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4.3.1. Setting Special Funds of Agricultural Demonstration
Bases
Financing support to demonstration bases was necessity of agricultural
industrial innovation and agricultural modernization. We suggested setting
agricultural industrialization demonstration bases’ special funds in the budget
of Agricultural Department, in order to mainly support the built of public
service platforms and trainings of talents in demonstration bases. According
to agricultural industrialization demonstration bases of visited countries, it
needed about 3-5 million Yuan for leading enterprises to establish one public
service platform. Taking the leading feature of financial funds into
consideration and basing on 30% of the platform purchasing funds and
service revenue from managing proprietors, we suggested Central State
Finance to allocate about 1 million Yuan to every platform presently.

4.3.2. Innovating Payment Modes of Demonstration Bases’
Special Funds
During the two years’ management of state agricultural industrialization
demonstration bases, areas’ finances utilized diversified ways to support
bases’ development, such as loans with discounted interest, incentive funds,
subsidies, preferential funds, and financial appropriation. Based on experiences
of respective areas, they constantly innovate ways of using social funds to
support bases. Gradually supporting systems based mainly on incentive funds
and loans with discounted interest with supplement of subsidies and
preferential tax came into being. For instance, by incentive funds and loans
with discounted interest, they set equipment purchasing funds for public
service platforms and incentives to novel managing proprietors, and focused
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more on higher level public platforms with better serving effects.

4.3.3. Integrating Agricultural Special Funds to Support
Demonstration Bases’ Development
In recent years, Central Committee released a series of preferential
policies of agriculture, many of which involved agricultural industrialization
demonstration bases and leading enterprises, such as using agricultural
comprehensive developing funds to support leading enterprises’ development,
transformation of fields of low and middle production, standardized farming
lands’ construction, commercial grain bases’ construction and standardized
planting and breeding. They all regarded leading enterprises’ material
producing bases as supporting subjects. Based on principles of “unchangeable
channel, unchangeable usage and respective duties”, we integrated involved
funds to lean to leading enterprises and material producing bases. It focused
on leading enterprises’ transformation and upgrading, and driving producing
bases’ project subsidies of contract farming. At the same time, it gave
subsidies to wholesale markets of agricultural products, exhibition centers
and logistics systems which were associated with leading enterprises’ groups.

4.3.4. Strengthening the Supervision of Special Funds of
Demonstration Bases
Stronger supervision and performance appraisal ensured the improvement
of efficiency of using special funds of demonstration bases. We should set
special rules of supervising and make project declaration, examination and
approvement, implementation and acceptance check to ensure the efficient
and safe use of special funds. We studied about how to set up scientific
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systems of project performance assessment, appraised the operation of
demonstration bases regularly and irregularly, and assessed the efficiency of
using of funds. We gave preferential support to project-commitment
enterprises whose usage of special funds was very obvious. However, to
those enterprises that used special funds without conforming to rules, we
would take back the funds and forbidden them to declare projects of
agricultural industrialization demonstration bases within 5 years.

Case 1. Operation Situation Summary of Nanchuan agricultural
industrialization demonstration base
Nanchuan Industrial Park of Xining Economic and Technological
Development Zone in Qinghai Province, relying on the unique biological
resources and rich geographical and cultural characteristics of Tibetan
Plateau, construct the international Tibetan carpet production distribution
base, to build a world of Tibetan carpets, making the biggest and stronggest
wool industry with characteristics, aim to develop the new materials and new
energy industries, vigorously develop wool resource-based farming herd
industry. 2011, Nanchuan agricultural industrialization demonstration base
has been identified by the Ministry of Agriculture as the first national
agricultural industrialization demonstration base

A. General development situation of the industry of
demonstration base
Nanchuan farming and herd industrialization demonstration base considers
the construction of the Qinghai characteristic farming and herd industries
processing system as the core and the primary task of the industrial park
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construction since its inception. With the strong sport of the provincial and
municipal government, the base continues to accelerate the pace of
construction, apart from the original Qinghai Tibetan Sheep Carpets Group,
Qinghai Shengyuan carpet Group Co., Ltd., Qinghai Xuezhou Sanrong
Group, Qinghai cashmere industry group, Qaidam cashmere Co., Ltd.,
Qinghai-Tibet cashmere Co., Ltd and Qinghai Hoh Xil food Co., Ltd.,
Qinghai Yutai food Co., Ltd. and Qinghai Hejie Industry and Trade Co., Ltd
and some leading enterprises into the park, in 2012, 6 other farming and
herd leading enterprises were newly introduced into it. In 2012, the national
key leading enterprises of the park increased from three to five, and there
were three provincial leading enterprises, 12 leading enterprises above
designated size, Forming beef and mutton processing and plateau
characteristics agricultural deep processing, the three resource-oriented
processing system, based on Tibetan carpets cashmere spinning.

1) Tibetan carpets cashmere spinning
In the Tibetan carpet industry, the park has reached the scale with the
existing loom 80 sets which can achieve the annual output 12 million square
meters of woven carpet, the output value 2.4 billion yuan; annual yarn
production of 25,000 tons, the output value of 900 million yuan; in velvet
textile industry, the annual sweaters output 700,000 pieces, goats dehaired
wool 1200 tons, combed cashmere 250 tons, combed yak wool 400 tons,
cashmere yarn 400 tons, yak yarn 300 tons, of which Tibetan carpet
production scale ranks first in the country, and the total export of Tibetan
carpets also ranks first in the country. Thus the third largest in the world,
Asia’s largest manufacturer of coarse yarn is introduced to support the
production of Tibetan carpets, and the woolen carpet production scale of the
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park has already been a world leader. The yak production and processing
scale of the park’s characteristics of cashmere spinning business ranks first
in the country, and the total export of it also ranks first in the country,
Radiating and driving farmers and herdsmen 80,000 and 8,000 each,
relocating surplus labor 12,000 people in rural and pastoral areas of the
province, earning the foreign exchanges $ 110 million. Qinghai Xifu Textile
Co., Ltd and Tibetan Sheep International Carpet Co., Ltd. are newly
introduced as two complementary businesses.

2) Beef and mutton base
With the original Qinghai Yutai Food Co., Ltd., and Qinghai Hoh Xil
Industrial Development Group etc. as the leaders, Qinghai Zhongfayuang
Food Co., Ltd. are newly introduced, establishing millions cattle and sheep
processing base throughout the province, of which Qinghai Hoh Xil
Industrial Development Group and Huangnan city joint construct green
grassland ecological farming area of 50 acres, radiating 50,000 farmers and
herdsmen, and Qinghai YuTai Food Co., Ltd. constructs 30 acres of breeding
base, radiating 25,000 farmers.

3) Agricultural products base
With Qinghai Hejie Industry and Trade Co., Ltd. as the leader, 10,000 acres
of beans base was constructed. Use the beans produced to process fine protein
powder and build Qinghai biological nutrition brand, and based on the
accumulation of capital, gradually move to the beans value-added processing.
Qinghai Tianlihu Farming Development Company, Qinghai Plateau Ecological
Development Co., Ltd. and Qinghai friend Dairy Co., Ltd. are newly introduced
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B. Policy measures for the construction of demonstration
bases
1) Supporting policies and measures to create a good
environment for the industry
To promote the rapid development of the Tibetan carpet industry, the
Qinghai provincial Party Committee and provincial government, with the
support of national ministries and fraternal provinces, take many favorable
measures. In April 2010, the provincial government held a special meeting
on the Tibetan carpet industry to further expand the scale, extend the
industrial chain, enhance product value, put forward specific requirements,
and decided to implement in the park 150 sets Tibetan carpet looms projects,
playing a positive role for Qinghai to develop a special, low-carbon, green
and circular economy. The provincial Party Committee and provincial
government give incentives to vigorously support the development of Tibetan
carpet industry, at the same time, as a relatively small economic output
province, special funds of nearly 20 million yuan arranged each year for
industrial development, has better solved the fund shortages in the
development of enterprises.

2) Perfect service platform to provide favorable conditions for
the industry
Affected by the adverse macroeconomic since 2012, the park management
committee keeps tight down investment attraction, project construction,
credit financing, land acquisition and infrastructure construction and other
core work, overcomes thousands of difficulties, to build the industry and
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develop the economy, meanwhile, focuses on developing service system,
including raw materials trading, product marketing, intermediary services,
financing guarantees, quality standards and testing, to provide a good
platform support for the industry.
Raw material trading platform. The management committee in accordance
with the industrial development and land use plan, lay out 300 acres land
for the construction of raw materials market. Currently, the international
Tibetan carpets raw materials trading center invested and built by Qinghai
Xuezhou Sanrong Group recognized by the Ministry of Agriculture, is an
integrated animal products market including transactions, inspection,
quarantine, processing. The first phase of the market occupies an area of
180 acres, investing 88 million yuan, the annual processing scoured wool
(yak wool) 10,000 tons, decolorizing and dyeing yak wool each 300 tons;
trading wool 20,000 tons, sheepskin 3 million pieces, leather 200,000,
pieces, yak wool 4,000 tons, camel hair 500 tons, long hairs 500 tons, ox
tail 20 tons, cashmere 400 tons; achieving the trade value 600 million yuan
and employment of 1,700 people. Trading goods covers Tibet, Xinjiang,
Gansu, Inner Mongolia, Ningxia, Sichuan and other neighboring western
provinces.
Product marketing platform. Qinghai Tibetan Carpet International
Exhibition held for nine consecutive years by the Ministry of Commerce,
Government of Qinghai Province and Tibet Autonomous Region, is a
platform for the expansion and open, creating characteristic economy,
propaganda of famous carpet brands, to establish the corporate image,
strengthen international exchanges, promote the carpet industry and show the
style of Tibetan carpets. After years’ development, the show has become the
Qinghai Tibetan Carpet and related products marketing platform and has
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played a positive role in marketing for the park to carry out high-level
Tibetan carpets product and promoting the park’s textile brands. As of 2013,
“the Qinghai International Halal Food supplies Festival” sponsored by the
National Trade Promotion and the People’s Government of Qinghai Province,
has been successfully held six sessions, providing a better marketing
platform for expanding the park’s cattle cashmere series textile market.
Intermediary service platform. Chinese Tibetan Carpet Association set up
under the support of China Textile Industry Association, is an organization
guiding the development of the park’s industry, to communicate and guide
enterprises of the park in domestic and abroad carpet technology,
workmanship, design, marketing, information and other aspects. The main
responsibility of “China Tibetan Carpet Association”, first, is to organize the
domestic blanket manufacturers to work together to expand the international
market, building the world brands, and annually to organize enterprises to
participate in Hanover, New Delhi, Lahore and other international carpet
exhibition, expanding the international market sales channels; second is to
assist the two provinces government to manage the Tibetan Carpet
International Exhibition, making the exhibition gradually come to the market
and developing exhibition economy; third is to unified implement Tibetan
carpet industry development planning formulated by the two provinces
government, unified undertake staff training and rotation tasks, and promote
the prosperity and development of Chinese Tibetan carpet industry.
Industry service platform. Currently, the industrial park service system
consists of administrative service system and financial service system two
parts. On the administrative services, industrial park management committee
in accordance with the national policy and the development direction of the
park, provides nanny train services in the settlement of companies, engineer
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construction, project management, incentives to honor and other aspects.
Especially when the park was newly established, and the global financial
crisis raged, the CMC facing pressures and opportunities brought by the
crisis, in accordance with relevant industry restructuring and revitalization
plan, according to the provincial and city government “a number of measures
to support the sustained and stable development of enterprises”, combined
with the actual park, in a timely manner issued “further response to the
financial crisis, a number of measures to support and promote the
development of the enterprise” and “a number of measures to further
accelerate the development of the industrial economy”, a series of measures,
providing the policy basis for the healthy and rapid development of the
industry. In the financial services system, the park fully relied on
development zone of Tiancheng Credit Guarantee Company, providing credit
guarantee business for enterprises; meanwhile, set up Qinghai Rongxing
Industrial Co., Ltd., specializing in finance leases work for enterprises to
develop financing and leasing business, supporting to restructure and
technologically upgrade the production structures of corporate.
Quality and testing platform. Quality is the key to Industries’ development.
Through the guidance of the CMC, all Tibetan carpets, wool textile
enterprises of the park have passed ISO9001 quality system certification.
“Tibetan carpets standard” involved and formulated by settled enterprises
was recognized and promulgated by the AQSIQ and the State as the national
standards and specifications of the Tibetan carpet production enterprises in
2008. Meanwhile, the park guides enterprises in accordance with national
standards, to establish laboratories to detect throughout all aspects from the
primary material sourcing to finished products; Unites Provinces animal
detection station, Fiber Inspection Bureau, CIQ optimize processes, to
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achieve the united inspection, laying the foundation for improving the parks’
product quality.

3) Enhance the overall level, laying a solid foundation for the
industrial development
With the policy support strengthened and platform constructed, focus on
the enhancement of industrial equipment, the level of scale and technology,
and the conducting work of personnel, marketing, brand and corporate
culture and other aspects, guiding enterprises for harmonious progress, to
achieve healthy development of industrial agglomeration.
Improving the level of equipment has opened up vast space for the
development of high-end market. When the Park was first established, the
Tibetan carpet industry is mainly prepared by hand, with just 4 modern
Tibetan carpet looms of Qinghai Tibetan Sheep Carpets Group Company.
The park management committee in accordance with the strategically
deployment of developing the special industries of the provincial party
committee and provincial government, according to industry positioning and
development plan, suggested to build “Tibetan carpets capital” - Nanchuan
industrial Park into an international Tibetan carpets production and distribution
base. Recent years, the CMC through building workshops, financial leasing
equipment, staged ownership share-holding and a variety of ways, enable
enterprises to expand production, speed up industrial scale development,
increasing the production from 600,000 square meters up to 12 million
square meters; loom scale, product yield achieving an average annual growth
over the inception of 353%. The products changes from mainly focusing on
handmade carpets to develop the manual, Wilton, Keming and tufted entire
series; also expands from the initial single 45 Tibetan carpets to 300 Tibetan
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carpets, and from wool Tibetan carpets to silky, velvet, cattle cashmere,
cashmere, camel hair, pure silk; the production of the advanced Wilton
woven imported from Belgium, Germany changes from 400 reed close to
700 dense wool, silk and wool, pure silk, ice silk and other machine-made
carpets by hand, producing handmade Tibetan carpets and woven products
more than thirty categories, nearly one thousand varieties.
The implementation of Personnel, marketing, brand strategy plays a
positive role in promoting industrial development. Over the years, due to the
Tibetan carpet industry mainly prepared by hand, the professional and
technical personnel ware rare, the construction of support system of
appropriate personnel and technical training etc. lagged. With the strong
support of the provincial government, the park took many measures and
trained good skilled personnel, providing the competitive advantage for
enterprises’ development; and expanded marketing channels to provide a
broad market space. As of 2013, the distribution of Tibetan carpets park has
reached more than 200 distribution agencies; the industry leading company,
Qinghai Tibetan Sheep Carpets Group has built Tibetan Sheep brand
monopoly shop in Qinghai, Beijing, Tianjin, Shanghai, Xi’an etc. 20 large
and medium size cities, and set up companies in Hamburg of Germany,
Japan and other places, making the products exported to India, Nepal,
Pakistan, Germany, Japan etc. 33 countries and regions. In addition, the
implementation of the brand strategy and the construction of corporate
culture, lays solid foundation for the steady development of the industry.
Nanchuan industrial park as the only textile industry cluster of west, using
the “Tibetan carpets capital” regional brand, “Xining big white” unique
carpet raw material resources and the Tibetan Plateau particular culture, its
power can make the products or services as well as value-added of enterprises,
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intangible assets to achieve a multiplier effect. On brand building, the region
has registered 47 trademarks, owned a number of famous trademarks “Peacock”,
“Tibetan Dream”, “Qinghai Lake”, “sea source” and other famous brand and
“Snow boat”, “Tibetan sheep”, “Hoh Xil” “Qaidam,” “Shengyuan” five
Chinese well-known trademarks.
Strict environmental protection system has promoted the harmonious
development of the industry of the park. Tibetan carpet industry in the
development process requires a lot of water for scouring and dyeing, which
relates to water pollution problems. The CMC draw high attention to this.
First, at the beginning of the construction, according to industry positioning
and plan, commission qualification units to make regional environmental
assessment for the entire area, guiding the settlement and construction for
the project of the park. Second, in the investment links, always adhere to
the environmental protection and energy conservation as the important factor
of investment attraction; implement environment “one-vote veto” system,
and strictly implement environmental impact assessment system and environmental access system. Third, make objectives responsible management to the
key energy-consuming enterprises, based on a thorough investigation, understand
and master the energy consumption of unit product, millions output, energy
inputs and other major assessment indicators, signed letters of responsibility
for energy efficiency goals with the companies. Fourth, improve the
environmental investment mechanism to encourage the reduction of
pollutants, and take direct investment or capital grants, loan interest, etc., to
support for projects with the remarkable reduction achievements of pollutant
emissions.
Source: Based on work report Nanchuan agricultural industrialization
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demonstration base of Qinghai Province

Case 2. Operation summary of Cixi agricultural industrialization
demonstration base of Zhejiang Province
Cixi

agricultural

industrialization

demonstration

base

locates

in

Chongshou Town, Cixi City, covering an area of one square kilometer. Cixi
agricultural industrialization demonstration base strengthens organizational
safeguards, promotes innovation work, stresses the key point of work,
reinforces the security elements, and maintains the stable and good
development trend, since it was identified as the first national agricultural
industrialization demonstration base by the Ministry of Agriculture in 2011.

A. The results obtained by demonstration bases
With the gradually presence of the leading enterprises of agriculture
industrialization, and gathering and demonstration of the processing bases,
the driving ability of the base is increasing. Currently, the base has a total
of 35 agricultural products processing enterprises, 15 leading enterprises. The
base also owns 1 provincial leading agricultural enterprise of Zhejiang
Province and 9 municipal leading enterprises of Ningbo city. The industries
of the base cover aquatic processing, food processing, dehydrated vegetables,
egg products processing, roasted seeds and nuts processing industries etc. In
2012, the base processed and converted 120,000 tons of agricultural
products, and the processing volume of penaeus vannamei, eggs, broccoli,
cabbage, loofah sponge and other leading varieties accounted for more than
50% of the total processing volume of Cixi city, realizing the output value
of 820 million yuan and the export delivery value of $ 18 million, driving
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12,700 local farmers, linking the bases of 7.64 acres and breeding base 4
million birds, and promoting the employment of more than 2,000 people.

B. Specific measures to promote the construction of the
base
1) Strengthen the leadership and the organizational support of
demonstration bases
First, establish a national modern agricultural demonstration construction
leading group. In 2012, Cixi city was listed in the second batch of national
modern agriculture demonstration zone. Therefore, Cixi municipal party
committee and municipal government established the National modern
agricultural demonstration zones leadership team of Cixi city, headed by the
mayor, deputy mayor in charge of deputy head, directors of agriculture,
development and reform, finance, water and other 16 units as members of
the leading group, responsible for co-ordinating the construction of the
agricultural

industrialization demonstration base.

Second,

adjust

the

agricultural industrialization leading group. The adjustment and enrichment
of Cixi agricultural industrialization leading group headed by the deputy
mayor, directors of agriculture and other 12 relevant units as the members
of the leadership team, specifically responsible for the construction of
demonstration bases. Third, introduce the new policy. Research and introduce
the “Cixi supporting measures to accelerate agricultural development” (Ci
Dang Ban [2012] No. 59), the five years policy and issue the “Notice on
the issuance of <supporting stable scale business operation to foster
development entities> and other rules for the operation of the policy”.
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2) Increase investment attraction to accelerate the overall
development of demonstration bases
The base uses the good investment environment and preferential support
policies to attract agricultural business to settle down. Currently, the base has
attracted a total investment of $ 7.46 million of the plant, cold storage and
frozen food pipeline projects of Dai Viet (Cixi) Food Industry Co., Ltd;
farmland infrastructure and greenhouse nursery plants projects with a total
investment of 3 million U.S. dollars of Dai Viet (Cixi) Food Industry Co.,
Ltd; total investment of $ 4 million of pot series prepared food line of Cixi
Tianfeng Aquatic Co., Ltd.; total investment of 17.21 million yuan of annual
vegetable export technology transforming projects of Cixi Dafeng vegetable
Co., Ltd; total investment of 13.08 million yuan of annually acquiring 3
million kg of pollution-free egg processing technology projects of Cixi Eda
poultry Co., Ltd; the fruit and vegetable production line of equipment
supporting project with the total investment of 3.8 million yuan of Ningbo
Six food Co., Ltd. In 2012, the projects under construction includes the total
investment plan of 13.36 million yuan of Cixi Eda poultry Co., Ltd.’s annual
10 million birds Highland white varieties Miaoji technology projects, the
total investment of 6.166 million yuan of Cixi City Xianglong food factory
comprehensive development and utilization of salted egg albumen key
technology research and industrial projects, and the total investment of 5.48
million yuan of Dai Viet (Cixi) Food Industry Co., Ltd. vegetable export
production process transformation project.
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3) Speed up the construction of the “two zones” to consolidate
the foundation of agricultural industrialization
To reinforce industrial base of the agricultural products processing base,
Cixi City, from the source to start, accelerate the construction of “two zone”,
comprehensively promote the “3320” modern agricultural Park project,
steadily enhance the engineering functional areas of food production,
encourage within industrialization demonstration base the enterprise to invest
the agricultural construction of “two zone”. Currently, the “boutique
exhibition vegetable garden project” of Hangzhou Bay Modern Agriculture
Development Zone, invested with 7.536 million yuan by Dai Viet (Cixi)
Food Industry Co., Ltd., the construction scale of 1,200 acres had been
completed. Covering an area of 340 acres of Cixi Eda hens special
agriculture was listed in modern agricultural park projects of Cixi City in
2012, and its construction has already started. Through the modern
agricultural park construction, the processing enterprises of the base grab
from the production source of agricultural products, track all aspects of
agricultural seed breeding, production and marketing, and other procedures
to protect the quality and safety of agricultural products, accelerating the
agricultural growth pattern, and enhancing the market competitiveness of
agro-industry.

4) Give the incentives to benefit enterprises of the park
Currently, the preferential policies of industrialization demonstration base
include: First, technical innovation grants. Ningbo city gives 6% grants of
the total technological inputs of enterprises, and matching grants of Cixi City
are identified and implemented by the finance, agriculture and other sectors.
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Second, modern agricultural park grants are given by 30% of the total
investment of city and county levels to enterprises of the park building
modern agricultural park, and to those listed in Ningbo municipal boutique
and special agriculture park. Third, “Three Grade Standard” award. The
enterprises passing through the green, pollution-free, organic food certification,
each was given 80,000 yuan, 10,000 yuan, or 30,000 yuan reward. Fourth,
leading enterprises awards. Provincial, municipal agricultural leading
enterprises and other nine companies each was given 300,000 yuan or
150,000 yuan reward. Fifth, venture capital subsidies of college students
venture platform. Cixi city government especially issued “Venture capital
management approach of college students venture platform in Ningbo (Cixi)
green agricultural products processing base”, giving subsidies for college
students starting business at the base, business attracting college students,
th
college interns and others. 6 , brand awards. The enterprises that newly

obtained national, provincial, Ningbo Agricultural prestigious title, and
national well-known trademarks, provincial famous, mumicipal famous
trademark, each was given 200,000 yuan, 80,000 yuan and 50,000 yuan
reward. Seventh, prior access to the loan interest project of national
comprehensive agricultural development projects. Enterprises implementing
the projects in the base have prior access to comprehensive agricultural
development projects. Eighth, water subsidies. Government gave water
subsidies to production water of the agricultural enterprises in 2008-2010.

5) Innovate institutional mechanisms to expand development
space of enterprises
First, open duty-free agricultural green channel. In order to promote the
distribution and sales of agricultural products, increase farmers’ income,
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enhance agricultural efficiency, the duty-free agricultural products billing
green channel in the province was launched first, providing convenient
billing services to households farming edible agricultural products in line
with the VAT tax-free preferential policies, and by November 2012, the city
opened the card 8011 pieces, billing amount 121 million yuan, total opening
card 13017 pieces, billing amount 212 million yuan. Second, is to encourage
enterprises to “go out”. With the limit of Cixi land, labors, and other factors,
encourage qualified enterprises in the processing base to actively “go out”,
expanding business development space through building a base, setting up
windows and technical cooperation forms, for example, Cixi Eda Poultry
Co., Ltd. established a large breeding base in Shandong, cooperative to farm
Hubei Shennongjia chicken, and the current size of the company has ranked
the top ten in Shandong; Cixi Dafeng vegetables Co., Ltd. transferred 3
dehydrated vegetables production lines to Pengbu, in Anhui province,
Suyang in Jiangsu Province, and Siyang in Jiangsu province, and used the
space freed to launch a new frozen vegetables production line with annual
output of 10,000 tons, doubling the annual output value and achieving
business transformation and upgrading; Ningbo Yuzhongyu Aquatic Industry
Co., Ltd. marketed the agricultural products through setting up specialty
stores, outlet stores and other forms in Dalian, Beijing, Shanghai, Qingdao
and other cities to achieve its own rapid development and expand the
influence of Cixi agricultural products. Third, is to further improve the
finance and insurance business. In 2012 a total amount of 199 million yuan
of various types of insurance coverage was received, the policy-type mutual
insurance coverage area of 18000 acres for vannamei disease, and the keep
balance of rural small credit guarantee company was over a hundred million.
Source: reorganized based on the work report of Cixi agricultural
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industrialization demonstration base

Case 3. Operation summary of National agricultural industrialization
demonstration base in Henan province
Qi County and Linying in Henan Province, these two agricultural
industrialization demonstration bases were identified as the first national
agricultural industrialization demonstration base, focusing on “agricultural
efficiency and increase farmers’ incomes” as the core, adhere to marketoriented, technology as the driving force, according to the idea of the leaderled, industry support, optimizing the structure and cluster development, and
through positive guidance, policy support, and standardizing management,
optimizing services, strive to foster the leading enterprises of the agriculture
industrialization and effectively promote the construction of agricultural
industrialization demonstration base.

A. The main results achieved by the demonstration bases
1) Enterprises continue to grow and develop
In 2012, the number of the various existing agricultural industrialization
organizations in the two demonstration bases was 298, and the number of
the key leading enterprises above the municipal level reached 72, including
six national, and 22 provincial; the total assets in 2012 reached 18.59 billion
yuan, sales revenue of 20.5 billion yuan and after-tax profit of 1.587 billion
yuan. Meanwhile, focusing on the positive investment to expand business
scale, for example, in 2012, Linying introduced 41 companies with total
assets over billion yuan, of which four listed companies, now these two
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bases have 20 well-known national brands and trademarks, becoming the
largest snack food industry base of Midwest.

2) The technological advantages have become increasingly
prominent
The number of the existing research and development centers within Qi
County base is 5, of which two state-level R & D center, a provincial-level
R & D center and a post-doctoral research station. There were 6 patented
technology, 5 products with the certification of “Third Grade standard”, 1
Chinese well-known trademarks and 8 famous trademarks; in 2012, the
research and development investment capital is 212 million yuan, developing
more than 300 kinds of deep processing livestock products, covering more
than 20 provinces and autonomous regions, and selling far off Japan, South
Korea, and more than 10 countries and regions.

3) Employment continues to grow
In 2012, these two demonstration bases have achieved an operating
income of more than ten billion yuan, the scale of the bases reached 50
percent of the planning area, and industrial clusters’ self-sufficiency rate and
local processing of raw materials conversion rate reached 50% and 90%
respectively. The leading enterprises of Qi County agricultural industrialization demonstration zones through the establishment of standardized planting
base, not only improved the organization of farmers, but also employed
35,000 farmers. At present, 37,735 people are employed, total annual salary
reaching 622 million yuan; Linying County through the basic production
model of “enterprise + base + farmers” drived the income increase of nearly
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120,000 farmers round the base, with an average annual income increase of
36 million yuan, employing surplus rural labor force of more than 10,000
people.

4) The regional characteristics are increasingly obvious
Linying agriculture industrialization demonstration zone formed a group
of regional characteristics industry with the relative concentrated layout:
First, a batch of well-known snack food industry with Luen Thai, kiss,
Pan-pan, Qiaoqiao, as the main body; Second, the vegetable processing
industry with Yunlong Group and Junsheng industry as the main body;
Third, the meat deep processing industry with Beixu Group, Yurun Beixu as
the main body; Fourth, the food processing and conversion industry with
Nanjie Group, Jinlong noodle industry as the main body; Fifth, the alcohol
processing industry using corn as the raw materials with Tianguan
biochemical as the main body.

5) Continually innovate and improve the cooperation mechanism
Actively regulate agricultural trade associations, chambers of commerce
and other specialized cooperative economic organizations of farmers. Until
now, Linying demonstration zone through mergers, restructuring and
adjustment, has 26 farmers’ specialized cooperatives with registration and
legal personality, and more than 30,000 members holding shares. This not
only promoted the healthy development of farmer cooperatives, but also
directly and effectively led the development of the industry. The income of
the radiating farmers of the region increased more than 30% of general
farmers. Qi County actively innovated and improved the benefits coupling
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mechanism, and explored the “Five in One” model of “leading enterprises
+ cooperatives + Farmers + guarantee Companies + financial institutions”
and the “6 +1” industrial management new model of “government, farmers,
cooperatives, finance, guarantees, insurance and leading enterprises”, through
government support, enterprises leading, financial supporting funds, professional
services, and the establishment of risk control and loss compensation system,
to accelerate the development of agricultural industrial management. These
have appeared great results, acquisitions of the enterprises in the base
accounting for 90% of the total.

6) Brand awareness is incessantly growing
Through creating brands in agricultural industry, the quality of agricultural
products has been significantly improved. There are 8 domestic well-known
brands in Linying demonstration zone, including Nanjiecun brand products,
Yunlong brand organic vegetables, Qiaolinglong brand puffed food, Xiang
Dangdang brand puffed food, Pan-pan brand snack food, Xiyingying brand
puffed food, Qiaoqiao puffed food, Yangyuan drinks etc. and 11 regional
famous trademarks. In 2012, “Xiyingying” successfully applied for the
Chinese well-known trademarks.

C. The main practices for the development of demonstration
base
Governments at all levels view the agricultural industrialization demonstration
base as a strategic task, establishing its leading position in the industrial
economy development of the county. Linying county government explicitly
states the development idea of “whole party on the economy, focus on the
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industries, the key to projects, the core in investment increase”, requires to
focus on supporting food processing leading industries, increases investment
attraction, corporate restructuring and environmental

remediation to

accelerate the construction of industrial projects, non-public economic
development, technological innovation, enterprise information construction
etc., formulates a series of policies and measures to support SMEs and to
encourage the development of industrial parks, implementing the tilt from
the talent, technology, taxation, capital, information, etc. In order to strengthen
the leadership of the industrial cluster park, Qi county government
establishes the leaders team of Qi county agricultural industrialization and
food industry, deploying special staff to establish a joint working meeting
system and information release system.

1) Make the best use of the situation, and reasonably determine
the leading industries
In Qi county, according to the local traditional advantages, animal
husbandry, food processing and local specialty products deep processing are
the leading industries of industry cluster development, forming and extending
the industrial chain. First, based on the advantages that Qi county livestock
comprehensive ability ranks first among the province’s livestock key
counties (cities) and the value of animal husbandry accounts up to 78% of
the agricultural production total value, actively adjust the structure of
livestock development, and extend the industrial chain, converting from
simple livestock breeding to livestock products processing, and from simple
packaging division to semi-cooked or cooked products, fully converting and
utilizing the livestock resources to add value and achieve the transition from
strong livestock county to strong food industry county; second, based on the
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advantages that due to constant expanding of the scale of livestock industry,
the demand for grain and high quality crops and grain incessantly grows,
and the farming area of high-quality forage acreage continually expand,
vigorously develop the food processing enterprises, improving the addedvalue of the products and increasing farmers’ income; Third, fully promote
the advantages of “three Jane of Qi River”, Qi carp, seedless dates, wrapping
duck and calcium millet, rubescens tea, sweet potato and other local
characteristic resources, improve the processing capacity, tap the market
potential, develop the gift-type food and travel Food with local characteristics,
and establish the development direction of the characteristic deep-processing
industry.

2) Improve the environment and give support to the
development of industrial clusters
Governments at all levels take a variety of special policies, increase
investment, and improve services to create the necessary environment for
industrial development. For example Linying county government not only
incessantly increased capital investment, actively sought for state supporting
funds and effectively integrated capital projects, but also actively helped
corporate finance and coordinate corporate loans of more than 400 million
yuan, easing the difficult problem of corporate finance, strongly promoting
the development of corporate. Qi County Government has taken various
measures to create favorable conditions for business development, implementing
county leaders division responsibility system for key projects, and drawing
25 professionals from the county to settle in the business units; repeatedly
issued document on corporate credit, land use, project support and other
aspects to support the corporate and listed the corporate as the first-class
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power using unit, reducted corporate vaccination fees, quarantine fees, and
other taxes to the maximum; ensure where business developed, there will
repair the roads and stand the wires; severely punished various acts that
disrupted production and operation of corporate, and issued the document
requiring that any department or unit shall not go to agricultural products
processing enterprises to raise any pretext, levies, fines, fees, dues with any
excuses, and shall not forcibly confiscated a variety of industries fees;
increased violations crackdown, govern the external environment of agricultural
products processing enterprises, providing good developing conditions for
agro-processing enterprises.

3) Optimize services and vigorously support the leading
enterprises
Two county governments attach great importance to the leading role of
the agricultural product processing leading enterprises. Every year Qi County
determines a number of agricultural industrialization enterprises with good
industrial base, large scale, strong leading ability, focuses to support and
help enterprises plan, pack, and declare the projects; finance departments
each year lists development funds of the leading enterprises into the budget,
managing with special account; financial sector implements prior loans,
interest concessions for leading enterprises; food sector gives preferential
policies for food processing companies to purchase grain; relevant departments
also give preferential policies to livestock enterprises for the collection of
vaccination fees, quarantine fees and sewage treatment fees etc. In recent
years, a variety of tax relief for businesses is nearly billion, coordinating
loans of 300 million yuan, seeking for funds of more than 200 million yuan;
encourage enterprises to cooperate with foreign countries, attracting foreign
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resources and private capital, and extending the industrial chain. Linying
county views fostering and supporting leading enterprises as the top priority
of promoting the industrial clusters development, insisting on enhancing the
quality of large enterprises on the one hand and controlling the population
expansion of small-scale, large group on the other hand, annually screens
about 10 agro-processing enterprises with strong strength and high potential
to focus on to support. The implementation of the leadership subcontracting
production can timely help the enterprises solve the problems encountered
in the development process, and provides strong support in tax breaks,
financial support, financial credit and other aspects, increasing the strength
of the leading enterprise, and promoting the upgrading of the overall level
of the county’s industrial agglomeration area.

4) Innovate mechanisms to enhance the influence of demonstration
bases
First, the assets connection mechanism was established. Individual or
collective farmers construct agricultural production base, and the leading
enterprises are responsible for the guarantee contract management of the
base, forming the benefit-sharing pattern of farmers loan, corporate
guarantees, farmers build farms, corporate contracts, corporate manages, and
through interest, connecting the masses with the corporate into an organic
whole. Second, service connection mechanism was established. Leading
enterprises provide for farmers the pre-production, production and postproduction series of services; from quality seed supply of the pre-production,
and the technical assurance to the production, until the final product
acquisition, are all in the charge of the processing enterprises, and farmers
simply follow the standard requirements of enterprises to produce the
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qualified agricultural products. Third, the interest-protect mechanism was
established. In order to safeguard the fundamental interests of the masses,
leading enterprises give a portion of profits in the processing, feeding and
production, to protect the interests of farmers, and set a minimum price
protection to farmers, open to the public. Fourth, contract control mechanism
was established. Leading companies and farmers signed a purchase and sale
contract, clearly showing product purchase price, as well as leading enterprises
and farmers’ rights, responsibilities and interests, which can not only eliminate
the market risk for farmers, but also ensure the supply and cost of acquisition
of leading companies. Through the incentives of the above mechanism,
processing enterprises and farmers form a firm interest connection, which
can effectively ensure the supply of raw materials and business interests of
the masses, creating good social results.

5) Increase the technology investments to improve the
competitive core of the enterprises
First, pay close attention to livestock breed improvement; fine breed
coverage of specialized production field (household) in Qi county reached
100%; Second, actively promote advanced technology and equipment; the
introduction of German, the United States and other international high level
of production equipment and advanced technology provides the guarantee of
product quality and safety; Third, pay attention to the talent introduction and
training; fourth, strengthen the construction of the standardized production
system; most of the leading companies have adopted HACCP, ISO9001,
ISO14001, pollution-free products and other systems, in strict accordance
with the “five reunification” requirements, enhancing the management of
product safety, quality, environmental protection and other aspects, to ensure
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the standardization of agricultural products and modern production; fifth,
actively create famous brand products and the well-known trademarks; now
there are more than 30 famous brand products and well-known trademarks
above the provincial level.
Source: Reorganized based on the work report of national agricultural
industrialization demonstration base in Henan province

Case 4. Operation summary of Huangpi District agricultural
industrialization demonstration base of Wuhan City,
Hubei Province
In recent years, Huangpi District of Wuhan City takes the opportunity of
building national agricultural industrialization demonstration base, to expand
its advantages, accelerate the construction and promote the rapid development
of demonstration bases. 2012, the agriculture industrialization demonstration
base upholds the development direction of new industrialization, highlights
the agricultural processing prominent characteristics, and vigorously promote
the infrastructure construction and project construction of demonstration
base, constantly creating industrial clusters to promote the comprehensive
construction of demonstration bases and accelerate its development.

A. Main results achieved by the demonstration bases
By the end of 2012, Wuhan city Huangpi District agricultural industrialization
demonstration base had a total of 107 agricultural enterprises, including 65
agricultural products processing enterprises, of which 52 enterprises went
into operation, 12 enterprises was under construction, and 41 enterprises was
above designated scale. In 2012, the total output value of the demonstration
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base is 12.263 billion yuan, of which the output value of agricultural
processing products is 8.263 billion, increasing 64.8% year on year; the
completion of tax is 286 million yuan, increasing 31.5% year on year. The
demonstration base initially formed the industrial development pattern with
agricultural products processing enterprises and integrated market as the
leader, the formalization agricultural base as the foundation and technology
and brand as the support.

B. Main practices for the development of the demonstration
base
1) Accelerate infrastructure construction and prepare development
platform
According to the mode of base first, government-led, corporate body and
the market operation, comprehensively promote the park’s infrastructure
construction, “Seven Connections and one leveling”, with special emphasis
on speeding up the construction of the road network. Three vertical and three
horizontal road network and supporting water, electricity, communications
engineering basically completed, of which laying asphalt of the Nanhuan
Road, Chuangye West Road, and the main engineering of the first phase and
second phase of Lake Road, the main road North Hankou North Road
extension cord is basically completed; the subgrade construction of
zhonghuan road and chuangye middle road wuhu secton is completed; the
new water plant of Wuhu is stepping up the construction, kindergarten
center, sewage treatment plants, business service centers planning and
feasibility studies have been started. At the same time, actively cooperate
with the provincial and municipal key projects Newport Railway, Jiangbei
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fast way, Hanshi road transformation and Huangwu road construction. The
park gradually forms the smooth inside and outside transport network and
good environment for project settlement.

2) Promote the projects construction and strengthen the
development support
In accordance with the “Processing + base + market” development ideas,
constantly expand the industrial chain and the park features, and create
industrial clusters, supporting the development of the park, making the
leading agricultural products processing zone. Highlight to construct the core
area of 3 square kilometers food processing park of Taichuang Park, Wu
Lake five port of 2 square kilometers agricultural processing park and Three
Mile of 2 square kilometers of forest furniture industrial park, focusing on
the development of food, beverages, dairy products, meat, aquatic products,
forest products etc. processing industries. Currently, Taichuang Park has 65
food and agricultural products processing enterprises, of which 2 national
agricultural leading enterprises, 6 provincial and municipal leading
enterprises, and 41 enterprises above designated scale. 12 industrial projects
under construction (planned) of the park, the planning total investment of
them will reach 12 billion yuan, investing 480 million yuan this year. Qian
Ji food and Yurun meat processing, the first phase of these two projects is
completed with a total investment of 270 million yuan; Woji food and
Cuiyuan food two Taiwan-funded enterprises are under construction; Tian Fu
tea (Taiwan-funded), Yurun Huadu, Tianzhong technology, Jingwu large
central kitchen, Yonghe food and other items started the early regulation and
report work; Mega Agricultural Science and Technology Park (Taiwanfunded), Wuhan-Taiwan Agricultural Science and Technology Park Project
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(Taiwan-funded), imported Taiwan Great Lakes strawberry and production
techniques, cultivate an area of 40,000 square meters in greenhouse. These
projects under construction this year, next year will be fully completed and
go into operation. Strengthen the project coordination services. For the
practical situation of large workload and work difficulty of park land
acquisition, infrastructure construction and projects the introduction, the park
management committee in accordance with the principle of “unified
management, division of labor”, clearly stipulates each team member contact
two projects and hold regular meetings of street, town, village, enterprises,
households and other forms of multi-level project coordination meetings,
promotion meetings; at the same time, timely referrals to district leaders to
hold coordination meeting of direct relevant departments, supporting to
resolve the electricity, water of Qian Ji, Yurun construction, municipal
special company road construction, Tianfu, Tianzhong, Yurun Huadu
regulations and other issues, and effectively promoting the project.

3) Integrate advantageous resources and create a demonstration
Park
Giving full play to the brand effects of Taiwan farmers Pioneer Park,
National modern agricultural demonstration zone, national agricultural
industrial demonstration bases, provincial agricultural processing park,
actively create and integrate all kinds of brand resources, accelerate the
construction of the park, and promote the upgrading. Highlight the industrial
clusters development, and actively introduce Japan’s advanced food baking
technology, precision farming and agricultural management techniques etc.,
vigorously promoting the food and agro-processing park, modern urban
agriculture and flower seedlings demonstration bases construction. Make full
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use of the special funds, more than 100 million yuan of national modern
agriculture demonstration zones, provincial agricultural products processing
Park etc. to support leading enterprises to become bigger and stronger.
Actively declare Taiwan-related projects to Provincial Taiwan Affairs Office,
Provincial Department of Finance for park infrastructure construction, and
other incentive funds for Taiwan-funded enterprises and Taiwanese
investment, to promote development of the park. Holding “Development
Forum of agricultural products processing enterprises, modern agricultural
projects promotion” and other major events as the opportunity to carry out
extensive forms of cross-strait project promotions, negotiations and other
activities to promote the introduction of investment and exchanges and
cooperation. In 2012, the Park received a total of 26 batches of Taiwan
businessmen, 370 passengers, and newly introduced 5 agricultural enterprises.
Meanwhile, on the basis of Taichuang Park, modern agricultural demonstration
zone, provincial agricultural processing park, actively declare the provincial
agricultural science and technology park, in charge of research and development, introduction, testing, marketing, applications of agricultural science
and technology, combine the technology advantages, resources and industrial
advantages, fully improve the technological content of the park, and lead the
development of the park with advanced technology.
Source: Reorganized based on the work report of Wuhan City, Huangpi
District agricultural industrialization demonstration base

Case 5. Operation summary of Shenbei agricultural industrialization
demonstration base in Liaoning Province
The development of Shenbei agricultural industrialization demonstration
base is mainly achieved by relying on the drive of processing demonstration
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area to promote the construction of production bases. In 2012, the
agricultural output value of the region achieved 3.09 billion yuan. The
region had 428 agricultural products processing enterprises above designated
size, achieving the industrial output value of 59.8 billion yuan; the region
owns 189 farmer cooperatives, 673 professional big households, 486
organizations of various types of agricultural industrialization, and 44
leading agricultural industrialization enterprises above the municipal level (of
which: 6 National level, 7 provincial level, 31 municipal level).

A. The Industrial Development Situation of the Demonstration
Bases
1) Construct national agricultural products deep processing
demonstration

zone,

promoting

the

development

of

agricultural industrialization
In order to promote the development of agricultural industrialization
demonstration base, Shenbei first grasped the construction of the base,
vigorously attracted the investment through the guidance of policy, attracting
well-known agricultural products deep processing enterprises to settle down,
and focused on building Shenbei Huishan agricultural deep processing
demonstration zone. After years of development, the park has been identified
by the Ministry of Science as Northeast Agricultural Science and Technology
Innovation and Achievements converting base and international technology
cooperation industrial base, and identified by the Ministry of Agriculture as
the national agricultural products processing demonstration bases, and was
also named by Chinese food Industry Association as Chinese famous food
industrial base. In 2012, seven great modern agricultural demonstration bases
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were built, namely: the agricultural industrialization demonstration base,
covering an area of 400 acres, 100 acres of Hai Lanzu generation of hens
breeding base, 1,000 acres of cow breeding bases, 2,000 acres of high
quality fruit demonstration base, 120,000 million mu of high-tech agricultural
demonstration base focusing on high-quality rice, flowers, and Schisandra,
300,000 pigs breeding base, and 20 million broiler breeding base. The
thriving development of the economy of the industrial park, forming the
strong industry driven, base driven and technology driven effects, promotes
the agricultural industrialization process of Shenbei, and even Liaoning
province and the Northeast. According to preliminary statistics, 15
demonstration bases were driven and established, radiating planting area of
200,000 acres, the number of breeding of 26.553 million were driven.
Arrange 50,000 farmers directly to work in the enterprises of the park or
planting and breeding bases, radiating households up to 2.45 million.

2) To construct production bases, promoting the industrial
development of modern agriculture
Relying on the agricultural deep processing industry clusters advantages
and brand advantages, Shenbei breeding production bases have developed
rapidly, with constant growing industry scale, and the role of increasing
continues to appear, “the companies drive the base, bases drive farmers”
development mode has been incessantly improved. Now the region has four
major professional production bases, first, fruit base of 40,000 acres,
including Hanfu apple base 20,000 acres; second, 160,000 acres green rice
base, of which 10000 acres of organic rice, “Shenbei water rice” has been
successful declared as the national geographical indications certification and
has become one of the veritable characteristics card of Shenbei; Third,
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featured planting base of 60,000 acres, including 2 acres flowers, 2.5 acres
vegetables, 1.5 acres Schisandra, whose planting base has become the
country’s largest professional production bases; Fourth, modern breeding
base 5000 acres, including cows, chickens, pigs and other standardized
livestock farming district 40, 3000 dairy herds, 30 million slaughter chickens
and 450,000 pigs. The annual export volume of livestock products reaches
$ 30 million, Shenbei has become the important base for livestock products
export of Shenyang City, as well as Liaoning Province.

B. The main measures to promote the development of
demonstration bases
1) To increase the construction efforts of intensive processing
of agricultural demonstration park
Huishan agricultural products deep processing industrial park has nurtured
and introduced 428 agricultural products processing enterprises after a
decade development, of which 6 national leading enterprises. The park has
built the agricultural and food deep processing, two ten billion industry
clusters, forming the “seven industries”, namely: the dairy products processing
industry with the annual dairy products processing of 700,000 tons; the grain
and oil processing industry with annual processing rice of 600,000 tons,
soybean of 1.2 million tons, wheat of 430,000 tons; the feed processing
industry with annual processing feed of 1.7 million tons; the fruit and
vegetable processing industry with annual processing drinks (beverages) of
1 million tons; the seed companies with annual production of hybrid corn
seed 77.5 million kilograms, rice seeds 11.5 million kilograms, vegetable
seeds 12 million kilograms; and logistics enterprises with annual storage
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capacity of one million tons, and annual trading and distribution of
agricultural products amounting to 20 billion yuan. In the end of 2012, the
agricultural products processing enterprises of the park mainly produced 22
categories of nearly more than 600 varieties of products, including high
value-added and deep processing products of a total of more than 400 kinds,
accounting for 67% of all species. Products are exported to the United
States, Japan, South Korea, Russia, Southeast Asia and other 28 countries
and regions.

2) To establish and expand the specialized cooperative economic
organizations
There were altogether 189 farmer cooperatives, divided by sector:
Farming 106, aquaculture 62 and agricultural 21. These cooperatives showed
the following characteristics: First, formed spontaneously under the lead of
capable men; Second, intensive management, and efficiency improvement;
Third, division of labor, and common development. These specialized
cooperative economic organizations were voluntarily united and established
by farmers, playing a positive role in enhancing the level of the agricultural
modernization and promoting farmers to get rich.

3) To do agricultural extension, agricultural monitoring and
other services
Organize the labor division of agriculture, forestry, vegetables, livestock,
aquaculture, and other professional production technical promotion services,
work together to do all the services. In 2012, the implementation of 16 new
technologies of the Ministry, provincial and municipal pilot demonstration,
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further promoted the application of soil testing and fertilizer, straw reactors
and other technology. Conduct quality testing of agricultural products 7 batches
and the pass rate of 188 pieces Pengcai samples is 100%. Meanwhile, conduct
a special inspection on the region’s 150 seeds, 68 pesticide production units to
further strengthen the special agricultural anti-counterfeiting action, regulating
the production and management of agricultural markets, protecting the
legitimate rights and interests of farmers.

4) To strengthen the infrastructure construction
Shenbei actively gathers funds via various ways to increase capital
investment in agricultural industrialization demonstration base construction,
and builds the infrastructure with high standards. In accordance with the idea
of “government guidance and market operation,” the electricity, water,
heating, gas, telecommunications and other operating projects are entirely
marketized, and the government invests only road network, landscaping,
water and other non-operating projects. Currently, the green coverage rate of
Huishan agricultural processing demonstration zone reaches 60%, 10% of
water coverage rate, and 100% of sewage treatment rate. The infrastructure
and ecological environment of Huishan Development zone rank domestic
first-class level.

5) To create the best investment environment
Set up comprehensive service centers in the region, making the entire
approval process into the process of service, to establish a fast and efficient
service system and mechanism. Form the good atmosphere of pro-business,
and secure business in the region in which everyone wants to serve, and
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everyone provides good services. Implement the first asked responsibility
system, tracking system and accountability system to provide “lifetime
service” for the enterprise development, achieving the institutionalization
standardization and specialization of service. Vigorously support the
enterprises to be listed and provide value-added services such as financial
loans to support enterprises to become bigger and stronger. Now, Shenbei
has become the best investment zone for agricultural products processing
enterprises Industrial.
Source: Reorganized based on the work report of Shenbei agricultural
industrialization demonstration base
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Chapter

8

The Financial Support & Research of the
Development of Agriculture Industrialization
China’s central government and the State Council attach great importance
to industrial management of agriculture regarding agriculture industrialization
as an important global and directional matter, emphasizing that supporting
agriculture industrialization and leading enterprise is to support agriculture
and farmers to vigorously promote the leading enterprises bigger and
stronger and the rapid development of agriculture industrialization, to enhance
the stable development of agriculture and the steady increase in rural incomes
by formulating a series of policies to support agriculture industrialization
development, concerning many fields such as finance banking, taxation,
commerce etc. This chapter takes agriculture industrialization fiscal support
as the research object, concluding the practical experiences of agriculture
industrialization development by the methods of theoretical research and
positive analysis as well as qualitative description and quantitative analysis,
demonstrating the need of expanding the scale of special funds for
agriculture industrialization by arranging agriculture industrialization fiscal
support policy, and analyzing the implementation, efficiency and major
problems of agriculture industrialization special funds, suggesting to further
expand the policy of agriculture industrialization fiscal support.
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1. Theoretical Basis and Practical Exploration of Fiscal
Support of Agriculture Industrialization
The management of agriculture industrialization, the important driving
force of agriculture and rural economic structure strategic adjustment, is an
important way to transform the mode of agricultural production and operation
and to push forward modern agricultural construction, a major channel for
realizing farmer’s income increase. Apart from the common effort by all walks
of life, fiscal support plays an important role in the significant improvement
of quality and profit of agriculture industrialization. The following focuses
on public fiscal theory to study the financial support for agriculture
industrialization hoping to provide new evidence for carrying out new policy
of the fiscal support for agriculture industrialization by concluding the
practical experience of the fiscal support for agriculture industrialization.

1.1. The Theoretical Evidences of Fiscal Support for Agriculture
Industrialization
Public finance, a financial mode which bases on the public goods theory
and market failure theory, adapts to economic market. Basing on the essential
characteristics of finance meeting social public requirements, public finance
can be defined as follows: public finance is economic activities regarding the
country as the main through the revenue and expenditure activity of the
government by collecting part of social resources to perform the government
functions and satisfy social public requirements. The main basic characteristics
of public finance are publicity, the nonprofit, and legality. Publicity is public
finance focusing on satisfying public requirements, namely, the projects,
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which belong to or incorporate the social public requirements fields, should
gain support from finance. The nonprofit trait is that public finance aims to
pursue public profit. Legality is that revenue and expenditure activities
should be normalized and institutionalized.
On development and practice, agriculture industrialization belongs to the
category of financial support with strong fundamentality, certain public
welfare and obvious serviceability to meet the requirements of public
finance.

1.1.1. Fundamentality
Agriculture industrialization, surrounding agricultural products production,
procession and circulation to fulfill the geographical distribution of agriculture,
specialized production, socialized service and integrated operation, is an
important way to strengthen the agricultural national economy foundation
status with stronger fundamental functions. Agriculture industrialization
brings dispersed small farmers into integrated agricultural production and
operation system to enrich agricultural production and operation modes and
to increase organized degree of agricultural production and operation,
providing institutional guarantee for perfecting agricultural operation
mechanism. Agriculture industrialization, which covers farming, forestry,
husbandry and fishing sectors and centers on market and procession
requirements, increases productive base construction to enhance agricultural
comprehensive production capacity, to deepen modern agricultural industrial
foundation and to ensure the effective supply of major agricultural products.
By the end of 2001, productive bases driven by all kinds of industrialization
organizations account more 60% in China; agricultural products and processed
products by leading enterprises account 1/3 agricultural products market
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supply and 2/3 major cities’ shopping baskets supply.

1.1.2. Public welfare
Leading agriculture industrialization enterprises, which root in agriculture,
rural areas and farmers and target on vast number of consumers, not only
shares same market properties with general industrial and commercial
enterprises, but possesses public welfare characteristics such as guarantee
food security, absorbing labor force, boosting farmer’s income, and participating
new rural construction etc. Food security, which relates to physical health
and life safety of consumers, is also the lifeblood of leading enterprises’
existence and development. By the end of 2012, there were 29,100 leading
enterprise passing through QMSC; 11，300 leading enterprise obtained
brand product or famous (well-known) trademarks. Leading enterprises
strengthen industrial chain construction, by driving the relevant industries’
development such as package, storage and transportation to stabilize and
increase employment. They drove farmers to increase to increase income by
the methods of minimum purchase price, recovery of profits and share
dividend etc, in 2012, the benefiting farmers are 1180 million with average
income of 2803 yuan. By ways of cooperation between villages and
enterprises, and co-construction of villages and enterprises, many leading
enterprises actively participate in new rural construction to develop public
good.

1.1.3. Serviceability
Building a convenient and efficient social service system covering the
whole process and associating comprehensively is the inevitable requirement
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of modern agriculture development. Leading enterprises, which make use of
the advantage of closing to agriculture, rural areas and farmers to provide
productive and operational services in preproduction, production and postproduction, has become the backbone of agricultural socialization service
system by shouldering part of service function of government and public
service administrations. On productive service, leading enterprises provide
serialized professional service like means of production, technological
guidance, epidemic prevention and agriculture mechanization for farmer
production. On operational services, they offer the farmer production
comprehensive services such as storage, transportation, market information,
loan guarantee and agriculture insurance. In the duration of the eleven 5-year
plan, the productive material payment on account supplied by the leading
enterprises to farmer production surpasses 30 billion yuan. The average
training farmers is 13 million with the accumulative expense of 26 billion
yuan.

1.2. The practical exploration of fiscal support for agriculture
Fiscal support policy is the essential guarantee for the sustainable and
healthy development of agriculture industrialization. In recent years, both the
central and local government regard supporting agriculture industrialization
as a important part of fiscal support for agriculture with standing by
agricultural industrialization development on each level and every part to
preliminarily build the policy framework of fiscal support for agricultural
industrialization development. In general, there are some main characteristics
as follows.
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1.2.1. Channel Diversification of Capital
Since the 16th national congress, the central government sticks to put the
solutions of agriculture, rural areas and farmers crisis on the highest rank
of the overall job of the Party and Government by carrying out a series of
measure to strengthen and benefit agriculture to increasingly intensity
support among which many projects and capital are related to agricultural
industrialization. Looking for the historical view, there is special fiscal
capital to support agricultural industrialization, such as the industrialized
operation of national comprehensive agricultural development project and
special funds for agricultural industrialization. In the duration of eleven
5-year plan, the project funds of the industrialized operation of national
comprehensive agricultural development adds up to 17.3 billion yuan with
the central government agricultural industrialization special funds of 1500
million yuan. There are also many funds and projects incorporating
agricultural industrialization into supportive range, like the central modern
agricultural development funds, the productive and developing funds for
Shopping Basket, high yield construction, scale farming, standardized
demonstration gardens, Double Hundred Markets Program, rural logistic
service system development special funds, key state science and technology
projects and the Ministry of Science and Technology. From the vertical,
apart from Central fiscal support funds, local government of different levels
actively integrate the relevant project funds to support agricultural
industrialization development by building the special funds for agricultural
industrialization.
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1.2.2. Supportive Parts Involving the Overall Industrial Chains
Fiscal finance support funds for agricultural industrialization, which
involves agricultural product production, procession and circulation, covers
standardized bases construction, transformation and upgrade of processing
equipments, storage and logistic equipment construction, generalization of
scientific and technological research and development, products quality
citification, technology training, brands growing etc. Different fiscal projects
and funds stand by emphasized and different links with the obvious usage
range. Agricultural industrialization special funds, which mainly support
leading enterprises productive bases construction, are mainly used to improve
and generalize new species in planting bases construction, to purchase
productive materials and train technologies for farmers, to build and improve
green house, housing, and pond in breeding facilities construction and to
prevent epidemic. The industrialized operation of national comprehensive
agricultural development project highlights the infrastructure of leading
enterprises planting and breeding bases, seed breading facilities, quality
inspection equipment, energy saving and emission reduction device, market
transaction and storage and logistic facilities, health and disease prevention
and animal and plant quarantine facilities construction and the introduction,
demonstration and training of the new species.

1.2.3. Diverse support modes
By the requirements of modern agriculture development and the guidance
of industrial policies, the modes of fiscal support for agricultural industrialization are increasingly cultivating and enriching by combining supportive
figures and different traits of regions. Currently, for the different modes and
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various kinds of fiscal finance support for agricultural industrialization,
roughly there are financial aids, finance loans discount, substituting subsidies
with rewards, investment and share, loan guarantee, subsiding insurance
premium and risk compensation etc., among which financial aids, finance
loans discount, and substituting subsidies with rewards are more common
modes of payment. The main usages of financial aids are productive bases
construction of leading enterprises, storage and logistic facilities construction
and energy saving and emission reduction etc. Finance loans discount are
mainly used for the fixed asset investment of leading enterprising, acquisition
of agricultural products raw materials, procession and technological
transformation etc. Substituting subsidies with rewards are usually used for
certification of unpolluted agricultural products, green food, organic food and
agricultural products geographical indications, brands construction, and R &
D and application of important technological and scientific achievements etc.
Loan guarantee, subsiding insurance premium and risk compensation, the
efficient ways complying with development and exploration of agricultural
industrialization, play an important role in efficiently easing financing
trouble of leading enterprises and increasing the risk resistance capability of
enterprises and farmers.

2. Implementation and Profit Analysis of Agricultural
Industrialization Special Funds Project
In order to deeply analysis the function of fiscal support for agricultural
industrialization, to estimate the implementation effect of agricultural
industrialization special funds, here, only taking the agricultural industrialization
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special funds of Ministry of Agriculture as the sample to analysis. Since
2002, every year Ministry of Agriculture arranges 30 million yuan as of
agricultural industrialization special funds with the accumulative amount of
3600 million yuan, to mainly support the bases construction of key state
leading enterprises. From the implementation of special funds in 12 years,
a conclusion is, although the amount of funds is small, they play an
skillfully deflected role in guiding local governments, leading enterprises,
financial institutions and other social capital into agricultural industrialization
to build and strengthen leading enterprises, to promote agricultural
industrialization

development

and

to

accelerate

modern

agricultural

construction and the steady increase in rural income.

2.1. Demonstrated Guidance of All Kinds of Funds into
Agricultural Industrialization to Build the Diversified
Investing Mechanism
Agricultural industrialization special funds, regarding the state key leading
enterprises as supportive targets, taking productive bases construction as
entry point, focusing on demonstration pilot project to point to area, drives
all kinds of capital into agricultural industrialization to continuously expand
funds resource, preliminarily establishing an investment mechanism to form
the multi-agent, multi-channel and multi-level support for agricultural
industrialization development.
From 2008 to 2010, 900 million special funds of Ministry of Agriculture
drive all kinds of funds of 12.21 billion yuan to support raw material
production construction, among which the driving special funds of finance
and agriculture of local governments at all levels’ add up to 7.03 billion
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yuan, credit funds of 1.62 billion yuan, the enterprises investment funds of
3.13 billion yuan, and farmers productive funds of 1300 million yuan.

2.2. Strengthen Productive Bases Construction to Increase
Comprehensive Productivity
By making full use of agricultural industrialization project to actively
collect associated funds, to increase investment in production bases, to
improve productive facilities conditions and to enhance input management,
leading companies build a group of high standard production bases to
increase feed guarantee capability. The implementation of the project sets a
good example to farmers to enhance large-scale, standardized, professional
and intensive agricultural production, to increase agricultural comprehensive
productivity and to ensure efficient supply and QS of agricultural production.
From 2008 to 2010, the investment of agricultural industrialization fiscal
special funds to leading corporations bases added up to 36,3895,000 yuan,
purchasing 2150,000 ton high quality fertilizer, pesticides and breeds, driving
all kinds of production bases like grain, oil, fruit and vegetable of 271,2000
mu. During the 11th five-year, the key state leading enterprises accumulatively
invest more than 110 billion yuan to build standard bases with self-built
production bases of 35 million mu. For example, in 2009, Hebei XIAO
YANGREN Biological Diary Group carried out milk source bases transformation presentation project to further enhance raising areas management
levels and cow disease prevention and control capability, providing high
quality raw materials with safe food. In 2010, by carrying out agricultural
industrialization project, Jinlin Zixin Pharmaceutical Industrial CO., LTD
with added non-polluted and standardize production bases 900 mu, unified
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technological regulations, usage of pesticides and fertilizers and fields
management to greatly guarantee the quality and safety of the company’s
products. (see table 8-1)
Table 8-1. from 2008 to 2010, Conditions of Production Bases Construction

Driven by Agricultural Industrialization Special Funds
Year

2008

2009

2010

summation

special funds investment(million)

962

1233.95

1443

3638.95

purchasing high quality means of
production(ton)

55

97.1

62.9

215

driving production bases construction
(million mu)

80

100

91.2

271.2

driving bases construction

2.3. Increasing Technological Innovation of Leading Companies
to Enhance Their Market Competitiveness
The implementation of projects guides leading enterprises to increase
technological investment, to introduce and train technology talents, to
actively cooperate with research institutes and colleges & universities, to
carry out joint research of key technology of industry, to develop new
products, new technologies and new techniques, to increase seed breeding
and to enhance the promotion and application of technological and scientific
achievements, which promote enterprise core competitiveness and push
agricultural technology improvement.
From 2008 to 2010, 14,356,000 yuan of agricultural industrialization
special funds was invested to technological R & D and promotion, driving
key state leading enterprises to invest accumulative technological research
funds of 43.5 billion yuan. Currently, more than 90% key state leading
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companies build technological research apartments among which more than
60% of them win provincial science and technology rewards. In 2008, Jinlin
Huazheng Agriculture and Animal Husbandry Group put agricultural
industrialization special funds into usage of new technologies, new
equipment and new techniques, introducing cooked meat processing and
linking machines to produce sausages, which puts pork products procession
level into a new stage. In 2010, for example, by carrying out agricultural
industrialization project, Jiangsu Xin Yuan Silk CO., Ltd, which continuously
enhance technological development by introduction of 4 groups automatic
cocoon dryer and 12 natural colorful cocoon procession and water treatment
facilities, reconstruct and expand 3 silkworm cocoon drying stations and add
310 ton processing capability of natural colorful silk to greatly enhance
products technological contents and stably increase enterprise risk residence
capability and market competiveness.

2.4. Closely Linking Enterprises and Farmers’ Profit for the
Steady Increase in Rural Income
Promotion of interests binding mechanism is the major support of
agricultural industrialization special funds in recent years. Basing on industries
characteristics to explore different forms of interests binding mechanism, every
year, certain funds are used to implement leading enterprises+ intermediary
service organization+ farmers pilot spot to support leading companies and
FSCO. The implementation of the project, which promotes service function of
intermediary service organizations, and plays a role of intermediary service
organization in coordinating enterprises and farmers, increases order contract’s
implementation and maintains farmers’ economic profit. Meanwhile, farmers
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gain more profit from the project implementation by its driving leading
corporations to initiatively build specialized cooperatives and its pushing
agricultural industrialization organizations to innovate driving model. By the
end of eleventh five-year, there are 30.5% leading companies cooperating with
farmer specialized cooperatives under the guidance of pilot spots.
From 2008 to 2010, leading enterprises undertaking the project with
capital of 24,724,000 yuan from agricultural industrialization special funds
invested to this pilot spot, drove 156,500 and above farmers to
accumulatively increase income of 8.105 billion yuan with annual average
farmer income of more than 2400 yuan, direct employment of farmers being
221.000. For instance, Hubei Hong Sen Industrial Co., Ltd, in 2008, linked
farmers by specialized cooperatives of high quality rice, which shared out
bonus by the number of transactions. The project, which drove to build
300,000 mu high quality rice production bases, helped 100,000 farmers
involved in the bases to increase 60 million yuan with per farmer gains of
600 yuan. In 2009, Guangxi Feng Xiang Group used “leading enterprises+
intermediary service organization+farmers” pilot plot project to develop
broiler cultivation, radiating and leading 400 and above farmers in 3
periphery town3 to add net income of 2,2180,000 yuan every year with per
farmer average gains of more than 50,000 yuan, directly adding employment
of more than 1000. (See table 8-2)
Table 8-2. from 2008 to 2010, Farmers Led by Agricultural Industrialization

Fiscal Special Funds
Year

2008

2009

2010

Summerton

Employment (ten thousand)

8.90

6.00

7.20

22.10

Total Income Increase (ERU)

16.00

18.35

46.70

81.05

Per Farmer Average Income Increase(REU)

0.25

0.25

0.24

----

Farmers Led
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2.5. Increasing Leading Enterprises’ Service Function to
Enhance Agricultural Socialization Service Level
It is an important aim to enhance leading enterprises’ service function.
Project funds actively guide and support leading enterprises to center on
pre-production, production and post-production parts to provide specific and
efficient services such as means of production, technological guidance,
market information, products purchase, storage and transportation, and
technological training to obviously decrease farmers’ production cost and
climb farmers’ planting techniques basing on production and development
requirements under the principles of supplying the shortage. Enterprises
undertaken project also innovate service modes to provide loans guarantee
for farmers’ development and production. Some other enterprises sponsor
farmers in agriculture insurance.
From 2008 to 2010, training expenditure of special funds added up to
856,200 yuan with associated enterprise training cost of 3,150,000 yuan,
total issued training materials of 131,800, and trained farmers of 138,100 in
total. Leading companies provide more than 9600 million advance payment
money for means of production to farmers in bases. For example, Sichuan
Table 8-3. Farmers Served by Agricultural Industrialization Fiscal Special

Funds
Year
Farmers Led

Training Expenditure (ten million)
Training Materials (ten million piece)
Trained Farmers (ten million)
Advance Payment Money (ten million yuan)
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2008

2009

2010

In total

296.40

288.80

271.00

856.20

r

52.98

31.40

131.78

83.90

20.73

33.50

138.13

2.9

3.1

3.6

9.6

Guangyou Sweet Potatoes CO., Ltd, in 2010 set farmers’ productive
technology training on the same position with enterprise production, leading
30,000 farmers in surrounding towns to develop sweet potatoes industry, per
farmer average income of 6800 yuan. (See table 8-3)

3. The Necessity of Expanding Central Government
Agricultural Industrialization Special Funds
The outstanding of key support and clear method of the implementation
of central agricultural industrialization special funds in 12 years drove all
kinds of funds to invest into leading enterprises to greatly push them to
become more larger and stronger, to promote the transformation of agricultural
production modes, and to enhance modern agricultural construction peace.
However, there exist some problems in agricultural industrialization special funds
like single-support modes, fewer links and too small scales. From supportive
modes, the main modes of current central agricultural industrialization
special funds is single financial aids comparing with various modes of local
special funds support for agricultural industrialization like financial aid,
finance loans discount, substituting subsidies with rewards, and risk
compensation etc. From supportive links, although central agricultural
industrialization special funds refer to bases construction, technology R & D
and development and farmers in bases service etc., it is obviously lack of
efforts in support. Meanwhile, essential support for agricultural products
procession, storage and logistic, examination and inspection, and brand
building is insufficient. All those issues are due to smaller scale of central
agricultural industrialization especial funds. However, every year central
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government always arranges agricultural industrialization special funds from
Ministry of Agriculture as 30 million yuan, which doesn’t adapt to the
central government’ requirement and the needs of rapid development of
agricultural industrialization.

3.1. The Central Government Clearly Requires Expanding
Agricultural Industrialization Special Funds Scale
With high attention paying to agricultural industrialization development,
the central government and Stale Council emphasizes that supporting
agricultural industrialization and leading enterprises is to support agriculture
and farmers. The central No. 3 document in 2000 clearly required that a
group of leading companies with strong foundation, possessing advantages,
characteristic, and promising, should be chosen gaining the superior support
from the state to provide concrete aids and support to bases construction,
raw material purchase, equipment introduction and product exportation. The
th
15th national congress, the 16 national congress and 17th national congress

and 18th national congress all attached importance to support the
development of agricultural industrialization and leading companies. From
2004 to 2010, there were seven successive central NO. 1 documents
requiring augmenting agricultural industrialization special funds to be in
favor of bases construction, quality inspection, energy saving and emission
reduction, and technological innovation etc. in leading enterprises. In 2006,
national agriculture industrialization joint conference of 8 departments issued
the

rapid

development

of

agricultural

industrialization

management

mentioning that financial departments in all levels should gradually add the
investment of agricultural industrialization funds to mainly support leading
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enterprises to provide peasant households with training, technologies,
information service and the introduction and promotion of new species and
new technologies etc. In 2011, former premier Wen Jiabao clearly mentioned
that high importance should be attached to leading companies’ development,
quickly formulating policies to support the development of leading
enterprises sustaining agricultural industrialization. In 2012, the central
government NO.1 document clearly mentioned increasing agricultural
industrialization funds to support the requirement of leading enterprises to
construct raw materials bases, to save energy and reduce emission and to
build brands etc.

3.2. The Urgent Requirement of Expanding Agricultural
Industrialization Special funds Scale with Rapid growth of
Leading Enterprises Team
In recent years, China’s leading enterprises quickly grow whose numbers
continuously increase. Currently, the layout has been formed among which
1249 key state leading enterprises are cores; more than 10,000 provincial
leading companies are backbones; 100,000 and above small and mediumsized enterprises are foundations. From developing numbers, leading enterprises
increase by 4 times than 2000; key state leading companies increase by 7
times. However, central fiscal special funds still maintain 30 million yuan,
which leads to support funds of single leading corporation are only about
1/8 of 2000. On developing quality, leading enterprises scales are smaller in
general whose economic strength is weak with average fixed assets scale
less than 20 million yuan. Sell revenue of 90.3% leading enterprise is less
than 1,000 million yuan. Sell revenue of 36.1% leading enterprise is less
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than 5 million yuan. The average enterprises’ margins rate is only 4.5%. It
is urgent to increase support for those leading enterprises.

3.3. The More Arduous Task of Agricultural Industrialization to
Build Modern Agriculture Urgently Requires Expanding
Agricultural Industrialization Special Funds Scale
Agricultural industrialization is a strategy to develop modern agriculture,
while leading enterprises are major dependence strength of agricultural
industrialization development and modern agriculture construction. More
than 95% leading companies, which have become major market participants
to guarantee agricultural products efficient supply and increase agriculture
and rural economy development, work on production and procession of
agricultural products covering grain, cotton, oil, candy, meat, egg, vegetable,
fruit, aquatic products, and tea etc. surpassing 35% of agricultural products
market supply. With rapid advance of industrialization and urbanization, it
is an arduous task to quicken modern agriculture construction and to
increase development of SYNC. With larger grow rigid of agricultural
products and growing resource restraint, there is increasing pressure to
increase agricultural comprehensive productivities and to guarantee efficient
supply of agricultural products. Due to lower professionalization and scale
of agriculture, and incomplete industrial chains, to increase optimization and
upgrading of industries, and to build modern industry system face greater
pressure. Relying on agricultural scientific and technological process, and
increasing agricultural overall quality and profit face greater pressure. With
lower agricultural comparison and harder employment of transferred rural
labor force, widening employment channels and enhancing stable increase in
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rural income are confronted with greater pressure. It is urgent to quicken
agricultural industrialization development and support leading enterprises to
turn bigger and stronger; in that way, issue in modern agricultural
construction can be solved to realize SYNC.

3.4. With More Social Responsibility Undertaken by Leading
Enterprises, Further Support is needed
As a society entity, leading enterprises, which not only pursues maximum
economic profits, but shoulders the responsibility to increase farmers’
income, guarantee food security and protect resource and environment, bears
certain public service function. Firstly, it is a harder task to increase farmers’
income. Seventeen of the Third Plenary Session clearly put up that, by 2020,
farmers’ average net income should be double than 2008. In order to achieve
the goal, it must be guaranteed that the annual average farmers’ net income
increasing about 6%. The main farmers’ income integrates household
business income, wages income, and transfer-payment and financial incomes
with a rough ratio of 5:4:1 among which household business income and
wages income are main resource of farmers’ income. Leading companies are
the major force to increase the two kinds of income, which not only drive
farmers to develop high quality agriculture precuts production to explore the
potential in internal agricultural income and promote farmers’ household
business income on the rise. Meanwhile, they should increase farmers’ wage
income by enhancing agricultural products’ added value, extending industry
chains, stabilizing and enlarging employment. Secondly, it is a harder task
to guarantee agricultural products’ sufficient supply. With the increasing
income of urban and rural residents, the requirement of agricultural products
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consumption in health, safe, high-quality and specific agricultural products is
higher and higher, which is growing rigidly with characteristics of diversity,
difference, and personalization. Basing on the foundation of guaranteeing the
gross agricultural products balance, leading enterprises should quicken
readjustment of product mix, enrich products species, increase and guarantee
products’ quality. Especially in recent years, the central government clearly
pointed out that enterprises are the first person responsible for products
quality meaning that leading enterprises bear greater responsibility on
guarantee agricultural products quality. Thirdly, it is a harder task to protect
resource and environment. With the rapid development of economy, the
growing contradiction of the limitation of water and land resource is
increasingly demanding that leading enterprises save and integrate resources,
develops CP, reduce emission and wastes and protect ecological environment.
By increasing support and guidance to enhance the conscientiousness of
social responsibility of leading enterprises to better combine enterprises’
economic profits with social profits and ecological profits.

3.5. It is Urgent to Support Enhancement of Leading
Enterprises’ Comprehensive Competitiveness with More
Intense International Market Competition
Leading companies are main power of China’s agricultural products’
exportation with export volume accounting for 80% of the nation’s
agricultural products’ exportation. Currently, the international financial crisis
has not yet been eliminated; the recovery of world economy is sluggish;
trade protectionism is obviously growing; commercial technical barriers
increase obviously; it is more difficult for leading enterprises to export. At
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the same time, with the constant deepening opening to the outside world of
our country, international agricultural enterprises and international capital
speed up their pace to enter China’s market; leading enterprises in China is
also faced with the fierce competition of resources and market. All of this
urgently needs to increase support for leading enterprises, helping them
become bigger and stronger as soon as possible to enhance their market
competiveness, to promote our country high quality agricultural products
export and to better protect national industries’ stability and development.
Expanding the scale of agricultural special funds is beneficial to
accelerate the standardized productive basses construction to improve the
guaranteed ability of leading enterprises processing raw materials and the
quality and safety of agricultural products; it is beneficial to speed up
cultivation of independent innovation ability of leading enterprises, improving
enterprises’ core competitiveness and international competitiveness of China’s
agriculture; it is beneficial to accelerate leading enterprises cluster development,
enhancing radiating and driving ability of the cluster to stimulate the
development vitality of regional economy; it is beneficial to speed up
innovation of agriculture industrialization driving modes to closely leading
enterprises and farmers’ interest connectionist relations, making farmers get
more benefits.

4. The Key Links of Expanding Agricultural Industrialization
Special Funds Support
By expanding agricultural industrialization special funds and implementing
projects, striving to achieve the following goals by the end of eleventh
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five-year: cultivating and strengthening a of state key leading enterprises,
leading enterprises to speed up the establishment of standardized production
bases to ensure the effective supply and QS of agricultural products; guiding
the leading enterprises to speed up scientific and technological innovation to
improve the deep processing ability of agricultural products, and to cultivate
enterprises’ core competitiveness; we will further improve the leading
enterprises and farmers benefit connectionist mechanism to promote rural
employment income; accelerating the leading enterprises’ cluster development
to improve public services level, enhancing the capacity of radiation to drive.

4.1. The main principles of implementing agricultural
industrialization special funds
Agricultural industrialization special funds belong to the category of
public fiscal funds. In the process of implementation, it is more needed to
strengthen its publicity and service. The following principles must be
prominent.

4.1.1. Increasing farmers’ income is more prominent
Key supports should be given to scientific and reasonable benefit
connectionist mechanisms established with farmers and leading enterprises to
raise farmers’ income in obvious effect. A role model is needed to lead more
leading enterprises to benefit farmers.
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4.1.2. Key industries and fields are highlighted
Prior support is given to leading enterprises engaging in the production
and procession of grain, cotton, oil, vegetables, meat, eggs and milk etc. to
strengthen the construction of large-scale and standardized production bases,
improving the effective supply and QS of agricultural products.

4.1.3. The guiding function of fund is more prominent
Fully giving play to the role of market mechanism. Through project
implementation to guide the local fiscal capital, financial capital, industry
and commerce capital, and folk capital into agriculture, a diversified invest
mechanism of agricultural industrialization is formed.

4.1.4. The efficient use of funds is highlighted
Implementing fair competition and choice of projects based on merit to
strict money management with use of funds as ear-marked. Strengthening
supervision and inspection and establishing and improving the performance
evaluation mechanism to increase the service efficiency of funds.

4.2. The focus and links of agricultural industrialization special
funds support
According to the needs of the development of agricultural industrialization, the focus of agricultural industrialization special funds is to cultivate
and enlarge leading enterprises and to train urgent need of talents in
agricultural industrialization.
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4.2.1. Supporting the development of leading enterprises
Main supports should be given to state key leading enterprises to develop
productive bases’ construction and intermediary service organizations’
construction. The supporting links include:
(1) The construction of productive bases of raw materials. It should be
the key part of special funds support, which is not only the
foundation of stabilizing raw materials supply of leading enterprise
and guaranteeing the market supply of agricultural products, but also
a direct link of leading enterprises servicing farmers and the direst
resource of leading farmers to increase agricultural production
income. fund is mainly used for: leading enterprises provide farmers
with seeds, seedlings, pesticide, veterinary medicine, agricultural film,
fertilizer, fodder, and other agricultural materials services; distributing
training materials to farmers and carrying out technical training and
services; constructing greenhouses, colony houses, pond and other
breeding and producing bases and storage and logistics facilities;
Purchasing equipment for inspection and quarantine, farm equipment,
drainage and irrigation equipment, harvesting equipment, incubation
equipment, feeding device and other necessary equipment

directly

used in servicing farmers or constructing production bases.
(2) The construction of intermediary service organization construction. It
is the bridge and link to connect leading enterprises and farmers, an
effective organization form to reduce transaction costs, to raise farmers’
negotiating position and the level of agricultural organization, innovation
of driving mode of agricultural industrialization organizations, which
helps enterprises to provide better service for farmers. Focusing on
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support for state key leading enterprises to initially found intermediary
service organizations (farmers’ professional co-operatives), through
which providing farmers with agricultural concentrated distribution,
transportation, storage and technical services, etc.

4.2.2. Supporting training talents in agricultural industrialization
Talent is the intellectual support of agricultural industrialization. At
present, the low overall quality of the leading enterprises management
personnel and the lack of professional managers restrict the development and
expansion of leading enterprises. Cultivation of talents in agricultural
industrialization is an urgent need. In accordance with the National Medium
and Long-Term Talent Development Plan Outline (2010-2020), the Ministry
of Agriculture Modern Agriculture Talents Support Program Implementation
Plan actively carries out personnel training work with the combining method
of coming in and going out to train and introduce the talent in enterprises’
development. Seizing the current favorable opportunity of accelerating flow
of all kinds of technical personnel supports leading enterprises actively
introducing high-level technical personnel. At the same time, in a number
of ways, technical backbone of the enterprises should be dispatched to the
scientific research institutes and even abroad for further study. Drawing
lessons from other industries and fields about the practice of talent training
and relying on the association of leading enterprises, agricultural
industrialization demonstration bases, the scientific research institutes, and
leading enterprises to set up a batch of talent training bases of agricultural
industrialization across the country, key support being given to talent bases
to hire lecturers, to organize training, to study abroad and to publish training
materials.
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5. The Suggestion of Further Enhancing Agricultural
Industrialization Fiscal Support
Agricultural industrialization special funds, after twelve years of
implementation, explore to form an effective form of financial support for
agriculture industrialization development, playing an important role in
promoting agriculture industrialization and leading enterprises’ development.
The reason of small scale of special fund leads to single support way, too
narrow coverage, which directly restrict the full play of the demonstrating
and guiding role of central fiscal funds. In reference to the effective support
for agriculture industrialization development from local financial department,
the following suggestions are proposed.

5.1. Expanding the scale of central agricultural industrialization
special funds
The necessity of enlarging the scale of the central agricultural industrialization
special funds has made a thorough analysis and comprehensive elaboration
above. The central government has a clear requirement for it, and it is the
objective need for the development of agricultural industrialization. It is
suggested to greatly increase agricultural special funds in the budget of
agriculture departments, to build model bases of agricultural industrialization and
special funds of training agricultural industrialization talents. In accordance
with the number of spending increase of state key leading enterprises and
the overall scale of agricultural industrialization personnel cultivation determine
special funds’ growth ratio to gradually form steady growth mechanism of
central finance investment for agricultural industrialization. According to the
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measure, from 2000 to 2011, national key leading enterprises are increasing
in 21.2% per year, suggesting that in the duration of twelfth five-year special
funds increasing with the proportion of not less than 20% a year.

5.2. Innovating Supporting Modes of Agriculture Industrialization
Special Funds
In recent years, local financial departments flexibly supported agricultural
industrialization development, exploring a lot of good practice. On the
foundation of drawing beneficial experience of all to gradually innovate
support forms of agricultural industrialization special funds, gradually a
supportive system is built, which give priority to financial aid and discount
loans with subsides with rewards, loans guarantees, risk compensation, and
premium subsides etc. as the supplementary support, focusing on raw materials
production bases, agricultural products processing, science and technology
innovation, storage and logistics, inspection and detection, brand construction,
energy conservation and emissions reduction and other agricultural industrialization
development in urgent need of support.

5.3. Arranging agriculture-oriented funds to support
agricultural industrialization development
In recent years, the central government issued a series of strengthening
and benefiting measures among which many policies involve in agricultural
industrialization, for example, the comprehensive agricultural development
funds clearly support the development of leading enterprises; other projects
like the transformation of lower-yield fields, high standard farmlands and
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commodity grain base construction, standardized scale farming etc. regard
raw materials production base of leading enterprises as a support object. In
accordance with the principle of the channel remaining the same, the same
use and bearing respective responsibilities integrates and arranges capital
projects such as a whole to form the policy forces of supporting the
development of agricultural industrialization.

5.4. Strengthening Supervision and Management of Agricultural
Industrialization Special Funds
Strengthening the supervision and management and the implementation of
performance evaluation is principle guarantees to improve the special service
efficiency of agricultural industrialization funds. improving the supervision
and administration of special funds further intensify supervision, strengthening
the all-the-way tracking of project application, review, implementation,
acceptance to ensure special funds safety and effective use. Establishing a
scientific and reasonable project performance evaluation index system
assessing periodically or a periodically evaluate effect of use of funds to put
forward evaluation opinions. Units undertaken projects of remarkable
benefits of fund use are prior to be supported in the arrangement of projects
in the next year. Units, which don’t use fund in accordance with the
provisions, shall not apply for agricultural industrialization projects in 5
years, recovering project funding.
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